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Preface 

What contributions can current research in cognitive psychology make to the 
solution of problems in instructional design? This volume presents responses to 
this question from some of the best workers in an emerging field that I have 
labeled "Cognition and Instruction": people concerned with the investigation of 
the cognitive processes involved in instructional situations. The focus of this 
volume was presaged by comments made in a previous volume on cognitive 
psychology (Forehand, 1974): 

In what seems remarkably few years, information-processing psychology has come lo 
dominate the experimental study of complex human behavior. That rapid success 
encourages me to speculate that within a comparably short time the approach will have 
as much of an impact on psychology in the field as it has had on psychology in the 
laboratory. In particular, its potential for illuminating recalcitrant problems in education 
teems evident [p. 159). 

The chapters in this volume indicate the extent to which this potential has 
already begun to be realized. 

The book is divided into four parts. The fust three ports include sets of re- 
search contributions followed by discussions, and the fourth part contains 
three chapters that offer critiques, syntheses, and evaluations of various aspects 
of the preceeding pstpere. 

The chapters in Part I represent different strategies for instructional research. 
In the first chapter, Carroll, raising some of the issues facing psycholinguistic 
theory, asks whether we yet know enough to intentionally teach language 
skills according to a systematic instructional theory. He summarizes three 
lines of theoretical development-naive, behavioral, and cognitive-that bear 
upon the issue, and finally suggests that an information-processing view of 
the cognitive processes undf ilyirkg language behavior may ultimately provide the 
basis for a theory of language instruction. In Chapter 2, Calfee presents a 
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research strategy that focuses upon the interpretation of the empirical results 
obtained in both the laboratory and in instructional settings. He points out 
the potential pitfalls awaiting the instructional evaluator who has not care- 
fully considered all possible sources of interdependency in the cognitive models. 
TTie statistical analyses proposed by Calfce may be useful to those faced with the 
task of identifying the extent and the pattern of the effects of instruction. 

Resnick focuses upon the area of early mathematics instruction, and she 
rev>ws and evaluates the precursors of current procedures in task analysis. Her 
contribution traces the development of a strategy in instructional research that 
utilizes information-processing models of cognMion to meet the prachcal 
demands of creating effective instructional procedures. 

Atkinson provides a glimpse of the latest products of his extensive research 
program, which is aimed at developing what he calls "adaptive instructional 
systems." His research stra^gy is based upon the view that "an all-inclusive 
theory  of learning is not  a prerequisite for the development of optimal 

procedures." .   .  , 
Part 1 concludes with discussions by Gregg and Olson, and their comments 

further emphasise the variety of strategic approaches to research on instruction. 
Gregg argues for the importance of understanding and representing the learner s 
strategies in instructional situations, whereas Olson raises the .ssue of the 
ultimate social utility of what we decide to teach to children. 

The chapters in Part II focus upon process and structure m learning. The 
emphasis is upon the precise, explicit, and detailed representation of what is 
learned, how it is utilized, and how it is modified. In Chapter 7. Greeno 
demonstrates what such an extensive representation might look like. He provides 
an elaborate statement of the cognitive objectives for three different areas: 
elementary arithmetic, high-school geometry, and college-level psychophysics. 
Knowledge in each area is represented by a different collection of building 
blocks taken from current information-processing theories. 

One of the central issues in instructional research is how new knowledge is 
acquired. Hyman. in Chapter 8, describes a paradigm for exploring the ways in 
which memory is restructured when new information is discrepant .rom pre- 
existent stereotypes. Hyman uses a paradigm borrowed from social psychological 
studies of impression formation, and shows that it has implications for the more 
general issue of information acquisition. 

In Chapter 9, Norman, Gentner, and Stevens utilize tools-some of them 
already described by Greeno-»o define the general notion of "schema. The 
analysis by Norman, Gentner. *.d Stevens is extremely fine grained, they 
develop detailed representations for an increasingly rich understanding of such 
basic concepts as "give" and "buy." They argue that such representations make 
it possible to be quite precise about how instruction should proceed. 

Shaw and Wilson, in Chapter 10, address the issues of process and structure 
from a more abstract-almost philosophical-position, but they also provide 
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concrete examples from Shaw's work on perception. The central issues concern 
the ability to understand an rntire concept from experience with just a subset of 
its instances. Such an abüi >, Shaw and Wilson argue, lies at the heart of an 
understanding of in variance. 

The dttci;.u-')r: by Fan ham-Diggory (Chapter 11) and by Hayes (Chapter 12) 
offer stimulating critiq'/es of the positions presented in Part II. Citing an 
alarmingly modem inst uctional program devised over half a century ago, Fam- 
ham-Diggory asks first "What's new?" and then "Is it better?" Hayes suggests 
some ways that one can begin to train students directly in cognitive skills. He 
focuses upon a recurring theme in the chapters of Part II: "What does the 
student know about his own cognitive processes?" 

An essential but neglected element in instructional research is the role of 
instructions per se, and the contributions to Part III focus upon the processes 
that underlie the romprehension of verbal instructions. Just and Carpenter take 
the sentence as their unjt of analysis. Using a sophisticated and explicit model of 
sentence processing, iaey are able to account for an impressive variety of 
empirical u ults. Then they suggest ways in which larger units, such as those 
used in readüg comprehension tests, could be analyzed similarly. Simon and 
Hayes take a larger unit of analysis-the entire instruction set. They report on 
the development of an information-processing model akned at explaining the 
processes that underly the understanding of instructions for complex puzzles. 
Then, using the unambiguous components of their model as points of reference, 
they sketch the broader implications that a theory of understanding could have 
for instructional research and practice. 

In the discussions in Part III, Collins (Chapter 15) and Shaw (Chapter US) 
suggest areas for extension of the models of comprehension described earlier. 
Collins asks about the nature of the comparison process-a basic unitary process 
in the Just and Carpenter model-and speculates that it might itself be composed 
of even more elementary subprocesses. Another isiue raised by Collins is the role 
played by the broader knowledge base in which the comprehension processes for 
sentences or task instructions operate. 

Shaw's comments range somewhat farther afield, touching on the papers in 
Part II as well as those in Part III. He outlines programs in two diverse areas-art 
instruction and treatment of aphasia-that derive from a theory of compre- 
hension that draws upon elements of the n;odels presented in many of the 

previous chapters. 
The three chapters in the fourth and final section represent responses to many 

of the issues raised in previous chapters. Glaser (Chapter 17) addresses the issue 
of how we can take the results of scientific research and apply them to practical 
problems. He argues for the development of a linking science-a science of 
instructional design-that would transform our knowledge of cognitive processes 
into instructional procedures while at the same time providing tests and chal- 
lenges for the existing theories. Cazden (Chapter 18) raises some very practical 
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questions based upon her varied experience as both a classroom teacher and a 
research psychologist. One example of the kind of issue that is central to a 
theory of instruction but still inadequately handled by our current theor.es .s 
Cazden's question. "What is the value of practice?" Finally. Wahr (Chapter 19 
sketches some of the issues that would need to be resolved befor. one could 

construct a model of a learner. 
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Part I 

STRATEGIES FOR 
INSTRUCTIONAL RESEARCH 

It is often thought and said that what we 
most need in education is wisdom and broad 
understanding of the issues that confront us. 
Not at all, I say. What we need are deeply 
structured theories in education that drasti- 
cally reduce, if not eliminate, the need for 
wisdom. I do not want wise men to design 
or builc! the airplane I fly in, but rather 
technica! men who understand the theory of 
aerodynamics and the structural properties 
of metal... And so it is with educa- 
tion ... I want to see a new generation of 
trained theorists and an equally competent 
band of experimentalists to surround them, 
and I look for a day when they will show 
that the theories I now cherish were merely 
humble way sUtions on the road to the 
theoretical palaces they have constructed 
ISuppes. 1974). 
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Promoting Language Skills: 
The Role of Instruction 

John B. Carroll 

Educational Testing Service1 

Can language skills be taught? The answer to this question depends upon how we 
define "language skills" and what we mean by "teaching." There appears to be a 
fundamental divergence-usually between behavioral scientists on the one hand 
and educators on the other-as to w'iiat these terms mean. 

In the context of behavioral äcience, instruction is often taken to mean 
definite, specifiable "behavioral objectives, highly-controlled instructional set- 
tings and materials, and definite procedures for observing and measuring learning 
outcomes. Bat in the minds of educators, it is generally the case that: 

Instruction' is a word within the system (education, that has no operational defini- 
tion. It refers to many different ways in which the relationships among students, 
teachers, learning materials may be structured. Discursive situations, at all levels of 
instruction, tend to be seen as effective. They, and other types of structured situations, 
are being defended against displacement by instruction geared only to operationalized 

episodes [Dickinson, 1971, p. 112}. 

Even McKeachie (1974), a behavioral scientist, is inclined to express his unhappi- 
ness with the term "instructional psychology," "for 'instruction' carries ii 
connotation of teacher direction or building that is less pleasing ... than the 
emphasis on the student implied in 'learning' [p. 162]." 

Dispute over the meaning of "instruction" and "teaching" is found also among 
educational philosophers. It is commonly agreed that teaching is any activity 
that is designed to result in learning on the part of the individual being taught, 
but there is debate as to whether such an activity should be called teaching when 
there is no intent on the part of the teacher to teach, or when it is not successful 
in producing its intended outcome (Scheffler, 1960). 

1 Currently, Department of Psychology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Preceding page blank 
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JOHN B. CARROLL 

Consider the claim that the child learns his native b juage without being 
"taught," simply by "exposure" to adult models. To support such a claim, one 
would have to have in mind how he distinguishes between teaching and non- 
teaching, and how he means to define "exposure." On the other hand, it is 
conunonly accepted that one can "teach" vocabulary knowledge, or a foreign 
language. 

If we are to study rationally the problems of teaching language skills, we must 
embrace such concepts as "creativity in language" within a scientific, deter- 
ministic framework. If there is "uch a thing as a natively predetermined "lan- 
guage acquisition device" (McNeill, 1970) that accounts for the acquisition of 
language skiJ's, we must describe it scientifically. If the system of language is 
"jntema.,Jzed" by language learners, the resultant internalized states m^st be 
open to sci'intific study by appropriate observation of the "behavior" (broadly 
defined) that occurs under specifiable conditions. Some of these "specifiable 
conditions" will fall under the concept of "instruction," but I assume that they 
will cover not only the kinds of deliberate, formal operations that a teacher 
performs in the classroom, but also the informal, largely nondeliberate actions of 
people interacting with each other through language and other means, for 
example, the interactions of a mother and her child, or the interactions of one 
student with another in a "discursive" situation. Whether these actions are taken 
with an "intent" »o tsach or produce learning, anr» whether these actions are 
"successful" in producing learning, are questions that are not of central interest. 
It does not much matter whether or not we say that the child learns his language 
"without being taught." What matters is what external influences, that we might 
be able to have under our ontion or control, there are upon the child's learning. 
There are many kinds of "language skills": speaking, listening, reading, hand- 
writing, spelling, and written composition are the native-language skills that are 
given most attention in the schools, but we might also want to discuss what are 
often called "communication skills," including nonverbal communication skills. 
In all these skills, there is a developmental dimension « the individual moves 
from infancy to adulthood. In a previous publication (Carroll, 1971b) I have 
reviewed the literature on the development of these native-language skills be- 
yond the early years. In addition, we may want to consider the problems of 
teaching a second or a foreign language, or of teaching a "standard" form of a 
language when the learner's native tongue is a "nonstandard" form of that 
language. I have reviewed research on many aspects of hese matters in a number 
of publications (Carroll, 1963, 1966, 1968a, 1971a), and I do not intend to 
recapitulate these reviews here. Instead, I propose to focus attention on the 
models of the language learner that seem to be implicitly assumed by teachers, 
writers of instructional materials, and others in education, as well as such models 
as are offered by psychologists, psycholinguists, and linguists. We must see in 
what respects these models are inadequate or conflict with one another. We • jst 
also attend to what role these models assume for "instruction"-defined broadly 
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1.   PROMOTING LANGUAGE SKILLS      5 

as any external influences on the development of language skills, as represented 
both by formal teaching actions and by more informal social interactions. 

NOTIONS OF SKILL, COMPETENCE, AND TERFORMANCE 

If we are to begin promoting language skiUs, we need a notion of what these 
skills consist of. Indeed, it would be to our advantage if we had available a 
complete theory of how people acquire and use language skills-both producUve 
and receptive skills, and both skills with the spoken language and skills with the 
written forms of language. 

One prerequisite for the development of such a theory is consideration of the 
relation between a language system, as described by linguists, and the activities 
and behaviors that involve its use. In recent years, this problem has been 
discussed in terms of the distinction, most trenchantly formulated by Chomsky 
(1965) between "competence" and "perfomuLice." Ihe disünetion has been 
debated almost ad nauseam (Bever, 1970; Fillenbaum, 1971; Fodor & Garrett, 
1966- Hayes, 1970) and it would be a distraction to fully discuss the matter 
here but since I have a particular viewpoint, I need to state my position with 
some semblance of justification. I believe that all Chomsky literally meant to 
refer to was, on the one- hand, what is learned (competence), and on the other, 
the behavior that manifests that learning (performance), including both receptive 
and productive language behaviors. The notion of competence is entirely neutral 
as to what type of grammatical model should describe competence. Chomsky 
offered generative grammars as theories of competence, but linguists (and 
others) are free to select other kinds of grammar to describe competence. 
Further  the notion of performance is neutral as to what theory or model of 
performance mechanisms one might adopt; a model of performance mechanisms 
might be derived from behavioristic principles, from cognitive psychology, or 
from any other psychological system. Much of the discussion about competence 
and performance, however, has been concerned with the extent to which a 
model of performance must "incorporate" a competence model, and if so, 
whether the competence model (i.e., the type of grammar chosen) determines 
the form of the performance model. In my opinion the determinatior is in the 
opposite direction: the form chosen for the performance model will tend to 
dictate the form of the competence model and therefore the form of the 
grammar. This is the case because the mechanisms or processes that a perfor- 
mance model assumes are not indifferent to their content, i.e., to the elements 

upon which they operate. 
There are perhaps many possible ways to write grammars for verbal output, 

but the type of grammar that makes psychological sense is determined by the 
kinds of mechanisms that are assumed in the performance model. There are 
various alleged demonstrations (e.g., Bever, Fodor, & Garrett, 1968) tlvt a 
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transformational grammar cannot be handled by an associationistic, "stimulus- 
response" theory. This is usually interpreted to mean that a behavioristic 
account of language behavior is unacceptablc-so great is the faith in transforma- 
tional grammar. Suppose, however, that no mechanism can be found to handle 
such a grammar. (In fact, I am not aware that anyone has formulated such a 
mechanism.) This would present a problem of the psychological acceptability of 
transformational grammar for any performance model. 

My conclusion is that the designer of a performance model cui afford to be 
indifferent concerning what type of grammatical theory the linguist may want to 
choose to satisfy his or her own criteria. As a psychologist, my criteria lie within 
the realm of psychology. Thus, the 'dnd of grammar I choose must satisfy the 
basic psychological criterion that it must be plausible from the standpoint of 
being capable of being handled by known or discoverable psychological pro- 
cesses. In effect, this means that a grammar for a given language system must be 
included within the performance model for that language, the distinction be- 
tween competence and performance remains as before-competence refers to 
what is learned, performance refers to a behavior manifesting that learning. 

This poi»t of view is actually not as heretical as it may seem. Labov (1971, p. 
452) sayt. "There seems to be general agreement that a valid theory of language 
must eventually be based on rules that speakers actually use." Bever (1970, p. 
345) tells his readers that if they will "accept the possibility that ongoing speech 
behavior does not utilize a linguistic grammar," they will not be surprised "that 
the mechanisms inherent to ongoing speech behavior do not manifest transfor- 
mations or any operations directly based on them." 

A point of view that seems much closer to mine is that of Schlesinger (1971), 
who writes: 

There it. no place for intentions in a grammar, but any theory of performance which 
fails to tike intentions into account must be considered inadequate. The model of a 
human s.-äaker must, of course, certain rules that determine the grammatical structure 
of the output These rules, however, must be assumed to operate on an input which 
represents the speaker's intentions [p. 64]. 

I would identify these rules as a grammar incorporated into a performance 
grammar- in Schlesinger's terms, they would be "realization rules" for convert- 
ing "I markers" (input or intention markers) into utterances. There is a certain 
similarity here to Bever's (1970, p. 286) notion that "talking involves actively 
mapping internal structures onto external sequences, and understanding others 
involves mapping external sequences onto internal structures"-that is, if we 
identify internal structures with Schlesinger's I markers. Much of Bever's paper is 
concerned with trying to identify "heuristics" or "cognitive strategies" whereby 
the hearer finds out how "external sequences" (i.e., strings of speech) are to be 
mapped into internal structures. While it is debatable whether he has identified 
the heuristics that language users actually employ, the enterprise seens to be in 
the right direction. 
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To emphasize the cUim that the grammar must be incorporated in, and 
determined by, the performance model, I have caUed the frwn« that I have 
developed for a small subset of English sentences a "performance grammar" 
(Carroll, 1974a). This performance grammar thus far centers attention on 
language production; it is my belief that the problem of production must be 
dealt with before problems of reception and comprehension can properly be 
investigated. This is because the hearer's problem is to determine the I marker of 
the speaker; it seems reasonable to suppose that to the extent that speaker and 
hearer share the same language system, the hearer would rely to a large extent on 
the same "realization rules" for converting I markers into speech that the 
speaker does. The performance grammar is conceived of as having two compo- 
nents: the intentive component, and the code component. The intentive com- 
ponent specifies the elements, variables, and structures found in I markers, and 
the code component contains the "reaUzation" rules for converting the contents 
of I markers into grammatically acceptable speech. The rule* in the code 
component can be stated as "production systems" in NeweU's (1973) sense, i.e., 
they can be stated in the form of one or more condition-action pairs. This type 
of grammar, incidentally, is exemplified also by HaUiday's systemic grammar 
(Hudson, 1971; Muir, 1972), which Morton (1968) caUs a "Category B" gram- 
mar that describes how language behavior can be produced outside the rules of 
grammars of a more linguistic character. Like my performance grammar, HaUi- 
day's systemic grammar emphasizes the choices open to the speaker as he speaks, 
but I would feel that the "intentive" component of Halliday's grammar is as yet 
only a latent structure; i.e., the conditions for the choices are not made expUcit, 
whereas they would have to be in a complete performance grammar. 

Discussions of "ompetence" in linguistics have laid little emphasis on whether 
the competence may vary from one speaker to another, or whether competence 
can be quantified. Muscat-Tabakowska (1969) has presented an interesting 
discussion of these as issues they apply in foreign-language teaching; her remarks 
are applicable also to the competenr- of native speakers. She narrows the 
definition of competence to mean "tne actual knowledge of the unJerlying 
system of rules at a given time," from which she concludes that (1) "compe- 
tence ... can be learned, and probably can also be taught; (2) competence is 
relative, for it can be bigger or smaller, both in different speakers at the same 
time and in the same speakers at different times; and (3) competence is 
measurable, in that it is possible to infer the amount of competence from the ob- 
servable data (from performance)... [Muscat-Tabakowska, 1969, pp. 42-43]." 

Elsewhere (Carroll, i968b) I have set forth a series of propositions about 
competence and performance in their application to problems of testing compe- 
tence in a foreign language, but they are equally applicable to similar problems 
in a speaker's native language. Among these are: 

Competence in a language consists of a series of intemsUted habits (acquired stimulu*- 
reiponse mechanisms) which can be described in terms of sUted "rules' lp. 47]. 
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The actual manifestation of linguistic competence... in behavior may be called 
Ungmstic performance, and is affected by a large number of nonlinguistic variables (p. 

I further asserted that: 

There are individual differences, both in competence and performance variables, that 
may be a function ofeither constitutional or experiential variables (p. 51]. 

I pointed out that individual differences in competence might be found in 
different domains, such as phonology, morphology, lexicon, and grammar, and 
that individual differences in performance could be observed in such matters as 
speed of response, diversity of response, complexity of information processing, 
and awareness of competence. 

Such an analysis of linguistic competences and performances suggests that it is 
quite possible that a diversity of detailed psychological models nay need to be 
incorporated in a complete performance model. For example, the psychological 
.nodel used to study the acquisition of a lexical item as a linguistic form may be 
different from the one used to study the meaning of that linguistic form, and a 
still different model may be required to account for the acquisition of the 
grammatical category and distributional characteristics of the form. Further, 
models foi the acquisition of phonological items, or of grammatical rules, may be 
radically different from any of the models required in connection with lexical 
forms. We may already be able to apply certain standard paradigms (Melton, 
1964) to several of these cases: for example, acquisition of lexical meanings may 
be a case of associationistic learning, or a case of concept learning; and acquif i- 
tion of phonological competence may have elements of perceptual learning ai.d 
of psychomotor learning. Where our standard paradigms seem to fail most is in 
explaining the acquisition of grammatical rules. It is still unclear what the source 
of the difficulty may be: is it that appropriate psychological models have not 
even been discovered, let alone refined, or is it that we have not discovered the 
way in which grammatical rules should be formulated so as to lend themselves to 
the application of psychological models? I suspect there are difficulties on both 
of these counts. 

NAIVE, BEHAVIORISTIC, AND COGNITIVE THEORIES 
OF LANGUAGE LEARNING 

What happens when people (or other organisms) acquire la^gtage skills? What 
models of the language learning process seem to be assumed by their teachers, or 
by people who prepare instructional materials? 

That people do learn language, even when taught by teachers (e.g., mothers) 
uninformed about any systematic scientific principles of learning, is evident. 
Whether people learn any better when they are taught according to some 
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systamp'ic theory of instruction is not so evident. Even if the teacher, or the 
nr^parer oi in'.truitional materials, can V rjumed to have been inf!uenced by 
some doctrine about learning and teaching, i is hard to tell, from an insbtnee of his 
or her teaching, whether he or she is actuaLy being guided by that doctrine, unless 
he or she explicitly tells us so. 

I will discuss three "theories" of language learning and teaching. I assume, 
first, that a "naive" or "'common sense" theory of leai ning exists, that in ract it 
has existed for cei turies, and that this "naive" theory underlies the instructional 
procedures used by most people engaged in promoting language skilis-whether 
they be mothers teaching their children to speak or formally certified teachers of 
English or foreign languages. I do not employ the term "naive" in a pejorative 
sense, but rather to refer to the kind of "common-sense psychology," described 
by Heider (1958, pp. 5-7), as summarizing the common wisdom that people 
have about their behavior and motives. Of course, a naive theory of learning may 
in many respects be inaccurate, wrong, or wrongly applied. Nevertheless, it 
cannot be all wrong, since it has been part of the underlying foundation of 
teaching and learning over the centuries, that is, the kind of teaching that has 
been at least partly successful. 

Second, I will describe how "behavior theory" has singled out for 
analysis and ieinterpretation certain features of the naive theory. By "behavior 
theory," I mean one comparable to Skinner's (1953,1957) with its emphasis on 
ope^ant conditioning. 

Third, I will indicate some limitations of Skinnerian behavior theory and point 
out how cognitive theory provides a refintment of naive theory (and a reinter- 
pretation of behavior theory). The discussion will tton lead to the implications 
of cognitive theory for instructional procedures in promoting language skills. 

■ 
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Assumptions of Naive Learning Theory 

If we examine typical instructional materials, oh nstructional episodes, or 
talk with teachers, we can infer that naive ory is based on eight 
principal implicit assumptions: 

1. Learning occurs best when it is "motivau lueaily, maximum learning 
occurs when the individual "wants to learn." Helen Keller (1936, pp. 23-24) 
recalls that after arriving at an understanding that "everything has a name" 
through being shown how the word water is finger spelled, she "left the well 
house eager to learn." Most textbooks are written on the assumption that they 
will be used by "motivated" students; some of them attempt, however, to 
stimulate motivation and interest. Naive theory further assumes that if an 
individual does not want to learn, he can nevertheless be made to learn by 
drawing his attention to the consequences of not learning. The critical role of 
motivation is assumed to be in every case to direct and focus the individual's 
attention on what is to be learned. 

v 
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2. Thus, a critical variable in learning is attention, i.e., a state of th( learner 
whereby he becomes consciously aware of the material to be leaned and 
examines it according to whatever me^ns are necessary. When the iiatter is 
complex, this may require diligen! study, but even in simple cases, some degree 
of "attention" is required. We have a report (McNeill, 1970, p. 106) fa mother 
trying to "correct" her child's tendency of saying "Nobody don t like me." 
After a series of unsuccessful attempts, she says: "Now listen carefully: say 
•nobody likes me.'" In the child's response, "Oh! Nobody don't likes me," it is 
evident that the child does in fact pay greater attention to the stimulus than 
before, even though the response is not quite what the mother hoped for. A 
series of steps recommended by Fitzgerald (1951) for learning to spell a word 
incluoe admonitions to "look at the word... pronounce it... see the 
word ... say it... make every letter carefully." In reporting how she learned 
the finger-spelling for water, Keller (1936) notes that "her whole attention was 
fixed" on the motion of her teacher's fingers. 

A corollary of this proposition is the principle "one thing at a tii.-c." It is 
assumed that to maximize attention, attention should be directed at only one 
thing at a time. Divided attention and distractions retard learning. Thus, if the 
thing-to-be-leamed is complex, its parts must be attended to separately. Fitz- 
gerald (1951), in the prescriptions mentioned earlier, advises the student to "say 
the letters in order" and "make every letter carefully." Instructional materials 
generally attempt to focus the student's attention on particular aspects of what 
is to be learned. 

Another corollary is that the learner controls the learning in that he can 
control his attention, and is generally aware of how much and how well he 
knows he has learned at a given point (the student, of course, be mistaken about 
his state of knowledge.). 

3. The result of learning is some change in internal state. This can be either a 
change in state of knowledge about facts, rules, opinions, etc., ("knowledge 
that... "), or a change in state of knowledge about procedures and behaviors 
("knowledge ?aw to..."). Knowledge can come from a number of 
sources-experience, observations of place, events, and others' behavior, lectures 
and explanations, or even from mental discovery-"using one's head." Informa- 
tion may be stored as memories, although some memories can be forgotten. 
Memories about behavf jrs are stored as "habits." Knowledge can even include 
informarion about how to learn: Fitzgerald's prescriptions about learning to 
spell are of this nature. The^e assumptions about what is to be learned are 
illustrated in a "bulletin" suggested for use in a "better speech campaign" for 
speakers of nonstandard dialects at the secondary school level (Golden, 1960, p. 
94). Golden assumes that in order for the nonstandard speaker to learn to avoid 
usages like shouldn't ought, disremember, and irregardless, he or she first needs 
to be told that they are "wastsbasket" words even though there is "nothing 
really wrong" with their use in some situations. In his text on teaching English as 

: 
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a second language, Dixson (1971, p. 2) gives rules for forming the negative of to 
be: "We form the negative of to be by placing not after the verb." A widely used 
textbook of Spanish (Bolinger et al, 1960, p. 57) teaches the student the 
distinction between Spanish ser and estar by a lengthy discussion of the varying 
uses and meanings of these forms; that is, the student is assumed to need t store 
of information or knowledge sbout them in order to learn to use them according 
to Spanish norms. 

4. Practice and repetition contribute to the establishment and strengthening 
of memories. Memories become clearer and firmer by repeated exposure to the 
subject to be learned. This is believed to be true both for memories of experi- 
ences and for memories of behaviors (i.e , habits). Retrieval of memories for 
experiences eventually becomes extremely facile after repeated exposure to the 
stimuli, and behavior repeatedly performed becomes extremely "automatic" 
when the conditions for that behavior are appropriate. Fitzgerald's (1951) 
prescriptions for the learning of spelling advise the student to spell a word 
several times, each time checking its orrectness. Golden (1960) advises stu- 
dents: 

"This shifting and perfecting of language pattern is not done easily or overnight At 
it takes continuous practice and many other factors to shift from being merely a 
chop-sticks player to being a good musician, so it takes practice and thought and desire 
and then more practice to shift into using the pattern that is universal, and to feel so 
much at home in the new pattern that we can truly 'make music' with it [p. 94]. 

Bloomfield's (1942) final admonition to the foreign language learner is "PRAC- 
TICE EVERYTHING UNTIL IT BECOMES SECOND NATURE [p. 16, capitaU- 
zation in the original]." 

5. Thtere are degrees of learning, and until perfect mastery is attained, re- 
sponses must bf checked for their "correctness." "Feedback" has the primary 
function of ^ring the learner information which he can use to compare his or 
her response with what the response should be; whether it "rewards" or punishes 
the learner is of secondary concern. We have already cited Fitzgerald's advice to 
the learner to check the correctness of his efforts to spell a word each time he 
tries it. 

6. Rewards are administered by external agencies for the act of learning (and 
punishments for failures in learning); one does not reward or punish the actual 
behavior performed, but the learner himself. Rewards and punishments are seen 
as constituting information to the learner regarding the consequences of learning 
or not learning; this is true whether the rewards and punishments are adminis- 
tered verbally or physically. Rewards (school grades, "A," "B," etc.) are also 
given to convey information to the learner concerning his overall progress in 
learning. 

7. Learning builds on prior knowledge and habits. Teachen and textbook 
authors generally mean to take account of knowledge and habits already ac- 

\ 
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quired at a given point. If we look at random at almost any page of a textbook, 
we can usually infer what the textbook writer assumes the studer t knows or has 
learned up to that point. 

8. Learning is an active process; "leaminp by doing" is a watchword among 
many educational writers. Textbook authc s are aware of the need to have 
students be able to make active, uncued responses. For example, in the Spanish 
textbook cited earlier (Bolinger et aL. 1960, p. 28), it is pointed out that the 
students' books must be closed during the performance of a drii! on pet son- 
number substitutions. 

The above assumptions apply not only to language learning but in fact to most 
types of school learning, and to most other types of learning as well. The special 
difficulties in applying these assumptions tt certain aspects of language learning 
(e.g., the child's '.e-niing of his native language, particularly its grammar) are 
only dimly perceived in naive theory, but a special theory, that of "imitation," is 
applied to explain language learning. Naive learning theory- attaches importance 
to imitation as a learning process because behavior that is apparently imitative is 
frequently observed. Mothers try to get their children to imitate their language 
and are sometimes successful: Kobashigawa (1968) reports an episode in which a 
mother elicits a form by using a question intonation; the child teüds to imitate 
not only the form but the intonation, and imitates a different intonation when 
the mother changes hers: 

Mother 
Child 

Mother 
Child 

That's a radio. ... A radio? (with question intonation) 
(we-o| (with question intonation) 
Radio, (with falling intonation) 
[we-o] (with falling intonation) 

McNeill (1970, p. 106) reports unpublished material from Roger Brown's re- 
search illustrating children's (usually shortened) imitations of adult sentences. 

Behavioral Learning Theory 

The behavior theory developed by Skinner (e.g., 1953) and his followers focuses 
on the properties of what are called opetant responses and the conditions that 
are presumed to control their elicitation, learning, and extinction. The paradigm 
of classical conditioning is played down in this theory because it is thought to 
pertain mainly to responses of the autonomic nervous system, responses that are 
considered not to be of primary interest in educational settings. Discussions of 
classical conditioning rarely figure in writings about the application of behavior 
theory in instruction (Skinner, 1963). 

The salient feature of behavior theory is its treatment of the relations among 
stimuli, overt responses, and reinforcements. In the strict form of behavior 
theory, mental events and covert responses are assumed to be of no scientific 
interest, and aic therefore not considered. It is assumed that changes in proba- 
bilities of emission of overt responses are functionally related to the occurrence. 
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at specifiable points of time, of "reinforcements"-stinv.iü tending ♦ > satisfy 
drives-, and, as the case may be, also to the occurrence of certain other stimuii 
("discriminative stimuli") that may serve as cues for Ihe emission of the overt 
responses. The overt responses thus come undt.- the "control" of reinforcements 
and discriminative stimuli when the temporal relations and other conditions arc 
as prescribed by the theory. The theory is also much concerned with he 
"topography" of the respons», i.e., with their dsffe/entiation, and with the 
manner in which rewards and also discriminative stimuli are differentiated. 

It is useful to see how the assumptions of behavior theory compare with those 
of naive theory: 

1. Behavior theory agrees that the learner must be motivated, but it sees the 
problem of motivation as one of identifying drives for which reinforce« can be 
specified. Many applications of behavior theory involve reinforcements for basic 
drives such as hunger and thirst, but according to the "Premack principle" 
(1959) any activity preferred by a learner can serve as a reinforcer lor any 
less-preferred activity. Thus, in conducting "programmed instruction," getting 
through a program might be regarded as a reinforcer for the act of going through 
a program, on the assumption that the student would rather not be doing a 
program than doing it. 

2. Any consideration of "attenti MI" or conscious control of learning is not 
recopiized in behavior theory. The priw v't of "one thing at a time," however, 
is utilized in behavior theory simply because of the necessity to establish precise 
temporal relations between particular responses and particular rewards. 

3. The only thing that behavior theory recognizes as being learned is some 
overt response (or some integrated combination of responses), which occurs 
under appropriate circumstances or stimulus conditions. A strict form of behav- 
ior theory makes no assumptions about "information," "memories," "knowl- 
edge," or even "habits," although if a response is "reliably" established it is 
sometimes loosely referred to as a habitual response. 

4. Matters having to do with the practice of responses tnd repeated exposures 
to stimuli are dealt with under the rubric of "schedules of reinforcement," i.e., 
with the specification of the temporal relations and repetitions of stimuli, 
responses, and reinforcing events. Some schedules are found more effective in 
producing learning than others. "Forgetting" of responses would be interpreted 
as extinction of those responses resulting from an ineffective schedule of 
reinforcement. 

5. Feedback is considered to be a form of reinforcement; it applies to the 
learner's response, not to the learner. 

6. Reward is obviously of central importance; like feedback, it applies to the 
learner's response and not to the learner. Positive reinforcements are believed to 
be more effective than negative ones; insofar as feedback regarding incorrect 
responses is aversive, the conditions for learning should be arranged so that the 
learner makes a minimum of erron. 

X x 
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7. In the theory, there is no «ich thing «i prior knowledge; there are only 
behivior« «id responie. that have been learned previouily. These previously 
lamed responses are to be taken account of as "baseline" or "entry" behavioi 
which may in feet be prerequisite for further learoing and for building integrand 

response repmoire«." 5   ««>■«« 
8. Since only overt responses are learned. learr.ng is obviously "active " The 

pretc iptrons of n«re theoty about active learning are interpreted as referring to 
the necessity of "fading" irrelevant cues. 

Despite a good deal of publicity and experimentation, it can hardly be said 
that behavior theory has become popular with all language teachers. However 
the advent of a strict behavior theory was perhaps the precipitating factor in 
vanous investigators attempts to teach some kind of language system to lower 
Jjumals. specifically, chimpanzees.' Nevertheless, it is MteL MZZ 

dmry was responsible for the successes of these investigators, such as they hax, 
been. The Garoners state that although they recognized the theoretical weak- 
»»e» of the behavioristic paradigm, they "never hesitated to apply those 
principle of reward theory that were relevant." but they cite a number of other 
teachmg techniques (guidance, observational learning) that were generally more 
effective than straightforward instrumental conditioning procedures (Gardner 4 
Gardner, 1971). It is obvious that Rumbaugh and his associates and the Pre- 
macks were strongly influenced by behavior theory in their work with animals 
using standard instrumental conditioning techniques at least in the earlier phases 
of their work. Nevertheless, the learning b.havior of the animals had many 
features that could not have been expected or easily accounted for by behavior 
thtoty. For example. Lana (the chimpanzee taught by Rumbaugh and his 
aisociates) would every once in a while make a mistake while she wu punching a 
sentence into the computer; all by herself she discovered 5 "correction procc- 
dure   for canceling the input of such a sentence when she "knew" she had made 
a mis take. 

JSr!!r"the0'y h"J
in,pired ,he Wfrton of instructional theorists who 

*«loped programmed instruction" (Glaser. 1965); it ha also been a source of 
guidance in the development of "behavior modification" technique, for chang- 
ing chddren s language behavior (Hart A Risley. 1974; Sapon. 1969). One very 
expUot use of behavior theory is tliat of Urn (1571) for establishing "receptive 
repertoires  in children learning French. 

•G«dner «d Gardner (1971) uu^t . ««ion of Amenc«, Sip, Unguoe   UK .itn 

2S *?** ***•* ,972» ««*« • *imp«ttee n.m«d Smh to «e . W^-Tn 

ZilSXiÄ ' Ch™!'uaee Mmed L»"« •» "■ • l««u^e in which «ntenoe  we« 

mSZ. W,,,ch A
COuW ta ^"^ «the, by the experimenter or by UnTb, the punching of buttons in the proper aequence. ». ", me 
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Thin, behavior theory hat been h gily iucce«ful in many ways. By concentrat- 

ing on directly observable events, it hjs achieved a kind of scientific respectability 
that was not achieved by previous learning theories, certainly not by any 

kind of naive theory. More importantly for our present purposes, it has served as 

a rdtering device for sorting out critical elements and problems in learning 

theory. But in this respect it has revealed its weaknesses. There is s lingering 

appearance of circularity in a theory of reinforcement that seems to define 

reinfoxen in terms of drives and drives in terms of reinforcers, but there üe 

other matters to worry about. The maj v gaps in the theory are its inability to 

deal with covert events that are undoubtedly relevant in learning and its failure 

to recognize that reinforcers have their effect not on responses as such but on 

the covert events that antecede and trigger overt responses. It has no satisfactory 

theory of knowledge and information processing, nor of the parameters of 

memory structures that would presumably underlie the surface "laws" of rein- 
forcement schedules. From a practical viewpoint, it has only a limited theory of 

the manner in which responses get emitted, so that the practitioner is often hard 

put to identify or elicit responses that can serve as a basis for further learning. 

The Gardners might have had to wait for an eternity before observing responses 

that could serve as the basis for communicative "mands," if they had not in the 
meantime discovered that guidance or "molding" (Foutt, 1972) could shape 

such responses.3 Fiom the reports published thus far, there is apparently no 
means of knowing how much "guidance" the Premacks had to give their 

chimpanzee Sarah in order to get her to make the responses she did. 
Two fundamental questions about behavior learning theory are: {a) does 

learning truly take place on the basis of solely the variables indicated by the 

theory?, and (b) when language responses are acquired or modified by behavior 

modification techniques, is this learning of the same character, resulting in the 

same kind of competence, as occurs in normal language learning? I believe that 

the answers to both these questions are in the negative. The bulk of the evidence 

as to what goes on in the so-called "verbal conditioning" paradigm is that a 

change of behavior occurs only when subjects are consciously aware of, and 

pleasa. tly disposed towards, the arranged contingencies (e.g.. Sallows, Dawes, & 

Lichtenstein, 1971). Weiss and Bom (1967) doubt that "speech training" con- 

ducted according to behavior modification theory results in true language 

acquisition. 

Cognitive Learning Theory 

I am not aware that any reasonably adequate cognitive theory of learning has yet 

been developed. 1 would entertain the hypothesis, however, that such a theory 

'A mand, according to Skinner's (19S7) account, is a verbal response that, though inrtially 
occurring with no sudi function, has been conditioned to communicate some desire or 

motive ("dem««/" "coromrimr') on the part of the learner. 
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would provide a much improved btfis for interpreting language learning phenom- 
ena and for suggesting measures for promoting language skills. By "cognitive 
theory" I mean a theory that would embrace covert events such as expectancies, 
plan: sets, images, memory storage and retrieval, conscious control, and com- 
plex information processing. I assume that contemporary experimental technol- 
ogy (as represented for example by reaction time studies, computer simulations 
of behavior, etc.) has means for elevating these concepts to scientific respecta- 

bility. 
Let us see how a cognitive theory might deal with the major j us of what 1 

have called a naive learning theory, and incidentally how it would reinterpret the 
lands of observations and procedures that result from investigations based on 

behavior theory. 

I   The concept of "motivation" would be translated into terms of various 
lands of internal events. Some of these would be associated with basic drives, 
that is, covert responses to changes in physiological state?; others, however 
might be labeled as conscious goals, plans of act:on to achieve those goals, and 
expectances concerning future events, often hi cognitive response to particular 
situations requirements. "Motivation to lean.- would be irterpreted as an 
expectancy of some future state of knowledge or abihty that would result from 
performance of a learning task, for example, the ability to communicate in a 
foreign language. Certain kinds of motivational states iintentiom) would have a 
peculiar importance in learning language. A communicative act involves the 
transmission of certain aspects of the speaker's intentions to the cognitive 
information store of the hearer. There is at least infere- tial evidence for the 
involvement of "intentions" in the communicative acts of the chimpanzees who 
have been studied by the Gardners and by Rumbaugh and his colleagues. Washoe 
communicated her desires for more ticküng. more banana, etc. by using the sign 
for more (Gardner & Gardner. 1969. p. 669). Una (Rumbaugh et al., 1973) 

ommunicated her desires (intentions) for juice, the presence of her keeper, or 
tven background music by various button-pushings. (Apparently the Premacks 
Sarah was never given the opportunity to communicate her desires). Mears 
(1971) first-grade students learned to apprehend the intentions of their teacher 

from her French vocal responses. 
2 In contrast to behavior theory, but in agreement with naive theory, cogni- 

tive theory would acknowledge the importance of attention in learning. Neisser 
(1967 pp 292 ff.) writes of the usefulness of assuming an "executive process 
in an 'information-processing theory that controls the flow of information by 
addressing particular sensory registers or memory stores. Cognitive theory wou.d 
assume that attention is important at some point in the learning process, even 
though its role might diminish after processes become automatized. Cognitive 
theory would agree with naive theory in asserting that "motivatio,i' (as de- 
scribed above) enhances attention. Expectation of reward, for example, might 

I 
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do this; problem difficulty would also do so. Rumbaugh et al. (1973) used 
expectation of reward to direct Lana's attention to the separate parts of visual 
messages. In lesming the conditional relationship, Sarah is reported by ths 
Premacks (1972) *o hav. <een led to "pay closer attention he sentences," 
apparently becaus« of difficulty experienced with the problem. 

3. Cognitive theory would for the most part agree with naive theory in 
asserting that mfonmi,?n is wliat is learned, and would object to behavior 
theory's postulation that it is the responses that are learned. According to 
cognitive theory, learning to make particular responses is an internal process, as 
is also a decision to emit them on a particular occasion and under particular 
conditions. Cognitive theory would provide for the automatization of response 
emission by assuming that information transfer processes can become extremely 
rapid and that cognitive sets are not necessarily always directly under the control 
of the executive. (In fact, an important feature of cognitive theory is its 
emphasis on the extreme rapidity of most -.ognitive processes.) Cognitive theory 
would iürther agree with naive theory in assuming that information can come 
from a great variety of sc irces-through any sensory modality, but it would lay 
stress on how this information is evaluated and possibly transformed by the 
central processor. It would also be concerned with situational contexts in which 
different kinds of information are arriving simultaneously and are evaluated in 
terms of each other. learning the meanings of signs would be a special case of 
such processing, resulting (under suitable conditions) in some kind of awareness 
that "X means Y." In fact, the very concept of naming would be a special 
algorithm used in processing many types of information. Note that Sarah 
(Premack & Premack, 1971) was able to learn a sign for this concept, in a sense, 
a second-order, "metalinglistic" concept. (One may speculate, therefore, that 
the Gardners' Washoe acquired this concept and could easily have learned a sign 
for it if the proper contingencies had been arranged.) 

4. In cognitive theoi>, the effects of practice and repetition would be handled 
through referunce to the parameters of various memory systems and to the 
cognitive states, occurring during practice and repetition. It would be an interest- 
ing exercise to re?xamine the extensive literature on the subject from this point of 
view, hi this way it might be possible to search for explanations of the fact that 
practice and repe; >n are not universally effective in promoting learning. It could 
be hoped that cogj. ve theory would extensively refine the assertions of naive 
learning theory. 

5. Feedback and correction, in cognitive theory, would be regarded as merely 
one kind of information contributing to leaming-though frequently an impor- 
tant kind of information. 

6. Rewards and reinforcers (including aversive stimuli and their withdrawal) 
would merely constitute another kind of information utilized in producing 
learning, but rewards would be neither universally necessary nor sufficient. Their 
relevance is minimal, for example, in observational and incidental learning. 

...._,■_    ...... .    ■' ■•..:•       .. ■._.     .    . 
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7. Previously acquired knowledge, stored in something other than short-term 
memory, would be regarded as important in learning to the extent that a 
particular learning process required use of that prior knowledge. 

8. "Active learning" might be important, in cognitive theory, to insure that 
knowledge or other kinds of learning are truly Li long-term memory and not 
dependent on irrelevant cues from short-term memory. 

In addition to all these points, cognitive learning theory would lay stress on 
the organism's interpretation and further processing of the information available 
to it at given points during an instructional or problem-solving episode. Particu- 
lar sequences and arrangements of stimuli in the instructional setting would 
evoke different mental processes, some being more conducive to learning than 
others. The Premacks (1972) seemed to be keenly aware of this in their 
speculations regarding what instructional sequences might be most productive of 
learning in Sarah. In teaching language concepts, it seemed to be most useful to 
present two positive instances and two negative instances. One may hypothesize 
that such an arrangement provided Sarah with precisely the information that was 
both necessary and sufficient to define the concept. The common features in the 
positive instances were perceived as defining the concept only when they were 
seen as contrasting with the common features in the negative instances. The way 
in which information to be processed must be adequately presented is also 
illustrated in the teaching of the if-then conditional sign. Before teaching this 
sign, it was necessary to estabUsh a referent for it, namely a set of situations in 
which a contingency was present. The Premacks" teaching of the conditional sign 
to Sarah is almost precisely parallel to the manner in which Bereiter (Bereiter & 
Engelmann, 1966) taught the meaning of if to disadvantaged children. He did 
this by setting up on the blackboard several situations demonstrating a contin- 
gency: if a a square is red, it is little; if a square is green, it is big; etc. From this 
it was easy to move to teaching the meaning of the word. 

CAN LANGUAGE SKILLS BE PROMOTED?- 
ANSWERS FROM COGNITIVE THEORY 

If it has been possible to develop a "behavioral technology" based for the most 
part on reinforcement theory, it may also be possible to formulate a cognitive 
learning technology, with a much broader base in information-processing theory 
that would be more generally applicable, more efficacious, and, perhaps, more 
'humane" than behavioral technology. Such a technology would, I believe, be a 

better guide to the promotion of language skills. 
It has become fashionable, in recent years, to speak of language acquisition 

rather than language lean at least in reference to chUd language. Apparently, 
this weasel word is used to dodge the question of whether 1? ;guage is actually . 
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"learned." Indeed, it has been suggested that it is "acquired" through some sort 
of "language acquisition device" (LAD) that is innately specific to the human 
species (Lenneberg, 1967; McNeill, 1970). The hypotheses of a language acquisi- 
tion device and of species specificity are becoming more suspect in view of the 
recent findings with Washoe, Lana, and Sarah. I forego discussion of whether 
these animals attained systems with all the essential properties of human lan- 
guage, partly because the data are not all in (fo! discussion of this point, see 
Bronovwki & Bellugi, 1970; McNeill, 1974). We nave little information as to the 
full range of Washoe's comprehension of American S'gn Language, and at this 
writing studies with Lana and Sarah (or their friends) are still in progress. On the 
basis of my analysis of instructional episodes with these animals, I suggest that it 
should be possible to teach chimpanzees languages more closely related to the 
human language than those thus far taught. For example, Washoe could have 
been taught a sign for the concept name-of, for Sarah learned this concept quite 
readily. Sarah, in turn, could possibly have been taught a language system with a 
complexity approaching that of natural language-rather than the relatively 
"telegraphic" syntax that was taught. 

If language systems can be taught to primates, it would seem that they could 
certainly be taught to human chUdren, but ordinarily one does not think of any 
need to teach a child his native language, since he seems to learn it by himself or 
herself. Of course there are some children who for one reason or another 
(deafness, autism, etc.) do not "acquire" language in the normal manner and 
who present serious learning problems. Possibly a cognitive learning technology 
could contribute towards the solution of such problems, even more than behav- 
ioral technology has already contributed. Even in the case of "normal   children 
there are variations in rate of language development; we know very little about 
the causes of such variations. To the extent that sucr variation might be 
genetically determined, there is little that the cognitive learning technologist can 
do about them. To the extent that they might have environmental antecedents 
(as they very likely do), the cognitivist might suggest procedures by which 
retarded development could be remedied. The essential need at this time is to 
start applying cognitive learning theory more seriously in research on chüd 
language learning (and I use that word advisedly), not only to explore possible 
applications but also to refine the theory itself. Similarly, cognitive learning 
theory could inspire research on second-language learning (CarroU, 1974b). 

Several lines of theoretical and empirical investigation may be suggested. A 
further analysis of the experiments with animals would clarify cognitive language 
learning theory because these experiments involve organisms that do not ordi- 
narily possess anything like human language: since they cannot be said to possess 
a language acquisition device like that of human beings, the special procedures 
that have been used to teach animals language must exemplify arrangements that 
cause learning rather than a fulfillment of maturational possibilities. 

■ 
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There is also great need and opportunity to reanalyze and reinterpret, from a 
cognitive learning standpoint, findings from studies of child language acquisition 
The research strategy should be to see how much the role of a language 
acquisition device can be delimited and how much the role of learning can be 
amplified. 

Take, for example, the concept of imitation, the status of which has had an 
interesting history in the study of child language learning. Enshrined as an 
important concept in naive learning theory, and interpreted in terms of "echoic 
operants   in behavior theory, the concept has generally been downgraded in 
importance by specialists in child language study. Ervin-Tripp (1964) at one 
point says, "... there is not a shred of evidence supporting a view that progress 
toward adult norms of grammar arises merely from practice in overt imitation of 
adult sentences [p. 172]." Yet Ervin-Tripp and others (Slobin, 1968) have used 
imitatioji tasks extensively to study grammatical development. The problem is 
partly semantic: on the one hand, "imitation" can refer to an alleged learning 
process; on the other, it can refer to an observed behavior. But the problem lies 
also m a confusion about what is imitated. It seems almost certain that children 
mutate, or try to imitate, elements such as intonation patterns or single words 
They can also imitate longer segments, or parts of these segments, but only 
within memory limitations and the competence they have already achieved If 
the concept or process of imitation is to be used in explaining or promoting 
language acquisition, it must be considered as only one process among possibly 
many others. Bloom, Hood, and Ughtbown (1974) suggest: "One might explain 
imitation as a form of encoding that continues the processing of information 
that is necessary for the representation of linguistic Schemas (both semantic and 
syntactic) in cognitive memory [p. 418]." 

A further analysis of imitation in terms of cognitive theory might deal with the 
manner in which -rsory information from the person or utterance being 
mutated is tramformcil into memory templates and, conversely, how memory 
templates for phonetic material are manifested in motor performance (Posner & 
Keele, 1973, pp. 824-825). Temporal parameters may be important in imita- 
tion. The Gardners (1971) speculated that some of Washoe's learning resulted 
from what they called delayed imitation; that is, Washoe's imitations of signs 
sometime did not occur until long after the original observations. A process of 
delayed imitation might account for the observation that children sometimes 
come out with a ne.- word or grammatical structure "overnight," long after 
original exposure to n^oiels. 

Britton (1970) remarks that "It would seem to be nearer the truth to say that 
[children] imitate people's method of going about saying things than that they 
imitate the things said [p. 42]." Such an imitative process would account for 
improvisations like "I'm spoonfulling it in" or "I'm jumper than you are," all 
based on the imitation of speech patterns that the child observes. 

....,.■ 
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If we regard language production as a process of converting intentions into 
speech, it often presents features of problem solving: the child uses whatever 
methods he may have acquired that seem reasonable in this kind of problem 
solving. Promoting language skills might entail teaching children useful methods 
for expressing their intentions. 

SOME BRIEF BUT DIFFICULT PRESCRIPTIONS 

The instructional prescriptions I have to offer will sound rather similar to those 
of the behavioral technologists, but I hope the reader will appreciate the subtle 
but essential difference in theoretical outlook. 

Like the behavioral technologists, I recommend careful analysis of what is to 
be leamed-usually, analysis into rather small units, but also analysis in terms of 
whatever larger structures may seeir relevant. The analysis, howewr, is to be 
made in terms of information, and only secondarily in terms rf overt responses 
to be made on th( bads of that information. In the case of language skills, the 
analysis of inform ition to be learned will have much to say about the stimulus 
conditions that co-respond to meanings and communicative intentions, and the 
linguistic constraints whereby those meanings and communicative intentions are 
manifested in overt behavior in a particular language system. 

In the preparation of instructional materials and procedures, careful attention 
is to be paid to the manner in which the relevant information is presented to the 
learner. Account must be taken of what prior information can reliably be 
presumed to be available to the learner at any given point. There must be great 
concern with exactly what new information is presented from moment to 
moment in the instruction, with reference to what processing of that informa- 
tion is likely to be performed by the learner. This information processing should 
be of a nature desired by the instructor. 

In the actual process of teaching, the learner should be prepared for what he is 
learning by evoking appropriate sets and expectancies that will direct and focus 
his or her attention on particular units of information. Information about the 
manner in which new information fits in with the overall structure of what is to 
be learned, and its relevance to more general goals of the learner, would be 
incorporated in the learning situation. Instead of speaking of reinforcement, we 
should speak of the role thai certain types of infonnation can serve in directing 
the cognitive processes of the learner [support for this type of prescription can 
be found, for example, in recent papers by Bindra (1974) and Boneau (1974)]. 

The planning of instructional sequences over stretches of time requires consid- 
eration of the "cognitive history" of new infonnation in terms of ita probable 
course through various memory systems. Although as yet we know little about 
the properties of memory systems, an idea! cognitive history of any element of 
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information to be learned might be something like this: In a first phase, 
presentations would concentrate on obtaining increased clarity and definition of 
the learner's perceptions of stimulus materials, leading to a point when me 
thing-to-be-leamed receives the greatest possible attention from an "executi" " 
element. In a second phase, the information is processed through short-term 
memory and eventually into long-term memory, passing into a state where it no 
longer needs to be dealt with by an executive in the focus of attention; it 
beccmes, however, more and more readily accessible from long-term memory 
and thus acquires a characteristic ofautomaticity. 

Throughout this discussion, it is assumed that account will be taken of 
individual differences in learners. In a recent paper (Carroll, in press) I have 
suggested that individual differences in the performance of cognitive tasks are 
reticctions of parameters of memory stores and of the production systems that 
control the flow of information in a total memory model. 

I have discussed three types of theory that might apply to the promotion of 
language skills. Obviously, I favor cognitive learning theory. 1 fear, however, that 
my formulations will remain fanciful until they prove productive of improved 
imtructional outcomes. 

■ 
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Sources of Dependency 
in Cognitive Processes 

Robert C. Calfee 

Stanford University 

For some years I have worked at untangling and measuring independent cogni- 
tive skills in beginning reading (Calfee, in press). The goal of this work was 
threefold: (a) to create a theoretical model (or models) to describe the process 
by which the ability to read is acquired, {b) to use this model to develop a 
system of assessment instruments, each providing independent, unique sources 
of information to the classroom teacher and other individuals responsible for 
evaluation of a beginning reader, and (c) to establish the feasibility of indepen- 
dent instructional modules. Given solid evidence for independent stages in the 
acquisition of reading, then perhaps these can be handled instructionally as 
separate matters, contrary to the current practice of trying to handle everything 
at once. 

Briefly, my previous efforts focussed on the development of "clean" tests, in 
which there was some assurance that ancillary ias< requirements (understanuing 
instructions, fatüiiariiy with materials) were eliminated as differential sources of 
variability between children. Multiple regression served as an anaiyiic tool for 
determining the independent contribution of various precursor tests for predict- 
ing criterion performance in reading achievement (Calfee, 1972; Calfee, Chap- 
man, AVenezky, 1972). 

More recently I have been thinking about the general question of what is 
meant by independence of cognitive processes, and the related question of how 
we might test various source? of independence. Sternberg (1969) was the first to 
point out the central importance of independence to information-processing 
models. His presentation was quite clear and has served as a basis for a great deal 
of fruitful research on cognition. However, I now realize that several different 
interpretations of independence have been intertwined in my thinking and, I 
suspect, in the thinking of other investigators as well. 

23 
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In this chapter, I will first preset a generalization of Stemberg's additive- 
factor paradigm for testing stage independence. Next, I will turn to the question 
of how to evaluate individual differences in an independent-process analysis, and 
wül present a unified framework for testing different classes of hypotheses about 
the independence of cognitive processes. An illustration of these techniques will 
then be discussed. Finally, some implications of this work for test design wül b< 
pointed out. v 

This chapter deals with assessment of instruction, rather than with methods of 
instruction, and hence is most readily applicable to test design and interpretation 
ol test data. But assessment is intimately interwoven with the development of 
substantive theories of instruction. A process-oriented assessment system should 
help us understand how a student thinks when he is learning something This 
allows us to formulate reasonable hypotheses about the character of efficient 
instructional strategies, and to evaluate the effects of variation in instructional 
strategy. 

STERNBERG'S ADDIT-VE-FACTOR PARADIGM 

It has been the fashion for the past several years among cognitive psychologists 
to represent theoretical ideas in the form of flow charts or block diagrams 
Stemberg (1969) pointed out that, if this activity was to be taken seriously it 
was necessary to demonstrate the functional independence of the processes 
represented by different blocks in the system. He presented a methodology for 
showing process independence for the case of a single additive measure, reaction 
time. 

The first step in this paradigm is the analysis of the underlying cognitive 
operations required to perform a task. This provides a rudimentary information- 
processing model. The next step is to identify one or more facton uniquely 
associated with each operation. Then a procedure is developed in which it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the operations are carried out as a series of stages 
one following the other. The total time to perform the task is the sum of the' 
times taken by each stage. 

For example, consider a task in which a subject is asked to read a list of words 
and to memorke them so that he can recall them after a delay interval. The list 
is long, and during the delay interval the subject is distracted in some way, so the 
task requires more than short-term memory. The subject can study the list for as 
long as he wishes; the study time is the primary dependent measure. 

The first step is to specify the mental operations required to perform the tasl. 
The model in Fig. 1 appears reasonable for this situation. The subject uses son.e 
tune to read each word in the list and some more time adding the word to an 
organized semantic structure which aids later recall. 

'i3 
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FAMILIARITY CATESORIZABILITY 

READING ORGANIZING -► OUTPUT 

FIG. 1   Relation of facto« to pi icesses in "study" model. 

The next step is to identify one or more iactors that should have a unique 
effect on a ^ven stage. In Fig. 1, one such factor is suggested for each stage. We 
then construct a factorial design around theso variables; a subject is given word 
lists containing familiar or unfamiliar word^ which are either easy or difficult to 

categorize. 
If the processes in Fig. 1 are sequentially independent, and if the assignment ot 

factors to processes is appropriate, then a rigorous test of the model is possible: 
there should be no interaction between factors associated with different stages. 

This conclusion is reached as foUows. Assume it takes / seconds to read a list 
of familiar words, and u seconds to read a list of unfamüiar words, and that/< 
u Similarly, the time, e, to organize an easily categorizable list is assumed to be 
less than the time, d, for a list that is difficult to categorize. Then the 
independent-process hypothesis predicts that for each type of list specified by 
the design factors, study time should be the sum of the component times. The 
prediction is shown in Fig. 2 algebraically and graphically. 

An observable feature of this prediction is that the data should trace out 
parallel functions. The effect of the categorizability factor should be the same at 
both levels of the familiarity factor. Any other result-any deviation from 
parallel functions-is evidence of an interaction, -.hich would mean that the 
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FIG. 2   Algebraic and graphical predictions based on "study" model with two independent 

processes. 
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theoretical analysis is faulty at some point. In this event, general statements 
about thn effects of either factor are impossible, since the effecte of one factor 
vary fron level to level of the other factor. 

A GENERALIZATION OF THE ADDITIVE-FACTOR PARAD'GM 

A representative of a generahzed process model is shown in Fig. 3. Processes A, 
B and C are assumed to be cognitive operations underlying the performance of 
some task. To estabUsh the independence of these processes, it is necessary to 
associate with each process a factor set and a measure set. A factor set cons.sts 
of one or moie independent variables, variation in which is presumed to 
influence the corresponding process and that process only. A measure set 
consists of one or more dependent variables, each of which reflects the operation 
of the corresponding process and that process only. In other w ords, for a process 
model to serve any useful purpose theoretically or practically, we ought to be 
able to specify the input-output features of each process - what sorts of variables 
affect the processes, and how can its operation be measured? If 2very factor 
interacts with every other factor, and if we have no clear-cut way of measuring 
the underlying processes, so that every measure correlates with every other 
measure, we have gained little understanding no matter how elaborate our flow 

charts 
How U a model like that in Fig. 3 to be tested? It requires a multifactor 

experiment with multivariate measures, in which each subject is tested under a 
variety of combinations of factors from each of the factor sets, and a variety of 
measures taken under each combination to provide links vo each component 

process.2 

Throughout this chapter we consider only designs with two processes, two 
two-lever factors in each set, and a single measure for each process. This implies 
a 24 design, in which each subject is tested 16 times, once on each of the 
factorial combinations. Two measures are taken under each combination. Only 
main effects and two-way interactions are discussed since these suffice to test 
the model and to describe fully the operation of each process. 

"me term, process, i» used extenavely and more or less uncritically throughout this 
paper to refer to a mental operation of some kind. Stage has been avoided because of tfw 
possible confusion with developmental stages. Process independence is a property of a 
LrfcuLr task for subjects of a given sort. There is no effort to deal with the question of 
whether "independent processes" might be structural in nature, the result of learning, or 
situation specific. Finally, process independence does not imply instructional independence, 
althoudi as suggested earlier this is a possibility worth pursuing. 

'The present proposal is intended only as a generalization of Sternberg s ideas, not a 
replacement. In particular, single-measure analysis remains an important technique for 
investigation of process independence. This includes additive measures like reaction time, 
but might be usefully extended to multiplication measures like proportions (Calfee. 1970). 
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MEASURE SET 

a 

MEASURE SET 

C 

FIG. 3 A generalization of the independent-process model. Associated with each compo- 
nent process is a set of factors and a set of measures, each assumed to be uniquely linked to 
the process. 

The details of the design are spelled out in Fig. 4. The sixteen cells are labeled 
according to the four factors, two in each factor set. Belt* the design are 
contrast coefficients for the computation of the linear contrast for that source. 
These will be discussed shortly. Below that the data are represented ki a general 
way. The indices / to / serve as usual to denote levels of the factors A through B1. 
The m and n indices denote a particular measure (a or b corresponding to 
process A or B, respectively) and subject. 

In Fig. 5 is the general linear factorial model for the design. Each observation 
is fully accounted for by this set of parameters. The methods of estimating the 
parameters is well known, and will not be dealt with here in any detail. 

There are several ways to carry out an analysis of variance for the data set in 
Fig. 4 based on the model in Fig. 5. The most convenient method for present 
purposes is based on linear contrasts (Dayton, 1970, pp. 37^48, 78-81, 256- 
268). It is possible to express the magnitude of each source as a one-degree-of- 
freedom linear contrast on the data. For instance, the A source (the main effect 
of the i4 factor) is the difference between the At and ^4j scores; the A' source is 
the difference between Ai' and A^, and so on. These contrasts are repre- 
sented by the corresponding sets of coefficients, c, in Fig. 4. In a factorial 
design, the two-way interaction between factors is the crossproduct of the two 
sets of coefficients. The coefficients for the AA' interaction source in Fig. 4 
were generated in this fashion. 

The contrast coefficients are used to calculate a set of orthogonal parameter 
estimates from each subject's raw data. The magnitude of source 5 for a given 
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Xlikl.m.n ' Mm 
♦ Hm * *l,m * <«»')//.m 

* W)«,m ♦ • • ♦ (<»'^)/l.m 

* Wi.m.n * ■ ■ 

* (fi»Km.n * ■ ■ 

* • iiU,m.n 

■+ W-)«,m.„ 

Mean of measure m 
Effcctf of factor Kt A 

(by independence, negligible it m = h) 
EfTects of factor Kt B 

(by independence, negligible if m = a) 
Joint effects of A and B 

(by independence, these should always 
be negligible) 

General effect for subject n 
Subject-treatment effects of A 

(negligible if m - 6) 
Subject-treatment effects of B 

(negligible if m > a) 
Subject-treatment effect« ol A and B 

(should always be negligible) 
Residual error 

FIG. 5   The general linear factorial model for the design in Fig. 4. 

measure, m, and a particular subject, n, is computed from tiie contrast coeffi- 
cients for that source and the set of observations on the given measure for that 
subject: 

2-» liklCr.i/kljn Xiikl.r 
'S.m.n 

yiL fcs.</t/.fn)2 

llkl 

For 2P designs like the one under discussion, the numerator of each contrast is 
a simple difference vote; the denominator normalizes the expression so that 
regardless of the choice of coefficients the vriance of the contrast is equal to 
the population variance under the null hypothesis. 

There is a direct corrv^p-jndence between the variance estimate of a source by 
means of a linear contrast and the parameters from the linear model (Fig. S), the 
latter serving often to teach analysis of variance in statistics courses. The 
variance estimate for source .S over subjects. MS (5), is based on the average of 
the corresponding contrasts, Q mi •. This average, squared and multiplied by the 
number of subjects, is equal to the MS(S). If the null hypothesis holds for source 
5, then MSfSI a an estimate of the population variance. The residual variance in 
the contrast scores for source 5 provides a second estimate of the 
population variance. The two variance estimates generate an F ratio to test the 
plausibility of the null hypothesis. 

The point to emphasize here is that the linear contrast provides a convenient 
method for representing each independent parameter estimate in the general 
linear factorial model in Fig. S. The procedure, in its essentials, is to compute 
each estimate in the form of a i orndized difference score for each subject. The 
analysis of variance becomes, to u?   .tents and purposes, an orthogonal collec- 
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tion of I tests on difference scores. This method is algebraically equivalent to a 
conventional repeated-measures analysis of va.iance. I am overlooking the use of 
multivariate analysis of variance as an alternative method of analysis, as well as 
questions about the dangers of relying on the acceptance of the nuil hypothesis 
as a way of supporting a substantive hypothesis. These are matters of some 
concern, but they have been discussed elsewhere and are not central to the 
problem. 

Process Independence-On the Average 

The major prediction of an independent-process model for data like that de- 
scribed in Fig. 4 is straightforward. The factoKs) associated with a given process 
can affect only the measure(s) associated with the process. No other sources of 
variance should be substantial. The details are indicated to the right of Fig. 5. 
Variation in Factor A or A' or the interaction AA' might be expected to 
substantially (and significantly) affect measure a\ these sources should not have 
any noticeable effect on measure b. A similar state of affairs holds for factors B 
and B' with regard to measure b. Any interaction between the two factor sets is 
evidence against the independence of the processes, no matter which measure is 
affected. 

A concrete example may be useful at this point. This study (after Floyd, 
1972) is designed to investigate the processes by which young children read 
single words presented in isolation. 

The model for this task is shown in Fig. 6. Two processes are proposed: 
decoding and semantic matching. Reading is conceived as an initial translation of 
the printed word into an auditory form, then a search in memory for a lexical 

If ■ < 
□ i 
i * 

WOIIO 
STIMULUS 

88 

SiMANTIC 
MATCHING »..»- RESPONSE 

PRONUNCIATION 
ERRORS 

MEANINGFUL 
ASSOCIATION 

ERRORS 

FIG. 6   txample of .1 twivprocess model for readint a word in Isolation. (After J-i^vd, 
1972.) 
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match  For each process, a factor set and a measure set are suggested. Th 
sTmu'us worrcomprise factorial combinations of all the tactors show-vTh 

hlcS Task is to pronounce each word, and then to give an associate to the 
:o     I th  p onuncUtion is incorrect, the proper pronunciation is pro« edby 
TtL  Otherwise the measures would be dependent of necessity. If a chnd 
Med top«: a word correctly, then subsequent associations would 

"TÄlTLunüng that decoding and semantic matching are indepen- 
de^ets a« as fellows: pronunciation should ^ ^d ^ ^ 
factor and word association should depend on semantic factors. The test i. not 
Si one in this instance; for example, frequency is thought by many 

• XtoTt^ have substantial effects on "word recognition," which presum- 

^t^^Srr^rteach source the appropria^ar 

"tween sublets in^he contrast yields a measure of error variance for a test of 

statistical significance. The ratio 
MS(vowel complexity for pronunciation) 

F ~ wcv...i.:,.„*,. k„ «rm/pl rnmnlexitv for pron : AfS(subjects by vowel complexity for pronunciation) 

if statistically significant, would fit the hypothesis of process independence. The 

ratio 
Afyfwnrd familiarity for pronunciation) 

F = wcv...u;„.>*c K" i"r.rH familiarity for pron 
=AfS(subjects by word familiarity for pronunciation) 

^ IcSTe proves a reasonably workable approach for testing the general 
Thf P f Tror d^ndency) of the components of an information-processing 
SST^e^S «.Si fit Ac pauem predicted by the assignment of 
rttl^urtoaVstulatedco^ivest^^^^ 
and useful way of understanding how a subject performs the task. 

Process Independence-Individual Differences 

TT« preceding test of process independence involved comparison with an error 

ESS =^fÄrÄ^Ä 
1976 are etceptions: also, cf. Memoerg, iyvy, FF 
adeqilate iieatment for educational research and practice. 
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Several distinctive sources of individual differences are represented in the 
general linear factorial model (Fig. 5). Half-way down the list are parameters, 
Kmi„ which measure subject n's general performance level for measure m, 
averaged over all factorial combinc'aons. Below that are subject-factor param- 
eters for factor set A. (av\m>n, (av)lim,„. etc.. next are the corresponding 
parameters for factor set B, and nally the parameters for the interactions of 
these sets. As indicated in the figure, if the independent-process hypothesis is 
correct, only certain of these parameters should produce substantial variance 
estimates. 

For instance, suppose that for certain subjects factor A had a large effect on 
measure b, contrary to the process independence hypothesis, whereas for other 
subjects this effect was negligible. Then A/S(subjects by A for measure 0) would 
be relatively large. MSiA for measure b), which represents the general effect of 
the A factor on measure b, might be nonsignificant when compared to ^(sub- 
jects by A for measure b). Acceptance of the null hypothesis might be taken as 
evidence in support of general process independence-an erroneous conclusion, 
at least for some subjects. 

Large variation between subjects in the parameters for a given source may 
compromise the interpretation of the overall variance source. The most obvious 
danger is that an unduly large error variance estimate may obscure evidence 
contrary to the independent-process hypothesis. In this regard, comparison of 
variance components provides a useful supplement to significance tests in the 
examination of data. 

Under certain conditions it is possible to test the hypothesis that a subject- 
factor variance estimate is larger than expected. The design must permit the 
estimation of a residual variance term; replication within subjects or pooling of 
high-order interactions often serves this purpose. The test compares each subject- 
factor source with the residual error variance. For example, if 

MS(subiects by vowel complexity for pronunciation) 
- MS(residual error) 

is a significant source of variance, this is compatible with the independence 
hypothesis. On the other hand, the finding that 

Af5(subiects by word familiarity for pronunciation) 
M5(residual error) 

is highly significant constitutes evidence contrary to the hypothesis. Such tests 
are quite sensitive because of the large number of degrees of freedom for each 
variance estimate. 

Subject-factor sources may provide the strongest evidence for or against 
process independence. If Af5(subjects by vowel complexity for pronunciation) is 
large, then A/S(vowel complexity for pronunciation) will seem relatively small, 
and may be insignificant. Such a result does not mean that vowel complexity has 

I 
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no effect on the decoding process, but rather that the magnitude ofthat effect 
varies widely from subject to subject, in ways that are not controlled by the 
between-subject design. Similarly, MS(wortJ familiarity by pronunciation) might 
be insignificant when tested against M5(subjccts by word familiarity for pronun- 
ciation). But if the latt««T variance i: 'ar^e relative to MS(residual error), this is 
evidence contrary to pvocess independence, just as surely as a large average effect 
is contrary evidence. 

Modification of a Model 

The preceding discussion of statistical "tests" may imply a destructive approach, 
in which a model is proposed and then all efforts are directed toward question- 
ing its adequacy. In fact, the factor-process measure approach is self-correcting 
in the development of a model. Examination of a series of experiments provides 
positive information about the character of underlying processes, the specifica- 
tion of useful correspondences between factors and processes, and the descrip- 
tion of factors and measures in a precise, unconfounded manner. The results of 
each experiment lead to "perfecting" modifications in the basic model, which 
can be subjected to further test. 

^    in   ili.f«|l|liNim 

Parameter Independence 

To this point, independence has referred to the absence of interactions between 
factors :«sociated with different processes. Closer examination of the question 
of individual differences reveals the existence of another type of independence, 
namely, the extent to which the parameters of the general linear factorial model 
are correlated. This property of a data set will be called parameter indepen- 
dence. 3 

The idea of looking at the between-subjects correlation between a pair of 
analysis-of-variance parameters is somewhat unconventional, but this appears to 
be a reasonable question to raise of a data set. Consider the linear contrasts 
CAan and CVia,„-these are difference scores for the A and A' factors for 
measure a. calculated for each subject n. Imagine that these pairs of scores are 
arranged in a scattergram. The previous analyses have dealt with the margina! 
distributions, asking whether the marginal means are zero, and whether the 
variance around each marginal mean is comparable in magnitude to an estimate 
of the population variance. 

The size of the correlation between CAia,„ and CA-ia,ni is therefore a new 
question, and statistically independent of the previous questions asked of the 

3 To the best of my knowledge, examination of the specifics of a variance-covariance 
matrix along the lines suggested below has not been suggested before. Test for homogeneity 
of the matrix is a crude effort at best. Multivariate analysis of variance is mainly concerned 
with appropriate statistical inference when the dependent variable is a vector. 

\ 
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data A large correlation would mean that subjects who are strongly affected by 
variation in factor A are also strongly affected by factor A , and contrariwise. If 
the correlation is negligible, then the effects of the two factors are independent 
of each other, in the sense that the knowledge that a subject is strongly affected 
by variation in one factor says nothing about his or her reaction to another 

factor. 
In the preceding example, the contmts CA,a,n and CA;a,n estimate param- 

eters for factore A and A' which Unked to the same process. This analysis will be 
referred to as a test of intraprocess parameter independence. One can look at 
correlations with interaction contrasts as well as comparing main effect con- 
traste For instance, the correlation between C^,« and CUv,,,,* asks whether 
the size of the effects of variation due to factor A are correlated with the 
magnitude of differential effects of A at the two levels of ^ ; " .s,;ould * 
stressed that the correlation between contrasts is not the same as the interaction 
between factors. Moreover, one may examine these correlations regardless of the 
outcome of the analyses of the marginal distributions. 

It is also possible to examine the between-subject correlation of contrasts for 
sources from two different processes: CA,a,n and CB.ft.„, for example. It is 
consistent with the process-independence hypothesis that both of these sets of 
contrasts could be significant sources of variance, either on the average or as 
subject-factor interactions; factor A is linked with measure a. and factor fi with 
measure b. The magnitude of the correlation between contrasts is a separate 
questio- and has no bearing on process independence. If two such contrasts are 
hiBhly -dated, it means that a subject who is strongly affected by a factor in 
one process is likely to be strongly affected by another factor linked to a second 
process, whereas a subject showing little effect of one factor would not be much 
affected by variation in the other factor. This will be caUed an analysis of 
interprocess independence. 

General Parameter Independence 

There are two other types of independence to be considered in examining 
individual differences. These are measured by the correlation (a) between general 
parameters, each based on the average for a given measure over factorial 
conditions for an individual subject, and (b) between general parameters and 
specific contrast parameter.. If you refer to the general linear factorial model 
(Fig 5^ the first correlation is between the estimates of va,n and vbin. This is 
the correlation between the average scores for different dependent variables, 
which is frequently calculated by researchers. I will refer to this as independence 
of general parameters. 

The correlation between general and specific parameters hir, been examined 
less often. It consists of the comparison of terms like va,n a'-d CUia,„. Actually 

.^.,-if:,f:^  :,4 
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for two-level factors the correlation of i»ft„ and a,,,, is equivalent to the 
preceding correlation, and perhaps is a bit easier to grasp. The question raised 
here is whether subjects who do better on the average wer all conditions also 
tend to be more strongly affected by factor variations. Fo. 4 ju-nple, the student 
who pronounces words quite well on the average is strongly affected by variation 
in vowel complexity, whereas the student whose pronunciation is generally poor 
does about the same whether the words contain simple or complex vowels. I will 
refer to this analysis as a test of the independence of general and specific 
parameters. 

Sources of Dependency: An Overview 

It should be emphasized that the different types of independence described 
above are statistically separate, and that the answer to one question does not 
directly determine answers to any other. That is, one can usefully inquire about 
each of the following substantive questions: 

1. Process independence, average over subjects: 
Are any between-process sources of variance so large, on the average, that 
the hypothesis of process independence is untenable? 

2. Process independence, sub/ect-factor interactions: 
Are any between-process subject-factor interactions so large that the 
hypothesis of process independence is untenable? 

3. Intraprocess parameter independence: 
Are effects of within-process factors correlated? 

4. Interprocess parameter independence: 
Are effects of between-process factors correlated? 

5. General parameter independence: 
Are total scores for different measures correlated? 

6. General-specific parameter independence: 
Are the specific effects of process factors correlated with generalized 
performance as measured by total scores? 

The answers to these different questions carry different implications. Ques- 
tions (1) and (2) bear on the adequacy of a proposed Jiformation-processing 
model. Questions (3) and (4) have to do with the degree to which individual 
subjects are more or less generally labile in reaction to factor variation. Ques- 
tions (5) and (6) deal with the relation of general performance and process- 
linked shifts in performance. 

If process independence, (1) and (2), is supported by the data, this is evidence 
that assessment (and pjssibly instruction) may proce?d by investigation of each 
process as a separable entity. For instance, suppose decoding and semantic 
matching operated as independent processes in a series of experiments. Then it 

;    N. 
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might be reasonable to design assessment and instructional programs that 
focusscd s. icificaily on decoding skills, with minimal concern about the corre- 
sponding comprehension processes, and vice-versa. 

If answers to Questions (3) through (6) reveal frequent and marked depen- 
dencies, this supports a "G factor" interpretation of individual differences in 
cognitive processes for the task. If strong correlations hold between measures in 
different tasks, there is little need for extensive assessment of an individual 
student. Administration of a few "subtests" will indicate the student's general 
level of performance, or his reaction to factor variation, or both. From this we 
can predict his performance under other conditions. On the other hand, if 
dependencies are negligible, the development of comprehensive assessment sys- 
tems becomes a worthwhile endeavor. 

AN EXPERIMENT ON LINE DRAWING 

Here is an illustration of how to apply these techniques to a data set. The study 
was not designed to test an independent-proces* model, and it seems unlikely 
that the treatment factors are uniquely linked to underlying processes. But the 
within-subjects portion of the design raises interesting questions, and the data 
were readily available for the analysis. 

The study was part of an investigation of impulsmty-reflectivity in young 
children (Kagan, Rosman, Day, Albert, & Phillips, 1964). Some children seem to 
attack a problem impulsively-more quickly and with a Iiigher error rate. Others 
tend to work reflectively-more carefully and accurately There is some evidence 
that impulsivity is correlated with poorer reading achievement. Our particular 
interest was in determining the extent to which speed and accuracy measures 
were affected by situational variables in a simple motor task. 

The children were shown a paper with half a dozen items like the ones in Fig. 
7, and told that their job was to draw a line from each rabbit along the "road" 
to the carrot without touching the lines. Time to complete all six items on a 
page was measured, as were the total number of line-touching errors. The 

dt / 

FIG. 7   Example of materials used in line-drawing task. 
I 
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INCTRUCTIONAI. 
«T 

DIFFICULTY 

♦ 1 
RATE OF 

MOVEMENT 
ACCURACY OF 

MOVEMENT 

♦ ♦ 
LATENCV 
MEASURE 

ORAWINO ERRORS 

FIG. 8   Information-proüessing model for line-drawing experiment. 

children, first-graders and kindergartners, were tested twice with three months or 
so between sessions. 

The two within-subject factors of primary interest are related in Fig. 8 to a 
tentative processing model. One process determines rate of movement, and the 
second process determines accuracy. Latency and errors seem natural measures 
for these processes. 

The Set factor describes the instructional conditions under which the child 
performed the task. The first two pages were always done with no set. The 
instructions emphasized neither speed nor accuracy: "Draw a line down each 
road from each bunny to his carrot. Try not to touch the sides of the road. If 
you do touch the side of the road, it's okay, keep going, but try not to touch the 
lines." On the next two pages, accuracy was stressed: "Be very, very careful not 
to touch the sides of the road." Finally on the last two pages, the child was 
asked to draw as fast as possible: "Get each bunny to his carrot as quickly as 
possible. Try not to touch the sides of the road, but if you Jo, it doesn't matter, 
the important thing is to complete the page as quickly as possible." Set and 
order are confounded in this design as a matter of practical necessity. 

The Difficulty factor denotes whether each page had easy items (the lines 
connecting rabbit and carrot were 5/8 inch apart) or difficalt items (the lines 
were 1/4 inch apart). 

For purposes of analysis, the Set factor has been identified with the timing 
process, and the Difficulty factor with the movement process. This linkage is not 
really satisfactory, as noted earlier. Each factor seems likely to affect both 
processes as constituted. Nonetheless, let us see what the analysis tells us about 
the data. 

Analysis of Process Independence 

Univariate analyses of variance were carried out on the two measures for 
preliminary statistical evaluation; these are presented in Table 1. In Fig. 9 time 
and error scores are shown as a function of Grade, Set, and Difficulty. Grade, 
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TABLE 1 
ArwIyHl of Variance (telacted tourcet! of Line-Drawing Experiment" 

_ ■ 

Time (sec) Errors 

Source F AfS(E) F Msm 

Grade/Age (G) 5.6» - 13.2* - 

Ability 04) <1 - <1 

G*A ~1 - ~1 

1743. _ 45.9 
N(GA) 

Instructional set (/) 

No set versus accuracy + speed (/,) 44.8" 247.9 21.5»* 4.7 

Accuracy versus speed (/,) 113.2** 449.5 47.7** 9.6 

Difficulty (D) 188.9** 416.6 76.0** 24.9 

3.5 677.5 <1 12.6 
Session (5) 

/, XD 20.7** 108.7 22.1** 3.9 

/, xD 64.0** 78.7 39.0** 5.2 

/, XS 1.7 479.8 <1 3.0 

/, XS 3.2 326.3 <1 2.5 

DXS 3.7 275.6 <1 9.7 

GX/, <1 247.9 9.1** 4.7 

GX/, 2.5 449.5 9.5** 9.6 

GXD <1 416.6 13.1** 24.9 

G X /, X D 2.7 108.7 8.6** 3.9 

<1 78.7 5.9** 5.2 
G X /, X £> 

154.0 _ 2.5 
Residual 

adf for all tests are 1 and 36. 
^(l, 36, .05) = 4.12.      **F{\, 36, .01) = 7.40. 

the two Set contrasts and Difficulty are all significant sources of variance for 
both measures, as are certain interactions among these factor. Instructions to 
"be more accurate" slow the children down a little, without any noticeable 
decrease in errors. Instructions to "speed up" are obeyed by the children (and 
happily so), but with a marked increase in errors. Difficulty has a large effect on 
both time and errors. The children take much low er to connect the rabbit and 
carrot when the lines are close together, but they Aso make abater numt^r of 
errors under this condition. The interaction between Uje Set and Wfficuhy 
fectors can be traced to the speed instructic as. The effect of the Difficulty 

• 
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KINDtRGARTEN FIRST GRADE 

FIG. S Time and error scores as a function of Grade, Set, and Difficulty, averaged over 
sessions. Easy items are open circles. Hard items are filled circles. A' = 20 in each group. 

factor is greater for errors and smaller for response time under speed instructions 
compared to the other two instructional conditions. The kindergartners make 
more errors than first graders, especially in the difficult condition and under 
instructions stressing speed. 

On the average, then, the students performed the line-drawii, .k fairly 
efficiently without explicit instructions about how to arrangf trade off 
between speed and accuracy. They worked about as slowly as they felt they 
could, and speeding up led to an increase in errors. 

Certain of the subject-factor variance estimates are substantially (and signifi- 
cantly) larger than the residual variame based on the highest-order interaction. 
There are large individual differences in the time measure due to variation in 
accuracy vs. speed and difficulty, as well as variation from the first session to the 
second. Variation in difficulty is the largest source of individual difference in the 
error scores, followed by session and accuracy-speed. 

The process model in Fig. 8 must be rejected on several grounds. Both 
measures are strongly affected by both factors, and the interaction between the 
two factors is significant. The large subject-factor variance in time due to 
variation in difficulty is also evidence contrary to the model. 

These findings suggest that either {a) the two processes are so complexly 
related that little is gained by postulating separate processes, or (b) the factors 
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TABLE 2 
Correlation Matrix of Time and Error Score$, Line-Drawino Experiment* 

VARIABLE 1 8 

Time ave both 
Errors ave both 

Time ave I 
Error ave I 

Time ave II 
Error ave II 
Time IN« E 

D 
Ace E 

D 
SpdE 

D 
Error I Ns E 

D 
AccE 

D 
SpdE 

D 
Time II Ns E 

D 
AccE 

D 
SpdE 

D 
Error II Ns E 

D 
AccE 

D 
SpdE 

D 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

86 
-55 

82 
-52 

79 
49 
82 
88 
34 
56 

-22 
-33 
-26 
-36 
-44 
-59 
-«6 

74 
20 
74 
20 

-65 

-37 
-30 
-^9 
-32 
-54 

-«5 
89 

-38 
83 

-69 
-56 
-42 
-59 
-39 
-62 

42 
59 
32 
70 
67 
84 
38 

-21 

^»1 
-23 
-57 

35 
72 
39 
69 
56 
80 

95 84 -20 
24 96 96 

-ii 61 -23 
-66"- »5 

42 -24 ^^ 
-AS 48 -42 ^^rJ 

54 

46 

53 

68 
-33 

74 
-33 

39 
-3' 

82 
72 
91 
94 
S3 
73 

-25 
-37 
-20 
-50 
-38 
-73 

39 
39 

-69 
-60 
-43 
-58 
-38 
-63 

51 
77 
49 
86 
62 
89 

-26 

41      -28 

39     -32 

-34 
-31 
-30 
-35 
-79 

42 
39 
36 
41 
47 

45 
51 

-24 

-36 
-23 

74 
89 
56 
87 
55 
73 

-27 

-53 

-42 

-49 
-36 
-29 
-41 
-29 
-43 

21 

30 
52 
52 

-40 

-21 
-43 
-37 
-71 

60 
86 
28 
88 
57 
95 

-39 
-45 
-24 
■^3 
-51 
-73 

-43 
-47 
-20 
-42 
-37 
-56 

-43 
-35 
-43 

-56 

-29 
-29 

^»5 
-39 

75 

80 

47 

^^-^ -  34 42 
65 "-M 
71 44 "^^ 
71 54 93 
26 34 34 
52 53 50 

-33 
-22 
-53 

69 28 35 
48 

-21 
50 

40 20 40 
21 
34 23 28 

-20 

-23 

-35 

«Pint graders above diagonal, kindergarteners below diagonal. For clarity, * -imals 
omitted, r'l above .5 are in boldface, and r'. below .2 are deleted. Variable namt C<KUS are 
Ave (average). I and II (first and second session). Ns (No set). Ace (accuracy), Spd (Speed), 
E (Easy), and D (Difficulty). 

•■ 

are poorly defined with reference to the two processes, (which seems probable), 
or (c) the measures are poor indicators of the underlying processes. 

Analysis of Parameter Independence 

We turn next to an examination of intercorrelations among the measures. Typi- 
cally, an investigator might look at correlational data like that in Table 2, or 
some' portion thereof. The 2 X 2 matrix in the upper lefthand comer is a likely 

■ 
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TABLE 2 (contimwd) 

12       13 14 15 16 17 18       19       20       21 22 

74       7« 

72       78 

5J 58 58 
-21 

a 37 28 
58 20 35 

\^76 63 63 
-.75 77 

34^ ■"-<> -^81 
57 88 "^H 

69 

81 

52 
25 

-34 

82 
-26 

89 

69 

46 

-24 
20 

89 85 88 

23 -20 
88 77 93 

82 86 77 

-20 -21 26 

80      84 

64       68 

87       90 

29 
48 

49 
54 
42 

-     -28     -28 

-26 

61 44 31 
32 51 
51 47 25 

59 62 
69 54 24 

56 60 

64 

41 

87 

'W 
37 
30 
29 
29 
30 

48 

23 
^\. 76  * 
69"^ 
26 30^^ 
48 63 
42 28 
49 47 

36       67 
, 47 

6r 

-23 
-26 -35 -36 
-24 -29 -36 
-33 -20 
-35 -28 -46 
-45 -26 -42 

{continuth 

candidate It gives the correlation between time and error ^«averaged for 
^studen over the entire repeated-measures design structure. T^e correlaUor 
Tne^ü in both groups, negligible in the first-grade ^. but^rV suable " 
L Sidergarten data. It appears that there is a tendency for children to rade 
^ s^ed and accuracy on Is task; the faster a child draws, the more bkely he 

"rfxT.Zx just down the diagonal is another reasonable ana.y.. It 
sh^s L relation between time and errors calculated for each uudent from he 
trage conditions in each se*ion. Again there is evidence of an nverse relaUon 
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TASLE 3 loontimMd) 

VARIABLE 23 34       25 36 27 28 29 30 

Time mve both I 36 SI     -27 -24 -. -20 
trroriive both 2 -26       SI 94 ~ 86 80 84 

Time avc I 3 44     -29 -32 ~ -2S 
Eiror avc 1 4 -23       37 87 ~ 74 74 72 

Time avc II 5 63 SI ~ 
Error avc II 6 

7 ' 
-27 61 93 *■ 92 81 

-29 
90 

Time 1 Nt E 26 -25 
D 8 -33 -49 - -32 

AccE 9 34 ~ 
D 10 48 -22 -24 ~ 

SpdE II 41 61 - 
D 12 

13 
40 7S -27 ~ 

29 
-32 

Enor 1 Nt E 62 ~ 42 44 
D 14 29 78 - 59 49 56 

AccE 15 ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ «— 
D 16 21 46 84 ~ 75 91 58 

SpdE 17 25 SS 86 ~ 79 93 65 
D 18 

19 
-34 25 72 ~ 6S 59 76 

Time II Nt E 48 39 ~ 
D 20 49 42 -21 ~ 

AccE 21 33 44 49 ~ 39 25 30 
D 22 ^4« 29 -23 ~ -22 

SpdE 23 \>- ̂ 64 ~ -23 
D 24 

25 
S9" 

-26 ^ 
-27 ~ -20 -34 

Error II Nt E p^-. ̂ 57 ~ SI S7 48 
D 26 -26 -S4 47^ C^\ ~ 82 79 73 

AccE 27 -31 ^^ \\ s- ~ ~ 
D 28 -26 -S7 S3 74 \>- -.73 81 

SpdE *   ' -43 -48 S3 27 33 34" ~^\ ̂ S8 
D ■> t -32 -74 45 79 26 79 48^ '"-> 

between time and en jr scores. Performance is reasonably stable from one 
session to the next in fir)." graders, and moderately so in the kindergartners. 

The remainder of the n.itrix presents the entire repeated-measures design 
structure, perhaps the most defensible way of presenting the raw data. The 
correlations between time and error measures are blocked in to emphasize a 
particular property of these data. The several time measures tend to be relatively 
highly correlated, as do the error r measures, compared to the inter-measure 
correlations. But the patterns are admittedly fuzzy. It is the sort of matrix that 
might be subjected to factor analysis in order to clarify the underlying s' > 
tures. 

However, raw scores are not the measures to examine, given the theoretical 
point of view elaborated previously. Each raw score is a combination of factor 

\ 
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effect« (cf. Fig. 5) which ituy be interrelated in more or le« complex fuhion. 
Let us we wlut the reUtion» between the ptrtmeters of thif diti let look Uke. 

To determine reUtion« imong the basic parameters, we will i*« linear contrasts 
computed from the raw scores for several of the sources from the analysis of 
variance (Table 1). Tlie correlation matrix displayed in Table 3 shows the 
relations between certain contrasts along with two average scores, the avera^ 
over ill conditions (All) and the average over all No-Set conditions (No Set). 
E*Qi of the entries in this table stands for a parameter from the general linear 
faciarial hypotheses for this experiment. For instance. Time All (Variable 1) a 
the average response time over all the design variations for a given subject. This is 

equivalen; to an estimate of »w ^ for subject a Time ^ vs 5 (Variable 4) is 
the contr^t in time scores between the accuracy and speed conditions, averaged 
over difficulty and sessions. This is related to the estimate of the parameter 

«U IS. time n *» ** »"bject a 
Table 3 was obtained by computing these parameter estimates for each 

subject, and entering these values into a standard correlation program. Since a 
great deal of information is compressed in this table, it may be worthwhile to 
describe its organization in more detail. There was reason to believe that the 
kindergarten and first-giade data might show different patterns, and so separate 
analyses were conducted at each grade level. Kindergarten results are below and 
to the left of the main diagonal, first-grade above and to the right. Tune and 
error scores are analyzed separately. Along the margins are the residual standard 
deviations for each source (this is the square root of the error mean square from 
the analysis of variance calculated separately for each grade), and the F ratio for 
the source (again baaed on separate analyses for each grade). The major elements 
of an analysis of variance can be reconstructed from these marginal entnes, and 
the relative magniti de of various sources and of error terms can be seen. 

The off-diagonal entries in Table 3 are, as noted earlier, Pearson correlations 
between the contrast scores. To give a concrete idea of what the relations in 
Table 3 mean, two scatterplots are presented in Fig. 10. The kindergarten and 
first-grade data have been combined in these plots. 

The correlation matrix in Table 3 has a reasonably simple structure. Certain 
correlations are very large (positive or negative) and the rest tend to be relatively 
small Except for the No-Set vs. Accuracy-Speed contrast, and the interaction of 
this contrast with Difficulty, the correlations within the time and error subma- 
trices are high. With few exceptions, the correlations outside these submatnees 

are small. r     u   i 
This pattern, together with an examination of the scatterplots for the larger 

correlations (those in Fig. 10 are typical), shows that children who either work 
fast or make lots of errors are relatively unaffected by variation in the situational 
factors Set and Difficulty. Moreover, students who are strongly affected by 
variation in one situational factor (Set) are strongly affected by variation in the 

other situationai factor (Difficulty). 
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AVERAGE TIME {SECONOSI 
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FIG. 10   Sample scatterplots for contrast estimates, line-drawing study. 

A particulaily interesting feature of these data is that the statements above 
apply independently to the two response measures. The correlation between 
time and error contrast scores is negligible, with a few exceptions to be discussed 
below. This result suggests that the process model in Fig. 9 might be reasonably 
adequate after all. The Set nd Difficulty factors do not fulfill the requirements 
for testing an independent process model-they were not selected to link 
uniquely to the proposed ope/ations—but the model may be a useful approxima- 
tion. 

In any event, the purpose of this exercise is not to promote any substantive 
finding. It does seem noteworthy that the approach leads to a considerable 
simplification in the data on its maiden voyage. The data in Table 3 scarcely 
require further clarification. The basic structure is immediately apparent: time 
and error comprise two independent components, the constituent parameters of 
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which are highly interrelated. It is obvious when a constituent drops out. For 
instance, the No-Set vs. Accuracy-Speed contrast in time scores is a substantial 
and significant source of variance, but unrelated to any other contrast. This 
contrast was chosen as the orthogonal complement to the Accuracy vs. Speed 
contrast, but it may not make psychological sense. One possibility is that the 
No-Set scores might serve better as a covariate. However, as can be seen in Table 
3, these scores are highly correlated with the overall average, and the pattern of 
contrast relations with No-Set and All scores are practically identical. The matter 
remains unresolved at this point in the analysis. 

The kindergarten sample also exhibits a noticeable departure from time-error 
independence. Average time is inversely correlated with average error (this was 
observed in Table 2), as well as with several error contrasts. The Easy vs. 
Difficult contrast for time measures is also correlated with the error rate, in the 
younger children, movement accuracy is more or less controlled depending aa 
instructional set and difllculty. In the older children, the two systems are totaL.- 
independent. This statement is more precise and informative than the conclusion 
from Table 2 that time and error scores were inversely correlated. 

Analysis of the Line-Drawing Study: An Overview 

Several features of the data are brought into focus by the variance-covariance 
analysis of specific linear contrasts that would be obscured in more conventional 
analyses. Let us review briefly the main implications of this analysis: 

1. Frocess independence, based on the relations predicted in Fig. 8 for average 
factor effects, must be rejected. Factors linked to one process affect 
measures linked to other processes directly and through interaction. 

2. Process independence, looking at subject-source interactions, is irrelevant 
given the preceding result. But subject-source inter«, nions are large enough 
in at least one instance to suggest that independence can also be rejected by 
this test. 

3. Intraprocess parameter independence is not testable in this design. 
4. Interprocess parameter independence is supported by the low correlations 

between time and error contrasts. This suggests that time and errors tap 
separate processes which the design factors may be affecting in confounded 
fashion. Speed and accuracy are influenced in varying degrees from one 
student to another by variation in situational factors. 

5. General parameter independence holds for the first-grade sample, but not 
the kindergarten sample. 

6. General-specific parameter independence can be rejected in almost every 
instance. Average time and error scores are highly correlated with respon- 
siveness to situational factors. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR 
EDUCATIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

Current test construction proceeds as if we place buckets under psychological 
processes and coUect the output more or less directly from ^dividual subtest 
measures (usually total conect responrics). Control over variation m the input is 
modest at best, and nonexistent in most instances. This simple model has been 
extended by such methods as factor analysis, but it seems to have some inherent 
weaknesses. It does not provide a natural way for introducing process-onented 
variables and contextual variables into the testing situation in an easy-to-measure 

fashion. .   .,. 
Factorial test designs seem to provide a simple but informative way to build a 

test around a process model. This approach is similar in spirit to the notion of 
facet teste discussed by Guttman (1965; Guttman & Schlesinger, 1967). Careful 
analysis of a task may turn up many factors of potential importance, but 
fractional factorial designs allow optimal arrangement of a factorial test struc- 
ture so that a maximum amount of relevant information is obtained for a given 
number of test items (Kirk. 1968, Chapters 9, 10). The experimental control 
obtained in such designs provides great sensitivity with a reasonable constraint 

on test length. . i        u 
Linear contrasts have come into common use in the experimental psycho- 

logical literature, especially in the analysis of repeated-measuresdesigns^ Their 
use in test analysis as an alternative to subtest or factor scores holds considerable 
promise. To be sure, there are unsolved problems connected with item analysis 

and test reliability. 

ADDENDUM 

This volume has directed its attention to educational matters, and to the role of 
cognitive psychology in providing a better understanding of instructional pro- 
cesses The preceding remarks on test procedures are directed toward educators. 
But for those readers whose interests are more directly related to cognitive 
psychology, I should point out again that the analysis of contrast scores has 
direct implications for tests of information-processing models. Since Stemberg s 
(1969) landmark paper on the use of factorial designs in evaluation of indepen- 
dent cognitive process models, repeated-measures designs have played a central 
role bi research on cognition. The analysis of the variance-covariance structure 
of a let of contrasts described here is not covered by the standard methods of 
analysis now in use. These are new techniques. They ask new questions of data, 
questions which are critical to an understanding of individual differences in 

thought and action. 
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Task Analysis 
in Instructional Design: 
Some Cases from Mathematics 

Lauren B. Resnick 

University of Pittsburgh 
Learning Research and Development Center 

TTm chapter takes as its general theme the actual and potential role of task 
analysis, particularly information-processing analysis, in instructional theory and 
instructional design. Some definitions are needed to make this openmgstatement 
sensible. Tlie tenn "instruction" is used here in its most general sense to refer to 
any set of environmental conditions that are deliberately arranged to foster 
increases in competence. Instruction thus includes demonstrating, telling, and 
explaining, but it equally includes physical arrangemente, structure of presented 
material, sequences of task demands, and responses to the learner s actions. A 
theory of instruction, therefore, must concern itself with the relationship be- 
tween any modifications in the learning environment and resultant changes in 
competence. When the competence with which we are concerned is intellectual 
development of a theory of instruction requires a means of descnbmg states ot 
intellectual competence, and ultimately of relating changes in these states to 
manipulations of the learning environment. .   ,, 

In developing a theory of instruction for intellectual or cognitive domains, task 
analysis plays a central role. I mean by task analysis the study of complex 
performances so as to reveal the psychological processes involved. These amüyses 
translate "subject-matter" descriptions into psychological descriptions of behav- 
ior They provide psychologically rich descriptions of intellectual competence 
and are thus a critical step in bringing the constructs of psychology to bear on 

TScÄsis of complex tasks is not a totally new idea. Task analyses 
ar. performed, although not usually under that name, in virtually all psychologi- 
cal investigations of cognitive activity. Whenever performances are analyzed into 
components-for experimental, interpretive, or theoretical P"n>oscs-task anal- 
ysis of some kind is involved. Although the study of complex cognitive tasks h*. 
never dominated empirical psychology, there have been significant occasions on 

51 Preceding page liank 
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which psychologies have turned their attention to such tufa. Not all have been 

ETETi llTu bUtnSCVCra, imp0rtant ***** ** exami"«tion became they have substantiaUy mfluenced instructional theory or practice or becatT 
constdered with instructional questions in mind, they offer ^ght ^toTe' 
pos«ble nature of a theo^ of instruction based on cognftive psycho^ 

JaUT, £f SSOt* P6"3^ ta W«*0»0*«» «*-«*. it is important to 
conader what lands of analyses are particularly useful in instructional design 

ofm^ll ^ t Td ;0 eVa,Uate ?" POtCntia, COntribution t0 ^ructl of Afferent approaches to the psychological analysis of tasks. Four such criteria 
seem particularly important: ««•«■ 

//«ructfo™/ m/emw«   Are the tasks analyzed ones we want to teach' TTiat 

«thcr LTTI? ^^ 0f **inStrUCti0nal " ^ social ^vT« «ther than because they are easy to study, have a history of past research that 

££^ T t0 i?^Pre,■ 0r ^ ^^ Suited to eluefdating aTotfo tteoryl The cntenon of instructional relevance implies that most taJL Lyzed 
«M be comptex relative to many of the laboratory tasks that experiment 
psychologists find useful when pursuing noninstructional questions. XP•^menta, 

JÜa^iü!. fomU,ation Does the »«lysis yield descriptions of the task in 
terms of processes or basic units recognized by the psychological research 

ZT* ^ ^ " a **** 0f brin^ COmP'ex ^ which hTve 
JLthl SS g0     "P6™"131 analysis' into contact with the concepts, 
^1 tr ^0neS 0f PSyCh0,0gy- ThUS' While the startin8 P™* for instruc tonal „k andysts b prescribed by sodal decisions-what is important to 
teach-the outcomes of such analysis, the terms used in breaking apart complex 

J^kJT mUSt      deteni,ined by ^ State of theory and '^•'•Se in 
It is not always easy to fulfill both the instructional relevance and the 

S£Ä f0r aKtl0n ^^ at 0nCe; ^^«onal relevance is defmed in 
Afferent terms ^an those which psychological researchers use in building their 

teZth ^f1616"' " ^ imP0rtant t0 try t0 -^ ^^tional tasks in 
«^hJl mak'COn.tact ^ ^ cu"e"t body of knowledge and constructs in 
psychology so that mstructional practice can proHt from scientific fmdings as 
they exui and as they develop. s 

inS
/wS*///IyKBeCaUSe ^ COnCem here iS ^ task "«^ as an aid to mtruction, an obwous question is whether the results of a particular analysis are 

et™ ^T? P^06- In 0ther WOrds' does ^ task analysis reveal 
STS     i   r88' ^ lend themSe,VeS t0 inStrUction>ie' that are "instruct- 
Sav iV'th K0" 0f ^ analySiS t0 eXamine COniP,ex Performances and display m them a substructure that is teachable-either through direct instruc- 
tion in the components, or by practice in tasks that call upon the same or related 
prvcc ssc s. 

■ 
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3.   TASK ANALYSIS IN INSTRUCTION      S3 

Recognition of stages of competence Does the task analysis recognize a 
distinction between early forms of competence and later ones? Analyses for 
instructional purposes cannot jus* describe the expert's performance (although 
such description will almost always be a part of such analyses). They must also 
describe performance characteristics of r.ovices and attempt to discover or point 
to key differences between novices and experts, suggesting thereby ways of arrang- 
ing experiences that will help novices become experts. Instructional task analysis, 
in other words, should elucidate the relations between activity dunn^ learning and 
competence that results from learning. It should suggest ways of organizing 
knowledge to assist in acquisition, recognizing that this organization may differ 
from organizations that are most efficient for expert use of that knowledge. 

In summary, four criteria can be applied in assessing the contributions of 
psychological task analyses to instructioi. (1) instructional relevance; (2) psy- 
chological formulation; (3) instructability; and (4) recognition of stages of 
competence. In the- course of this chapter, I shall examine several prominent 
approaches to the psychological analysis of complex tasks and consider their 
contributions to instruction in light of these criteria. I begin with some impor- 
tant past efforts to describe intellectual competence in psychological terms, and 
then turn to current information-processing approaches to task analysis. In order 
to make the domain of the chapter manageable, discussion is limited to analysis 
of mathematics tasks. The work discussed, however, is not intended to be 
exhaustive of task analysis efforts in mathematics. Rather, it is intended to 
highlight certain cases that have considerably influenced psychology or instruc- 
tion, or both, and that form landmarks in whatever might today be written of a 
history and current status report on this branch of instructional psychology. 

A SELECTIVF- HISTORY Or TASK ANALYSIS 

I will discuss first the work of three predecessors of modem information 
processing task analysis, in each case using work on mathematics as the substan- 
tive example. These are: (a) work in the associationist/behaviorist tradition 
(Thomdike, Gagne); (fc) work of the Gestalt school (especially Max Wertheimer); 
and (c) the Piagetian task analyses. Both substantively and methodologically, the 
approaches of these groups to task analysis reflect differences in their theoretical 
positions, differences which in turn affect the kinds of contributions that each 
can make to instruct m. 

The Associationist/Behaviorist Tradition 

Thorndike's analyses in terms ofS-R bonds In the early part of this century, 
experimental and educational psychology were closely allied. Many of the major 
psychologists of the period up to about 1930 were actively engaged in both 

i'      = 
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laboutory research and applied research, some of it relevant to instructional 
practice. One of the foremost of these was Edward L. Thomdike. His work on 
The Psychology of Arithmetic, published in 1922, represents his attempt to 
translate the assodationist theory of "laws of effect," which he himself was 
active in developing, into a set of prescriptions for teaching arithmetic. In the 
preface to the book, Thomdike states (1922) that there is now a "new point of 
view concerning the general process of learning. We now understand that 
learning is essentially the formation of connections or bonds between situations 
and responses, that the satisfyingness of the result is the force that forms them, 
and that habit rules in the realm of thought as truly and as fully as in the realm 
of action [p. v]." Based on this then widely agreed upon theory of psychological 
functioning, Thomdike proposed a pedagogy that has extensively influenced 
educational practice for many years. 

Thomdike proposed the analysis of arithmetic tasks in terms of specific 
connections, or bonds, between sets of stimuli and responses, and the organiza- 
tion of instruction to maximize learning of both the individual bonds and the 
relations among them. His book began with a discussion of the general domains 
of arithmetic for which bonds must be formed-for example, the meanings of 
numbers, the nature of decimal notation, the ability to add, subtract, multiply, 
and divide, the ability to apply various concepts and operations in solving 
problems. Thomdike then spent some fifty pages discussing the types of bonds 
that give precise meaning to this broad definition of the domain of arithmetic. 
His analysis did not approach the level of individual stimulus-response pairs but 
remained on the more general level of connections between situations and sets of 
responses. Citing numerous examples, ho argued that certain kinds of bonds 
taught in many of the standard textbooks of the day were misleading and should 
not be taught, while other helpful bonds were neglected in pedagogical practice. 
For example, verifying results of computations, leaming addition and substrac- 
tion facts for fractions, and solving problems in equation form (even before 
algebra was added to the curriculum) were considered "desirable" bonds, where- 
as senseless drill in finding the lowest common denominator of fractions (when 
use of any common denominator would lead to solution of problems) and the 
posing of problems unrelated to real-life situations led to the formation of 
"wasteful and harmful" bonds that made arithmetic confusing and unpleasant. 
Discussion of appropriate and inappropriate forms of measurement of the bonds 
or elements of arithmetic knowledge were also included. Thus, the total effect of 
the book was to suggest the translation of a standard school subject into 
terms-collections of bonds -that suggested applications of known laws of leam- 
ing to the problems of instruction. 

The laws of leaming, and thus of pedagogy, were for Thomdike those dealing 
with such drill and practice as would strengthen the bonds. Questions such as 
amount nf practice, under- and overleaming, and distribution of practice were 
considered. These are easily recognized as topics that have continued to occupy 
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psychologists-although nrely directly in the context of school instruction-and 
that heavily though indirectly influence instructional practice. What is important 
about Thomdike's work, however, is that he developed a concern not only with 
the laws of learning in general, but also with the laws of learning as applied to e 
particular discipline, arithmetic. He left the laboratory to engage in applied 
research, but brought with him the theory, and to a large extent the methodol- 
ogy, of the experimental laboratory. He thus began a tradition of experimental 
work in instruction by psychologists. This tradition was interrupted for many 
years but is now being revived, as the chapters in this volume bear witness. 

Gagne's hierarchies of /Banting sets While Thomdike recognized the need for 
a theory of sequencing in his presentation of bonds identified as constituting the 
subject matter of arithmetic, he had no systematic theory of sequencing to 
propose. In the decades following Thomdike's work, mathematics educators and 
educational psychologists (e.g., Brownell A Stretch, 1931; Hydle & Clapp, 1927) 
studied, with varying degrees of care and precision, the relative difficulty of 
different kinds of mathematical problems. They thus empirically, if not theoret- 
ically, extended Thomdike's work in instructional analysis. The suggestion 
underlying this later work was that arranging tasks according to their order of 
difficulty would optimize learning, especially of the more difficult tasks. Skin- 
ner's (1 J53) prescription for the use of "successive approximations" in instruc- 
tion represented a refinement of this basic idea. However, neither Skinner nor 
his immediate interpreters proposed a systematic strategy for generating the 
order of successive approximations i.e., the sequence of tasks in instruction. It 
was not until the 1960s, and Gagne's work on hierarchies of learning (Gagni, 
1962, 1968), that any organized theory of sequencing for instructional purposes 
appeared within the behaviorist tradition. 

Learning hierarchies are nested sets of tasks in which positive transfer from 
simpler to men complex tasks is expected. The "simpler" tasks in a hierarchy 
are not just easier to learn than the more complex; they are included in- 
components of-'he more complex ones. Acquisition of a complex capability, 
then, is a matter of cumulation of capabilities through successive levels of 
complexity Transfer occurs because of the inclusion of simpler tasks in the 
more complex. Thus, learning hierarchies embody a special version of a "com- 
mon elements" theory of transfer. 

Hierarchy analysis has come into rather widespread use among instructional 
designers, particularly in the fields of mathematics and science (see White. 
1973). For the most part, the analyses have been of the kind Gagne originally 
described. Thus, hierarchies for instruction are typically generated by answering, 
for any particular task under consideration, the question: "What kind of capa- 
bility would an individual have to possess to be able to perform this task 
successfully, were we to give him or her only instructions?" One or more 
subordinate asks are specified in response to this question, and the question is 
applied in turn to the subordinate tasks themselves. 

I 
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TASK 1 

Stating, using specific nunrtwrt, 
ths series of steps necessary to 
formulate a definition of addition 
of integers, using whatever 
properties are needed, assuming 
those not previously established 

la I 
Supplying the steps and 
identifying the properties 
assumed in asserting the 
truth of statements involv- 
ing the eddition of integers 

lla 

Supplying other names 
for positive integers in 
statements of equality 

TASK 2 

Stating and using the 
definition of the sum 
of two integers, . 
least one addend 
negative intage 

ED 
he sum 
». if at       j 
nd isa       I 

: I 

? i 

lib 

Ilia 

Identifying and using the 
properties that must be 
assumed in asserting the 
truth of statements of 
equality in addition of 
integers 
—Z — 

Stating and using the 
definition of addition 
of an integer and its 
additive inverse 

IVa 

lllb 

Stating and using the 
definition of addition of 
two positive integers 

_L IVb 

Using the whole 
number 0 as the 
additive identity 

IVc 

Supplying othei 
numerals for whole 
numbers, using the 
associative property 

Va 

Supplying other 
numerals for whu'e 
numbers, using the 
commutative property 

IVd | 

Identifying numeials 
for whole numbers, 
employing the closure 
property 

Performing add n on 
and subtraction of 
whole numbers 

Vb 

Using parentheses to 
group names for the 
same whole number 

FIG 1 A teaming hierarchy peruining to the addition of integers (From "Factors in 
^quimtg knowtedge of a mathemaHcal UsV by R. M Gagn«. J. R Mayor. H. L. Garstenv 
* I* E. Pvadue. ftychologicalMonogriph,. 1962. 76 (Whole No. 52f). Copyright 1962 by 
the American Psydiological Associatioa. Reprinted by permission.) 
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Figure 1 shows an rxample of one of Gagne's hierarchies. The tasks descrtied 
in the top icvel bo* are the targets for instiaction. Lower levels show succe«ive 
hyen of subordinate capabilities, that is, simpler tasks whose mastery would 
facilitate learning the more complex ones. Instruction would begin with the 
lowest-level capabilities not already mastered and proceed upward. The tasks at 
the low end of the hierarchy can be analyzed further, depending on assumptions 
about the learner's knowledge. It is assumed that the more elementary capabil- 
ities are learned through more elementary types of learning. In other words, 
implicit in a complete learning hierarchy for a task such as the one shown ir Fig. 
1 is another hierarchy of "types of learning." progressing from simplv, S-R 
learning through chaining and discrimination, to higher-level concept jid rule 
leaning, as shown in Fig. 2. A more complex task such as problem solvng would 

Problem Solving (Type 8) 

I 
requires as pcerequisitm 

I 
Rules (Type 71 

I 
which require as prerequisites 

I 
Concepts (Type 6) 

I 
which require as prwi-quisites 

I 
Discriminations (Type 51 

which require as prerequisites 

Verbal associations (Type 41 

or other Chains (Type 31 

I 
which require as prerequisites 

Stimulus Response connections (Type ?) 

FIG 2   Gapi«'s luemdiy of types of learnma. (From R   H  liaptt. TV Condiltons of 
ItmrnitiK (2mS ed.). New York   Holt. Rineharl A Wmiton. 1970 ( upynfhl INS b> II. Ii 
Rinehart A Wimlon Reprinted by permuiion l 
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involve more concept and rale leaning and would lead to the discovery of 
progressively higher-order generalizable .rules. 

(iagncs hierarchy analyses appear to fi'rt with information processing concep- 
tions of psychology, but not to come to grips with them There is a kind of 
implicit process analysis involved in the nv (hod of hierarchy generation PresiKTi 
ably, hi order to answer the question that generates subordr ite tasks, one mus: 
have in mind some idea of what kinds of operations mental or otherwise an 
individual en^afrs in when he or she nerforms the complex task. Howeve? this 
model of performance a left entirely implicit in Gagne's work 

• 

i 

Gestalt Pwchologv and the Analysis of Mathematical Tasks 

Gestalt psychology was an immigrant . t America In its irst generation it spoke 
s language so unlike the rest of Amencan psychology that it was baiely listened 
to Now. in a period when we speak easily of coalition and mental operations, 
the gestalt formulations take on mote mteres« for us Gestalt theory was 
fundamentally concerned with perception *^d paiticularly the apprehension of 
"structure " With respect to the complex procesvri involved in thinking, the 
concept of structure led to a concern with undtitandmg" 01 •insight." often 
accompanied by a visual representation of some kind With respict to problem 
solving, the central con em was with the dynamics of "ptoductivt ;htnkiiig " 
Several r"«1' Psychologists, particularly Wertheimet (1950* and his students 
(Katona. 1940 Luchms k Luchms. I9T0). attempted lo applv the basic pnnci 
pies of gestalt interpretauon to problems of imiruction and. in particular, lo the 
teaching of mathematics It is reasonable to imagine that mathematics, especially 
^ometry. was of partteWM interest lo gritalt theonsts hecause of it» high degree 
of mtemal structure wi its susceptibility to visual representation 

Wenheimer contrasicd his theory of productive thinking both with traditional 
logic and with associationtst descriptions of problem solving Neither of these, he 
daimed. gives a complete picture of how no» knowledge is produced by the 
individual With respect to teachmg. he was concerned thai prevalent methods ol 
teaching, with emphasis on practice and recall, produced "senseless combma 
aons" rather th«i productive problem solving based on the structure of the 

problem. 
WertheinKfs (1959) book, ftuducntr Thinking. onginalU published in 1945. 

(fcscusaes work or several mathematics probtems for example finding the area 
of a parallelogram, proving the equably of angles. Gau» s formula for the sum of 
a series, symmetry of oscillations, anlhmetic calculations. 2;id the sum ol angles 
of a figure Analysts of these taftks. for Wenheimer consnted of dispia> mg the 
problem structure on which algonthms are based, rather than analyzing actu.. 
performaice TbiB. for example, the problem of findrng the area of a pr.allekv 
gram w» seen as a t.,..hlem of "g^ fittmg" too much iw one udc Mw little on 
the other (ace F» 31 Once the gap » filled and a rectangle formed a general 
pnnapk for findmg area can be appikrd  It is neopMoa of the nature of the 

■ 
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FIG 3   Wertheimer"» tie* of a parallelogram problem 

problem the possibility of transforming the parallelogram into a rectangle-that 
constitutes for Wetheimer "underetanding" or "insight." Solutions that follow 
from this understanding are for him true solutions, elegant ones. Tliose that 
"blindly" apply an algorithm, even if the algorithm should work, are "ugly" 
(Greeno. Chapter 7 of this volume, discusses another example from Wertheimer). 

Though Wertheimer talked little about general schemes for instruction, his 
notions imply the necessity of analyzing tasks into components, perceptual and 
structural, such that their nature in relation to the whole problem is clear. Only 
when the true structures of problems zn understood can principles derived from 
them be properly generalized. Whenever possible, it should be left to the student 
to discover both the problem and its solution. Instruction, if it should be 
necessary, should proceed in a way consistent with the internal structure of the 
problem, and in the proper sequence, so that a true understanding is gained by 
the child, heading to solution Just how the unde'standing of components and 
their ptrt-whole relationships is to be taught is not made cleat. Wertheimer 
suggested that exercises could be introduced which focus students' attention on 
certain aspects of the problem structure, which should increase the likelihood of 
achieving insight. He also spoke of certain operations involved in thinking 
processes-grouping, reorganizing, structurization- from which o.ie might devise 

ways of teaching. 

Ptagetian Analyses 

In discussing Piagetian task analysis we musi consider two quit; distinct bodies 
of literature: (I) Piaget's own work land thjt of others m Gonev^; and (2) 
attempts largely by Amencan and Briiish psychologists to isol ite the specific 
concepts and processes underlying performance on Piagetian tasks. 1 will discuss 
these in succession 

0 *nn work Much of Piage,\ own work (on number, geometry, space, etc.) 
is heavily mathematical m orientation It seeks to characterize cognitive develop- 
ment in terms of a succesnon of logical structures commanded by individuals 
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over time. The "clinical method" used by Piaget in his research yields great 
quantities of raw process data—protocols of children's responses to various tasks 
and questions. The protocols are interpreted in terms of the child's "having" or 
"not having" structures of different kinds. Explanation of a task performance 
for Piaget consists of descriptions of the logical structures that underly it, and of 
the structures that ontologically preceded and therefore in a sense "gave birth 
to" the current ones. 

Piaget's tasks are chosen to exemplify logical structures that are assumed to be 
universal. Many of them tum out to involve mathematics, but by and large not 
the mathematics that is taught in school. One result has been considerable 
debate over whether the Piagetian tasks should become the basis of the school 
curriculum, whether they are teachable at all, and whether they set limits on 
what other mathematical content can be taught (for differing points of view on 
this matter, see Furth, 1970; Kamii, 1972; Kohlbcrg, 1968; Rohwer, 1971). 
Although until reccitly Piaget's work has not been motivated by instructional 
concerns, other«: have tried to interpret his work for instruction. This has often 
resulted in at k; -t partially competing interpretations. 

Piaget's most important contribution to t^sk analysis is probably his pointing 
out, in compelling fashion, that there ar important differences between children 
and adults in the way they approach certain tasks, the knowledge they bring to 
them, and the processes they have available. However, his analysis in terms of 
logic leaves questionable the extent to which his descriptions elucidate the 
"psychologies" of behavior on these tasks, that is, w! at people actually do. It is 
03rtainly the case that for psychologists accustomed to the explicit detail of 
information-processing analyses, the leap from observation to references con- 
cerning logical structure is often difficult to follow in Piaget's work. 

Experimental analyses of Piaget's tasks. Much of the English language research 
literature on Piaget has focused on locating specific concepts or component 
processes underlying the ability to perform v/ell on particular tasks. Conserva- 
tion tasks have been mostly heavily studied, classification tasks probably next 
most heavily. There has been relatively little study of tasks characteristic of the 
stage of formal rather than concrete operational thinking (see Glaser & Resnick, 
1972). 

Two basic strategies can be distinguished in this research. One is to vary the 
task in small ways to allow inferenrcs about the kinds of cognitive processes 
being used. An example of this first strategy is a series of studies by Smedsiund 
(1%4, 1967a, b), in which he presented double classification tasks with attri- 
butes covered or uncovered, labeled or visually presented. From performance on 
these variations, he concluded that processing was probably done at a symbolic 
rather than a perceptual level, that memory was involved, and that some kind of 
analytic mechanism might be involved in committing perceptions or symbols to 
memory. 

• 

___ _ 
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The second research strategy is to instruct children in a concept orr ;ocess 
hypothesized to underly performance on some Piagetian task, and then test to 
see whether they thereby acquire the ability to perform the task. Examples of 
research of the second kind are Gelman's (1969) study on training conservation 
by teaching discrimination of length, density, and number; and Bearison's 
(1969) study Liducing conservation by training in equal-unit measurement of 
liquid quantity. Of the two approaches, the second is more directly interesting in 
the present context, because the strategy of instruction demands an analysis in 
terms of instructable components. 

Assessment of the Approaches with Reference to Instruction 

How do these past approaches to task analysis match the criteria outlined for 
instructional relevance? To what extent does each address itself to tasks of 
instructional interest? To what extent do the terms of analysis provide a link to 
the main body of psychological theory and knowledge? Are instructable units 
identified? Do the analyses d-'inguish usefully between performance of learners 
and of experts? 

Instructional relevance. With respect to the choice of tasks, only Thorndike 
and Gagni show a clear instructional orientation. Their tasks are drawn from 
school curricula, and where formal validation studies of their analyses occur, 
they are to a large extent based on the effectiveness of actual instruction in the 
units identified (e.g., Gagie, Mayor, Carstens, & Paradise, 1962). Wertheimer 
and the others of the Gestalt school analyze a few tasks drawn from mathe- 
matics, but nvJce no attempt to analyze a whole range of subject matter. 
Further, despite some discussion of productive thinking as a generalized phe- 
nomenon of educational concern, there is no analysis of it as such in Wert- 
heimer's work. It seems likely that Wertheimer chose tasks from mathematics 
that would best lend themselves to analyst in terms of perceptual "Gestalten" 
rather than selecting those of particular importance to instruction. On the 
criterion of types of tasks analyzed, Piaget's work is even less directly relevant to 
instruction. There is, in fact, serious question whether the concrete operations 
tasks he studied ought to be the objects of instruction, since they are psychological 
"indicators" of general cognitive status rather than socially important tasks, and 
since they appear, at least in Western and certain urbanized cultures, to be acquired 
without formal schooling in the course of development (Glaser & Resnick, 1972). 
It may be, however, that formal operations need to be taught explicitly, since it is 
by no means clear that formal operational thinking is universally acquired 
(Neimark, 1975). 

Psychological ormulation. Each approach addresses well the analysis of com- 
plex tasks in terms of the fundamental psychological constructs relevant to their 
own times and theories. Thus, Thomdike's analyses describe arithmetic in 

. 
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terms of the basic psychological unit of then-cunent theory, the associationist 
bond, and thus suggest specific pedagogical practices drawn from known princi- 
ples of learning. Gagne's analyses interpret instructional tasks in the terms of 
behavioral learning psychology: transfer, generalization, and so forth. His con- 
cern for the learning of "higher processes" such as rules and principles suggests 
some sharing of concern with cognitive psychology; however, basic cognitive 
processes, such as memory and perception, are alluded to only as general abilities 
assumed not to be instructable or further analyzable. Wertheimer's analyses of 
mathematical tasks explicitly indicate how gestalt <ield theory would interpret 
problem solving and learning in these domains Finally, Piaget's analyses, 
like Wertheimer's, attempt to show that performance on complex tasks can be 
interpreted in terms of underlying structures. For Piaget and Wertheimer, expli- 
cation of the structures constitutes psychological explanation of the perfor- 
mance. Both are concerned wi'h characterizing the broad outlines of cognitive 
structures rather than with detailing the processes involved in building or 
utilizing these structures. Only in the experimental analyses of Piagetian tasks do 
we begin to find attempts to interpret peiformance more explicitly, that is, in 
information-processing tern.. 

Instructability. With respect to the criterion of instructa'iility, Thorndike 
and Gagne are directly on target. Their aim in task analysis is to facilitr.te 
instruction, and me bonds ,f subordinate capabilities identified are quite clearly 
described as instructable components. Wertheimer is more difficult to assess with 
respect to this criterion. His analyses are specific to particular tasks. They do 
display the basic structure of each task and therefore suggest quite directly ways 
of teaching that are likely to produce maximum understanding, transfer, and 
elegance of solution; but there are no general units identified which would be 
useful across a number of tasks. Piaget's own analyses involve no identification 
of instructable units. However, a review of studies involving instruction in 
Piagetian tasks (Glaser & Resnick, 1972) suggests that Piagetian concepts are 
indeed instructable, or at least lend themselves to analysis into certain prerequi- 
site skills which may be instructable. The studies also suggest how delicate the 
process of task analysis and instruction is for tasks of any psychological com- 
plexity. It is necessary both to identify the appropriate underlying processes or 
concepts and to find effective ways of teaching them. Identifying one underlying 
concept will rarely suffice for full success in instructional efforts because there 
may be several abilities which must be combined, and the absence of any one 
may lead to failure to learn the target task. Further, "instruction" itself is a very 
delicate matter. There are no simple rules for constructing situations that will 
convey the concepts or processes to be taught in a clear way. Even with an 
appropriate task analysis, the mapping from identified components to instruc- 
tional strategies remains very much a matter of artful development. 

Recognition of stages of competence.   Finally, we turn to the novice-expert 
distinction, the criterion of recognition of stages of competence. On this matter 
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Thomdikc is not very explicit. He recognizes a need for sequencing instruction 
scientifically, but offers no psychological theory as to how to proceed. Indeed, 
the impression left is that the difference between novices and experts lies solely 
in how many bonds have been learned and how well-practiced these are. That 
there may be important differences in the organization of knowledge for novices 
and experts is at best only hinted, and not seriously explored. Gagni's particular 
contribution within the behavioral perspective is a practical method for generat- 
ing sequences of instructable tasks. In his general notion of transfer-inclusion of 
simple task'; in more complex ones-Gagni offers a strong suggestion for how to 
organize instruction for purposes of acquiring higher-order knowledge and skills. 
Thus, at a certain level, the criterion of recognizing and dealing with differences 
between novices and experts is explicitly met in learning-hierarchy analyses. 
Wertheimer's analyses, by contrast, attend not at all to the distinction between 
novices and experts. The implicit assumption is that behavior in accord with 
good structural principles is "native" and has simply been stamped out or 
squelched by th": f'rill orientation of schools. 

Piaget, of courte, is particularly attuned to changes in the structures available 
to people at different stages in their intellectual development. In fact, with 
respect to instruction, Piaget's largest contribution is very possibly the highlight- 
ing of substantive changes in competence whloh occur in the course of develop- 
ment. Piaget's work makes it impossible to ..more differences between perfor- 
mance strategies of novices and experts-whe her or not we find Piaget's own 
analyses convincing or accept his explanations of how these changes occur. By 
contrast, the experimental or neo-Piagetian work is uneven on this criterion. For 
the most part, these studies investigate single tasks and look for competence 
versus incompetence rather than for stages or transformations of competence. 
There are a few exceptions, largely in recent attempts to interpret changes in 
performance on Piagetian tasks in terms of information-processing constructs 
(see Klahr, in press). Investigators have attempted to analyze sequences of 
Piagetian tasks so that adding one or two simple processes to an individual's 
repertoire, or modifying extant processes, can be shown to account for succes- 
sively more complex performances on the Piagetian tasks. This work takes "infor- 
mation processing" as its theoretical orientation and makes heavy use of computer 
simulation strategies for tormal analyses. It thus forms a useful bridge to the second 
part of this chapter, which is concerned specifically with the oresent and potential 
role of information-processing task analysis in instructional design. 

INFORMATION-PROCESSING ANALYSES 
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES 

A major branch of cognitive psychology today carries the label "information 
processing." As is often the case with an emerging branch of study, it is rasier to 
point to examples of information-processing research than to give a complete or 
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consensual definition of it. Nevertheless, psychologists working in this area tend 
to share certain assumptions as well as certain research strategies. 

Information-processing studies attempt to account for performance on cogni- 
tive tasks in terms of actions (internal or external) that take place in a temporal- 
ly ordered flow. A distinction is generally drawn between data, or information, 
and operations on data, or processes. Thus, the concern of information-process- 
ing psychology is with how humans act upon (process) data (information). 
Frequently -but not universally-in formation-processing models for ognitive 
tasks are expressed as "programs" for performance of particular tasks Tliese are 
often formalized as computer programs whose theoretical validity is judged by 
their ability to simulate actual human performance. 

Most information-processing theories and models find it useful to characterize 
the human mind in terms of the way information is stored, accessed, atfd 
operated upon. Distinctions are made among different kinds or "levels" of 
memory. While the details and ihe labels vary, most theories distinguish between 
a sensory intake register of some kind through which information from the 
enviromrcnt enters the system, a working memory (sometimes c-Jled short-term 
or intermediate-term memory) in which the actual processing work goes on, and 
a long-term (semantic) memory in which everything one knows is stored, 
probably permanently. Within this general structure, working memory is pivotal. 
It is only by being processed in working memory that material from the external 
environment can enter the individual's long-term store of knowledge, and only 
by entering working memory can information from the long-term store be 
accessed and used in the course jf thinking. Processing in working memory is 
usually assumed to be serial-one action at a time. Further, working memory is 
considered to have a limited number of "slots" that can be filled, so that it is 
only by rehearsing or by "chunking" material into larger units (so that a body of 
interrelated information takes up a single slot) that loss of information from 
working memory can be avoided. 

Information-processing analyses of instructional tasks share these general 
assumptions as well as a body of research methods that have been developed for 
testing the validity of models of cognitive performance. Information-processing 
analyses are clearly distinguished from behaviorist ones (Thomdike and Gagne in 
the present case) by their explicit attempts to describe internal processing. They 
differ from the cugnitivist Gestalt and Piageiian positions in their attempts to 
describe the actual flow of perfonnance-lo translate "restructuring" or "logical 
operations" into temporally organized sequences of actions. 

In characterizing information-processing analyses of complex tasks, it is useful 
tv> distinguish between rational and empirical analyses. Rational analyses are 
descriptions of "idealized" performances-that is, performances that succeed in 
responding to task demands, often in highly efficient ways, but not necessanly 
the ways in which humans actually perform the tasks. Work in artificial intelli- 
gence can be considered a form of rational task analysis which is today being 
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applied to increasingly complex kinds of tasks. So can some much less ambitious 

analyses of simple tasks, some of which are discussed below. Empirical task 

analyses are baaed on interpretation of the data (errors, latencies, self-reports, 

eye or hand movements, etc.) from human performance of a task; the aim of 

such analyses is to develop a description (model) of processes that would 

account for those date. In practice, rational and empirical analyses are rarely 

sharply separated. Rational analyses, for example, may provide the starting point 

for empirical data coUection, leading to an iterative process in which successively 

closer matches to human performance models are made. Nevertheless, the 
distinction is a useful one in considering the kinds of investment in information- 
processing analysis that will be most valuable for instruction. 

In the remainder of this chapter, 1 consider information-processing analyses of 
several of these kinds. 1 describe first some of our work in rational process 

analysis, work that w« explicitly concerned with instructional design require- 
ments. Next, 1 describe some empirical analyses of the same kinds of relatively 

simple tasks, and consider the relationship between rational and empirical 
analysis for instructional purposes. In a final section, I consider the problem of 

more complex tasks-problem solving, reasoning, tasks that we use as measures 

of "intelligence" and aptitude-and wliat the role of formal simulations and 

empirically studied information process models might be for instruction in such 
domains. 

Rational Task Analysis for Curriculum Design 

Rational task analysis can be defined as an attempt to specify processes or 

procedures that would be used in highly efficient pe formance of some 12*. The 

result is a detaUed description of an "idealized" performance-one that solvt: 

the problem in minimal moves, does little "backtracking," mal.es few or no 

errors. Typically a rational task analysis is derived from the structure of the 

subject matter and makes few explicit assumptions about the limitations of 

human memory capacity or perceptual encoding processes. In many cases 

informal rational task analysis of this kind can serve as a way of prescribing what 

to teach (i.e., teach children to perform the processes laid out in the analyses), 

and instructional effectiveness serves as a partial validation of the analysis. 

In order to convey the flavor and intent of rational process analysis as applied 
to instruction. I will describe in some detail part of our own early work on 

simple arithmeüc tasks. This work grew initially out of an attempt to apply 

learning hierar hy theory to the problem of designing a preschool and kinder- 

garten ma'iiematics curriculum. Wc found it necessary, in order to secure 

agreement among our staff on the probable ordering of tasks, to introduce a 

method in which the processes hypothesized to be involved in a particular task 

performance were explicitly hid out (see Resnick, Wang. & Kaplan. 197.1). 
Figures 4 and 5 show examples of the analyses thit resulted The top box in 
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la 

Fixed ordered let of objects 

Count objects. 

ha 

Fixed ordered set 

Touch first object and 
say first numeral ("one") 

lib 

Fixed ordered set 

Touch next object and 
say next numeral. 

lie 

When last object 
has been touched 

State last numeral 
as number In set. 

Ill« 

Set of objects 

Illb 

Synchronin touching 
object and saying a word. 

Recite numerals In order 

IVa 

Word repeated by 
another person 

IVb 

Repeated tap or touch 
by another penon 

Touch an object or tap 
each time word is stated. 

Say a word each time 
there is a tap. 

illc 

Fixed set of objects 

Touch each object once 
and only once (i.e., 
"remember" which objects 
have been touched). 

IVc 

Row of objects 

Touch each object in 
order beginning at an 
end of the row. 

FIG. 4 Analysis of Objective l-2:C, "Given a fixed ordered set of objects, the child can 
count the objects." (From "Task analysis in curriculum design: A hierarchically sequenced 
introductory nulhematics curriculum" by L. B. Resnick. M. C. Wang, & J. Kap\an, Journal 
of Applied Behavior Analyse. 1973, 6, 679-710. Copyright 1973 by the Society for the 
Experimental Analysis of Behavior. Rephnled by permission.) 

each figure shows the task being analyzed, the entry above the line describing 
the presented stimulus and the entry below the line the expected response. The 
second row in each figure shows a hypothesized sequence of behaviors engaged 
in as the presented task is performed. Arrows indi:ate a temporally organized 
procedure or routine. The lower portions of the chans identify capabilities that 
are thought to be either necessary to performance (i.e., prerequisite to) or 
helpful in learning (i.e., propadeutic to) the main task. The identified prerequi- 
site and propadeutic tasks were used to build hierarchies of objectives that 
formed the basis of a curriculum. 

. 
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Numeral stated and 
a set of objects 

Count out subset 
of stated size. 

1  
r 

 .           ( 
lla 

Nume al stated 

Mb 

Set of moveable objects 
lie 
When stored numeral 
is reached 

Step counting. "Store" numeral. Begin counting the objects, 
moving them out of set as 
they are counted. 

 ' 

V 

i Ilia            ! 
1 
1 See further j 

Illb                           i 

Numeral stated 
1 analy 

111 
is in   | 
B.      i 

Remembtr numera' 
while counting. 

FIG. 5 Analysis of Objective 1-2:E, "Given a numeral stated and a set of objects, he child 
can count out a subset of stated size." (From "Task analysis in curriculum Design: A 
hierarchically sequenced introductory mathematics ci>rriculum" by L. B. Resnirk, M. C. 
Wang. & J. Kaplan, Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis. 1973, 6, 679-710. Copyright 
1973 by the Society for the Expe.imental Analysis of Behavior. Reprinted by permit   - ) 

At the outset, the process analyses functioned for us as aids in developing 
preu-riptions for instruction. We earned ou» the kind of research that seemed 
most directly relevant to that prescriptive function. That is, we looked at the 
extent to which the analyses generated valid task sequences, sequence: which 
aided learning of the most complex tasks in the set. Two research strategies were 
involved. First, we conducted scaling studi.s. In these studies, tests on a number 
of tasks were given to a sample of the children prior to instruction, ai.d the 
results were evaluated for the extent to which the tests formed a Guttman scale 
in accord with the predicted prerequisite relations (e.g.. Wang, 1973; Wang, 
Resnick, & Boozer. 1971). A good approximation to a Guttman scale implied 
strong prerequisite relations among the tasks-relations that specified optimal 
teaching orders. A second set of studies (Caruso & Resnick, 1971; Resnick, 
Siegel, & Kresh, 1971) involved more direct assessment of transfer relations 
among small sets of tasks. Tasks in a small hierarchy were taught in simple-to- 
complex and complex-to-simple orders. We then looked at transfer effect on 
trials to criterion and related measures. These studies showed that teach, ; in 
hierarchical sequence was the best way of assuring that most or all o   the 
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children in a group learned all the objectives. For the minority who were capable 
of learning the more complex objectives without intervening instruction, how- 
ever, "skipping" of prerequisites was a faster way to learn. What these children 
apparently did was to acquire the prerequisites in the course of learning the 
more complex tasks. An important instructional question raised by these results 
is whether we can match iisfructional strategies to individuals' relative ability to 
learn on their own-that is, without going through direct instruction in all of the 
steps of a hierarchy. Before we are likely to answer that que.iion well, however, 
we will probably need more systematic theories than we now have available of 
how learning occurs with minimal instruction (cf. Resnick & Glaser, in press). 

"he kind of task analysis used in these studies served to describe performance 
in temporally organized sequences and to identify general information-processing 
abilities, such as perceptual processing (e.g.. Fig. i. Ilk and IVc), memory (e.g.. 
Fig. 5, I hi and lie), and temporal synchrony (e.g.. Fig. 4, Ilia), that are called on in 
performing a specific complex task. As formal information-processing models, 
however, the analyses were incomplete because they did not specify every step 
(for example, stop rules were not typically specified where recursive loops 
occuned) nor did they explicitly deal with overall control mechanisms or total 
memory lonH,. In addition, they were not empirically verified as process analyses. 
Although many observations of performance were made, there was no attempt 
to match predicted or "ideal" performance against actual performances. The 
hierarchy tests confirmed the validity of the task sequencing d«cisions made on 
the basis of the analyses, but they did not necessarily confirm the details of the 
analyses. Performance strategies different from those in our analyses might have 
produced similar sequences of acquisition or transfer effects. Thus, while the 
scaling and transfer studies met instructional needs quite well, they did not 
constitute validations of the models' details. For this purpose, the strategies of 
empirical task analysis are needed. 

Empirical Analyses of Specific Tasks 

What can empirical analyses suggest about teaching specific tasks? An obvious 
possibility is that we might use process models of competent performance as 
direct specifications for what to teach. Such models of skilled performance are 
potentially powerful However, these alone do not take into account the capabil- 
ities of (he learner as he or she enters the instructional situation. I want to 
describe some experiments we luve done that suggest a more indirect relation 
ship between what is taught and how skilled performance proceeds. The experi- 
ments suggest that what we teach children and how they perform a relatively 
iiort time alter instruction are not identical but neither are they unrelated. 
They suggest that children seek simplifying procedures that lead them to 
construct, or "invent." more efficient routines that might be quite difficult (o 
teach directly. 
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Subtnction In one itudy (Woods, Remick. A Groeu, 1975) we examined 
simple subtraction processes (e.g., 5 - 4 « ?) in second- and fourth-graders. The 
method was borrowed from Groen and o:hcrs' work on simple addition pro- 
cesses (Groen & Parkman, 1972) and open-sen ence equations (Groen A Poll, 
1973). That is, we gave children a set of subtru'tion problems to perform and 
collected response latencies. Five possible models for L3erforming subtraction 
pioblems (of the form m - n = ?; with 0<m<9,0<n<9) were hypothesized, 
and predicted response latencies for each problem for each performance model 
were worked out based on the number of steps that would be required according 
IJ the model. Regression analysis was then used to fit observed to predicted 
latency functions and thus select the model an individual child was using. 

Of five models tested, two accounted for the performance of all but a few 
subjects: 

Decremenring model. Set a counter to m, decrease it n times, then "read" 
counter. For this model, latencies should rise as a function of the value of n, and 
the slope of the regression line should reflect the speed of each decrementing 
operation. This function is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Choice model Depending on which his fewer steps, perfonn cittier the 
decrementing routine (previously described) or another in which a counter is set 
to n and i« !h<n incremented until the counter reading matches m. The numbet 
of increitK.. is then ",'ead" as the answer 7or this model, it is necessary to 
assume a process of choosing whether to "ir rttMM up" or "decrement dowi,.' 
We assume that the choice process takes the same amount of tinie regardless of 
the values o« m asid n. On this assumption, htencies should rise as a function of 
whichever is .mailer, « or <m - «). This function is shown in Fig. 7. 

Individual data were analyzed first and s best-fit model elected for each chUd. 
Then chUdren were grouped according to the model they fit. and the pooled 
data »ere analyzed. All lourth-gradcrs and most second-graders were best 
fit by the choice model It seems unlikely thai during their arithmetic training 
the children had been directly taught the choice model for solving subtraction 
problems The procedure involved would be difficult to communicate verbally lo 
(>• and 7-year olds, and might confuse rather than enlighten children ai the point 
of their first exposure to subsraction Most probably, the children had been 
taught initially lo construct the m set (increment the counter m times», count 
out Ihe n set (decrement n limes), and then count ("read out") the remamdei 
This algorithm is close to the one described as the decrementing model  The 
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decremroiirf model is m fact «lerivabk hum ih« atBunthm «<t n 

tyfMca!l> taught. f>\ umpty dropping the steps of cunstmclmg ihr IM set and 

actually counting the ter jnikr Thus, it seems reasonable that a child would 

develop the decrementing model quite qurkK The choice model, however, 

cannot ae derived from the teaching algorithm in so direct a wav Instead, an 

invrniKin (the possibdity of cuuntnt; up from n\ must be made This invention 

is probably baaed on obaenration of ih* relations between numbers m addition 

and subtraction over a Urge number of instances Yet the invention appears to 

have been tnade as early as the end of second grade by moat of the children 

Addition In another study. Guy Green and I have been lootong more 

directly at the relation between the algorithm taught and later perfurmancc In 

the HiNractMMi stiiy we cuutd only guess at wh.ii children had been taught 

based on our general knowledge of elementary wh ,>i practice In the addition 

study, we cuntrofied the teaching b> duwtg it ourselves Wc taught 4-year-olds to 
solve smgle-dipt problems of the form m * m ■ ? (where m and n lanfrtl Irotn 0 

to 5) by umg the followuig algorithm («) count out m blocks, (bl count out «i 

blocks, d l combine the subaets. and (</) caunt the combined set We then 
kept the children coming back lor about two practice sesaions . »eek tor manv 

weeks As soon as each child was pert wmng the addmon process miooihty 

using blocks, we took the Muc^« awav and 2<sked the children to grre theu 

answers on a devsct that allowed us to collect litencv data T'te children 

typical respiMise wl'm blocks were remt>«ed was to bcgni . .»unun^ out sen on 

their linger bwentuatty. however, must dnfted to mtemal processing 

barber vxttk by Suppes and Groen ; llo/) had »hewr. that K the cnJ .«i \he 

first grade, must chiUreii added using i cboace-type mode! m »luch they set a 

counter to «t ur n. whtcbrver »at larger ^nd then mcrementcd hs the matter oi 

the two numbers This is knuwn as the mm immanutn» model {because 't. 

latencses fit mm (in. nil A few children used t mudH of tnvrcmenimj m tunes 
then etctementmi n more tunes, and then teadmg the cuunici We ciA tlus it-t 

mm model (laiencscs fit (m * n|| The wim model can be derived from the 

procedure »e laughi In umpiN dropping slept i;-1 and (/i ot mil alguiithis: «wl 

it requwes no df xc The mm model, howevr . requues an Mventiun based on 

the ircogmtRMi that «Aims are the same regardless o'. the order m which numbers 

are added, and that it is taster «o increment bs the smaller quanttiv 

Foe trve ol the ta children »host data have been anah/ed thus tar. it A dm 

that by the final two test KSMons the mm model gave sqtmlr ant and "best" In 
In «eneral. the trend over bhxka of trial) w» UM subyecu to be fit well by the 

mm model as soon as they stopped countmg oierdy on moat of the trials h is as 

if these children discovered commutativm as soon as thes were confident 

enoufS to stop cuunung on their ftngrrt' 

In the studies IUSI reported chddren we taught a mwtme which is derived irom 

ihr subfect matter   Alter some practice   Kit HO adduional dvect mrn'ruction 
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« ntyaai CIB» McimKW Utk m mtmck fhry wrrr tak*4 lo teil Io» ruMftc 

"%lurft a IAMT. th* nd o«n ot ikf iiuagtrt*' The» Ikarf tor« ii^|>t u> paai 

tknmfb tW ofcfttt ana« ntwr radi tanr fttwiil. «| tW ofetcvu om am of tkt 

«fcif« -T«! vaJw «iaMrnMont njMwtj awl ifem vOMfunatf ihr« i>< •Inmmnr «ttacti 

«w «wee At Hat fouiru art—1 aiw«d 1—1f IUKK after in««(. H «at iommA 

«MBT of dM dtMat« Ttx aMr 10 pnfona iW UA ■»•« «fftncaih N 

ilit>nf on ihr I«« pm» oah otpcvts kaar^f omit omt of ifer iaarwi^w 

»1 k> dK wp—B—i Fo« rumfk ^aiacr p—Irf a «b|tci •»Hi c^iii 

«nva of «tMcft wttt rrd aad •>•* frrm AIAMI ~VWcii » ao«« tkr tnl 

uty« ot iKf mMglK*." oar «nfeirci a»—«nJ "TJartt » UNT fft*r trun0r «d 

*M ^akn N Motr tnMn>ri" fTiaftacr. WTJ, pp l>-M| Sacr « drt dm 
MdMM taA dw «n If««« ooK oar of ükr a—rl i——1 n MM*« dar 
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V« oa^hi. ■> odatr «ctdk u <:i«dHdt dkat dar Mtid raiataal mt**m% Jtt 

•tua«. Mkcr dar. A> mvi mmtot A Aid prrloraaHMr JM! dt?i Ihr» dk MM 

dwwfow *o< ht M*d ■ Ban IM law HadWt. •« dauM4 pwtfon* dfiadtd «mjm* 

«ai aaat»«n of duArd ptttotMaact •>• a* •>« dar taht daai a vMnrahaB 

■d Mach dvKth   ihr  ruMiaar» ■■»•-«rrrd m  Ihr oomnr o4 «ach 

SMA a cwHhaiau«. I hchra«   «uahl hr —idm  Ii fnt* • * dl 

dkat rtfK««l mmtmitmm a imagdi  JMVI MMTMIW • ihdkd pvrf« 

tirawpr»  raihe   dka« MMnaciitNi m roMMn thai fm\ kranam m * pauA fsmtmm 

fc- <tii«ii ot ■MM! rfTicanil ttfs««ftf» fot thtMtdatv Thai n «hat ihr diddrrr 
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did m the ttiidin)ust reported. They learned a routine but then invented a more 

efficieni performance for themselves, h teems reasonable to suppose although 

onpincal tests comparing different instructional strategies are needed tc draw a 

strong conclusion- that the teaching routines in these studies were good ones, 

becatne the> taught the qiecific skills in a way that called upon children's 
discovery «nd mwention abilities 

Tu put the cue in its most general form, it would seem useful to think in 

terms of a "tnangulation" between the ttructure of a task as denned by the 

aibpcl matter, the prrfurmanct of skilled individuals on a task, jad a teaching 

<w acqtaatkm nmtme that helps novices learn the task. There are three terms in 

this conceptualuation. all three must stand in strong relation to each of the 

others thus the unafe of thanguiation. This relationship is schematized in Fig. 8. 
Most empirical informatiai>-))rocesung analyses have been concerred with the 

retattomhip between the elements defining the base of the triangle that is, with 

the relationship between the structure of the subject matter, or "task environ- 

ment" (A), and performance (C). Thus, nost information-processing ta^k anal- 

yses are state theories, describing performance on a given kind of task at a given 

pumt m ieammg or development, but not attempting to account for acquisition 

»»f the perfotmancc The rational process analyses that we have developed in the 

ciHine of our instructional work have been concerned primai.iv with the 

structure of the task (Al and an idealized routine that represents the subject 

mailer well and thus prescribes a good teaching routine (B). Our validation 

itudm have m effect been tests of the extent to whkh the teaching routines and 

lequrnces derived through these analyses succeeded in conveying the subject 

FIG ■   Rclancni l>ci»«5en icachinr rouMnev performan«: routines, and Mructure of «ibject 
Mail« 
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matter to learners. The discussion in the past several pages has been concerned 
with the relationships between teaching iautines(B)and performance routine$(C). 
Gaining understanding of the "transformation" proceswes that link these two 
routines is a necessary step in cmpleting the triangulation that puts information- 
processing models into clear relationiiip with instructional design. 

According to this "triangulation" notion, there are three criteria to be met m 
choosing a teaching routine: 

1. It must adequately display the underlying structure of the subject matter. 
2. It must be easy to demonstrate or teach. 

3. It must be capable of transformation into an efficien! performance routine. 

The teaching routine, then, is designed to help facilitate acquisition. It provides 
the connecting link between the structure of the subject matter and skilled 
performance-which is often so elliptical as to obscure rather than reveal th«. 
basic structure of the task. 

Teaching routines, in other words, are constructed specilically to aid acquisi- 
tion. The design of teaching routines may require considerable arlislry. and not 
all routines will be successful in meeting the criteria just laid out. Let us consider 
wme examples. To bf gin with our own work, the addition routine Groen and I 

taught is an instar uation of the "union of sets" detinition of addition Thus, it 
is a mathe-natically "correct" procedure, and represents the subject-matter 
structure clearly. The routine is also easy to demonstrate and to learn Our 
4-year-r;d subjects (who knew only how to count objects when thev began the 
experiment) were performing addition virtually perfectly, using the blocks, alter 
abou. a half hour of practice. The routine we taught is awkward and slow to 
perform, however. None of us would like to have to use it in our daily activities, 
and neither, apparently, did the 4-year-olds. Nevertheless, the data show that the 
routine is transformable- by a series of steps we can imagine but cannot for the 
moment document empirically-to the more efficient performance routine ui 
the min model. Further, this performance routine exen-plifies another aspect of 
the subject-matter structure, commutativtty. Thus, th.« proposed inangulalion is 
completed. A teaching routine derived by rational process analysis of the 
subject-mat fr structure is transformed to a performance routine that reflects an 
even more sophisticated definition of the subject matter 

T'.ie case is similar for the subtraction study. The routine thai we presume was 
taught insuntiated a partitioning-of-sets definition of subtraction. The perfor- 
mance routine derived by tht children is not only more efficient; it also refiects 
a more sophisticated aspect of the subject-matter structure, namely the comple 
mentary relationship betweer, addition and subtraction operations 

Not all teaching routines meet the criteria enumerated above. Some are 
awkward to teach; such would be the case, for example, were one to undertake 
to teach 4-year-olds the min model for addition. Others fail to display the 
subject-matter structure in a way that is transparent to children This is true, for 
example, in the case of traditional algorithmic methods of teaching carrying and 
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burrowing (hat do not display the underlying struclure (base arithmetic and its 
notation) from which the routines are derived. 

Sometimes instructional routines are developed in order to display the sub- 

ject-matter structure but do not meet the trastsformability criterion -that is. 

they are not easily mapped onto a performance routine that is -fTiaent and 

direct. An example of a performance routir.; that fails on the criterion of 

transfonnabilily is one that was proposed by Bruner (1964» for teaching factor- 

ing of quadratic expressions. Bruner was successful in teaching third-graders to 

perform the faclt« r? e.^ ation by creating a "model" of the expression using 

blocks  As shown in hig  v,\ the large square is x units long and x wide, thus 
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(jr1). The rod is x units long and one unit wide, thus(jr). Th. small cube is / X 

7, thus (1). As shown at the right of the figure (b), children can arrange these three 
elements in squares which will lave equal factors-« g., (x * 1 )U + I); (r + 2) 

ix * 2) and which can also be expressed as quadratics e g, (r * 2x * \);(J^ * 

&x + 16). Allowing children to manipulate the blocks may be excellent for 

displaying and promoting insight into the structure of the subject matter, but 

there appears to be no way to transform the square-arrangement routine to a 
factoring procedure used without the blocks. 

Certain other teat g routines in early mathematics do meet the transform- 

ability criterion while still representing the mathematical structure. Fur example, 

measurement can be taught as a process uf dividing into equal units. Wertheimer 
(19S9) did this when he used division of a figure into squares as means of finding 

its area. Bearison (1969), in a leu widely known experiment, induced a general- 

ized conservation concept by showing children how to count the number of 30-ml 

beakers that were poured into beakers of different sizes, and demonstrating the 

principle of conservation by pouring equal quantities of liquid into containers of 

different shapes. This generalized principle of measurement, exemplified in the 

liquid measurement procedure taught, produced conservation responses in tests 

uf miTiber, mass, length, continuous and discontinuous area, and quantity that 

la-.ted for at least six months. Similarly, the number base system (including 

carrying and borrowing) can be taught using blocks in sues of one. ten. and 

one hundred, placed in units, lens and hundreds columns as in Fig. 10 (cf. 

Dienes, 1966, 1967a). With these blocks, carr>ing can be represented by trading 

or exchanging extra (i.e., mure than nine) blocks in a column for a larger block 

that is placed in the next column. Such an exchange would be necessary for the 

bottom display in Fig 10 before the block display could be notatcd. A reverse 

exchange operation can be used to represent subtraction. In each of 'hese cases, 

as the physical representation is dropped, a performance routine can be con- 

structed which initially performs "as if* the representation were present and 

then gradually becomes more abstracted from it. This is the kind of transforma- 
tion we believe occurred in our addition teaching experiment. 

The general suggestion that I would like to draw from these observations is 

that .nisi people-even quite young children use environmental feedback to 

simplify performance routines. They do not accept the routines they are shown 

as "givens" but rather as starting points. They invent even when we leach them 

algorithms. One implication of this line of thinking is that the traditional line 
between algorithmic and inventive leaching disappears. We are not faced so 

much with a choice between teaching by rules and teaching by discovery, as with 

a problem of finding teaching rules that will enhance the probability of dis- 
covery-rules that somehow invite simplification or combination with other 

rules. This way of thinking also draws attention to the extent to which we 

presently depend, in our normal instructional practices, on this kind of invention 

and discovery by learners. Our instruction is rarely complete, and rather than 
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l*illg cue to point out the simplify.ng and organmng pnncipl« .ha. undcrl.e 

what we .each we often choose less than elegant ms.ances and also expect 

tearners to find the underly.ng principles for themselves. This suggests that 

diffcrencc in leammg abili.y-often expressed as .n.elligence or aptitude-may 
ta fact be differences la the amount of «ippor. mdiv.duals requ.re m makmg the 

«mpl.fymg And o^anizing inventions that produce skilled performance. Some 

md.v.dual. v,ül seek and find order .n the mo,, disc.rdered presentations; most 

. .a (to ««il If üie presentations (i.e.. the teaching routines) are good representa- 
tions of underlying structures; still others may need explict help m finding 
efficient strategies for performance. 

Analyzing and Teaching Generalized' "Learning to Learn" 
Abilities 

People apparently inven. even within the confines of algori.hmic instruction 

Nevertheless, as just suggested, individuals differ substantially in how good they 

are at these invent.ons. Thus, one appropriate concern for mstruction is the 

possibd.ty of teaching general strategies for invention and discovery-stra.eg.es 
tha. w.11 help learners to be less dependent on the instructor's elegance m 
presenting particular tasks. An interest in teaching such general "learning to 

learn abilities, as they are often called, has been widely expressed by educators 

and psychologists. However, few successes have been reported, and there is little 
.sc.ent.fic basis at the present time for such instruction. As in the instruction of 

any other ability the first step in teaching general learning abilities is developing 

a psychological description-a task analysis-of the competence sought Such 
analyses are only now beginning to become available. 

A growing number of information-processing analyses of problem-solving tasks 
of varmus kinds provide a potential basis for instruction. However it is by no 

means evident, without further testing ud experimentation, that'analysis of 

skilled performance on complex problems can be directly translated into instruc- 
tional interventions. One test of this possibility has been carried out recently by 

Thomas Holzmar (1975). In an effort to determine the instructability of a 
generalized pattern detection skill, Holzman looked at an analysis of behavior on 

'To™ T eii0n 'f5 that had beCn Carried 0ut earlier by Kotovsky ^ Simon 
(1973). TTie Kotovsky and Simon analysis identified three principal subroutines 
for discovering the pattern in letter series completion tasks similar to those used 
on many intelligence tests. These were (a) detecting the "period" of the 

pattern-that is, the repeating units of a certain number of letters, such as three 

m  the pattern abmcdmefm ...   or  four in the pattern defgefghfg (b) 
determining the rule that generates each symbol in the period; and (c) testing the 
inferred rule to see if it holds for all the letters that have been presented These 

subroutines in turn were shown to be dependent upon recognizing three basic 

relations between items in the series presented: identity (e.g.Jiofrnex, in the 
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alphabet (e.g., / to f); or backward next (e.g., h to g). Thets three relations 
exhaust thoie that were used in the Thurstone (Thurstone & Thurstone, 1941) 
letter series completion task which the Kotovsky and Simon study used as a 
basis, although a much more extended and complex list of relation«, could be 
used in gener ting series completion problems. 

Based on ib-- Kotovsky and Simon analysis, Holzman taught children from 
first through sixth grade the stragelies for recognizing the .hree basic relations 
and for finding periods. Instruction ir finding periods waa üom in such a way as 
to prevent extrapolation to other subroutines. Children trained iri these relations 
and periodicity subroutines improved significantly on the le'ter series comple- 
tion task from pre- to posttest. They also improved significantly more than 
control children who simply took the pre- and posttest and did not practice the 
series completion task. Comparisons of particular types of errors for the training 
and control groups showed that the trained children improved significantly i.iore 
than the controls on the more difficult relations (e.g , next as opposed to 
identity) and on the generally more difficult problems. Control children showed 
a practice effect, due to experience with the test itself, which was limited largely 
to improvement on the most easily detectable relation (i.e., identity). This study 
suggests that as information-processing analyses succeed in identifying the 
processes underlying problem solution, these processes-at least some of 
them- can be directly taught, and that individuals will then be able to apply 
them to solving relatively large classes of problems. 

What possibilities exist for analyses of problem-solving abilities that are even 
more general than those Holzman found, and what might these yield as a basis 
for instruction that would be truly generative of learning-to-learn abilities? 
Robert Glaser and I have considered this question in another volume (Resnick &. 
Glaser, in press) in which we described several studies of invention behavior in 
mathematics and related tasks. We argued that the processes involved in problem 
solving of certain kinds were probably the same ones involved in learning in the 
absence of direct or complete instruction, and that instruction in those procesies 
might constitute a means of increasing an individual's intelligence. 

A model of problem solving was developed in which three interacting phases 
were identified: (I) problem detection, in which the inapplicability of "usual 
routines" is noted and a problem or goal formulated; (2) feature detection, in 
which the task environment (the external situation, which includes both physical 
and social features) is scanned for cues to appropriate responses; and (3) goal 
analysis, in which goals are successively reformulated, partly on the basis of 
external task cues, in order to yield soluble subgoais that contribute eventually 
to solution of the task as presented. A study by Schadter and Pellegrino (lt'74) 
has shown that requiring the subject to verbalize the goals of the problem and 
his or her strategies for solving it before making overt moves toward solution 
greatly enhances the likelihood of invention. Along similar lines, it seems likely 
that ways can be found to make individuals more conscious of the role of 
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envircninent«] cu« in problem tuKmg ind to iea».h tlrat«si» of tcjiurc ic^inuv 
and «ulyu» This insiruciion thould (nhance the livelihood of their noticing cue« 
that p* »mpt effective a. ti-jm while recofruzing and tomehow "deactivating" thox 
lim prompt ineffective actioro Extending ihi» jene,rt argument of idf- 
repilation as a major characteristic of successful leanung aid problem 
solvwig, Resmck and Beck (in press) have niggeited that a samlar Uwm of 
instruction in conscwut use of self-questioning and Klf-monitormg itraieftiei 
nujhi be an effective way of enhuurmg reading cumprehensiun abilities 

The specific suggestions thai can be offered al ihn tone for mstructmn of 
generalized learning abdities are Imuied «net relatively little wtwi has been 
done thus far on developing task analyses thai characterize these general pr.v 
cesses in mstructable terms Rstional anahsit teems less likrK to yield good 
aiggestiont for generalized abilities than fin »pacific taAs. thus err/pincal laA 
andyses teem to be called for Further, the r«or of formal sni'JatMHi modelt 
seems especially impunant wnere ihc prouraet are little urxiersUHid and the ta* 
envu« nents li>.>sely structured, at it often the case »here problem tofcing and 
discovery are called fm Thus, with respect to thn most ■nfurtant goal of 
«struction. it will probably be necessary to erjage m the mmt cosih and 
extended forms of (ask analysis, that » tkose that are fiwmalh stated and 
empmcaL'y validated To the extent that the analyses identify mstructable 
proocsm. ms'ructional rxprrmentt can terve at tme ..f the mat.» formt o» 
empnu. I validation of the performance modelt proposed A mutual mteraction 
between scientific and mitruclional concernt can thut be envn^ed It it. then, 
with respect to these general abditrs m learning, thmkmg. and problem i.4vmf 
that information-priKessing analytn may ultmateh have the most to offer to 
inttniciK«n. and instruct»onal efforts to psvch«4nf Kai km^irdge 
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the Learning Process 
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Sunford UmtmitY 

INTRODUCTION 

O* aw*.» help but ^ucu^ ihr ajntf^an« ol p^ck.*,©-. comtnbytw, io 
il>f «fewk^mem c^ rffectivr imtnKiiutui procrdum On tiir aae kwd pn 
dK^^ K» btm m> mllucntul m thr !*ki of «tucaliun  In ihr lut 25 yMn 
^muii wn maiof «DU^U« m edu^.^r   ^»pmmtd irtibuuiLs. brimwral 
•*»««'•«. unpadtd tdwufa. »<lmduaR> pr«ci*«l munKin«. co^«Hrr mm- 
tft^ ** nu%u4 tmiruciion. tvken ecMwiiNn. and ijiduntl int^ u, lumr ■ 
Jr»   c» be traced lo fmdwiup   In nun> «« il«t mn.^,1»» K« r»». 
hern 4« to pncK*^,, prwurrf.   «tcnt.r^ ..th «luc««.. (wt r.thn t.. 
Ww.u>n mentni» 1».^ r^^rf, ^ atm^^ ^ w-0Äfcn ,„ Mn(C 

UM   PwdKjop  can be pro«! ..f tha, r^^j ^ «^««plateKnt   IM uf*« 
dk^ei «aowut»«. „ B „*»„, .h,, a^ «^„Bptoto^,, „, M „ ^„^ 

taked tu p^dwk^Kal revaedi » ma«  m«».t be*w  ^cfcoiup ha« m 

•e«ed lie*  «f^^chet to edacattun   but the« w^ntmm ha** not ltd to 
•«««ned retearch pr^^aim tlui hart the pr.wnne ct produc»* * tr»h effectiw 
the.^  of «unictwri   Rather, pnehotuo   iremi t.. pr.^de the itmm*m for 
mmonimm. bmt mi**nt*m that Ku not ■ tMrn led to < deeper umfciuandM ^ 
ihr harnaif proceu 

»In ha» pnehuiup not had ■ i»«« «buantial mpacf There are *»rrai 
•e^a:   The br^hteti and aMe«i ».*«, pneh.*^«. umdh are not attiacked 
-nhKatwul revarch md the revarth that ha» been do« i«d» io be 

p»crmeal »ot p«ryr«ft pn>Mnm m TMI depth Vhn pKtmt mr. dta^r « the 
«at (mtmn dm to the Inttd number o« n*» for «• fh I), and to »oom » 

I «ffüui*»    Itcp.-,   OMrcM   s,s 
.i»je 
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movaui« rmphaia w jppJird rncarch The mun «rrHmt ptuMem. h.^cvrf n 
thjl pt>d»okifiUt kmnK a prji J--J abuui ihr acquiMiiun u( mdmduai tacit and 

>*.ill» bui «rr> link abuul hi»» ihctr ct>fnb«n< I» t»nn a mcanin^tul mentai 

siriKtui^ Hlccirtc mrihudi '..f ^quiniif ikilh and fact» art mputtaiit. but thr 

RUfuc piubkin it the «kvrk>f«ntfit ol kn.fltMgr UrtKtutrt that are mute than 

Ihr MR ..t indmdual facti In ordrf tu dral rffrctnrrh with cducatiunaJ 

«v nrcd thrvnrt that irU ut ho* knuvtrdfr n rrptrtmtrd m 

him mfurmaliun it innrvrd iiu« that knuariedfr tlrwciurr. him ttrm 
mlurmatRMt it a&kd to thr timctuir. and turn thr uucm can npand thai 

knuwlrdfr mammm by vH-fmrtainv pivcewn Thr dn^ipmmt t»f Mch 
thrurwt n undrf nat. and mcrraunfh »oA n cufnitn« pnchohio n m.*** 

m that dHvcimn Thr ONitrAtiliun» oi Andmun and itmrt 11«»73>. SmHI «id 

Smun 41972|. Rumrttiart. Lmdmy. and V^m«! 11"»72». and Sdunk 119721 arr 

r\anf4rt of tubuafltal rffortt to Jorkf cxMaprrhmutr thru««« of cufnrtiu«. 

»d M it alrrad^ oidctii that tka «udlL »il haw anphcaiiom lot r^wc«ii>n 

Snch throtKi aill not vmft\ add anothrr •irnkW lo (dtKji>onai irmrch. but 
nrfi la> thr fiMndMnmt (ot mratch mcumpatunf a larfrr «et ot fdni ifiBi 
««»»««ant proMnm than ha* hrcn conndrrrd m thr pwu 

In thn paprr I nant to rov« tht onfuMg »ori m a« iat«oralun that hat 

■ffccaiwn* fur nntnictMn Soar of that »ori rrpmmtt ttiempts to draJ •ith 

Ar Mwr ut c iMpif t inowMpr UnKinrrv. nhmat «uar n aaurr rrtttKinv 

•tih ihr *.>fuul*<f> mt tprcttk. tkdh and tacit All o' ihr «oti nmitort 

*«t-haard prv^yant d «ttnKtK'« «ard m a darft haut m tchnott Md 

cu«r»rt Their p«ugraaat can hm Kr drtcnhrd « ■li^fwr mtmtthxml nurmt 

W* that imn I Mran t»x> thnifa < 11 thr nqmn*.€ ot mamctnmd aci»<Rt taken 

b> ihr prufraai ranrt at a Innctaan of a pwti iladmi t prttunuM« bittort. and 

(2t thr pr^^rani n otyantfrd to Modtft itwtf aalonuUcaBt at mutt Undruit 

thr ennnr and ihnt mfunar rrovdt iAe*t*\ drfrctt m ■MMvcimnai 

Or »«i on adafUwr nwimcf-WMi ntarnn ha» thrrr iixi Om n thr drwk^ 

■at of a (w«nr  r. cudnpnirf prv^ianMn«f fc« fi t oifkfr and cotttft 

thr »Kvmd n a cu«nr i%M iradMng r.aäm$ m ihr fmv tkttt patt% of 

dnwia. and thr thnd n a fcw^Manpnpr voeahntj*. prv^tan hn* 

I at ihr coAtfr trwf Hr«r I «dl nmm mrarch on rach of thnr profrcu 

INSTRUCTI0#i IM COMPUTf R RROGRAMMiKG 

On» Am rffotu to irach cwn^ntrt fn^ 

•MinKiwn if Alt 

MB; (Beard. Loaton 

■>tiMd ihr drwi pnwat o4 a 

lo mch ihr AID lA^rhraK 

• cvnrtr hat her» etrd rate» 
codhpt a» an aHfudnclBn lo coa^ntet ftvpmm 

A AitaMon  |9^| Innrer rtnaimea« -trnne 
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ottrnted" t'AI piufrun and du« no« pnmdc mdnndualiytd u.:«n*c!n»n dutmf 

the prublra»-«)i\H^ «ciivil> Ulf« All« »orkuig ihntugjh ICäMI wfinmis on 

wniu. nptctHum. eu . the uudem n jw^ned a pfubtcm u» «ofcr m AID »k 

musi lh*n k»*t the uitfruclH>nal pixpitn call up a «muale AID mierptei« 

petiotm the icquurd pruffaaumng taA. and ftium «-> th* mklruciRMul prufram 

»rth an an»»ci At ihf Uudcni »111« a profram »Uh AID. th< iwh mufcnot 
M(a—I «c the «UK mra^rt p»>>*td<d b\ the nonmsirwctiunal mlrfptct« 

An inadt«|iiac> ut ihr AID cuitnr npe«.taM> lot tnratch putpuan. B it» 

hnMcd abdil> u» dmactcri/r mdnidual uwknu knuwkdfc d ^rofic AilK 

and us inahdii« to .'clatt »tudrntt «kill» 10 the vufrwulum at antthm^ mote than 

a fMt*> of pruMro» comet to pfoMnm aiicnpted The prugrain CMRCI make 

line dnttfKtiom hei»eer. a Uudenl t urenflht and »eaknet»« and cannot 

pmrnf «Hintctumal mateiiaJ »pecilh.all» appaopruie to that ttydrat be>ond 

"hankt" 01 ~eaia«"' Irawa» In oed« to eipkxe the eflectt ot difletent 

COTKutu« irlectMi uralcpn m mote detail m* devrkiprd anoihei mltuduc 

too ptoffaRimmf ^uMfie LapiaMr ot rrpceaMimg bo«h tit «tbfect mallei and 
uudeni prHoniWK« mure adnfuatelt Tfce mtefival repencnialion ot prufram 

OH« tkilh and thet» relit»«idi^t ID the coftkruliMn n mmlai m ««ne »at» lo 

the ■■mil nrtvuikt uaed m the "ptttnalrve' t Al ptoffafm devek>p(d ht 
CarKmHlMdothmKaffeMMll  1970 (oBanvCaihuncfl. A »atnock   l«»73| 

T>w BASIC tnwva***! ProV* 

As »s^wtBJt leaiMte u* a ivioral (Al pfoffam n lo p« «tde a«otance at ihc 
ti*dr«t aiifl^tt h> t.*w a ptuMrm The proftatn mwi „ontaai a repreimuiKMi 

ol ike wheel malte» that a comptei eM^fc lo aio» tht peufnm to penerale 

^peupnate —— at an» ttaft o( ike audeni t «UIMIKMI aiiimyi The BASH 

Itiiw—n AlpMpoat Stmbukc ImtnKtKM Co4e» Imiractamal Pii«fam(Biri 

ctmtam» a ttfmtmtMmm ot «^«mai»<« appcupeme i.' the ieadim| o» com 

pMrf pMpSHH« dm« dkjw» the pev^ran buck to pnmJe help to ike tiMdent 

md to prHoem a taMrd hat adt^aite aaa^ia» oi ike cutrrctur« o* ike 

tiadtai t pmpl *t a mlMma lo ike pwe« pri**fm 
To tkr uadeat Mated al a Mtmm^ Ut kukt *m amck Ike a ttptcal 

11 dmo^ »ASM ofctaim« »«em Tkr »ASK mierpteiet ■mien e^evuftt 

kx Mf mdMrrt rack prufram kme after ike tf«de«i up« H a«d mMdvt Ike 

««Aral ■* «at« emi« »ke« the tf «deal "am» ka u« h« pofram it n ckreked 

foe uraetatä Jipdaiai wd turn* rmiiaae nrcatioa' enu« are aadicaied A 

fit ««ofr ntacm. a caAc«iM>M. and atdrt» cuamamd* ace a«adjMr 
Rrada^ ahoae ike omafiiiil opciawg «»«cm n dar 'lator ~ c« ■ntnacta«^ 

«ifi  It owtkwkt the eawe ttadra« MT datk^ae aad ■aolivst« ike 

ract»w   la adiJair u< wtociait ami ^nratag 

to tlK taadeat   ike ft ^ratahn Ike «adrat t pevldcm meat. 
mtt o« aaoiri «dMamt akew aeenov»  t^l«» < 
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FtC   I    Blf uitormalion llo» Sufitin 

png aids. JIHJ supptwt mcHkntal indnictiaa in ih* lonn at mcwjgiv interactive 
leuum. u» manual rricrenen 

Al the curt of BIP is an inlormalion network whose nodes aie concepts, skills. 

problems. sufpr>bteim. prerequniles. BASK" commands, lemeciial iessons. huts, 

anil manual rclerences The itetwork is used to characten/o both the l«>«ical 

Uniciurt ol the course and our estonate ol the student's current »late of 

knuwtedpr. more »ill be said about the network later h^uie I illustrates the 
«iteraclrms of the parts of the BIP progjam 

The cv! Kulum is orfanued as a let ol proframmiiift problems whose texl 

mcludes onh the ikscnpiion of the prnbk-m. not length) dev. ipt^tni c( 

profiammm^ siructures or e&planatMins of qmUl There is no luied orJei "g -.ü 

the tasks the decision to mo« from one task to another is made on ine bast» ol 

the information about the tasks (tkilN involved, prerv'quisi'les. tubtask' avaJable) 
Uorrd in BIPs network 

A student propeaes through the cur ■. ulum b» »isimjt ipS. r.tn^. a 

proftram that sohtrs !he problem presented mi the terminal Virtualls ..< iamla 

Iton» are imp««d or the amount of time the itudem tpert* the ivntbr! of lites 

he writes, the number of errors tv is allowed to nuVe the number of •■(*;• he 

äKttm io execute the prufram. etc The task HI wbicii ihe stu«;. , _, wti.: ,. a 

auvd on a stack-likr siructure «o that he ma> »-ofi oc .^M-thet L«#.. fat 

whatever rtamn and return to the previous task jut-wnaiicalls Tbt ,un«.utnfr 

structure can accommodate a wale «a «is of siudent aptilt.de'. atd s»,Jli Munt 
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of the curnculum-relalfd options are designed with the (ess competent student 
in mind A moie competent student nuy simply ignore th* options. Thus, BIP 
gives students the opportunity to determine their own "duUenge levels" by 
making assistance available but not inevitable. 

BIP offers the student considerable flexibility in m.Jiing task-related decisions. 
The student may ask for hints and subtasks to help solve the given pioblem. or 
may ponder the problem, urng only the manual for additional information. The 
student may request a different task by name either completing the new task or 
not, as he or she chooses. On the student's return to the original task, BIP tells 
him or her the name of the again-current task, and prints the text of the task if 
requested. The student may request the model solution for any task at any time, 
but BIP will not print the model for the current task unless the stuOent has 
exhausted the available hints and subtasks. Taken together, the curriculum 
options allow for a wide range of student preferences and behaviors. 

The Information Network of SIP 

Tnik selectioi, remedial assistance, and problem area determination require that 
the program have a flexible information store interrelating tasks, hints, manual 
references, etc. This store has been built usipg the associative language LEAP, a 
SAIL (Stanford Artificial Intelligence Labcratcry) sublanguage, in which set, list 
and ordered triple data structures are available (Feldman, Low, Swinehart, & 
Taylor. 1972; Swinhart & Sproull, 1971; Vanu?hn, !973). Figure 2 presents a 

WHITt * PROOR*« THAT 
PRINTS THE NAME Of A 
VARIABLE    AND   ITS   VALUE 

SKILLS 

WRITE A PROGRAM THAT 
PRINTS THE VALUE OF 
A   VARIABLE 

[   PRINTING   LITERALS    |     j PRINTING  VARIABLES   |     JASSIGNINO   LITERALS ) 

FIG. 2   A wgment of BIP informatio!) network. 
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sunplincd relationship unung i few pruftrainniing ctmceplt. ipecific observiWe 

tkills that characterue the acqututiun of the concepts, and profranuninf prob- 

lems that require the use of those skills. The network is constructed usu^ the 

associative triple structure, and is best described in terms of the various 'ypes of 
nodes: 

TASKS: All curriculum elements exist as task mdn in the network. 

They are linked to each other as subtasks. prerequisite tasks, 
or "MUSI follow" tasks. 

SKILLS: The skill nodes are inttrmeduries between the concept nodes 

and the task nodes (Fig. 2). Skills arc very specific. e.g.. 

"concatenating string variables" or "incrementing a counter 

variable." By evaluating success on the individual skills, the 

program estimates competence levels in the concept areas. In 

the network, skills are related to the tasks that require them 
and to the concepts that embody them. 

CONCEPTS; The principal concept areas covered oy BIP are the followini'. 

interactive programs; variables and literals; expressions; input 

and output; p.ogram control- branching; repetition- loops, 
debugging; subroutines; and arrays. 

OPERATORS: Each BASIC operation (PRINT, LET,.. .) is a node in the 
network. The operations are linked to the tasks in two ways: 

either as elements that must be used in the solution of the 
problem, or as those that must not be u.cd in the solution. 

HINTS: The hint nodes are linked to the tasks for which they may be 

helpful. Each time a new skill, concept or BASIC operator is 

introduced, there is an extra hint that gives a suitable manual 
reference. 

ERRORS: All discoverable syntax, structural, and execution errors exist 

as nodes in the network, linked to the relevant "help" mes- 
sages, manual references and remedial lessons. 

Clearly in some cases, a hierarchy among skills or problems is implicit; more 

frequently, however, such a relationship cannot be ass' med. By imposing only a 

very loose hierarchy (e.g., requiring that all students begin the course with the 

same problem), it is possible to select curriculum an^ provide assistance on the 

basis of a student's demonstrated competence level on specific skills, rather than 

on the basis of a predetermined, nonindividualized, sequence of problems. 

Students who acquire competence in skills in some manner other than thai 

assumed by subject-matter experts to be standard should benefit most from this 
potential for individuali/ation. 

Upon completion of a task, the student is given a "post task interview" in 

which BIP presents the model solution stored for that problem. The student is 

encouraged to regard the model as only one of many possible solutions. BIP asks 

the student whether he or she has solved the problem, then asks (for each of the 
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Ailb associated with the laskl whether more practice is needed on that skill. In 

addition to the information gained from this student self-analysis. BIP also stores 

the result of a comparison between the student's proyram and the model 

sulufon. bued on the output of both programs when run on a set of test data. 

The student's responses to the interview and the results of the program compari- 

son arc used in future BIP-generated curriculum decisions. BIP informs the 
student that t** task has been completed, and either allows the Mudent to select 

the next task by name (from an off-line printed list of names and problem 
texts), or makes the selection for the student 

An example of the role of the 1 i format ion Network in BIPs tutorial capabil- 

ities is the BIP-generated curriculum decisions mentioned above By storing the 

student's own evaluation o. his or her skills, and by comparing the student's 
solution attempts to the stored models. BIP can be said to "learn" about each 

student as an individual who has attained a certain level of competence in the 

skills associated with each task. For example. BIP might have recorded the fjct 

that a given student had demonstrated competence (and confidence) in the skill 

"«f assigning a literal value to a variable (e.g.. A' = I). but had failed to master the 
ikill of incrementing a counter variable (e.g..N=\+ \). BIP can then search the 

network to locate the skills that are appropriate to each student's abilities and 

present tasks that incorporate those skills. The network provides the bas^ from 

which BIP can generate decisions tha; take into account both the subject matter 

and the student, behaving somewhat like a human tutor in presenting material 

that either corrects specific weaknesses or challenges and extends particular 
strengths, proceeding into as yet unencountered areas. 

The BIP program has been running successfully -vith both junior college and 

university students. However, the program is still my much in an experimental 

itage From a psychological viewpoint, the principal research issues deal with (I) 

procedur s for obtaining on-line estimates of stuJent abilities as represented in 

the information network, and (2) alternative methinls for using the current 

estimates in the information network to make instructional decisions. Neither of 

these issues is restricted to this particular course, and a major goal in the 

development of BIP is M provide an instructional model suitable to a variety of 

different subject areas Two topics must be discussed in relation to this goal: the 

naiure of appropriate subject areas and the general characteristics of the BIP-likc 

stiucture that make it particularly useful in teaching such subjects 

A subject well suited to this approach generally fits the following descnptiim 

it has clearly definable, demonstrable skills, whose relationships are well known. 

the real content of the subject matter is of a problem-solving, rather than a 

fact acquiring, naiure. the problems presented to the student involve overlapping 
«is of skills, and a student's solution to a given problem can be ,udgcd as 

adequate or inadequate with some degree of confluence The BASIC language, as 

taught by BIP. is one such subject, but the range ol appropriate curnculumsgoes 

well beyond the area of computer science Foi example, elementars statistics 

could be taught bv a similar approach, as could algebra, navigation, ace »untmg. 
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or organic chemistry. All these subject areas involve the manipulation of infor- 
mation by the student toward a known goal, all involve processes that can be 
canied out or simulated by a computer, and all are based on a body of skills 
whose acquisition by the student can be measured with an acceptable degree of 

accuracy. 
Because they require the development of problem-solving skills, rather than 

the memorization of facts, these subject areas are frequently difficult to master 
and difficult to tutor, especially using standard CAI techniques. One limitation 
of such standard techniques is their dependence on a "right" answer to a given 
question or problem, which precludes active student participation in a problem- 
solving process consisting of many steps, none of which can be evaluated as 
correct or incorrect except within the context of the solution as a whole, in 
addition, standard CA! techniques usually consist of an instructional facility 
alone-a mechanism by which information is presented and responses are judged. 
This facility can be linked to a true problem-solving facility that allows the 
student to proceed through the steps to a solution, but the link does not allow 
the transfer of information between the instructional and the problem-solving 
portions of the program. The complete integration of the two pans is ;> key 
feature of BIP, making it ? priate to instruction in subject areas that have 

been inadequately treated in CAI. 
The most general characteristics of the "network" structure include a represen- 

tation of the curriculum in terms of the specific skills required in its mastery and 
a representation of the student's current levels of competence in each of the 
skills he has beer, required to use. Individual record-keeping relates each stu- 
dent's progress to the curriculum at all tb.-.es, and any number of schemes may 
be used to apply that relationship to the selection of tasks or the presentation of 

additional information, hints, advice, etc. 
An important element of our network structure is the absence of an estab- 

lished path through the curriculum, providing the buUt-in flexibility (like that of 
a human tutor) to respond to individual students' strengths and weaknesses as 
each student works with the course. This can only be accomplished through a 
careful inaiysis and precise specification of the skills inherent in the subject 
matter, the construction of a thorough curriculum providing in-depth experience 
with all the skills, and a structure of associations among elements of the 
curriculum that allows for the implementation of various instruaional strategies. 
Instructional flexibility is complemented by research flexibility in such a struc- 
ture, because the natvre of the associations can be modified for different 
experimental purposes. Once the elements of the network have been established, 
it is easy, for example, to change the prerequisite relationship between two 
problems, or to specify a higher level of competence in a given skill as a criterion 

measure. 
The considerable complexity involved in programming this kind of flexible 

structure imposes a certain limitation. Standard CAI "author languages" are not 
appropriate to this network approach, and constructing a CAI course on BIP's 

' 

i 
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pattern is not a task tc be undertaken by the educator (or researcher) who has 
no programming support. The usefulness of author language,, is their simplicity, 
which allows subject-matter experts to prepare course material raatively quickly 
and easily. Most author languages provide for alternative paths through a 
curriculum, for alternative answer-matching schemes, and so forth; considerable 
complexity is certainly possible. However, the limits, once reached, are real, and 
the author simply cannot expand the sophistication of his course beyond those 
limits. 

The programming support required by the network approach, on the other 
hand, implies (1) the use of a general, powerful language allowing access to all 
the capabilities of the computer itself, and (2) a programming group with the 
training and experience to make full use of the machine. It has been our 
experience that the flexibility of a general purpose language, while expensive in a 
number of ways, is worth the costs by virtue of the much greater freedom it 
allows in the construction of the curriculum and the implementation of experi- 
mental conditions. For a more complete description of BIP and a review of our 
plans for further research see Barr, Beard, and Atkinson (1974). 

INSTRUCTION IN INITIAL READING 
(GRADES 1-3) 

Our first efforts to teach reading under computer control were aimed at a total 
curriculum aiat would be virtually independent of the classroom teacher (Atkin- 
son, 1968). These early efforts proved reasonably successful, but it soon became 
apparent that the cost of such a program would be prohibitive if applied on a 
large-scale basis. Further, it was demonstrated that sone aspects of instruction 
could be done very effectively using a computer, but that there were other tasks 
for which the computer did not have any advantages over classroom teaching. 
Thus, during the last forr years, our orientation has changed and the goal now is 
to develop low-cost CAI that supplements classroom teaching and concentrates 
on those tasks in which individualization is critically important.2 

Reading Curriculum 

Reading instruction can be divided into two areas which have been referred to as 
"decoding" and "communication." Decoding is the rapid, if not automatic, 
association of phonemes or phoneme groups with their respective graphic repre- 

2A student terminal in the current program consists only of a Model-33 teletypjwriter 
with an audio headset. There is no graphic or photographic capability at the student 
terminal as there was in our first system, and the character set of the teletypewriter includes 
only uppercase letters. On the other hand, the audio system is extremely fexible and 
provides virtually instantaneous access to any one of 6,000 recorded words and messages. 
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mi 
Sentence 

Comprehension 

FIG. 3 Schematic presentation of the strand stricture. Entry into each strand depends on a 
student's performance in earlier strands. The vertical dotted lines represent maximal rate 
contours which control the student's progress in each strand relative to the other strands. 

sentations. Communication involves reading for meaning, aesthetic enjoyment, 
emphasis, and the like. Our CAI program provides instruction in both types of 
tasks, but focuses primarily on decoding. The program is divided into eight parts 
or strands. As indicated in Fig. 3, entry into a strand is determined by the 
student's level of achievement in the other strands. Instruction begins in Strand 
0, which teaches the skills required to interact with the program. Entry into the 
other strands is dependent on the student's performance in earlier stranos. For 
example, the letter identification strand starts with a subset of letters used in the 
earliest sight words. When a student reaches a point in the letter identification 
strand where he has exhibited mastery over the letters used in the first words of 
the sight-word strand, the student enters that strand. Similarly, entry into the 
spelling pattern strand and the phonics strand is controlled by the student's 
placement in the sight-word strand. On any given day, a student may be seeing 
exercises dra'vn from as many as five strands. The dotted vertical lines in Fig. 3 
represent "mutimal rate contours," which control the student's progress in each 
strand relative to progress in other strands. The rationale underlying these 
contours is that learning particular material in one strand facilitates learning in 
another strand; thus, the contours are constructed so that the student learns 
specific items from one strand in conjunction with specific items from other 
strands. 

■'■ 
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The CA1 program is highly individualized so that a trace through the curricu- 
lums unique for each student. Our problem is to specify how a given subject s 
ZaTK should be used to make instructional decisions. The approach 
ThTrhae adopted is to develop mathematical models for the acqu.sa.on o 
m vLus luic .n the curriculum, and then use these models to spec.fy optrn^ 
«quen ing schemes. Basically, this approach is what has come to be known .n 
Ae enmeehng literature as optimal control theory," or, more sunply. control 
LJ' n tife rea of instruction, the system to be controlled is the human 
S ra he than a machine or group of industries. If a '-rning model can b 
SSL   then methods of control theory can be used to denve optunal 

TmetflhropUmLion p.ocedures will be reviewed later, but in order for 

TsXt makes an erro'r, the system responds with an audio message and print. 

TABLE 1 
Examples c* Two Exercises Used in Strand 11 

(Sitht-Word RecognitionW 

*mgm 

Teletypewriter 
display 

Copy exerdse 

The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 
The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 

PEN 
PEN 
+ 
EGG 
EFF 

Audio 
message 

(Type pen.) 

(Great!) 
(Type egg.) 

////EGG        (No, egg.) 

Recognition exercise 

The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 
The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 

"nhe top panel displays the copy exercise and the bottom Ae 
reckon exerdse. Rows in the table correspond to successive 

lines on the teletypewriter printout. 

PEN NET EGG 
PEN 
+ 
PEN EGG NET 

NET 
+ 

(Type pen.) 

(Type net.) 

(Fabulous!) 
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out the correct response. In earlier versions of the program, the student was 
required to copy the correct response following an error. Experiments demon- 
strated that the overt correction procedure was not particularly effective; simply 
displaying the correct word following an error provided more useful feedbacK. 

Strand III offers practice with spelling patterns and emphasizes the regular 
grapheme-phoneme conespondences that exist in English. Table 2 illustrates 
exercises from this strand. For the exercise in the top panel of Table 2, the 
student is presented with three words involving the same spelling pattern and is 
required to select the correct one based on its initial letters. Once the student 
has learned to use the initial letter or letter sequence to distinguish between 
words, he moves to the recall exercise illustrated in the bottem panel of Table 2. 
Here the i tudent works with a group of words, all involving the same spelling 
pattern. On each trial the audio system requests a word that requires adding an 
initial consonant or consonant cluster to the spelling pattern mastered in the 
preceding exercise. Whenever a student Tiakes a correct response, a "+"sign is 
printed on the teletypewriter. In addition, every so often the program will give 
an audio feedback message; these messages vary from simple ones like "great," 
"that's fabulous," "you're doing brilliantly," to some that have cheering, clap- 
ping, or bells ringing in the background. These messages are not generated at 
random, but depend on the student's performance on that particular day. 

When the student has mastered a specified number of words in the sight-word 
strand, he or she begins exercises in the phonics strand; this strand concentrates 
on initial and final consonants and consonant clusters in cojr.bination with 
medial vowels. As in most linguistically orientated curricula, students are not 
required to rehearse or identify consonant rounds in isolation. The emphasis is 
on patterns of vowels and consonants that bear regular correspondences to 

TABLE 2 
Examples of th« Recognition and Recall Exercises Used in 

Strand III (Spell■ng Patterns) 

Teletypewriter 
display 

Audio 
message 

Recrgnitron exercise 

The program outputs KEPT SLEPT CREPT      (Type kept.) 
The student responds by typing      KEPT 
The program outputs + 

Recall exercise 

The program outputs 
The student responds by typing     CREPT 
The program outputs + 

(Type crept.) 

(That's fabulous!) 
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TABLE 3 
Examples of Two Exercises from Strand IV (Phor>'ci) 

Teletypewriter 
display 

Auüo 
meti»^ 

Recognition exerdie 

The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 
The program outputs 
The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 

-IN -IT -IG 
IG 

■f 

-IT -IN -IG 
IT 

+ 

(Type /IG/ M in flg.) 

(Good!) 
(Type Uli as in fit.) 

Build-a-word exerrinr 

The program outputs -IN -IT -IG 

The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 
The program outputs 

P— 
PIN 
+ 
-IG -IN -IT 

(Type pin.) 

(Great!) 

The student responds by typing 
The program outputs 

F-- 
FIN 

////FIG 

(Type fig.) 

(No, we wanted fig.) 

phonemes. The phonic strand is the most complicated one of the group and 
involves eight exercise formats; two of the formats will be described here The 
upper panel of Table 3 illustrates an exercise in which the student is required to 
identify the graphic representation of phonemes occuring at the end of words 
Each trial begins with an audio presentation of a word that includes the 
phonemes, and the student is asked to identify the graphic representation. After 
mastenng this exercise the student is transferred to the exercise illustrated in the 
bottom panel of Table ? The same phonemes are presented, but now the 
student is required to construct words by adding appropriate consonants. 

Optimal Sequences for Individual Students 

This has been a briel overview of some of the exercises used in the curriculum- a 
more detailed account of the program can be found in Atkinson, Fletcher 
Lindsay, Campbell, and Barr (1973). The key to the curriculum is the optimiza- 
tion schemes that control the sequencing of the exercises; these schemes can be 
classified at three levels. One level involves decision making within each strand 
The problem is to decide which items to present for study, which exercise 
formats to present them in, and when to schedule review. A complete response 
history exists for each student, and this history is used to make trial-by-trial 

I 
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decisions regarding what to present next. The second level of optimization deals 
with decisions about allocation of instructional time among strands for a given 
student. At the end of an instructional session, the student will have reached a 
certain point in each strand and a decision must be made about the time to be 
allocated to each st/and in the next session. The third level of optimization deals 
with the distribution of instructional time among students. The question here is 
to allocate computer time among students to achieve initrv -'ional objectives 
that are defined not for the individual student but for the class as a whole. In 
some global sense, these three levels of optimization should be integrated into a 
unified program. However, we have been satisfied to work with each separately, 
hoping that later they can be incorporated into a single package. 

Optimisation within a strand (what has been called Level F) can be illustrated 
using the sight-word strand. The strand comprises a list of about 1,000 words; 
the words are ordered in terms of their frequency in the student's vocabulary, 
and word?, at the beginning of the list have highly regular grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences. At any point in time a student will be working on a limiM 
pool of words from the master list; the size of this working pool depends on the 
student's ability level and is usually between 5 and 10 words. When one of these 
words is mastered, it is deleted from the pool and replaced by the next word on 
the list or by a word due for review. Figure 4 presents a flow chart for the 
strand. Each word in the working pool is in one of five possible instructional 
states. A trial involves sampling a word from the working pool and presenting it 
in an appropriate exercise format. The student is pretested on a word the first 
few times it is presented to eliminate words already known. If the student knows 
the word it will be dropped from the working pool. If not, the student first 
studies the word using the recognition exercise. If review is required, the student 
studies the word again in what is designated in Fig. 4 as Exercises 4 and 5. 

As indicated in Fig. 4, a given word passes from one state to the next when it 
teaches criterion. And this presents the crux of the optimization problem, which 
is to define an appropriate criterion for each exercise. This has been done using 
simple mathematical models to describe the acquisition process for each exercise 
and the transfer functions that hold between exercises (Atkinson & Paulson, 
1972). These models are simple Markov processes that provide reasonably 
accurate accounts of performance on our tasks. Parameters of the models are 
defined as functions of two factors: (1) the ability of the particular student and 
(2) the difficulty of the particular word. An estimate of the student's ability is 
obtained by analyzing his or her response record on all previous words, and an 
estimate of a word's difficulty i   obtained by analyzing performance on that 

FIG. 4 Partial How chart for Strand II (sight-word recognition). The various decisions 
represented in the bottom part of the chart are based on fairly complicated computations 
that make use of the student's response history. The same recognition exercise is used in 
both state 5, and 5,. 
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ESLwiili'11?* 'un on *•!,ro8ram-m itudent ™* « 
hkclAood estimate of each stuJenf, abüity factor and each word's dSZ 
ftctor. Gta. . well-defuted model and estimates of it, parameter m^Z 
*e meüuKls of control theory to define an optimal criterion for e lexe ^ 

aWity itTald thT dePCndin8 0n ?? diff,CU,ty 0f *• item- 2 A .bdrty level, and the precue sequence of correct and incorrect responses made 

It Kr; irjiiis i,nportant ,o ^ ^ «^äS MM .s not a sunple branching program based on the student's last response 

(ÄÜ a
|:

0mp,icated w"y 0" I" **•«•« complete response hist^ 

eaSrin 712S StranrdS ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «^Ld earner in th« d.-scription of maximum-rate contours. In some respects this 
opt.muat.on program is the most interesting of the group. Tut     ^not t 
«Pl«ned without going into considerable mathematL d taU  In e^n^ 
te.rnmg model is developed that specifies the learning rate on each s ^3"; 
ftmenon of the amount of material that has been mastered in eac^of ^ ol 

«"et «^eT^rr'r^fof contro1 'j,cory-an ^^ ^^ strategy « detenmned based on the model. This itrategy defines a closed loon 

^Ld o rr: rthat rsz ^ i'"'st'uctiona, ^-^ 2rS3 based on ü,e best current estimate of how much the student has mastered in 

rsritizÄ ^ "^f<>' *• -^ ~ 
Optimizing Class Performance 

mXt£l US
ff

COn.Sider f examP,e of optimization at what has been called Uvel 
L,     e.ffeCt,VencSS of the CAI program can be increased by optirnX 

*%TLTruoTl
f

ti7x* ron8 studemi- s^x *«a -hooi has buy 
geted a fued amount of tmur for CAI and mat decide how to allocate that uZ 

Z?J tcT^ !,udr ■For ^exarap,e- %£££ TJZ nmct the CAI program w.ll be interpreted as meaning that we want to 

On the basis of prior studies, the following equation has been developed to 

AM) = ^(0-Ä(/)exp[-rCtOJ. 

The equation predicts Student i's performance on a standardized test as a 
function of the time. , spent on the CAI system during the sTool y      The 

to another These parameters can be estimated from scores on reading readiness 
tests and from the student's pe.formance during his first hour o  CA    Af^ 
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estimates of these parameters have been made, the above equation can be used 
to predict end of-year test scores as a hmction of the CAI time allocated to that 
student. 

Let us suppose that a school h«i budgeted a fixed amount of time T on the 
CAI system for a first-grade class of JV studsnts; further, suppose that students 
have had reading readiness tests and a preliminary run on the CAI system so that 
estimates of the parameters A. B. and C have been made for each student. The 
problem then is to allocate time T among the N students so as to optimize 
learning. Jn order to do this, it is flnt necessary to have a model v>f the learning 
process. Although the above equation does not offer a very detailed account of 
learning, it suffices as a model for purposes of this problem. This is an impor.ant 
point to keep in mind; the nature of the spectfic optimization problem deter- 
mines the level of complexity that needs to be represented in the leaning BttdtL 
For some optimization problems, the nvjdel must provide a relatively detailed 
account of learning to specify a viable strategy, but for other problems a simple 
descriptive equation may suffice. 

In addition to a model of the learning process, we mu>t also specify an 
instructional objective. Only three possible objectives will be considered here: 

I. Maximize the mean value ofP over the class of students. 
II. Minimize the variance off over the class of students. 

III. Maximize the mean value of P under the constraint that the resulting 
variance of P is less than or equal to the variance that would be obtained if 
no CAI were administered. 

Objeclive I maximizes the g<in for the class as a whole; Objective II reduces 
differences among students by making the class as homogeneous as possible; and 
Objective III attempts to maximize the class performance while insuring that 
differences among students are not amplified by CAI. If we select Objective I as 
the instructional objective, then the problem of deriving an optimal strategy 
reduces to maximizing the function: 

/(*!),H2) /(7V)1 ■ E|/U')-fi(0exp[-K0a0 l|. 

Kl)+K2)+ ••• +KN)'T, 

where r(0 is the time allocated to Student I. This maximization can be done 
using the methods of dynamic programming. To illustrate the approach, compu- 
Utions were made for a first-grade class for which the parameters A, B, and C 
had been estimated for each student. Employing these estirnjtes, computations 
were carried out to determine the time allocaiions that 'naxjmizcd the above 
equation. For the optimal policy, the predicted mean performance level of the 
class on the end-of-year tests v/^ 14% higher than a policy that allocated time 
equally among students (i.e., an equal-time policy, where t{i) ■ TjN for all 0- 
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TABLE 4 
Predicted Percent Gain in the Mean of/"and 

in the Variance of f When Compared with the 
Mean and Variance of the Equal-rune Policy 

Instructional objective 

II III 

Gam m mein of/TV) 

Cain m variance of " (%) 
14 

»5 12 

8 

-6 

Th« gam «presents a substantial improvement: the drawback is that the class 
****** roughly 15% great.r than the variance for the class using an eq^ 

TjmH .      ^ ^ if ^ •" ^ intercS,ed *" «^ the dass avSagc we wji have to p}K ^ npid kimm ^^  mon        * ^ 

and let them progress far beyond the slow learners * 
Although a time allocation that complies with Objective I does increase overall 

d«, performance, other objective» ami to be considered For comparison, tim 
allocation, also were computed for Objectives U and III. Table 4 presen sAe 

silt r tr11!^" perfonT,'nce as a v«™^ *< *< -- "u S *^rir r cy
I 
0^c,ive"yie,ded a nega,ive *™ •-,hc ^ 2»» should, since its goal was to minimize variability, which is accomplished by 

!h h ?T ^ . ,0n 'n Var,abÜi,y for 0b^c,ive " « '»■ Objective III 
wbch stnkes a balance between Objective I and Objective II. yields in 8% gain 
m mean performance yet reduces variability by 6% 

In view of the« results. Objective III would be preferred by most educators 
»d laymen. It offers a substantial mcreasr in average performance while ^" 
ummga Iow level of^.^. TheK compxiUtio*make , ^'^7 tie 

Mo. of an instructional objective should not be done in isolation but should 
involve a comparafve analysis of several objectives, taking into account mo e 

STcZ avTron.of perfonnance Even if the pTinci^is to ™^ 
oLtZ r ^', t ,napPr0Pr,a,e in "«• educational situations to select 
Objective I over III if „ ta only slightly better for the class average whUc 
permitting variability to mushroom.3 8 

Effectiveness of the Reading Program 

Several evaluation studies of the reading program have been conducted in the 

IyC;,?c.R'thM *" rcVieW the* here- ' would Mta to desaibe one in 
»me detatl (Fletcher A Atkin«,n. 1972). In this particular studyTpairs of 
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kindergarten students were matched on a number of variable;, including sex and 
readiness scores. At the start of the first grade, one member of each pair was 
assigned to the experimental group and the other to the .ontrol group. Students 
in the experimental group received CA1, but only during the first grade; students 
in the control group received no CAI. The CAI lasted approximately 15 min per 
day4; during this period the control group studied reading in the classroom. 
Except for this 15 min period, the school day for the C Ai group was like that of 
the control group. Standardized tests were administered at the end of the first 
grade and again at the end of the second grade. AU the tests showed roughly the 
same pattern of results; to summarize the findings, only data from the California 
Cooperative Primary Reading Test will l)e described. At the end of the first 
grade, the experimental group showed a 5.05-month gain over the control group. 
The groups, when tested a year later (wi;h no intervening CAI treatment), 
showed a difference of 4.90 months. Thus, the initial difference observed 
following one year of CAI was maintained, although not amplified, during the 
second year when 'to CAI was administered to either group. 

No definitive conclusions can be drawn from evaluation studies of this sort 
about the specific contributions of CAI versus other aspects of the situation. 
Obviously the curriculum materials used in the CAI program are important, as 
well as other factors. To do the type of study that would isolate the important 
variables is too large an undertaking to be worthwhile at this juncture in the 
development of the reading program. Thus, to some extent it is a matter of 
judgment in deciding which variables account for the differences observed in the 
above study. In my view, individualizing in^ ruction is the key factor in success- 
fully teaching reading. This does not mean that all phases of instruction should 
be individualized, but certain skills can be mastered only if instruction is 
sensitive to the student's particular difficulties. A reading teacher interacting on 
a one-to-one basis with a student may be more effective than our CAI program. 
However, when working with a group of rhildren (even as few as four or five), it 
is unlikely thai the teacher can match the co\-nputer's effectiveness in making 
instructional decisions over an extended period of time 

SECOND-LANGUAGE VOCABULARY LEARNING 

In this section, research on CM programs for second-language vocabulary learn- 
ing will be discussed. As noted elsewhere in this chapter, the principal goal of 
our research on computerized instruction has been to develop adaptive teaching 
procedures-procedures that make moment-by-moment decisions about which 
instructional action should be taken next based on the student's unique response 
history. To help guide the theoretical aspects of this work, some years ago we 

4In this study no attempt was made to allocate time optimally among students in the 
experimental group; rather, an equal-time policy was employed. 
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initiated a series of experiments on the very restricted but well-deftPid problem 
of optumzing the teaching of a foreign-language vocabulary. This is an area 
where mathematical models provide an accurate description of learning and 
these models can be used in conjunction with the methods of control theo'ry to 
denve precise algorithms for sequencing instruction among vocabulary items 
Although our original interest in this topic was primarily theoretical, the work 
has proved to have significant practical applicstions. These applications involve 
computerized vocabulary learning programs designed to supplement college-level 
courses in second-language instruction. A particularly interesting effort involves 
a supplementary Russian program in use at Stanford University. Students are 
exposed to approximately 1,000 words per academic quarter using the com- 
puter; in conjunction with normal classroom work this program enables them to 
Mop a substantial vocabulary.5 Many foreign language instructors believe that 
the major obstacle to successful instuction in a second language is not learninr 
tiie grammar of the language, but rather in acquiring a sufficient vocabulary so 
that the student can engage in meaningful conversations and read materials other 
than the textbook. 

In examining the work on vocabulary acquisition I will not describe the CAI 
programs, but will review some research on optimal sequencing schemes that 
provide the tüeoretical rationale for the programs. It will be useful o describe 
one expenment in some detail before considering more general issues. 

An Experiment on Optimal Sequencing Schemes 

In this study a large set of German-English items are to be learned during an 
instructional session that involves a series of trials. On each trial, one of the 
German words is presented and the student attempts to give the English 
translation; the correct translation is then presented for a brief study period A 
predeiermined number of trials is allocated for the instructional session and 
after some intervening period ä test is administered over the entire vocabulary 
The problem is to specify a strategy for presenting items during the instructional 
session so that performance on the delayed test will be maximized. 

Four strategies for sequencing the instructional material will be considered 
The random-order strategy, (RO), is to cycle through the set of items randomly 
this strategy is not expected to be particularly effective, but it provides a 
benchmark against which to evaluate other procedures. The self-selection 
strategy (SS), is to let the student determine how best to sequence the material 
In this mode, the student decides on each trial which item is to be presented- the 
learner rather than an external controller determines the sequence of instruction 

1 :: 
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These CAI vocabulary programs make use of optima! sequencing schemes of the sort to 
be discussed in this section, as well as certain mnemonic aids. For a discussion of these 
mnemonic aids see Raugh and Atkinson (1975) and Atkinson and Raugh (1975) 
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The third and fourth schen.es are based on a decision-theoretic analysis of the 
task. A mathematical model that provides an accurate account of vocabulary 
acquisition is assumed to hold in the present situation. The model is used to 
compute, on a trial-by-trial basis, an ; ividual student's current state of learn- 
ing. Based on these computations, items are selected for test and study so as to 
optimize the level of learning achieved at the termination of the instructional 
session. Two optimization strategies derived from this type of analysis will be 
examined. In one case, the computations for determining an optimal strategy are 
carried out assuming that all vocabulary items are of equal difficulty; this 
strategy is designated OE (i.e., optimal under the assumption of equal item 
difficulty). In the other case, the computations take into account variations in 
difficulty level among items; this strategy is called OU (i.e., optimal under the 
assumption of unequal item difficulty). The details of these two strategies will 
be described later. 

The exr/erimen* was carried out under computer control; the details of the 
experimental procedure are given in Atkinson (1972b). The students partici- 
pated in two sessions: an "instructional session" of approximately two hours 
and a briefer "delayed-test session" administered one week later. The delayed 
test was the same for all students and involved a test over the entire vocabulary. 
The instructional session was more complicated. The vocabulary items were 
divided into seven lists, each containing 12 German words; the seven lists were 
arranged in a round-robin order. On each trial of the instructional session a list 
was displayed on a projection screen, and the student inspected it for a brief 
period of time; the list involved only the 12 German words ard not their English 
translations. Then one of th* items on the list was selected for test and study. In 
the RO, OE, and OU conditions the item was selected by the computer; in the 
SS condition the item was chosen by the student. After an item was selected for 
test, the student attempted to providf a translation by typing it on the computer 
console; then feedback regarding the correct translation was given. The next trial 
began with the computer displaying the next list in the round robin, and the 
same procedure was repeated. The instructional session continued in ihis fashion 
for 336 trials. 

The results of the experiment are summarized in Fig. 5. Data are presented on 
the left side of the figure for performance on successive blocks of trials during 
the instructional session; on the right are results from the test session adminis- 
tered one week after the instructional session. The data from the instructional 
session are presented in successive blocks of 84 trials; for the RO condition this 
means that on the average each item was presented once in each o'" these blocks. 
Note that performance during the instructional session is besi for the RO 
condition, next best for the OE condition which is slightly better than the SS 
condition, and poorest for the OU condition. The order of the groups is reversed 
on the delayed test. (Two points are displayed in the figure for the delayed test 
to indicate that the test involved two random cycles through the entire vocabu- 
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f •   OPTIMAL STRATEGY 
(Unequal  Parameter Case) 

-^   SELF-SELECTION 

•• O Q   OPTIMAL STRATEGY 
(Equal Parameter Case) 

-O   RANDOM   SEQUENCE 

12 3 4 
SUCCESSIVE  TRIAL BLOCKS 
( INSTRUCTIONAL SESSION ) 

DELAYED TEST 
SESSION 

FIG. 5 Proportion of correct responses in successive trial blocks during the instructional 
session and or. the delayed test administered one week later. 

lary; howev<" the values given are the average over the two test cycles.) The OU 
conditior. is best ."ith a correct response probability of .79; the SS condition is 
next with .58; the OE condition follows closely at .54 and the RO condition is 
poorest at .38. The ob^rved pattern of results is what one would expect. In the 
SS condition, the students are trying to test themselves on items they do not 
know; consequently, during »he instructional session, they should have a lower 
proportion of correct response,- than students run on the RO procedure where 
items are tested at random. Similarly, the OE and OU conditions involve a 
procedure that attempts to identify and test those items that have not yet been 
mastered and should produce high error rates during the instructional session. 
The ordering of groups on the delayed test is reversed since all words are tested 
in a nonselective fashion; under these conditions the proportion of correct 
responses provides a measure of a student's true mastery of the total set of 
vocabulary items. 

The magnitude of the effects observed on the delayed test are of practical 
significance. The SS condition (when compared to the RO condition) leads to a 
relative gain of 53%, whereas the OU condition yields a relative gain of 108%. It 
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Rationale for Sequencing Scheme 
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the learning of Item i in the vocabulary set. The first three parameters govern the 
acquisition process; the next parameter, forgetting; and the last, the student's 
knowledge prior to entering the experiment. 

We now turn to a discussion of how the OE and OU procedures were derived 
from the model. Prior to conducting the experiment reported here, a pilot study 
was run using the same word lists and the RO procedure described above. Data 
from the pilot study were employed to estimate the parameters of the model; 
the estimates were obtained using the minimum chi-square procedures described 
in Atkinson (1972b). Two separate estimates of parameters were made. In one 
or«; it was assumed that the items were all equally difficult, and data fiom all 84 
items were lumped together to obtain a single estimate of the arameter vector; 
this estimation procedure will be called the equal-parameter C^J (E case). In the 
second case the data were separated by items, and an estimate of the parameter 
vector was made for each of the 84 items; this procedure wiT be called the 
unequal-parameter case (U case). The two sets of parameter estimates were then 
used to generate the optimization schemes previously referred to as the Ot ;nd 
OU procedures. 

In order to formulate an instructional strategy, it is necessary to be precise 
about the quantity to be maximized. For the present experiment the goal is to 
maximize the total number of items the student correctly translates on the 
delayed test.6 To do this, we need to specify the relationship between the state 
of learning at the end of the instructional session and performance on the 
delayed test. The assumption made here is that only those items in State P at the 
end of the instructional session will be translated correctly on the delayed test; 
an item in State T is presumed to be forgotten during the intervening week. 
Thus, the problem of maximizing delayed-test performance involves maximizing 
the number of items in State P at the end of the instructional session. 

Having numerical values for parameters and knowing a student's response 
history it is possible to estimate the student's current state of learning.7 Stated 

'Other measures can be used to assess the benefits of an instructional strategy; for 
example hi this case weights could be assigned to items measuring their relative importance. 
Also cos s may be associated with the various actions taken during an instructional session. 
Thus, for the general case, the optimization problem involves assessing costs and benefits 
and finding s strategy that -naximizes an appropriate function defined on them, i . a 
discussion of these points see Dear, Silberman, Estavan, and Atkinson (1967), and Smal. 
wood (1962, 1971). 

'The student's "response history" is a record for each trial of the vocabulary item 
presented and the response that occurred. It can be shown that there exists a "sufficient 
history" that contains only the information necessary to estimate the student's current state 
of learning; the sufficient history is a function of the complete history and the assumed 
learning model (Groen & Atkinson, 1966). For the model considered in this paper the 
sufficient history is fairly simple. It is specified in terms of individual vocabulary items for 
each student; we need to know the ordered sequence of correct and incorrect responses to a 
given item plus the number of errors (to other items) that irtervene between each 
presentation of the item. 
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more predaely, the learning model can be used to derive equations and, in turn 
compute the probabilities of being in States P. T. and U for each Hem at the 
start of any trial, conditlonalized on the student's response history up to that 
trial. Given numerical estimates of these probabilities, a strategy for optimizing 
performance is to select that item for prej^nUtion that has the greatest proba- 
bdity of moving into State P. This strategy has been termed the one-stage 
optimization procedure because it looks ahead one trial in making decisions The 
true optimal policy (i.e., an Wstage procedure) would consider all possible 
item-response sequences for the remaining trials and select the next item so as to 
maximize the number of items in State P at the termination of the instruc- 
tional session. Unfortunately, for the present case the Wstage poUcy cannot be 
appUed because the computafions are too time consuming even for a large 
computer. Monte Carlo studies indicate that the one-stage poUcy is a good 
approximation to the optimal strategy; it was for this reason, as well as fhe 
relative ease of computing, that the one-stage procedure was employed For a 
discussion of one-stage and A'-stage policies and Monte Carlo studies comparing 
them see Groen and Atkin son (1966), Calfee (1970), and Laubsch (1970). 

The optimization procedure described above was implemented on the com- 
puter and permitted decisions to be made for each student on a trial-by-trial 
basis. For students in the OE group, the computations wsre carried out using the 
five parameter values estimated under the assumption of homogeneous items 
(£• case); for students in ihe OU group the computations were based on the 420 
parameter values estimated under the assumption of heterogeneous items (U 
case). v 

The OU procedure is sensitive to intcrite i differences and consequently 
generates a more effective optimization strategy titan the OE procedure The OE 
procedure, however, is almost as effective as having the student make his own 
instructional decisions and far superior to a random presentation scheme. 

The study reported here is one in a series of experiments dealing with optimal 
sequencing schemes. It was selected because it is easily described and permits 
direct comparison between a learner controUed procedure versus procedures 
based on a decision-theoretic analysis. For a review of other studies simflar to 
the one reported above see Chiang (1974), Delaiwy (1973), Laubsch (1970) 
Kimball (1973), Paulson (1973), and Atkinson and Paulson (1972). Some of 
these studies examine procedures that are more powerful than the ones de- 
scribed here, but they are complicated and difficult to describe without going 
into mathematical detail. The major improvements involve two facers- (1) 
methods for estimating the model's parameters during the course of insu i^on, 
and (2) more sophisticated ways of interpreting the parameters of the model to 
take account of both differences among students and differences among items. 
For example, let P(i, /) be a generic symbol for a parameter vector characterizing 
student I learning vocabulary item /. In these studies /"(«, /) b specified as a 
function of a vector A(i) measuring the ability of student i and a vector D(f) 
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Lorton, Searle, and Atkinson ()973) indicate that the learner is not a particu- 
larly effective decision maker in guiding the learning process. 

Elsewhere I have defined the criteria that must be satisfied before an optimal 
instructional procedure can be derived using formal methods (Atkinson, 1972a). 
Roughly stated, they require that the following elements of an instructional 
situation be clearly specified: 

1. The set of admissible instructional actions. 
2. The instructional objectives. 
3. A measurement scale that permits costs to be assigned to each of the 

instructional actions and payoffs to the achievement of instructional objec- 
tives. 

4. A model of the learning proa ss. 

If these four elements can be given a precise interpretation, then it is usually 
possible to derive an optimal-instructional policy. The solution for an optimal 
policy is not guaranteed, but in recent years powerful tools have been developed 
for discovering optimal, or near optimal, procedures if they exist. I will not 
discuss these four elemenf here except to note that the first three can usually be 
specified with a fair degree of consensus. Issues of short-term versus long-tern 
assessments of costs and payoffs raise important questions regarding educational 
policy, but at least for the types of instructional situations examined here 
reasonable specifications can be offered for the first three elements. However, 
the fourth element-the specification of a model of the learning process- 
represents a major obstacle. Our theoretical understanding of learning is so 
limited that only in very special cases --.i a model be specified in enough detail 
to enable the derivation of optimal procedures. Until we have a much deeper 
understanding of the learning process, the identification of truly effective 
strategies will not be possible. However, an all-inclusive theory of learning is not 
a prerequisite for the development of optimal procedures. What is needed is a 
model that captures the essential features of that part of the learning process 
being tapped by a given instructional task. Even models that have been rejected 
on the basis of laboratory investigations may be useful in deriving instructional 
strategies. Several of the learning models considered in this chapter have proven 
unsatisfactory when tested in the laboratory and evaluated using standard 
goodness-of-fit criteria; nevertheless, the optimal strategies they generate are 
often quite effective. My own preference is to formulate as complete a learning 
model as intuition and data will permit and then use that model to investigate 
optimal procedures. When possible the learning model should be represented in 
the form of mathematical equations, but otherwise as a set of statements in a 
computer-simulation program. The main point is that the development of a 
theory of instruction cannot progress if one holds the view that a comprehensive 
theory of learning is a prerequisite. Rather, advances in learning theory will 
affect the development of a theory of instruction, and conversely the develop- 
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meni of a theory of instruction will influence the direction of research on 
learning. 
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Methods and Models 
for Task Analysis 
in Instructional Design 

Lee W. Gregg 

Carnegie-Mellon University 

A theory of instruction must be based on the objectives of the learner and the 
fnsSnahzed goals of the instructional system. A theory o mstruc .on mus 

S re t upon an adequate formulation of the W^0»'*^ It 
Sn InsLtional goals prescribe the domain of tasks to be undertaken by 
S,e learner; the psychological capacities of the learner set hnuts on the sm, 
^moTexhy of the subtasks and the rate of introducing them into the domam 

Ealo the L four chapters presents a framework for analyzing tasks from 
various psychological perspectives. Carroll contrasts strict behav.onsm w.th a 
Tently noneiisTent costive theory of learning. Calfee takes a —al vrew- 
Zick edectically draws from Gagn^s hierarchies. Gestalt Psycholog Thon 

dike and Piaget to formulate a rational information processmg Kheme. Atkm- 
In'; approach uses optimization procedures to guide instruct.onal des.gn. 

In S instructional design attempts to organize subtask sequences, 
pro^idropportunities for learning, and devise ways of evaluating the extent to 
wS theTarner acquires proficiency. Notice that these general actw^es are 
Teu ral with respect to methods of analysis and models ^eJearner^huS; 
teachers have be^n searching continually for new ways to break up tasks ÜUO 
teacners nave uc Inceots for many instructors are differentiation 
ÄXTi^CroÄ in hi/assessment of the role behavioral 
^nls play in education, behavioral objectives will be ignored and soon 
S« n'The wUl become just one more fad thrust on the field. Behavionü 
St ves may give way to cognitive objectives as defined by Greeno in Chapte 
7 CanoTns right, the naiv" theories of learning on which many an artfu 
Llr predicates le^on plans will be explained by cognitive theory, but not 

necessarily extended by it. 
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Carroll, of course, is right-at least in part. Cognitive theories and information 
processing models will supplant some of the currently fashionable notionj-they 
have already done so. Furthermor;, there is evidence from the set of current 
chapters of a cumulative body of knowledge dealing with important issues of 
task analysis and instruction that a lasting contribution will result. 

What are the steps in a task analysis? First, we set out to identify component 
skills such that mastery of the individual skill components assures partial success 
on the task. We assume that the hierarchy of skills exists and that components 
are independent. Calfee attacks the issue of independence directly. To the extent 
that subprocesses like decoding and comprehension can be treated indepen- 
dently, the analysis of components will be successful. One direction that re- 
search must take is the identification of the conditions under which tasks may 
conform to a simple additive hierarchical decomposition. Next in the sequence 
of analysis, we introduce components one at a time. As Resnick points out in 
Chapter 3 these components must be teachable. The usual next step in the task 
analysis requires that we start where the learner is and build on what he already 
knows and can do. Here the issues revolve around the diagnostic tests for 
determining the initia! state of the learner, and the development of instructional 
materials that exercise the component. Instructional materials, the teaching 
routines that Resnick refers to, must provide a basis for integrating the new 
learning with the old. Sut tfcs third stage of task analysis attempts to integrate 
the newly acquired skills intc     -"eaningful whole. Of special concern are the real 
time constraints. Very often, subt^Jcs that appear to be well learned fall apart 
when combined in new ways. Think of the feeling of help'essness when you last 
failed to recall the name of a close friend in performing introductions around a 
group. Paced recall is not a cognitive task that we are asked to perfonn 
frequently. 

Are there cognitive theories of learning that can be applied to the job of task 
analysis? Carroll's review of naive, behav oristic, and cognitive theories of lan- 
guage learning suggests that a cognitive learning theory now exists. Unfortu- 
nately, recent work on semantic memory (Norman, Rumelhart, et al., 1975; 
Quillian, 1967, 1968; Schänk, 1972) has been primarily concerned with deter- 
mining the structure of memory representations. Research on the processes of 
understanding (Hayes & Simon, 1974 and this.volumc; Winograd, 1972) assume 
that a knowledge base is already learned and available. Of course, Greeno has 
asserted that learning theory and comprehension theory defined in information 
processing terms are the same thing (Greeno, 1974). My own work on sequential 
pattern learning (Gregg, 1967), verbal learning (Gregg & Simon, 1967), and serial 
learning (Gregg, 1972; McLean & Gregg, 1967) leads me to argue that they are 
not the same. One difference is in the development of intermediate structures in 
working memory that Greeno has previously described. However, it seems 
appropriate  to stress the similarities between learning and the processes of 
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underst^ding. Both depend on attention to determine the fina] outcomes Both 
require c.p.,gui.y of the elements to be associated. The study of comprehend 
and learn, r- is the study of cognitive organizations. 

Although there is no explicit and general cognitive theory of Itarning there 
have been isolated examples pointing potential future directions. The Elemen- 
Ury Perceiver and Memorizer. EPAM. was the first modern theory of semantic 
memory and showed the main outlines of associative memory structures. Atkin- 
son and Shiffrin's (1968) model for runnii-g paired associates learning accen- 
tuated the importance of control processes in learning and memory. Just as the 
role of semantic memory emphasizes structural aspects of representations of 
knowledge, snort-term memory studies emphasize the dynamic operation of 
control processes in specific tasks. Learning and comprehension, therefore are 
similar precisely because they come about from the operation of the human 
information processing system. His processing limitations determine the rate of 
acquisition o. new information and its availability for use in problem solving 

INLEPENDENCE OF COGNITIVE SKILLS 

Are the processes that the human information processing system uses detectable 
trom an analysis of overt behavior in instructional task environments? This is the 
issue that Calfee examines in Chapter 2. 

The method that Calfee proposes is aimed at finding out whether or not 
processes are independent. Finding they are not is not very informativ... Sin..e 
the method does not generate process descriptions, only tests the effects of 
them, one must create variables to test the hypothesis that a process whose 
operation may or may not be correctly reflected by the measure, exists There 
are two stages at either of which an error can occur. Each stage provides an 
opportunity for error. One can incorrectly assume that a process exists that 
transforms a data structure in a certain way. But one can also incorrectly assess 
n£* ^P0**™* P^ce« by failing to define a relevant dependent 

Most of the theorizing must go on in advance of and independently of the 
testing operations suggested by Calfee. Modern inference procedures mak. it 
possible to carry o-it much more powerful analyses of system interactions 

Even though the model of reading proposed by Calfee appears to be correct 
the processes r.ust not remain independent for long. The still higher order 
cognitive processes in speed reading and comprehension cannot depend on 
sunple additive components because selective, intentional use of strategies im- 
plies the constructive use of componen ts. 

We must distinguish between pedagogically useful packets of information and 
the information processing mechanisms that may or may not view the materials 
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INTERACTIONS OF SEQUENTIAL PROCESSES 

In any informition procwang ,y,tem. there wflj be * Udc of iutiitica] ind*^« 
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In fumnury. we suppose that location of the tests may change, the size of the 
perceptual or conceptual unit may vary, and that cues for initiating or sustaining 
the behavior may be different at different stages of practice. 

INDIVIDUALIZATION AND TASK ANALYSIS 

Atkinson's approach stresses the idea that the learner must be abfc to follow 
flexible pathways through a subject domaine. Optimization of CAI ^„...ing tasks 
is based on a curriculum composed of a network of related tasks and a loose 
collection of associatf d skills. In Atkinson's view, subtasks and skills need not be 
related in a rigidly hierarchical fashion. This n not to say that the instructional 
materials for CAI are not canfully thought through. Rather, the point is that 
individual learners can achieve higher performance levels in a variety of ways. 
For the specific areas of application, there is a "careful analysis and precise 
specification of the skills inherent in the subject matter." Thus, for Atkinson the 
subject m.- tter defines the structure of tasks; the lea j;ei acquires skills that are 
inherer t. i.e., determined by the task demands. 

Optimization is based on an empirical procedure to assess transfer of trainmg. 
Thus, it is possible for a student to shift from one strand to another based on 
performance within the first strand. Control of the process is guided by a model 
of learning that provides a complete response history which then in turn feeds a 
Markov model. The optimization procedures are based on empirical results of 
transfer and acquisition using simple models of the performance during learning. 
Trial by trial selection of items and exercises procedes from a aetermination of 
each student's abUity and each item's difficulty. At the most global level, 
optimization is over the allocation of student time to each strand. 

In these procedures, Atkinson has captured the crucial questions of instruc- 
tional design that each teacher asks: 

1. Wh-   items and exercises should 1 give? 

2. How should the student's time be distributed over the different classes of 
work? 

3. How should the resources available for instruction be allocated among the 
students? 

Atkinson shows how far one can go toward answering these questions with 
relatively simple models of performance during learning. His experiments on the 
optimum sequencing of vocabulary items indicates the kind of gains one can 
expect from the systematic selection and presentation of items for study. 
Improvement of the order of 50 and 100% are. indeed, impressive results. 
Atkinson points out that comprehensive theories of learning are not necessary io 
produce important differences in rate and degree of learning. 
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I view Chapter 4 by Atkinson as a landmark for CAI application',. In it we see 
three important demonstrations of the state of the art in appropriate applica- 
tions of computer based instruction. First, the Basic Ii ictional Program (BIP) 
represents an appiopriate use of the computer as a piuhlem solving tool. The 
learner masters a programming language under the direction of the system which 
assesses his or her level of problem-solving skill and tutorially guides the learner 
through increasing levels of skilled performance. It has been several years since I 
leveled the criticism that most CAI work did not use computers in ways for 
which they were intended (Gregg, 1970). Clearly that comment cannot be 
applied to Atkinson's work. The second part of Atkinson's chapter describes his 
analysis of the reading task and it's acquisition. Here a sophisticated analysis of 
the skills required in reading is presented and a series of exercises within each 
strand defined. Although on a trial by trial basis, the model that determines the 
sequence of learner experience is a powerful application of decision theoretic 
ideas to t.ansfer from strand to strand in a complex structure based on task 
analysis. In that "arlier criticism, I said that it seemed a waste to use computers 
as glorified /remory drums. Atkinson's program for the instruction in initial 
reading bears no resemblance to so stupid a machine. Perhaps the only legitimate 
criticism that remains is that certain complex cognitive tasks that require under- 
standing will require complex cognitive analyses. In the chapters hat follow, 
models of semantic memory, sentence comprehension, and understanding writ- 
ten problem instructions point the way for these now developments. 

SUBJECT STRATEGIES AND TASK ANALYSIS 

Resnick's review of concepts underlying the analysis of instructable components 
poses several challenges. The issue is how to combine components logically to 
produce the desired behavior of presumably higher complexity. Instructional 
design rests on the premise that a sequence of component tasks can be identified 
and then mastered in some order to produce behavior. The integration can have 
logical implications. The ideas of Osherson (1974) on logical grouping capture 
the hierarchical nature of performance combinatorics, but not the order infor- 
mation that I have stressed so heavily in this discussion. 

The reason I believe serial order is so important is evident when we consider 
that a subject strategy consists of a sequence of cognitive acts involving shifts in 
attention and transformations of objects. Thus, in any problem-solving task or 
learning situation, a complete description of the psychological problem space 
must include the representation of the specific objects and the set of operators 
to be appUed. In u later chapter, Simon and Hayes discuss problem isomorphs 
where superficially distinct problems map onto the same problem space. Hence, 
differences in problem-solving performance can be attributed to a failure to find 
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an efficient representation for the task. But here I am talking about performing 
an identical task where only ti)e instructions to the learner vary. 

In a recent, unpublished experiment by Gerritsen, Gregg, and Simon, tne 
subjects were instructed in three strategies. All other conditions of the expen- 
ment were the same. The strategies, however, caused the subjects to attend to 
different aspects of the problem as it was being solved. Both the stimulus 
information and the transformation rules were different for each strategy. 

The experimental task was similar to Restle's (1970) serial pattern learning 
task. The problem was displayed before the subject consisting of a digit from 
oil? to six and a series of 3, 4, or 5 letters which stood for the symbolic 
operanrs: T was transpose, add one; M was mirror, obtain the sevens compli- 
ment: and R was repeat. The subjects responded by Dressing buttons labeled 
with the values one to six on a panel in front of them. 

The three strategies were called the Doubling, Recompute, and Pushdown 
Methods. Each specified a different informatio i processing sequence and each 
resulted in quite different response measures and error patterns. In fac, perfor- 
mance on the task varied by a factor of 3 to 1, from 2244 msec per response for 
the Recompute Method to 721 msec per response for the Bcubiing Method. 
Such robust effects from instructions alone argue that any attempt to identify- 
ing skill components must be certain of their implementation in terms other 
than task variables. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The moral of this research story is simply that subject strategies are crucial to an 
understanding of cognitive performance. One way of viewing the entire problem 
of instructional task analysis is to say that the goal is to specify a complete set of 
subject strategies sufficient to the task, to map feasible strategies onto the 
current information processing skills of the learner, and finally to develop 
instructional methods and materials such that the learner acquires those strate- 
gies that have the greatest educational value. 

Resnick, in Chapter 3, showed that children will inven strategies and these 
may be more efficient than those derived by curriculum d isigners. Chapter 7 by 
Greeno will show that we can teach better or worse strategies. The challenge for 
instructional design is clear. 
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6 
Notes on a Cognitive Theory 
of Instruction 

David R. Olson 

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 

My purpose in this chaptei is to discuss five general points presented in chapters 
of Carroll, Atkinson, Calfee, and Resnick that underlie the discussion or develop- 
ment of a theory of instruction. 

First, I want to indicate my opinion as to the current status of the enterprise. I 
believe that a theory of instruction is a lejitimate scientific goal and that such a 
theory has as examplars some iir.pressive local successes (e.g., Atkinson's work). 
However, it is easy to overestimate its current status. As it now stands, the 
theory of instruction is very primitive and not at all at a stage requiring complex 
mathematical descriptions for its expression. Considerations of the nature of 
performance, the nature of knowledge, the nature of the communicable and 
instructable, and the nature of experience-some of which have been raised by 
Carroll and Resnick as well as by others (cf. Olson & Bruner, 1974)-are 
conceptual issues that must be faced in the attempt to construct such a theory. 

At the more specific level of optimal design, that is, research directed to the 
production of an explicit instructional program designed to achieve a particular 
educational goal, the achievements to date are more impressive. Programs de- 
signed to achieve a particular goal, such as those described by Atkinson, Resnick, 
and Calfee (Chapters 4, 3, and 2, respectively, of this volume), and others such 
as Sesame Street (Palmer, 1975) can be described quite precisely and achieve 
their goals quite successfully. 

But what is the relation between specific instructional programs, the problem 
of design, and a general theory of instruction? Atkinson raised this point in 
regard to the "depth" of the theory based on the set of parameters found to be 
relevant to the optimization of a particular instructional program. The 'theory' 
is, as I understood him, primarily an equation optim-zing the particular set of 
parameters for that set of tasks. The problem is that that equation would not be 
generalizable to a new, quite different, set of tasks. How then do we get to a 
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general theory of instruction that would apply to the vast arrav of thin™ .u . 
- taught to all sorts of learners by a vTW of 2^ Ä 52 
general theory of instruction that we know so little 

th^ed m K 
0ther Way'the relati0n bctween ParticuJ^ Procedures and general 

AeT r' b
f

e.COnCeived «" te™ of the relation between ^^ and" ^In 
dtiSTffc r"?" " We COnCerned pMy either ^the proS If des,gn,ng effective instructional systems (cf. Richards, 1968, 1974) or with the 
construcuon of a theory that would makeexplicit the nature and consequ^ces of 
the experiences managed by formal institutions such as schools. And itSficult 
to serve these two goals at the same time. 

Second. I want to consider what a "cognitive" instructional theory would look 
hke. If we sunply adopt "behavioral objectives" or if instructioll th o y° s 
concerned only with optimization, cognitive theories are. to say the lea7 
luxury. What could a cognitive theory add? As Carroll panted ouTcSon 
mems knowledge. A cognitive theory would be concerned wiü, Ae'nZ of 
human knowledge, how it is represented and how it is acquit Buintsuc 
Uon. we are not concerned with all knowledge but rather v.ith that llw dRe 
wluch iS of such sodal value that the society creates an institution to I^tee 

knoln8      rJted t0 ^ Chi,d growin8 UP «n ** society. mTtlZ knowledge aid what are th. means at our disposal for conveying^ 
Carroll arguM that a theory of instruction that takes seriously the nature and 

^qu.sition of knowledge would make instuction more effectivTcSe a"d 

rirt ^ if reStarCh Pr0gran,S ^ *•» ^ ^ee. And theytay b 
^d i T ,n    Tg ?*!*** W0U,d ^ indistinguishable from any behaviZt o 
soctal engineer. Again, then, what could cognitive psychology add? 

Cognitive psychology could be concerned, not with prediction and control and 

nXm,   A     
MI  i 1S a reCOrd 0f the cu,ture's solu«ons of important 

problems. As such, knowledge complements the adaptive resources given to Ü 

A I r68 and;h0Se aCqUired ^^ 0Ur ™ P"-nal expel ces 
Th« knowledge is coded in terms of the symbol systems of the culture 
particularly natural language. Such knowledge is shared and therefor Ä 
Mture In content and in structure and in social significance this knowledg " 
distmctive from that acquired via direct poetical activity; pre.uSy8 he 
processes involved in the extraction of such knowledge are distinctive and 21 
consequences of the acquisition of this knowledge L unique A the! of 
mstruction therefore, is needed for more than simply ^0^00^ o 
our procedures; it is needed to help make explicit just what it is we a e doTn to 
children and adults in the process of socializing them Sien wTiSbe^n ^ 
^sujon .decide w^ch of these effects are worLhile «ZZ^Z: 

To summarize this point: instructional theory should be concerned not only 
w.th optimization, control, or the achievement of behavioral objectives but also' 
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6.   COGNITIVE THEORY OF INSTRUCTION      119 

and more basically, widi making explicit the nature and the consequences of the 
transmission of socially useful knowledge. Once these processes are explicit they 
are subject to rational consideration, as Popper (1972) has argued. So we require 
a theory of instructiou that would cast into theoretical terms what is already 
going on in the schools, and elsewhere, in the name of instruction and whit h 
being altered with the introduction of new types of programs whether tbisy be 
activity programs, or CAI, or whatever. 

Third, I would like to consider instruction as tie communication of explicit, 
formalizable routines. This point is related to Resnick's mterestir^, suggestion 
that good instruction ma', tiade off communicability with fcrnial adequacy. I 
recently published an article titled "What is worth knowing and what can be 
taught? (Olson, 1973)" in which I argued that much of" the knowledge most 
worth having - makinf discoveries, shaking convincingly, writing effectively, and 
various social and e'iiical skills-cannot be taught ».xplicitly because the algo- 
rithm underlying them (if indeed there are such algorithms) are not known. 
Many that are km wn are too complex to communicate easily (consider, for 
example the passive transformation in English). Yet, in another sense, these 
important skills may be 'taught' by providing demonstrations and by providing 
sessions for repeated practice accompanied by appropriate feedback. 

To summarize this point, some knowledge is formalizable- an algorithm for 
adding, for example, and can be taught explicitly. But other, more complex 
skills, including many socially valued skills, cannot be taught explicitly and they 
may have to be 'taught' through demonstrations or modeling and/or through 
making allowances for learning through trial and error or muddling. And a 
theory of instruction is going to have to specify the nature and the role and the 
consequences of modeling and muddling as well as the more explicit intervention 
which, for the sake of alliteration, we may call meddling. 

Fourth, consider the relation between knowledge and skill or knowledge and 
performance. Carroll raised this issue m regard to the linguist's distinction 
between competence and performance. Cognitive psychology contrasts with 
behaviorist theory in assuming that knowledge can be wrested from the purpose 
for which it was acquired and the context in which it was acquired and cast into 
more general symbolic firm, thus rendering that knowledge applicable to a 
much wider range of problems. 

Schools clearly got carried away with the assumption that the acquisition of 
theoretical knowledge, what Ryle (1949) called prepositional knowledge, was the 
sine qua non of education, perhaps giving some legitimacy to student's current 
protest against the value of being stuffed with "irrelevan t" knowledge. 

This issue hangs critically upon an understanding of how knowledge relates to 
performance. Friere's book The Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1972) makes the 
case that the only liberating knowledge is knowk ige acquired by praxis—action 
coupled with reflection. Perhaps useful knowledge must he acquired in the 
context of action. Minimally, a cognitive theory of instruction must indicate 
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120      DAVID R.OLSON 

how knowledge is related to performance both in its acquisition and its subsc- 
quent use. 

Fifth and finally, I want to argue in a preliminary way that the means of 
instruction are not dimply instrumentalities in instruction. This point is based on 
the concept of the bias of communication (McLuhan, 1964; Innis, 1951). The 
way, the means by which one is taught, biases what is learned in a way that has 
largely escaped detection. I have recently argued, (Olson, 1974) following the 
leads of Havelock (1974), Goody and Watt (1968). Bruner, (1966) and others 
that the particular reliance in our culture on the use of language out of the 
context of practical action has put a distinctive mark on both our cultural 
patterns and our cognitive processes. Specifically, the use of written prose as a 
means of instruction recruits and develops a set of mental competencies that are 
general to a wide range of intelligent performances. To illustrate, the fact that 
we learn Chemistry from textbooks which utilize the peculiar language of explicit 
written prose results not only in some knowledge of chemistry but alsoof Uterary 
skills of a high level. These sldUs-the abUity to see the logical implications 
of written statements, and more importantly, the ability to formulate general 
statemeits from which true inferences can be drawn-are mental skiUs of great 
importar ce and generality. But because they are a specialized set of skiUs, they are 
appropriate only for some kinds of tasks; and they may lead us to undervalue other 
equally important but different skiUs such as those involved in the arts or, for that 
matter, those involved in common-sense judgments. Instructional theory will have 
to account for the nature of means before it can be regarded as a general theory 

It is this somewhat vague, general, and preliminary level of conceptual analysis 
that, I believe, will yield new understanding of ihe nature of instruction 
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Part II 

PROCESS AND STRUCTURE 
IN LEARNING 

. 

\ 

As the anatomist, with his microscopical 
study of the stomach, may finally suggest 
the ways for cooking more digestible food, 
so the experimental psychologist will com- 
bine and connect the detailed results more 
and more, till he is able to transform his 
knowledge into practical educational sug- 
gestions Single disconnected details are 
of no value for such a practical transforma- 
tion; and even after all is done, this more 
highly developed knowledge will be but a 
more refined understanding of qualitative 
relations-never the quantitative measure- 
ment which so many teachers now hopef-zi;, 
expect (Münsterberg, 1898]. 
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7 
Cognitive Objectives 
of Instruction: Theory of 
Knowledge for Solving Problems 
and Answering Questions 

James G. Greeno 

The University of Michigan 

A great deal of progress has been made in recent years toward the understanding 
of many cognitive processes. PsychologicaJ theories that have been developed 
and tested deal with perception, memory, thinking, and language processing at a 
level of detail and specificity tfiat is an order of magnitude beyond the theoreti- 
cal concepts available only a few years ago. 

My purpose in this chapter is to show how some of this body of theory can be 
used in the formulation of instructional objectives. The motivation for this is 
quite simple. The goal of instruction is that students should acquire knowledge 
and skills of various kinds. A rich set of concej- s has been developed in scientific 
psychology that can be applied to analyze the structure of knowledge and 
cognitive skills. TTius, it should be possible using those concepts to carry out 
analyses of the knowledge and skill that are desired as outcomes of instruction. 
It may be expected that the explicit statement of instructional objectives based 
on psychological theory should have beneficial effects both in desigr of instruc- 
tion and assessment of student achievement. The reason is simple: we can 
generally do a better job of accomplishing something and determining how well 
we have accomplished it when we have a better understanding of what it is we 
are trying to accomplish. 

The view I am taking has much in common with the opinions of many 
educational psychologists (such as Anderson & Faust, 1973) who recommend 
that instructional goals be formulated as behavioral objectives. In the view taken 
here, development of instructional objectives begins with consideration of the 
kinds of tests used to assess whether students have acquired the knowledge 
intended as the outcome of learning. But rather than just specifying the behav- 
iors needed to succeed on such tests, cognitive objectives are developed by 
analyzing the psychological processes and structures that are sufficient to 
produce the needed behaviors. 

Preceding page Hank 
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There is an important psychological assumption implicit in the position taken 
here. 1 am assuming that the goals of instruction, including aspects of conceptual 
understanding, can be inferred from the tasks that students are expected to 
perform during instruction and, following instruction, on tests. If this is ac- 
cepted, then it follows that a theory specifying cognitive structures and pro- 
cesses sufficient to perform those tasks is a candidate hypothesis about what the 
instruction is trying to produce. Of course, any candidate that is proposed can 
and should be questioned regarding issues cf substance. I am confident that the 
specific features of the objectives I will present here can be improved, although I 
have tried to incorporate reasonable psychological assumptions into these illus- 
trative casfci. However, the general kind of description offered here should be 
taken as a completely serious proposal about what the goals of instruction are 
like. It may be that when we see what kinis of cognitive structures are needed to 
perform criterion tasks, we will conclude that something important is missing; 
but if that is the case, it also will be important to identify a more adequate set of 
criterion tasks in order to ensure that instruction is promoting the structures we 
think are important. 

I have chosen three substantive domains in which to develop illustrative 
cognitive objectives of instruction. The first is elementary material in fourth- 
grade fractions; the second is introductory material in high-school geometry; and 
the third is some material from introductory college psychology dealing with 
auditory psychophysics. None of these i? developed to anything near a complett 
and detailed set of objectives; however, I ho^ that I have developed a suffi- 
dently specific example in each case to make the enterprise credible. One reason 
for choosing these three examples is that they r present instruction carried out 
at widely different age levels. I believe that ou cunent stock of concepts and 
techniques in cognitive psychology is adequate 1 D the task of analyzing instruc- 
tional objectives from elementary school through college, and my choice of 
examples is meant to back up that belief. 
\ related point about the choice of examples is that they illustrate some 

important broad relationships between knowledge that is imparted to students 
of different ages. The knowledge needed to do computations with fractions 
seems to involve a simple kind of algorithmic skill that can be expressed easily 
with flow charts. Suppes and Momingstar (1972) developed similar models for 
analysis of addition, subtraction, and multiplication; Suppes (1969) has called 
these automaton models. Tasks used for instruction in high-school geometry 
require a more complicated set of procedures and knowledge structures. Knowl- 
edge that is required for geometry can be represented as a production system, 
including mechanisms that are found in current theories of problem solving (e.g., 
Newell & Simon, 1972) for setting goals and searching in a problem space. The 
problem-solving system uses numerous procedures of the kind taught to elemen- 
tary-school students, so knowledge of the first kind is embedded in the more 
complex structures required for the more mature learning. 
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7.   COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES      125 

The instructional objectives for college psychology seem to require still an- 
other level of complexity. Understanding auditory psychophysics requires ac- 
quisition of a complex network of concepts of the kind we are familiar with in 
theories of semantic memory (Anderson & Bower, 1973; Kintsch, 1974; Nor- 
man, Rumelhart, & Group, 1975; Quillian, 1968) and performance on many 
criterion tasks (such as essay examinations) requires a procedure for generating 
paragraphs in answer to complex questions. We are just now beginning to 
explore the kinds of cognitive capabilities needed to produce structured verbal 
output at the level of paragraphs (e-g., Abelson, 1973; Crothers, 1972; Frederik- 
sen, 1972; Rumelhart, 1975). The mechanisms of generating explanations 
apparently share significant features with mechanisms of generating solutions for 
problems, but there are also significant differences, due at least in part to the 
more open-ended quality of the task. 

EXAMPLE 1: FRACTIONS1 

Much of the work on fractions required of students involves carrying out 
calculations such as finding equivalent fractions, adding and subtracting frac- 
tional numbers, and finding common denominators. Ability to carry out those 
calculatioi-is is a minimal objective of instruction, and it can be represented in a 
psychological theory as a flow chart showing the component processes of the 
procedure. In general, the procedure is not unique-there are more ways than 
one to calculate the correct answer. Alternative procedures can be represented in 
different models, or incorporated in a single nondeterministic model that allows 
different branches to be taken. 

Procedural Representation of a Concept 

Figure 1 shows a procedure for adding two fractions. The upper part of the 
diagram shows a procedure for finding fractions with a common denominator 
that are equivalent to the numbers given in the problem. The lower part sketches 
the operation of checking the answer and reducing if necessary. 

If the procedure shown in Fig. 1 is accepted as a psychological model of adding 
fractions, then it is a candidate for an instructional objective in the elementary 
mathematics curriculum. The concept of adding fractions is a procedure, and a 
goal of instruction is to have students acquire that procedure as part of their 
cognitive equipment. The idea of representing a concept as a cognitive procedure 

11 have been privUeged to participate in a number of discussions of chUdren's learning of 
fractions with my coUeague Joseph Payne and his students. Many of the opinions and 
judgments that I have about fractions have been developed in those discussions, although 
Payne and his group surely should not be held responsible for faults in my understanding. 
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Start: 
Identify 

variables: 

find least 
common 

multiple 
of (b.d) 

-»in 

find equivalent 
fraction: 

c' 
b 

find equivalent 
fraction: 

i  »' 
b -" d 

ZZD— 

find equivalent 
fraction: 

a' 
m 

find equivalent 
fraction: 

reduce 

output 
answer; 
exit 

FIG. 1   Procedure for addition of fractions. 

is familiar in recent theoretical work. Examples include Hunt's (1962) analysis 
of categorical concepts as procedures for classifying stimuli, and Winograd's 
(1972) theory of language understanding, where concepts are procedures for 
identifying objects and answering questions about their locations. 

Cognitive Representations of Quantity 

Procedures like Fig. 1 can compute answers, but they lack conceptual under- 
standing of a kind that many educators would want students to acquire. Texts 
such as the one by Payne, May, Beatty, Wells, Spooncr, and Dominy (1972) 

; 
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include numerous exercises like the one shown in Fig. 2, for which the student is 
to fill in the blanks of" out of pieces are shaded." Other exercises present 
sets of discrete objects, such as a row of circles, some of which are colored 
differently   from   the  others,  with   a  question   "  out  of    circles 
are red." The intent is for students to begin by seeing fractional quantities 
represented pictorially, as parts of regions or as subsets. 

An important issue in the theory of mental computation is the way in which 
quantitative information is represented. A procedure like Fig. 1 is neutral with 
regard to the representation of quantity - that is, quantities could be repre- 
sented in a variety of ways and the procedure could be designed to work on any 
of them. I suggest that the instructional objective reflected in exercises like Fig. 
1 can be represented in a theory about the ways in which fractional quantities 
are represented. 

I will distinguish here among three representations of quantity; there probably 
are more, but these seem to be the main possibilities involved in elementary 
instruction. The first representation is just an ordered alphabet of numerals. 
Students can count, and the list produced by counting provides a precedence 
relation on the numbers. Basic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplica- 
tion, and division may also be stored as relations on numbers for example, "five 
times three equals 1S," may be in cognitive structure as a sequence of verbal 
associations. 

A second representation involves actual or imagined quantity, the number of 
items in a set. A system could be designed with a counting mechanism for 
assigning a number to any set, but with operations of addition, multiplication, 
and so on carried out on sets rather than directly on numbers. For example, to 
find S X 3, imagine a set of five objects, then imagine three of those sets, and 
count the total number of objects in the three sets. 

A third representation uses geometric forms, and quantity is represented as the 
spatial extent of a form. Addition and subtraction can be represented as moving 
to the right or left on a number line. To multiply 5X3, imagine a rectangle 
divided vertically into five sections, where the measure of each section is taken 
to be one. Then the rectangle is mide three times as large-imagine two more 
rectangles just below the first one with the three rectangles concatenated, 
forming a single large rectangle. The total measure of the large rectangle is 15, as 

FIG. 2   Dugnm icpreienting a fraction ipitially. 
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could be confirmed by counting all the sections of siz* equal to the original 

sections. 
It would not be realistic to suppose that arithmetic operations are generally 

carried out by anyone as operations on sets or regions. No one multiplies 9X7 

by imagining nine objects, each reproduced seven times, and counting the total; 

we remember that 9 X 7 is 63. However, teachers and writers of texts apparently 
feel that it is useful to introduce procedures for manipulating quantity as 

operations on spatial representations or on representations of sets. If Piaget 

(1965) is correct, addition and multiplication of numbers depend on the same 

basic cognitive operations as additive and multiplicative combinations of sets 

(and, we might suppose, regions-thoi>gh that may involve some additional 

sophistication about space and geometry; see Piaget, Inheld»" & Szeminska, 

1960). With or without Piaget's theory, it is reasonable to av ü« that students" 

acquisition of basic arithmetic concepts is aided by connecting those conrepts 

with operations on sets and spatial quantity, since they 'rave observed many of 

those changes in their experience. 
When fractions are introduced, they can be related either to diagrams showing 

geometric shapes divided into pieces, or to diagrams showing sets of objects of 

different kinds. Fractions can also be defined for the students as a combination 

of operations including a multiplication and a division (Dienes, 1967b), although 

this would generally be done in connection with diagrams involving sets or 

regions. 1 will not try to present a full analysis here of all the relative advantages 

of 'anoi-s ways of presenting fractions. My goal will be to show that the 

cognitive representation of quantity can play an important role in procedural 

representations of mathematical concepts. I believe that the formulation of 

psychological theories involving different representations gives some new clarity 

to the issues involved in choosing a way to present mathematical concepts, and I 

will illustrate this with some discussion of the issue regarding fractions. However, 

this discussion should be seen as an illustration of a way in which cognitive 

objectives can be used in discussion of alternative instructional methods, rather 

than firm advocacy of a particular method. 

Alternative Objectives Mith Differing Representations 

The plan of the rest of this section is as follows: I will present three models that 

find equivalent fractions when the denominator of the fraction to be computed 

is a factor or a multiple of the fraction given. One of the models incorporates a 
process of generating a unit region and operates on that region by forming 

subregions eithei by subdividing or collecting pieces of the region. A second 

model uses a process of generating sets, forming subsets by partitioning the set 

and generating members. The third model is a simple algorithm for computing 
equivalent fractions using operations of multiplication and division denned on 

numbers. The reason for developing these models is to show how theoretical 

analysis of a task can prov cir specific psychological characterizations of alterna- 
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generate a unit; 
partition Into 

b  congruent parts; 
mark  a   adjacent 

parts 

partition each 
part Into M 

subparts 

count marked 
subparts 

x - number 
counted 

exit: 

FAIL 

generate a unit; 
partition Into 

|c congruent major 
parts  

partition the c 
parts Into M 
subparts each; 

mark a subparts 

output 

exit 

FIG. 3 Pro«duie for finding equivaknl fractions, using spatial reprejentation of fractional 

quantity. 

tive instructional goals. I will also give some tentative discussion regarding 
implications of the different models for acquiring other concepts related to 

equivalent fractions. 
A model that uses spatial processing of a region is shown in Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 

shows traces of the program as it solves two problems. This model and the ones 

"— >- 
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2. 

i..   x 
5  ' 15 

c > b 

J 

6  . x 
TI     5 

'• c < b 

2. 

M = 3 

M = 3 

i m 5. 

6. x - 6 

7.        output:  -£j- 

6. 

output: 

FIG. 4   Traces of the procedure for equivalent fractions using spatial representation, 

that follow assume that the problem has been formulated so that ore denomina- 

™ ITr 1PI ^ ^^ and ^ "is m to**«-If these conditions are 
mLl^l ^ P/ocesses return failure. Ihe representation of fractions in 
Figs. 3 and 4 ,s like the one shown in Fig. 2, and a reasonable curriculum would 
use mtroductory exercises like Fig. 2 as preparation for learning the structure of 

Figure 5 shows a model of finding equivalent fractions using a process that 
includes a mechanism for generating sets, members of sets, and subsets. A trace 
ot ihe program s solution of two problems is shown in Fig 6 

A third model of finding equivalent fractions is given in Fig. 7. This represents 
a simple algorithm for finding the correct answer, without the involvement of 
any ina'jery or diagrams. 
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Start: Identify 

a, b, c, r in £-* b c 

generate a set 
with b members; 
mark a members 

compute 

M = r s b 

using every member 
of the set, generate 

b subsets each 
having M members 
like the original 

member 

count members 
that are marked 

x = number 
counted 

generate a set 
with   c  subsets 

compute 

M = b * c 

exit 

FAIL 

generate   M members 
in each subset; put 
marked members in 

subsets until   a 
have been generated; 

complete using 
unmarked members 

count subsets with 
marked members: 

y. = number 
counted 

output 

exit 

I 

FIG. 5   Procedure for finding equivalent fractions, using set-theoretic representation of 
fractional quantity. 
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1- c > b 

3. 

4. M = 3 

5. 

6. x = 6 

6 . x 

c < b 

2. 

M * 3 

x = 2 7- output:    ^ 

7- output:    | 

HG. 8   Trace, of .he procedure for equivalent fractions using set-theoretic representation. 

It should be noted that some features of processing assumed in these models 
are based on my intuition rather than on any data that I 1 awa^oT Fo 

c ^ ö is to imagine (or draw) a set having c subsets as elements In effect r hZ 
assume    that a subject generates abstract place-holderslt wü, £om ^ 
when elements are generated. Ihere are alternative models that areTo paus 

generated, then they are grouped into subsets having M = b/c elements in «rh 
subset; Aen the elements in a of the subsets are marked; and f^a^ founS 
by counüng the marked elements As far a« I l™««, A- uJi , '^ ^ ,s Iound 

^g Rg. 5 „„.„ „„„ ^ r^lLZ'^Z-Zt^Z.^ - 
. 
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Two comments should be made about these arbitrary features of processing 
that are incorporated in theories presented here. First, in many cases experi- 
mental tests of the models could be developed to distinguish between alternative 
models, if it were considered important to distinguish between them empirically. 
Second, it may not be critical to distinguish between models differing in 
processing details if the details lack important implications for quality of student 
performance in instructional situations, or the ability of students to progress to 
further stages of knowledge and understanding. The variations that I have 
thought of within the three classes of models that I have presented seem 
relatively unimportant to me as regards instructional implications. 

However, I think the differences among the three models diagrammed in Figs. 
3, 5, and 7 probably are significant in connection with students' ability to use 
concepts of fractional quantity in later learning and in situations that arise in 
experience. It is a reasonable hypothesis that procedures like those of Figs. 3 and 
S are important in applying fractions in situations that arise in experience. The 
argument is as follows: in situations involving continuous quantity (such as 

J/ea 

no 

i ' 

compute 

M = c { b 

compute 

M = b : c 

.i/es exit; 

FAIL 

X 
output: 

exit 
c  ' 

FIG. 7   Procedure   for   finding  equivalent   fractions,  operating directly  on  numerical 
representations. 
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fractions of cups of su »tances used in cooking) and in situations involving sets 
of discrete units (such is fractious of individuals in a group who favor a certain 
action) there is quantitative information. It is likely that a person will have a 
cognitive representation of this information in the form of a spatial representa- 
tion of continuous quantities, or a set-theoretic representation of discrete units.2 

Then procedures that can use those representations directly are more likely to be 
applied than procedures that require translation from those representations to 
numerical representations, such as Fig. 7 would. 

The other consideration involves acquisition of further structures involving 
fractional quantities. There are reasons to expect that the spatial representation 
involved in Fig. 3 may provide a better basis for understanding addition and 
subtraction of fractions than the operations on sets involved in Fig. 5 Note that 
if Fig. 3, the two equivalent fractions (such as f and 6/ls) are represented in 
the spatial domain as equal quantities. In the set-theoretic representation a 
change in the denominator involves a change in the number of elements in the 
set; this means that the relationship that is preserved between equivalent frac- 
tions does not correspond to an invariant quantity. 

Now consider adding two fractions such as f+ i-. It clearly is possible to do 
that in either representation, but it seems more natural in the spatial representa- 
tion where changes to common denominators do not require changing the spatial 
aze of the unit. In the set-theoretic representation, fractions with different 
denommators have different numbers of elements in the total sets-for example 
r involves a set with five members, vhile 6/.5 involves a set with 15 members' 
Thus, it might be expected that whin students have learned to think about 
fractional quantities as parts of region., they might more easily learn addition 
and subtraction of fractions than if they learned to think of fractional quantities 
as subsets. This expectation has some support in a study by Coburn (1973) who 
compared two instructional sequences for introducing fractions. In one condi- 
tion, fractions were introduced with diagrams of regions, with a fractional 
quantity corresponding to the part of the whole region shaded or marked in 
some way. Ihe other condition involved presenting fractions as ratios, primarily 
of numbers of objects in different sets (such as the ratio of squares to circles 
where there might be five squares and eight circles). Both sequences included a 
unit on addition and subtraction of fractions, although the ratio group required 
some instruction on part-whole relations prior to learning about adding and 
subtracting fraction? The two groups did equally well in addition and subtisc- 
tion of fractions   ,ith equal denominators and on other general problems 
involving fractiüni. However, in addition and subtraction of fractions having 
unequal denominators, there was a substantial advantage favoring the group 

'There is evideice that persons represent quantitative information in spatial images even 
when the mfornvtion is presented verbally; see DeSoto, London, and Handel 1965- 
Hultenlocher, 1968; Potts, 1972. 
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receiving the introductory material based on regions rather than ratios of the 
numbers of members in sets. 

The hypotheses enveloped here about alternative representations and addition 
or subtraction of fracuon? also seem to favor the spatial model regarding transfer 
to other topics, such as decimals. Representation of fractions as subsets implies 
that equivalent fractions are equivalent relations between quantities that are not 
equivalent, and when applications involve equivalent quantities there may be a 
conceptual difficulty produced by the set-theoretic representation. On the other 
hand, numerous concepts and apphcations involving fractions apparently call for 
understanding of the kind of invariant relation involved in the set-theoretic 
representation. This seems to be the case for multiplication and division of 
fractions, and for many applications involving percentages (cf. Begle, 1967). 

It seems surely to be the case that the desired outcome of instruction included 
both the models shown as Figs. 3 and 5, and the model of Fig. 7 as well, since 
that provides for efficient computation. There are important psychological and 
pedagogical questions regarding relations among different representations of 
quantity. I will not try to develop an analysis of those relationships here. It 
would have to be largely speculative at this stage of our knowledge, but 
considerable attention is being given in cunent research to problems that should 
provide substantial clarification of this issue. 

Conclusion 

The examples worked out here for fractions have the feature of aU task analyses 
in showing in some detail what it is that students must do in order to perform 
successfully on exercises and tests. The knowledge needed corresponds to 
procedures for carrying out computations, and at least in the presont treatment, 
concepts such as addition of fractions and equivalent fractions are a form of 
procedural knowledge. The procedures can be defined on different representa- 
tions of fractional quantity, and alternative models of the concept of equivalent 
fractions were presented, based on representations involving spatial extent, 
numbers of elements in sets, and simple numerical representation. Implications 
of the differences among the models were suggested. 

EXAMPLE 2: EUCLIDEAN bl OMETRY3 

As students progress in mathematics training they are expected to carry out 
tasks that are more complex and require greater skill in solving problems. Plane 

•I am grateful for the assistance of John Greene and Katie Greeno who provided 
thinking-aloud protocols of their solutions of problem« in geometry. We worked through the 
section of parallel lines in a text by Clarke (1971), intended for preparation of students for 

the British ordinary-level examinations. 
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FIG. 8   Diagram for a problem in angles and parallel lines. 

geometry, taught in the ninth or tenth grade, requires sophistication in problem- 
solving procedures that is qualitatively different from that represented in the 
instructional goals for fractions. 

The major new requirements involve mechanisms for creating goals as part of 
the process of solving problems. In most exercises in elementary arithmetic, 
some numbers are presented and a procedure is specified-for example, "Add j+ 
i" In many exercises given in high school geometry, a situation is presented and 
a goal is specified, «id the student is required to supply a set of procedures for 
achie /ing the goal. In order to understand what students must know in order to 
succeed on problems of this kind, we need to use concepts taken from the 
theory of problem solving, where goal-directed search mechanisms have been 
analyzed (Newell & Simon, 1972). 

Consider the diagram shown in Fig. 8; the question is, "Given that P = 30°, 
find Q." This kind of problem is given is a geometry course when students have 
studies parallel lines with transversals, and before they have the theorem that 
opposite angles in a parallelogram are equal. Solution requires relating angle Q to 
some other angle in a diagram which in turn in related to ingle P, or finding 
some longer chain of angles related to each other. A solution found by one 
subject uses the angles marked in Fig. 9. Angle A and angle P are congruent, 
because they are corresponding angles, soA = 30°. Angles AmdB are congruent 
for the same reason, so B = 30°. Angles B and Q are supplementary because 
together they form a straight angle; thus, angle Q is shown to have measure Q = 
180°-30° = 150°. 

Knowledge for Solving Problems 

I will now present hypotheses about the knowledge students need to solve 
problems in geometry of angles and parallel lines. There are three main compo- 
nents of the theory. First, there is a represeniation of students' ability to 

■ 
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FIG^9 Additional angles used in «.Iving the problem (Fig. 8) and diagram showing 
relaöonj between angles and quantities used in the solution. g 

recognize relations between angles based on their locations relative to each other 
and to parallel lines. A second component represents students' knowledge of 
proposittons such as. "corresponding angles are congruent." The third compo- 
nent is a mechanism that sets goals and selects components of the knowledge 
structure that are needed in solving specific problems. 

Recognition of reiations. To solve a problem of the kind shown in Fig 8 one 
requirement is that students learn to identify relevant relations between paks of 
angles. A standard exercise involves presentation of a diagram like Fig 10 with 
instructions to "Find four pairs of corresponding angles, eight pairs of alternate 
angles, and four pairs of verticle angles." The performance required of students 
is that they be able to identify certain patterns of relational properties The 
relevant psychological theory is the theoiy of pa item recognition. 

In current theories of pattern recognition it is assumed that recognition 
^To0,. identifyin8 a ,carned Pattem of features (Feigenbaum, 1963; Hunt 
1962; Selfridge, 1959). TTw knowledge required to recognize patterns is a 
network of feature detectors, linked together in an appropriate way. Figure 11 
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FIG. 10   Diagram for identification of angles having various wlation«. 

Start: Identify », y. 

altU.y) 

|»1t(x.y)    | 

|e»U: SUCCEED | 

FIG. 11   EPAM net for identifying relations between pairs of angles. 
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shows part of a network for identifying relatior.s between angles. The relations 
shown are alternate angles, interior angles (on the same side of the transversal), 
and corresponding angles. These are relations between angles with different 
vertices, having two sides that are parallel. The notation used refers to sides of 
angle x as x^ and ^, and the vertex of angle x Rä vx< and similarly for angles 
Note that at the top of the diagram there is a test to determine whether the 
angles being tested have a single vertex. A positive outcome here would send the 
system off to components not shown here, where vertical angles and adjacent 
complementary or supplementary angles would be identified. 

The system shown in Fig. 11 has the form of an EPAM net (Feigenbaum, 
1963). To illustrate the recognition system, follow the tests that would occur for 
a pair of corresponding angles, such as D and Hin Fig. 10. First, the angles have 
different vertices. They do have a pair of sides that are parallel, so par(sx>J>,) if 
positive. Their remaining sides are not a single segment, so ident(rJC, r,,) is 
negative. However, the side of angle H is a straight-line extension of the side of 
angle D, so extd(rJCi r^,) is positive The angles are both above their respective 
parallel sides, so same(x, y; sx / sy) is positive, and both are on the left side of 
the transversal, so same [x, v; concat(rje, ty)] is positive. The system thus arrives 
at corr(x, y) and exits with success. 

In EPAM, feature tests are carried out serially, in a fixed order. I will present 
some considerations shortly that question this aspect of the model, and I do not 
consider that a critical feature of the theory. The important psychological idea is 
that a system for recognizing patterns is a network of feature tests, and students 
must acquire such a network as part of their knowledge of geometry. 

Network of propositions. Students also learn numerous propositions involv- 
ing relations among angles. For example, "corresponding angles are congruent," 
and "adjacent angles that form a straight angle are supplementary." A set of 
propositions in memory is commonly represented as a network in which nodes 
represent concepts and Unks represent relations among the concepts (Anderson 
& Bower, 1973; Kintsch, 1974; Norman etaL, 1975). Several propositions from 
geometry are shown in Fig. 12. 

First, consider connections in the network where nodes are linkod by dafLcd 
lines. An example is (VERT X Y)^ (CONG X /), vertical angles are congruent. 
Sometimes there are three properties involved, as vhere (RT X) and (RT Y) and 
(CONG X Y) ate all joined; the proposition is that if AT and Y ate both right 
angles, then X and Y ate congruent. 

The dashed arrows in Fig. 12 correspond to inferences that can be made or 
conclusions that can be taken. For example, the student can conclude that X 
and Y ate congruent if it is known that X and Y ate vertical angles. The 
propositions shown in Fig. 12 thus correspond to productions in the sense of 
Newell and Simon (1972), for each proposition has a condition and an action 
component. The condition is given at the tail (or tails) of an arrow, and the 
action is given at the head. 
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---^TT^     ^Ei^ 
" /f i 

Z' fcONG Y a~ "^ 

gupp x a our / ^ 
Guy/i 

CCIR X)   1 
(CTR_Y) 

FIG 12   Network of proportions rorresponding to productions used in solving problems 
about angles and parallel lines. F^uic.ns 

The representation in Fig. 12 simplifies the situation in an important way The 
nodes there represent states of affairs that correspond to propositions It is 
useful in considering problem solving to unpack those propositions and represent 
them as relational structures. This is done in Fig. 13. TTiere, dashed lines still 
represent inferences that can be made, but they are inferences that derive a 
proposition from other propositions. Each proposition consists of one or more 
lements (frequently angles) and a property or a relation involving the ele- 

ment(s). Figure 13 also represents several propositions about the measures of 
angles. For example, in upper right comer there is the proposition, if ^ and K 
are complementary angles, then the measure of X plus the measure of Y is 90° 
In the upper left corner are represented some complicated but important 
propositions about the measures of concatenated angles; for example, if angles 
A,B       .Kne concatenated to form angle X. then the measure of JTis equal 
to the sum of the measures of A, B and K. Note that there is no specific 
notation to distinguish between the angle X and the measure of angle X When 
an element goes through an arithmetic relation (= +, or -) it is understood that 
the element is the measure of an angle. 

Now return to Fig. 9, and consider the network that represents the relations 
among angles in the diagram used in obtaining the solution. Initially the 
information is given that P = 30°. and the problem is to find the measure of ß 
The solution is obtained as foUows: First, angle A is noticed, and sine- AandP 
are corresponding angles, the measure 30° is assigned to A   Next, angle B is 

_      ^ a^JUM^ ._ 
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noticed, and since >< and £ are corresponding angles, the measure 30° is assigned 
to angle Ä FinaUy. since Ä and ß form a straight angle, the measure of ß is 180° 

30 - 150 . Note that each of these inference» i« represented in the diagram by 
a dashed line. The solution of the problem u, shown as a connected relational 
network that satisfies the requirement of connecting ß with a quantity-that is 
assigning a measure to Q. Each step in solving the problem corresponds to a 
proposition found in the network of propositions shown in Fig. 13. 

Problem-solving procedum. Knowledge structures like those represented in 
Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 are necessary for a student to solve geometry, but they are 
not suflident. An additional requirement is a system for interpreting a problem, 
setting goals, and selecting productions from the knowledge base for use in 
generating the relations needed for solution of the problem. The ideas to be 
presented here are an attempt to use intuitions about problem solving that have 
been recognized for many years, especially by Duncker (1945/, Selz (1913), and 
Wertheimer (1959). When a problem is understood, the persrn perceives certain 
structural relations among components of the problem. However, the structural 
pattern is not complete, and that is why there is a problem. Thus, problem 
solving can be seen as a process of modifying a structure in order to complete a 
pattern. Recent contributions to the theory of problem solving have developed 
formal representations of goal-directed pattern matching (Hewitt. 1969; Wino- 

• rc2jcAr>-«-*Q 

FIG. 13   Network of productions showing propositions as links between le.itjons in com- 
ponent propositions. 
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grad, 1972) and search for operaton or productioni that achieve progress toward 
soluton of a problem (Ernst 3. Newell. 1969; Newell, 1972b; Newell & Simon, 
1972). 

Problems in the geometry of parallel lines and angles can be solved by a system 
that can satisfy goals consisting of patterns that may be matched in the problem 
situation. The system keeps a list of angles whose measures are known, and a list 
of relations between pairs of angles that have been found during the process of 
problem solving. The system knows about quantitative relations such as (CONG 
X Y),XindYm congruent, and (SUPP X Y), X and Kare supplementary. It 
also knows about geometric relations such as (CORK X Y) and (VERT X Y), 
which it can evaluate using feature tests such as those in Fig. 11, and it knows 
w'i.eh quantitative relation can be inferred from each geometric relation, as 
shown in Fig. 12. 

A problem is presented in tbl form of a diagram, a goal, and some given 
information. The system assimilates the given information and sets the goal as 
presented. For the problem shown in Fig. 8, the structures arc 

(MEAS/'SO) (GOAL • (MEAS Ö ?NUM)) 

(My notation here is a mixture of Newell's (1972b) notation for a production 
system oriented toward problem solving, and the simplified PLANNER syntax 
used by Winograd (1973). The asterisk marks the current goal of the system, and 
is replaced by % if the goal is set aside temporarily while another goal is 
attempted. A pattern such as (MEAS Q ?NUM) specific s a property or relation 
first, then the objects that have the property or relation. A question mark 
indicates a gap in the pattern, and the goal is to find some object that satisfies 
the gap. For example, ?NUM indicates that the gap is to be tilled by a number.) 

The system works by evaluating its current goal. There are several kinds of 
goal, each corresponding to a procedure. The procedure succeeds if certain 
specified conditions are found in the daia structures containing list of known 
measures and relations on angles. If a goal succeeds, the system carries out an 
action called ASSIGN which adds an appropriate entry to the data structure and 
deletes the accomplished goal from the goal structure. If the goal fails, a new goal 
is created and the old goal is saved. The system tries to accomplish specific goals 
first, then retreats to weaker goals that can produce results of possible use to the 
stronger goals that have failed earlier. 

As an example, when (GOAL * (MEAS Q 7NIJM)) is evaluated, each angle 
with known measure is examined to see whether it is part of a structure in which 
a quantitative relation links the known angle with angle Q. The procedure used b 
a variant of the MATCH process used in HAM (Anderson A Bower, 1973). If 
such a structure were found, the procedure would return a structure of the form 
'OR Q NUM) Where QR is the quantitative relation found (CONG, COMP, 
SUPP, or CIR), and NUM is the numerical value of the known angle found in the 
structure. If me goal succeeded, the system would cany out the action ASSIGN- 
MEAS, creating a data structure in which Q would be assigned a measure equal 

-   ■--         —^.          II^ ..... 
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to MUM if the relation found were CONG, or 90 - NUM if QR were COMP or 
180 - NUM if QR were SUPP. or 360 - NUM if QR were CIR. In solving 'the 
Froblem of Fig. 8, the goal of assigning measure fails initially, so the mtcm 
takes the action (SETGOAL (?QREL Q ?ANGM). 

Now the goal structure is the following list: 

((COAL • (?QREL Q ?ANGM)XGOAL % (MEAS Q ?NUM))) 

Again, the system examines the angles with known measure, hoping to create a 
structure in which a quantitative relation links angle Q with a know.i angle. This 
goal succeeds if there is a data structure in which Q is linked to a known angle 
through one of the geometric relatioi's (CORR, VERT, ST,. ) from which a 
quantitative relation can be inferred. Again, no such elation is found, so the 
system tries to create one, setting up 

(GOAL*(?RELQ?ANGM)). 

This goal examines the angles witi. known measure, testing the fcatvrr; cf each 
one in reUtion to Q using the recognition network shown in Fig. 1!. Ous fails 
ance P, the only known angle, has no side that is either identical to a side of O 
or a straight-line extension of a side of Q. 

The system has failed in aU its attempts to directly link Q with an angle that 
has known measure. It then retreats to the following goal: 

(GOAL • ((MEAS ?ANG WUMXNEARER Q "»ANG . ANGM))). 

This goal tries to assign measures to some angle that can be fc r 1 in the dia- 
gram that is nearer angle Q than some angle whose measure is. ai iu,own The 
property NEAkcR is defined on a path consisting of tran. ;;sa]S between 
parallel lines. The procedure takes P (still the only known angle) and works 
through its list of geometric relations until it finds one that it can pair with P 
and match the features of the pair with the pattern needed to identify the 
relation. In the diagram of Fig. 8. all the geometric relations can be found for 
angles paired with P; presumably the one that is found is the one at the top of 
the system's list of relations. (Note that trying to find an angle fitting a specific 
relation involves activating a terminal node in the recognition network and 
testing the pattern of features connected to that node, rather than working 
down the network from the top. The process is again analogous to the MATCH 
process m HAM (Anderson A Bower. 1973). in this case the probe received by 
MATCH is the angle /»and a terminal node that names a relation.) 

The goal finds angle A and identifies the relation (CORR PA), then returns 
the structure (CONG A 30). This leads to assigning measure 30 to angle ^ in the 
list of known angles. Now the system returns to its previous goal (?REL Q 
?ANGM). With a new known angle is the list, a geometric relation vith O might 
be found, but it is not. (Note that all tne features of corresponding angles arc 
present except the last one requiring that the angles be on the same nde of the 
transversal.) This causes the system to recreate the goal ((MEAS ?ANG ?NU- 
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Su™ fcONG^OV ^2' WhiCh SUCCeedS ^ ***** (C0R^ « ana returns (CONG B 30); then the system assigns measure 30 to angle B 
Now the system returns to its goal (?REL Q ?ANGM) again, and this time it 

finds a known angle related to Q; the goal now Jms (ST ß 5) anHh, 

ST O Zrtr. ^ M 0f kn0*n reiati-- Now ihe pre2d"g zt 
Fin^   f ^ ,S reaCtivated ^ " succecds. ret^ning (SUPP 0 5) 
Finally the system returns to the initiaf goal (MEAS Q 1MM) and ^ 
succeeds; the last act is to assign measure 150 to angle Q 

The preceding illustrates the process of problem solving. I will now present a 

S s ir r?6 rral features of ^ ^^^ ^ ATL mghest level the procedure U a production system that takes a Roal as a 
condiuon. and evaluates the goal as an action. Then the outcome of e'valtmg 
the goal becomes part of the condition, and an action of creating Td2 

ZZ^ZlTlif the ml succeeded; otherwiM'a new *o*is-**< * this level, the model represents general skiUs involved in problem solving 
mcludmg such strategies as trying to find a direct link bSTdÄ 
unknowns, and then if that fails working on something more competed 

The procedures for evaluating goals incorporate knowledge about the rela- 
tional properties and propositions involved in the task domain. Each evaluation 
procedure looks at data structures that represent relations among comZems of 
Ü« problem and determines whether other needed relations LH e*ed 
ms amounts to a production .v.tem functioning at the level of spedfic 
mferences made during the process of solving a problem. As an JL&Z 

KNOREL r8- "T r K(?QREL X ? ANGM) *** *> Proidut (AiSIGNQREL) is equivalent to the following set of productions: 

(G0AL7R?^MCN0GM^nnd     ^^OmSYTHm))     and     ! 
(STXY) ^(SUPPA- Y). 

(CIRCLE XY) ^(CIRXY) 
(VERTXY) -*(CONGY10 
(CORR^ry) -*(CONGXY) 

(ALTXY) -+(COtiGXY) 
(imSAMXY) ^(SUPPA-y). 

That is, when the goal structure is as shown in the first line, and the data 
s ructure contains the element on the left of one of the other lines then t 
element on the right of that line can be created. 

Pattern Recognition and Constructions 

In many geometry problems, the material presented does not permit a solution- 
the problem solver must supply additional lines. An example of such pTbl ms' 
is in F.g. 14; given that AB is parallel to CD, find an equation connectfng t™ 
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FIG. 14   Diagram for a problem 
requiring a construction. 

and Z One solution is obtained by constructing a parallel to AB through the 
vertex of Y, creating angles Yl and r,. Then (ALT X Yl)->-X= Y, md (ALT 
ZYi)-*Z = Y2,giving y, + K, = JT + Z, and then (CONCAT (7, Y1)Y)+Y = 
y, + }'2.soy = A' + Z. 

The interesting psychological question is how the problem solver thinks of 
making the construction. One way for this to happen would be to arrive at the 
goal of finding a relation between X and Y, test the features of some relation, 
and find a partial match. In fact, one subject solving this problem said, "If there 
were a parallel line here, then A" and / would be equal." 

In order to solve problems requiring constructions, the problem-solving system 
should be able to detect partial patterns, and should have productions for 
completing patterns by adding new points and lines in the problem. Recognition 
of the need for a construction is similar to the understanding of a problem-it 
involves matching components in the problem with a stored problem and finding 
a gap or a partial mismatch. The idea sketched here of constructions related to 
subgoals and pattern recognition is quite simUar to Gelemter's (1963) treatment 
of the problem, where constructions are developed when subgoals have failed, 
and a frequent cause of failure haf been the absence of a feature that can be put 
into the problem with an available construction theorem. The present discussion 
has considered only the process of recognizing that a construction would be 
useful; actual mechanisms for making constructions have been described by 
Scandura, Dumin, and Wulfeck (1974). 

Meaningful Solution Structures 

Gestalt psychologists such as Duncker (1945) and Wertheimer (1959) empha- 
sized the desirability of teaching students meaningful solutions of problems, 
rather than rote, mechanical forms of solution. The concept of meaningfulness 
in problem solving has generally depended on the intuitions of authors and 
readers. Perhaps some progress can be made toward pinning the concept down 
by examining the relational netwoiks that represent alternative solutions to 

problems. 
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FIG. 15   Diagram   for   the   pro- 
blem of vertical angles. 

I wiU discuss one of the problems that Wertheimer (1959) considered  the 

thetmer presented to illustrate his distinction between meaningful and rote 

A typtcal statement of the proof goes as follows: conBruen«- 

1. X + UOC= 180o.since they form a straight angle. 
2. Y+LA0C= 180°, for the same reason as (1) 
3. X + UOC = Y + Z^OC. since they both equal 180° 
3. X=Y, once UOC can be subtracted from both sides of (3). 

A graph showing the relations in this proof is shown in Fig 16 

th^Sr, ff;26'1 ^ Pr00f aS being r0te ** mechan^- His evidence 
when   sS   0 reci1; £* T^' ,C!ations ^«^ »he observation " 

co^tZ^rlt:: ^ t0 f,t ^^ ""^ ^-an^umess 

1. ^405 ««UDOC« congruent, since they are both straight angles 
2. ^r and Z^JOr form LDOC by concatenation. 

FIG. 16 Diagram of a solution 
of the problem of vertical angles 
primarily using algebraic relations. 
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3. Y and LAQC form Z^Qß by concatenation. 
4. JT and r are congruent, because they form congruent angles when they are 

concatenated with the same third angle. 

A diagram showing this proof is shown in Fig. 17. 
There are two apparent differences between Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. First, Fig 17 

is slightly simpler than Fig. 16. Second, Fig. 17 uses only geometric relations and 
properties, while most of the relations in Fig. 16 are algebraic. It seems 
reasonable to suppose that both of these properties relate to meaningfulness of a 
solution. 

One sense of the concept of meaningfulness involves coherent structure. We 
would say that a student has better understanding if all components of a 
problem are linked closely with many other components, rather than each 
element being connected with only one or two other components. In general, 
closer linking will correspond to simpler structure. In Fig. 17, the congruence of 
-X" and y is derived in one step from the congruence of LDOC and LAOB, 
combined with the concatenations involving ^ and KwithMOC. In Fig. 16, the 
route to A" = y is slightly more circuitous, involving equaUty of two quantities 
because they both equal 180°, and an algebraic operation on the expressions^ + 
^OCandK + Z^OC. 

It should be noted that the simplicity of a certain kind of solution is well 
defined only with respect to a fixed set of productions. A simpler structure than 
Fig. 16 would apply to a subject who had a production 

(X + A=M) and  {,Y*A=M)+ {X=Y). 

It seems to agree with intuition that a student with a richer set of complex 
productions would have a better understanding of problems than a student who 
had to work out many sequences of small steps. On the other hand, this shows 
that the question of meaningfulness cannot be decided on grounds of simpUcity 

FIG. 17 Diagram of a solution of 
the problem of vertical angles 
using geometric relations. 
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in favor of one kind of solution rather than another, since either can probably 
have a complex or a simple version, depending on the complexity of a person's 
knowledge. 

The second feature distinguishing Fif i. 16 and 17 is the extent to which they 
use geometric relations, rather than n tbraic operations. I think that this may 
have been what Wrrtheimer had in mi d in referring io understanding structural 
relations in this problem, rather than applying an algorithm in a way that often 
might seem arbitrary in the sense of lacking motivation in the domain of the 
problem. 

The distinction car. be made rigorous if we define two problem spaces, one 
having productions that we call geometric, the other having productions that we 
call algebraic. A problem in geometry can be solved entirely in the problem 
space of geometry, if m appropriate set of productions nfatl there and they are 
found and applied. Alternatively, tliere may be a mapping of some geometric 
properties and relations into the Jomain of algebra. Th«e could be translations 
of properties, or they could involve productions thai take geometric properties 
as conditions and create algebraic objects as actions. When objecU are created 
that can satisfy the conditions of algebraic productions, then problem solving 
<an go on in the problem space of algebra. After an appropriate sat of produc- 
tions has been applied, a translation back to geometric objects can be carried 
out, if it is needed. (Strictly speaking, the solution in Fig. 16 is incomplete. A 
final step using the proposition, "if two angles have equal measure, they are 
congruent," would finish the job.) 

The distinction between solving a problem in its own problem space and 
translating into another for purposes of computation probably is subject to 
considerable blurring, especially if we consider the result of experience in 
applying productions from one domain to solve problems in another. It seems 
likely that any pair of productions of the form ,4 -+ Ä, fi -•■ C, if used often 
enough, would soon lead to the existence of a production ,4 -► C. By a similar 
process of fusion, it seems likely that a student who has applied algeb aic 
operations many times to geometric quantities (spatial representations of angles, 
areas, and so on) would probably have what amounted to a set of productions 
for manipulating geometric quantities, without explicit translation into algebraic 
operations. Clearly, the question of meaningfulness of a problem solution is 
relative to the specific set of productions that a problem solver has available, 
whether we consider meaningfulness as solving in the problem domain or as 
producing as a solution a well-integrated relational structure. 

I have some anecdotal evidence that achievement of the apparently more 
meaningful solution in fact depends on the student's having a general production 
for manipulating quantities of the form 

(CONCAT(AB)X)  and   (CONCAT (y| O K) 
and  (CONG A" y)-» (CONG ÄC). 
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One subject with whom i have worked on this problem did not know how to 
prove that vertical angles are congruent when we began. I gave the steps of a 
proof stating the two sums that equal 180°, making a single equatici, and 
obtaining the equality by subtracting the same quantity from both sides of the 
equation. About two weeks later, I asked the subject whether she remembered 
the proof; she did not. Then I gave some different examples involving concatena- 
tion of quantities. One example involved weighing suitcases by holding them and 
standing on a scale. If two suitcases p.oduce the same weight when they are 
combined with a person, the suitcases must be of equal weight. The other 
example involved distances from city to city given on a map. If the distance 
from Liverpool to London via Birmingham equals the distance from Birmingham 
to Dover via London, then the distance from Liverpool to Birmingham must 
equal the distance Vom London to Dover With these items of background, the 
subject generated the proof of equal vertical angles. Then she solved Wer- 
theimer's transfer problem where the angles shown are overlapping right angles, 
and she remembered the proof about vertical angles on two later occasions-one 
two days later and the other sevrn months later. 

This anecdote does not provide sufficient evidence for any uefinite condusioiw 
about exact structural relation« in the problem of vertical angles. It docs 
illustrate a use of the theoretical analysis in identifying the cognitive component 
needed to solve special problems. In this case, if my analysis is correct, the 
needed component is a production dealing with combinations of quantity in a 
general way, rather than with specific geometric concepts. 

• 

i 

Conclusion 

Geometry represents at least two levels of knowledge that are more complex 
than Pft involved in the simple kinds of computation involved in elementary 
fractions. The recognition network needed to identity relations between angles 
involves a concept in the form of a procedure for processing stimulus features. 
That seems no more complex than the procedures for finding equivalent frac- 
tions and other similar operations in elementary arithmetic. However, the 
inferences needed to solve problems require a network of propositional knowl- 
edge corresponding to productions that take properties and relations as condi- 
tions and generate new relations as actions. And the system requires general 
knowledge of relations between goals, to select propositions in a way that will 
lead to solutions to problems that are presented. 

The general analysis of problem solving as recognition of partial patterns 
provides a framework for analyzing the process of recognizing the need for a 
construction in a geometric problem. Thu framework also provides a way of 
comparing solutions of problems that partially clarifies the troublesome concept 
of meaningfulness in problem solving. 
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EXAMPLE 3: AUDITORY PSYCHOPHYSICS 

The tasks to be consWercd in this third section require yet another increase in 
the complexity of performance by a student. Nearly all problems given in high 
school mathematics are well-defined problems in the sense that they present a 
specific goal and a specific set of premises or data to work from. In many 
situations students are asked to produce paragraphs or brief essays as answers to 
questions. While many questions require only simple retrieval of factual informa- 
tion from memory, others present ill-defined problems (Reitman, 1965) in 
which the student must generate more than a path of operations leading to a 
goal. 

The material that I will consider in this last section is part of the content of 
introductory college psychology, and the selection of content for this discussion 
is taken from the introductory text by Lindsay and Norman (1972). I do not 
intend to suggest that the kinds of complex semantic processing that I will 
discuss here are confined to college-age adults. The processes are required 
whenever a person generates complex substantive material, as in the telling of 
stories, and much of that is done by quite young children. Certainly, complex 
question answering is expected of students in junior high school and high school 
in many of their courses. 

Semantic Networks 

A structure of concepts and relations can be represented conveniently as a 
network, and a majority of investigators use sach a representatior to charac- 
terize the knowledge required for answering questions (see especially Anderson 
& Bower, 1973; Kintsch, 1974; Norman at al., 1975). The notation that I will 
use here is similar to that of Norman et al. (1975), which also is included in 
Lii dsay and Norman's (1972) text and is used in Norman's chapter in this 
vc ume I have, however, reversed the roles of elements and relations, partly to 
be consistent with my earlier discussion and partly because some of the discus- 
sion of this material is helped by having attention focussed on relations rathsr 
than on concepts as the main components of the structure. 

The content of psychophysics includes concepts fron physics, biology, and 
psychology. Most of the information given by Lindsay md Norman about the 
physics of sound is shown in Fig. 18. Most of the relatioi s shown such as ISA, 
HAS, and CAUSE have been used frequently in many discussions of semantic 
memory. ISA denotes category membership. HAS denotes a relation of property 
attribution, which takes several foims not distinguished hire such as having parts 
(components of a complex wave) and having units (such as Hertz for frequency). 

The representation of Fig. 18 is, of course, hi^il' schematic. A complete 
descriptioti would include many distinctions not made in the diagram, and 
would require elucidation of several components, 'n general, the concepts and 

• 
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relaüons correspond to schemata that can be unpacked if necessary either by a 
theorist for more detailed analysis or (in a different sense) by the subject when 
necessary m considering specific aspects of a topic or question. An example is 
the concept of a function, which is a general schema involving a relation of 
corr^pondence between members of two or more sets. Thus the node RE- 
LATES and the presence of two variables whose values are connected by the 
Junction are expected as parts of the schema indicated here by the single term 

lunction This kind of conceptual embedding is discussed in more detail by 
Norman, Centner, and Stevens in Chapter 9 of this volume 

The dashed lines and diagrams in Fig. 18 involve concepts whose understand- 
ing apparently includes production of a diagram or image. The hypothesis 
involved here is similar to that used in the section on fractions, where I 

membrane 

fjrdrum 

CCONNEC "^\ 
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 (     CONNECT   "S 

opening 
(of cochlea)       front (of 

^ cochlea 

C CONNECT   N 
TO ) 

(CONNECT   "S 
TO ) 

FIG. 19   Network of propositions for anatomy of hearing. 
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presented the idea that some processing can be mediated by use of a representa- 
tion of quantity either in spatial or net-theoretic te .ns. The use of generative 
processes involving images for question «nswerii"^ has been noted before, 
notably by Jorgenson and Kintsch (1973) nod by Norman (1973). Norman's 
discussion is especially pertinent. His example involved generating a floor plan, 
and subjects used rules baaed on general properties of rooms and buildings, even 
when this led to mistakes in the specific task they were engaged in. 

Just as many of the nodes in Fig. IB represent concepts that are not spelled 
out in detail, the diagrams presented there only sketch the representation that 
we would hope students acquire regarding sound waves. The procedure for 
generating the image of a sine wave should be connected to the concepts of 
frequency and amplitude in ways that 1 have not worked out in detail, and the 
properties of the various diagrams involving concepts of vibrations, a pressure 
wave, and a sinusoidal function all should be related to each other in definite 
ways not specified here. Analysis of these cognitive structures would be a task 
well within the technical capabilities available at present, although some new 
understanding would probably be achieved by developing detailed models here, 
as with other domains. 

Figure 19 shows a semantic network containing the main concepts of anatomy 
connected with hearing. This figure seems entirely straightforward; however, 
note that HAS has yet another meaning here (the cochlea is characterized by 
some of its properties, and by some of its parts), and the relation CONNECT TO 
refers to rather different kinds of anatomical relations (the way in which the 
malleus is connected to the incus is quite different from the way hair cells are 
connected to neurons). 

Figure 20 shows a network of concepts that refer to events that occur when a 
sound wave produces a neural reaction in the brain. The descriptions of proper- 
ties of neural responses of different kinds are severely abbreviated here, and 
good knowledge of these would involve quite an intricate structure of interrela- 
tionships. 

An important feature of Fig. 20 is its inclusion of concepts from both Fig. 18 
and Fi§. 19. The knowledge structure that we expect students to acquire is a 
synthesis, of all three of these networks. It should be noted also that the 
knowMge shown in Fig. 20 should relate strongly to the student's general 
knowledge ibout neural processes, as well is general concepts of anatomy and 
physics. 

Process of Answering Questions 

Many questions can be answered by a relatively simple process of retrieving 
factual information that is stored in memory. For example. Fig. 19 contains the 
answer to the question, "which bone of the middle ear is connected to the ear 
drum?" A process for retrieving facts from memory has been developed in detail 
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t»t1Utory 
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FIG. 20   Network of propotibons about events that occur when a wund is heard. 

by Anderson and Bower (1973); it involves entering the memory structure at 
components mentioned in th: question (in this case, middle ear. bow and ear 
drum) and searching for a match to a specified structure. If a match is found the 
information is retrieved in the form of a propositional structure containing the 
answer required. In this example, the matching structure would contain the linM 
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(ISA nulfcus bone) (CONNECT-TO milieus cochlet). and the answer would be 

"the malleus." 
The process of retrieving facts from memory can be seen as a kind of pattern 

matching; in fact, the mechanism proposed in the preceding section for pattern 
matching in problem solving was borrowed from Anderson and Bower's (1973) 
discussion of fact retrieval. Some information resides in memory as a substruc- 
ture of a person's knowledgp. A question is asked, and the question contains 
components that match components of the stored information. The person 
retrieves the pattern, including components that were not in the question, and 
the new retrieved components constitute an answer to the question. 

Less specific questions can be asked, and their answers require some selection 
and judgment by the person who answers. "What is the basilar membrane?" 
could be answered (from Fig. 19), "a membrane in the cochlea, connected to 
hair cells," or (from Fig. 20), "the thing that has a travelling bulge caused by 
pressure waves in the cochlea," or a number of other possibilities, including a 
combination of the two mentioned above. One thing a student must do is decide 
how much information is needed: "teU me about sound waves," can call for a 
brief paragraph or a 30-page article or a book. Abo, the degree of specificity 
required in an answer sometimes is uncertain. In some contexts, the question, 
"where is the basilar membrane''" might be answered best with "in the ear," but 
in other contexts, "in the cochlea" might \r more appropriate (cf. Norman, 
1973). Clearly, there are some important principles of sodal psychology operat- 
ing in the answering of most questions, in which the answerer applies assump- 
tions about the knowledge structure of the asker in deciding what kind of 
information u most relevant to the question. This is understood well by students 
who often spend some me during examinations trying to judge "what the 

instructor wants" as an ar wer to a question. 
One class of questions used frequently in examinations seems to raise a special 

set of theoretical questions. These m questions requiring explanations of 
phenomena or relationships. A rel. lively simple example is the question, 
"explain how pressure waves in the cochle» produce firing of neurons." To amve 
at an answer, a student should generate a sequence of components each involving 
s CAUSE relation. A mechanism like the one d.-scribed for finding the measure 
of an angle in Fig. 8 would be juiiable. The process might start by setting a goal 
of finding an «vent that causes firing of neurons, then checking whether that 
matched the "pressure waves in the cochlea" taken from the question, and if 
not, searching back further untU a path of causal links had been established. As 
in the case of problem solving, successful performance depends both on having 
appropriate knowledge structures and having an appropriate strategy for generat- 
ing goals that 'Hve the pattern matching and search processes needed to obtain 

an answer. ..   r i. 
More complicated processes are needed for a question such as the followmg: 

"A recording is malt of a performance on a pipe organ. When the recordinj is 
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FIG. 21 Giaph repreientm? knowledge about the wiy in which loudness depends joinliy 
on sound intensity and frequency. 

contours at low and high frequencies than at medium frequencies, and this 
corresponds to a greater decrease in loudness at the extremes than in the middle 

range. 

Conclusion 

In this section I have taken up issues that are at the edg.; of available theoretical 
concepts in cognitive psychology. The theory of seman .ic networks is quite well 
developed and serves to represent knowledge structures of the kind we try to 
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teach in many expository subjects such as psychology. We test students' knowl- 
edge by asking itom questions, and to perform successfully they are required to 
understand the questions and generate appropriate answers. A substantial begin- 
ning has been made in the theory of language comprehension, and some 
promising suggestions are available regarding generative processes in question 
answering. The available theories do not take us as far in this area as do the 
available theories of problem solving, bt t enough is understood to permit a 
rough sketch of the kinds of processes that probably are involved. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

My goal in carrying out this work was to explore the applicability of current 
concepts and theories in cognitive psychology to topics actually taught in 
classroom instruction. The results have been encouraging. I think we can assert 
confidently that our state of knowledge and understanding in cognitive psychol- 
ogy has now developed to the point where meaningful contact can be made with 
the content of instruction. 

i ihis chapter, the concept a:id techniques of cognitive psychology have been 
applied to analyses of instiuf tional tasks. Task analysis has been a major activity 
of educational psycho! jgists for some time, and Resnick's chapter 3 in this 
volume provides a review and discussion of instructional task analysis in relation 
to cognitive psychology. 

Careful attention to components of instructional tasks is potentially helpful in 
at least three ways. First, it aids in the design and evaluation of curriculum 
materials. Secondly, it constitutes useful knowledge for teachers who have the 
task of training students in the skills and understanding that are represented in 
the theoretical analyses. Third, it probably would constitute useful information 
for students who have the task of acquiring the skills and understanding 
represented in the analyses. 

An important question is whether task analyses that are more strongly em- 
bedded in general psychological theory, as I have attempted to embed the 
illustrations developed in this chapter, will be of increased usefulness in the 
practice of instruction. It would be pleasant to have strong reasons for a positive 
response to that question, but it seems to me that such an evaluation must come 
from the potential users of the product, not from one who propose; to offer the 
product for use. A further impediment to enthusiasm now is the fragmentary 
nature of the illustrations of detailed task analysis based on cognitive theory. A 
more reasonable evaluation may be possible when we can display a relatively 
complete analysis of the knowledge desired as the outcome of instruction in 
some subject such as fractions or geometry or psychophysics. Perhaps the 
conclusion can be drawn from the present work that it is reasonable to under- 
take such an analysis using concepts that are currently available in cognitive 
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psychology. Of course, we should expect that an effort to apply current theories 
will show some needs for changing the theories. But we have appare' .ly reached 
a state of knowledge and understanding that provides a reasonable starting basis 
for development of instructional objectives based on general psychological 
theory. 
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Impression Formation, 
Discrepancy from Stereotype, 
and Recognition Memory1 

Ray Hyman 

University of Oregon 

The background for the r ., , ch in this chapter includes an interest in the 
"prepared mind" (Hyman, >'>oi, 1964a). Under what conditions, for example, 
do preconceptions and p.io knowledge about a problem interfere with the 
restructuring necessary to achieve a solution and under what conditions do they 
heip? A particular form u this question is concerned with the role of dis- 
crepancy from prototypes in guiding the course of inquiry and contributing to 
the growth of knowledge (Brunswik, 1959; Gombrich, 1961; Hyman, 1964b; 
Kuhn, 1962; Mischel, 1971). 

The motivation of the current research program is to find experimental 
paradigms to study the operations of schemata and discrepancies fri^m proto- 
types in science, art, and everyday affairs. On the one hand, such schemata 
contribute to distortions of reality, missed discoveries, resistance to innovation, 
and other tendencies to assimilate new input to preconceived viewpoints. On the 
other hand, they are necessary precursors to the recognition of important 
problems, to the detection of anomalies, and to their own eventual adaptation to 
the disturbing discrepancies. 

Although the experimental paradigm described here is directed primarily to 
such practical issues, both the paradigm and the questions it was designed to 
answer overlap with current reseurch in psycholinguistics, verbal memory, and 
cognitive psychology. This overlap might be taken as an encouraging sign of a 
narrowing gap between issues of how we acquire knowledge in the real world 
and issues being studied by contemporary cognitive psychology. 

The paradigm is based on the impression-formation task used in studies of 
person  perception  (Hastorf, Schneide', &. Folefka,   1970; Warr & Knapper, 

1 The experimental data were collected by Janet Polf and W. Tram Neill, who also 
contributcJ both to the design and the analysis of the results. 
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1968). [n the present version, the subject is presented with the description of a 
hypothetical individual (see Table I for examples). The description consists of 
the name of the individual, the discipline in which he is currently majoring 
(Accounting, Law, or Social Work), and a character sketch written around ten 
adjectives or traits. The subject's task is to read the description, form a coherent 
impression of the individual described, and then circle those adjectives on a 
checklist that appropriately describe the individual. 

/ifter performing this task with a small number of sketches, the subject is 
unexpectedly tested for his memory of the actual adjectives used in the descrip- 
tion of each hypothetical individual. In the experiment to be reported, the test is 
for recognition memory. Using the same list of adjectives as was employed for 
the impression task, the subject now indicates which ones he believes were in the 
sketch of a given individual as well as his rated confidence in the judgment.2 

The independent variable in the present experiment is the degree to which the 
sketch of a hypothetical individual is discrepant from the sterotype of the 
catejory to which he is assigned. The degree of discrepancy is determined 
operationally by having a normative sample of judges rate the similarity of the 
individual described in each sketch to the stereotype for each of the majors. 

Schemata, Prototypes, and Stereotype 

We assume that our subjects possess schemata for the categories consisting of 
Accounting, Law, and Social Work students.3 We view the schema foi a given 
category as a system or set of criteria by means of which the subject can either 
generate or recognize instances that are members of the category. For the 
impression formation task, "e further assurre that the schema also includes an 
ideal or representative instance of the category-the prototype-which is em- 
ployed as a standard against which new instances are compared. 

A schema for the category of Law Student, for example, would consist of a 
prototype of a typical law student along with rules and criteria th it specify the 
type and range of permissible transformations that can be peiformed on this 

'The literature on memory indicates that the effects that we want to explore within this 
paradigm will most likely show up in free or cued recall f-ther than in recognition memory 
(cf. Kintsch, 1970). Nevertheless, we employed only recognition memory in our initial 
experiment. One reason for this choice was the hope that we could obtain many more 
inteiesting indices of how the discrepancy from stereotype in the initial descriptions 
eventually showed up in later recognition. In our subsequent studies we plan to use recall, or 
a combination of recall and recognition. 

'The concept of "schema" has been used in a variety of ways and has acquired a variety 
of connotations within the field of psychology (for examples see Attneave, 1957b; Bartlett, 
1932; Evans, 1967; Northway, 1940; Oldfield, 1954, Reed, 1973; Woodworth, 1938). In 
this chapter only some of these varied connotations are intended. We make no assumptions, 
for example, about how the schemata originate nor about the specific mechanisms by which 
they operate. 
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prototype. When a prototype for a given category is shared by members of a 
subculture, as are the prototypes for the majors used in this experiment, then we 
call the prototype a stereotype. 

Propertie« of the Impression Formation Task 

The impression that the subject forms on the basis of a small set of traits seems 
to correspond closely to Bartlett's notion of a schema (Burtlett, 1932). Bartktt's 
use of the concept of "schema" has been criticized as bring vague and inconsis- 
tent (Northway, 1940; Oldfield & Zangwill, 1942). Ono problem is that what 
Bartlett was pointing to, while real enough, is elusive .md hard to describe. 
Rather than being % clearly delineated cognitive structure, Bartlett's schema 
seems to b« a diffuv, quasi-affective "organized setting" within which the 
subject tries to make sense of material to be assimilated or to be recalled. 

Apparently, the subjects readily form impressions on the basis of a few items 
of information about an individual. Bicause there is a great deal of imer-and 
intra-st-bject consistency in the impressions that are formed, social psychologists 
attribute an "implicit personahty theory" to their subjects. (Hastorf et ai. 
1970). Thise implicit personality theories, in the realm of interpersonal percep- 
tion, seem to play a role much like Schank's (1972) system of conceptual 
dependencies. 

What is of interest for the purposes of the present research is ths fact that 
subjects form coherent impressions even when given information that is inter- 
nally inconsistent* A major objective of this research program is to study the 
differential effects upon memory of achieving such coherent impressions of 
information that vary in their internal consistency or compatibility. Thus, we 
attempt to experimentally manipulate the degree of inconsistency while ensuring 
that the subject will be able to achieve a coherent impression. 

The adjectives chosen by the subject to indicate his impression provide two 
kinds of information about his "inferences" from the description he is given. 
First, they indicate the relative influence-upon the subject's initial impression of 
the assigned major and the character sketch. Second, they provide a baseline for 
subsequent memory of the sketch. We can evaluate the relative influence upon 
memory of those adjectives contained in the sketch and tho„ 'ised by the 
subject in his initial impression. 

Zangwill (1972) cites some studhs which demonstrate that what the subject 
reproduces in recall depends heavily upon his initial response to the original 

4 After having conducted this experiment, we have discovered that subjects do not always 
foim an integrated impression. In the experiment by Gollin (1954) less than one-fourth of 
the subjects attempted to integrate or find a coherent basis for apparently discrepant 
information about a given person. The remaining subjects focussed on one aspect of the 
information while ignoring the discrepant aspect or included both aspects without attempt- 
ing to reconcile them. 
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stimulus. Northway (1940) similarly argues that what the subject reproduces in 
serial reproduction tasks is not täe original stimulus but his initial perception of 
that stimulus. And the Russian psychologist, Smimov (1973) concludes that the 
perception of the original material proceeds at two levels. One is the level of 
actual details and the other is the level of a more abstract impression which we 
achieve in our effort to comprehend the material. This notion is much like that 
of the schema-with-correction theme as employed by Attneave (1957b) and 
Posner and Keele (1968, 1970). The important point is that memory may be 
guided as much, if not more, by the general impression formed at time of initial 
exposure as by actual content of the stimulus. 

METHOD 

Stimulus Materials 

The stimulus materials consisted of three personality sketches, each attributed to 
a hypothetical individual. Each sketch was written around a set of ten adjectives 
selected on the basis of a normative study in which 12 judges were presented 
with a list of II occupational majors such as Physical Education, Accounting, 
Law, Medicine, Etc. The judges were instructed to imagine the typical graduate 
student who would be majoring in each of these areas. For each such typical 
major, the judges went througi Anderson's list of 555 adjectives (Anderson, 
1968) and circled each one that they felt to be descriptive of that individual. On 
the basis of the agreement among the judges, six nonoverlapping sets of 10 
adjectives were selected for the construction of six separate sketches. Each 
sketch was written to fit the stereotype of a particular occupational major. An 
attempt was made to employ adjectives that were unique to a single major, that 
were not strongly negative on rated likeableness, an j for which a reasonable 
number of equivalent synonyms existed on the list The three sketches used in 
the present study, each paired with the occupation ü major to which it is most 
appropriate, are listed in Table I. 

The perceived similarity of each sketch to each major was measured in a 
second normative study employing 53 judges, all of whom were drawn from the 
same population as the subjects in the experiment. The judges formed an 
impression of the individual described in each of the six sketches. Immediately 
after reading each sketch, each judge described his impression of the target 
person by checking the appropriate adjectives on a 200-word checklist. This 
200-word checklist had been constructed from Anderson's list of 555 by 
eliminating those adjectives that were never or rarely used in the first normative 
study. A set I, defined as the normative impression for a sketch, was derived for 
each sketch from these initial descriptions. Each adjective that was circled by 
60% or more of the judges was includod in the impression set I for that sketch. 
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TABLE 1 
Th» Stimulus Materials: The Three Personality 

Sketches Employed in 
This Experiment0 

MICHAEL DECKER 

J!l!?aeü^Ck.erJS
1,CTnt!y doing graduate work in ***' D"™« his senior year in high 

school, Michael Ucker's school counselor wrote the following description of him basfd 
upon interviews and osychological tests: 

JSIflt an''mbi^"J Pe"on who often is impulsive and dbr«v in hi, thinking and 
acuo«. Being .*fp„c„/he tends to be outspoken in his opinions. He tackles problemTin an 
y^! ^r61' He ,s both to/*^' and /b«.>W a, his Wcial interactions. Although 
possessed jf a fkry temperament, he is quite shrewd in his dealings with others. 

ROBERT CAYWOOD 

inS^rni' 'T^ d0in8 gradUate WOrk in Accounto,. During his senior year 
m lugh school, Robert Caywood's school coun^lor wrote the following description of him 
based upon interviews and psychological tests. 

Robert is basically a cautious and thrifty person. His outlook i, rweriülistic and his 
classmates probably regard him as insensitive. In tackling any assignment he ii orderly and 
thorough Because he is serious and urussuming. he appears to be socially withdrawn. Both 
politically and in other ways he is a conformist. 

ANDREW FLEMING 

^<"le* riem«8 « ennwtly doing graduate work in Social Work. During his senior year 
m high school. Andrew Fleming's school counselor wrote the following description of him 
based upon interviews and psychological tests: 

Andrew i, both a warm and idealistic person. Basically a trusting individu«. he it patient 
and sympathetic m dealing with people. His classmates describe him as generous and 
constderate Ht is genuinely trierant of other viewpoints and sincere in his desire to listen 
Andrew readily agrees that b'a outlook is sentimental 

"Each sketch U ^aed with the occupational major to which it is most appropriate in 
ternis of judges ratings. The ten key adjectives are italicized in each sketch: they were not 
italicized in the actual stimulus materials. 

Next, the judges directly rated the similarity of the sketch to the typical 
graduate student in each of 10 occupational majors. The ratings were made on a 
7-pomt scale with "1" indicating "very similar" and "7" indicating "very 
Q'ssimilar." Note that that these ratings provide us with a measure for our basic 
independent variable, the "simi!arity-to-stereotype" for each possible sketch- 
major combination. 

Finally, the S3 judges indicated their impressions of each of the 10 occupa- 
tional majors by checking items on the 200-word checklist described above A 
set M. defined as the stereotype for a major, was constructed from those 
aujectives endorsed by more than 60% of the judges for j given major 

From these normative data, the three sketches and the three occupational 
majors to be used in the present study were selected. Table 2 shows the 
combinations of the majors and sketches used with each experimental condition 
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TABLE 2 
The Major-Sketch Pairing» Used 

in Each of the 
Experimental Conditions'3 

Experimental 
condition 

Sketch Name 

CAYWOOD FLEMING DECKER 

A 
B 
C 

Accounting (2.0) 
Social work (6.2) 
Law (3.8) 

Law (4.1) 
Accounting (5.6) 
Social work (1.2) 

Social work (4.8) 
Law (2.2) 
Accounting (4.6) 

"The columns indicate the sketch name and the rows the experimental 
condition. Each cell indicates the assigned major for the condition. The 
numbers in parentheses are the average ratings of similarity-to-stereotype for 
each m^jor-sketch pairing. The ratings were made by judges on a 7-point scale 
such that "1" indicates 'Very simUar" and "7" indicates 'Very disdmilar." 

along with the sir !hri ty-to-stereotype ratings for each major-sketch combina- 
tion.5 

The Adjective Check List 

The construction and the composition of the adjective list, which is the constant 
instrument upon which all the impressions and recognition judgments are 
mapped, are very important. A new checklist of 91 adjectives was constrr ?d 
by selecting items from three sets-the character sketch itself, C; the fwnerauzed 
impression of the sketch, 1; the stereotype of an occupation major, M-appropri- 
ate to one of three sketches or the three majors. We attempted to get an even 
distribution of adjectives among the subsets formed by the sets C, /, and M and 
their complements. The greatest set overlap is between the stereotype for Social 
Worker and the impression for ileming (10 of 22 adjectives); the bast is 
between the stereotype for Law and the impressicn for Decker (2 of 24 

'Ideally, the arrangement ot sketches, assigned majors, experimental conditions, and 
relative similarity-to-stereotype woulu form a Greco-Latin square with each of these fou 
factors orthogonal to one another. We could not achieve such complete orthogonality win 
the present set of three sketches and majors. In fact, out of the total set of six sketches and 
majors that we started with, we could form only one balanced Greco-Latin squarr; with a 
subset of three. But this subset had undesirable features such as strong overlap between two 
of the sketches and a very wide range of discrepancy in one condition and practically no 
range in discrepancy for another. The selection employed here is consequently a com- 
r remise. There is confounding between the moderate and extreme levels of discrepancy in 
that Law is never pai'ed with the most discrepant case in any of the three experimental 
groups while Accounting is paired with the most discrepant case in two of the conditions. 
The contrast between the least discrepant case and the other two levels of discrepancy, 
however, is orthogonal to the other three factors. 

•' 
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adjectives). The stereotypes for Law and Accounting share two adjectives out of 
a total of 25 between them. Table 3 may help to clarify what was accomplished 
in the two normative studies that supplied the sketches, the majors, arid the 
«•hecklist for the present experiment. 

The checkiL:* was constructed so that a number of comparisons could be made 
from subject's respo.ises. Tabie 4, for example, illustrates the partition of the 
checklist relevant to the analysis of responses to the major-sketch pairing of 
(Fleming, Social Worker). Table 4 prDvides such information as the following: 
both Andrew Fleming and the typica'. major in Soda! Work are considered to be 
kndly and pleasant; Fleming is considered to be good-humored and broad- 
ninded, but these traits are not part of the stereotype of the Social Worker. On 

the othei hand, the typical student in Social Work is described as accessible and 
dedicated, adjectives which are not part of the general impression of Fleming. 
Also, even though the adjective idealistic is used in the sketch of Fleming, the 
majority of judges did not check it as part of their impression of him. Later we 
will add two more cross paritions of the check list for more detailed ans'-ses- 
one includes the lirt of adjectives included in the other two sketches and the 
other includes those adjectives actually checxed by a subject as descriptive of the 
combination (Fleming, Social Worker). 

TABLE 3 
The Normative Studies and Their Yields 

Study 1: 12 judges 

Judges describe each of 11 occupational majors 
1968). 

555-word checklist (Anderson, 

Results: 

(i)   Six nonoverlap"'ng sets of 10 adjectives, each set appropriate to a different one of 6 
majors. A character sketch is written around each set. 

(ii)   A reduced list o. 7.00 adjectives. 

Study 2: 53 judges 

Judges 

a. Describe the    sketches on 200-word checklist 
b. Rate each sketch for similarity to stereotype of 10 occupational majors on scale 

from "1" (very similar) to "7" (very dissimilar). 
c. Describe each of the 10 occupational majors on the 200-word checklist. 

Results: 

i.   normative impression set of adjectives for each sketch 
ii.   rated similarity of each sketch to each rvjor. 

iii.   stereotype set of adjectives for each major. 

From these results, the three sketches and the three majors were selected and the 
/1 weird checklist was constructed. 
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TABLE 4 
The Partition of the Checklist Relevant to 

Analyting the Ratultt for the Pairing 
IFIeminq, Social Work)" 

cnw akf CTM cot 
idealistic sentimental (empty) patient 

trusting sincere 
generous sympathetic 

tolerant 
warm 
considerate 

ciir cm CfM Cfht 
good-humored kindly accessible accurate 
soft-hearted pleasant adaptive analytical 
trustworthy sensitive dedicated careful 
broadminded sociable cautious, etc. 
cheerful thoughtful 
congenial acceptant 
ci »opera tie charitable 
emotional earnest 
gentle friendly 

helpful 

"C stands for the set of adjectives in the sketch for 
Fleming; / stands for the set of adjectives in the normative 
impie« Jon of this sketch; and M stands for the set of ad'ec 
tives in the stereotype ol Social Work. d*. 7, A? stand for the 
comp'cments of these sets. 

. 

Subjects. Forty-seven subjects, taking undergraduate psychology courses, were 
asked to participate in an experiment on impression formation for which they 
would be paid $3.00. They were told that the experimental session would take 
between if to 2 hr. 

Procedure. Each subject was given a booklet with detailed instructions. Each 
subject could go through the evitire experimental session at his own pace. Total 
time varied from 30 to 90 min. The subject was told that he would be reading 
three brief sketches, each describing a different person. He was to form an 
impression of the person described and then record which adjectives on the 
accompanying lists seemed to fit his overall impression. He was to read a sketch 
for as long as he felt necessary. He was to think about what the person was like 
overall. Once he felt he had formed an impression of the person, he was to turn 
the page to the list of adjectives. Without looking bark to the skf tch.he was to 
read down the list of adjectives. Whenever he encountered a word that seemed to 
fit his idea of what the person was like, he was to circle it. The subject did this 
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for e«ch of the three sketches in turn. The instructions wer« repeated prior tc 
each sketch. 

Upon comptei- , the checklist for the third sket' ^, subject came upon Ü« 
following instructions: 

In the fust part we askc J you to form an impression of a person on the basis of the 
description we supv'ied to you. At that time we did not tell you that you were to 
remember anything about the description. But in this second part of the experiment, we 
are going to ask you to remember as best you can those adjectives that w e actually in 
»he descriptions we supplied to you. We are aware that your ability to recognize that an 
adjective was or was not in the sketch of a given person cannot be done with absolute 
certainty. 

Detailed instructions about how to employ the 6-point rating scale followed. 
For each adjective, subject was to circle "1" if he was very confident that the 
word did appear in the sketch; "2" if he was reasonably confident that the word 
did appear; "3" if he was slightly confident that it did appear; "4" if he was 
slightly confident that the word did not appear, etc. We did not allow a neutral 
category on the scale because our preliminary experiments indicated that sub- 
jects tend to overuse the middle category. 

The subject then turned the page and encountered the list of 91 adjectives 
with the rating scales beside each one. At the very top of the page was the name 
and major of the major-sketch combination that he was trying to remember. 
When he completed his ratings for one sketch, he turned the page to a repetition 
of the instructions in case he needed to refresh his memory for them. He then 
turned to the red gnition task for the second sketch; and then finally to the last 
sketch. 

The experiment was conducted in a large classroom with the subjects seated 
such that all could be monitored by three experimenters who were present 
throughout the session. 

RESULTS 

The results are based upon the data from 44 of the 47 subjects distributed as 
follows; 14 in Condition A, 15 in Condition B, and 15 in Condition C (Three 
subjects failed to follow instructions). 

The Impression Formation Task 

Figure 1 summarizes the data of how tht subjects used the checklist categories 
to describe their impressions of the sketches. The categories C (the sketch 
adjectives), CI (adjectives in normative impression, uut not in sketch) and K 
(adjectives in the other two sketches) and Base (all the remaining adjectives) 
were employed because they consisted of identical adjectives for a given sketch 
and all three category assignments. The data are pooled across the three 
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sketches. The first value on the abscissa is the m rage si.rul.rity-to-maior for the 

of «t at\ ^ ^ ^^ ,0 i,S ,Cast ««»P««* "ST At all üt eHe"eh 
of ^anty.to^tereotype. subjects use about S0%of the L^eiZlZt 

ttv Z Pei T S SketC!!eS t0 ^^ "^ ""P--0-- AiLst as fX"nr 
Ä e "SL^'r5 tha,"! "0rmatiVe aSSOCiatCS of *e ^««ch (categ«; a)' The baseline category tends to elicit somewhat more usage than do the 
adjectives fa, the other two sketches. This is partly due toZ flcMha, ft 

atctL^n t ^r * ,he ""^ «A ^."ortchl ten adjectives m the cJosest or more appropriate Stereotypie category tend to be 
employed m üje impression task with almost as much frequency a" a« the 

Ä5.       a "^ ^^^ ^ aS -P-^th" ^rox- 
Figure 1 shows that subjects do tend to use the adjectives from the normative 
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FIG. 3 Proportion of jdjrciivr» wtected from the three »terectype categorrs on the 
checklist during the unprcnion formation Utk. The abicisu hai the «me meaning as w h«. 

I. The arrows indicate the assigned category. 

the checklist. The top line on the graph, for example, shows »he tendency to use 

jdiectives in the most appropriate category (the stereotype which it closest to 

the rJcetch) when that category is the assigned one and «viicn it is not. Here it 

looks as if the tendency to use adjectives from the appropriate stereotype is 

greater when that is also the assipu-d stereotype. Although this is a reasonable 

and »xpected finding, not toe much reliance should be placed upon it because it 

u mainly due to one üketch. 
With one exception, the tendency to use adjectives from the various stereotype 

categories seems to be determined almost entirely by the similarity of the sketch 
to the stereotype rather than by the assignment of the sketch to a major. The 
exception is for the intermediate ctK. In this latter case it does appear that 
assigning a sketch to a major that is moderately discrepant (rather tlian ex- 

tremely discrepant) does result in an enhanced tendency to use adjectives in this 

category to describe the impression. Although this finding of some assimilation 
to the stereotype for the iioderaiely deviant assignment is consistent with our 

predictions, the effect is rather small and local (in the sense that it does not seem 

to affect other categories of the description).* 

*Subtequenl analyses of mdividiui ad|ect*cs and a repticau™ experiment with a much 
larger sanpte confirms ihc fact that tin- aatgnmcni of a mator to a sketch affects both the 
impression and the recognitu» ta*k. The analysts by later categories of ad|ccti«cs m.v*s ihr 
effect because many of the adpclivcs do not discnmifuic because the> are easdy rcicclcd as 

beng irrelevant to a particul.ii sketch. 
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The Recogr jtion Task 

of adjectives. Ply ,he aVera«e ratln8 for the various categories 
F'gure 3 summarizes the basic re<il». ™ .u 
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the same size for both the adjectives used by the sibjects in their descriptions of 
the sketches and for those not used in their descriptions. Finally, for each of the 
three categories, the adjectives actually used in the subjects' descriptions of their 
sketch impressions tend to be consistently rated as more likely to have been in 
the sketch than those not used by the subjects in their descriptions. 

Figure 3 suggest-, then, that the recognition ratings can be explained or 
accounted for by three approximately additive main effects. One effect is due to 
the adjective actually having been in the sketch; another effect is due to the 
adjective being a member of the impression of that sketch generated by a group 
of judges; the third effect is due to the adjective being one of those actually used 
by the subject in his description of the immrdiate impression he formed of the 
sketch-major combination. Our analysis of variances on the three sketches 
confirms this impression. The reader should compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 1 to note 
how closely the recognition data mirror the descriptions made during the 
impression formation task. 

This chapter examines one of a contemplated series of studies that will explore 
the usefulness of the impression-formation task as a paradigm for investigating 
issues related to the restructuring of memory and the acquisition of knowledge. 
Two issues of concern in the present experiment are the role of the subject's 
immed'ate impression upon his subsequent memory for the sketch and the effect 
of assigning the sketch to compatible or discrepint majors. The data suggest that 
neither the subject's initial impression nor the major to which the hypothetical 
individual was assigned have any appreciable aff ;ct upon his recognition memory 
for which adjectives actually were included in tne sketch. Instead, two approxi- 
mately additive components appear to determine Us. subject's tendency to judge 
an adjective as having been in the sketch. One component is v hether or not the 
adjective actually did occur in the sketch. And the other component is whether 
the adjective belongs to the set of normative adjectives that judges have checked 
as characteristic of the individual described in the sketch. 

The analysis of variance indicate that the subject's confidence ratings can be 
accounted for by three additive main effects. One main effect results from the 
adjective's having been in the sketch. The second results from the adjective being 
a member of the normative i npression set generated by the sketch. The tidrd 
main effect is due to whether the adjective was or was not in the subject's own 
immediate description of the jnpression created by the sketch-major combina- 
tion 

The lack of any interaction between the checklist categories and the usage of 
adjectives in the impression task along with the parallel outcomes from both the 
impression and recognition tasks suggests that we have two dependent variables 
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which both reflect the same effects. The fact that one dependent variable is 

obtained prior to the other apparently Hoes not have any effect on the outcome. 
The use of "determine" in the preceding paragraphs was not intended to 

indicate causality. While it makes sense to view the occurrence of an adjective in 

the Stimulus sketch as "causing" an increment in recogmtion memory for that 
adjective, it makes much less sense to treat the normative category of adjectives 

in the sk*td< impression as a causal agent. Presumably the adjectives in the 

sketch cause u«. i.unject to generate or retrieve a category or schema for 
describing the indiv.lut) in the sketch. This personal category or impression then 

becomes the sourc or causal agent for increasing the subject's tendency to 

falsely recognize an adjective as baring been in the sketch. This personal 

impression is partially correlated with both the normative impression of the 

sketch and with the subject's choice of adjectives in the impression task. 

It is possible that the effect of the subject's immediate impression of the 

stimulus mi&ht show up in recognition memory with a longer interval between 

stimulus presentation and subsequent testing for retention. As mentioned in the 

introduction, it is even more likely that such an effect will show up in recall 

rather than recognition. The da'a on memory for visual form (Riley. 1962) and 

various attempts to replicate and elaborate Bartlett's work (Zangwill. 1972) 

indicate that reproduction and recall are heavily influenced by the subject's 

initial response to a stimulus but that recognition memory may or may not be a 
function of this initial reaction.7 

The most important result is the fact that recognition memory seems to be 

strongly influenced by two approximately additive components. Possibly there is 

also a slight influence of the stereotype of the assigned major. Future studies will 

investigate how these components fare over longer intervals of retention and in 
terms of other indices of retention. From the work on pattern recognition (Hyman 
A Frost. 1974, Posner & Keele. 1968, 1970) and from some of the wor«' or 

semantic memory (Barclay. 1973; Brans«"->rd. Barcley. & Frankj, 1972; Brans- 

ford A Franks. 1971); we would expect that with increasing retention intervals 
or with heavier memory loads the memory of the specific adjectives or details of 
the sketch would fade to zero or to a negligible level while the tendency to base 

the memory upon the general impression will remain stable. The so-called 
"reconstructive" aspects of the memory will then dominate subsequent reten- 

tion. Whether this latter result is seen as a defect or a virtue of memory will 

depend upon the task and th. goals set by the experimenter, the educator, or the 

student. It is interesting to note that in the pattern-recognition studies it is 
considered a virtue to respoH in terms of a generalized impression or abstracted 

• 

'Since the present cxpeninent was reported we have completed a new study in which wr 
used both recall and recognition measures. The recall scores »how the same pattern of results 
as do the recognition 

•^MH 
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image, whereas in recognition-memory performance is scored in terms of ability 
to discriminate the actual details from the general impression. 

Oui manipulation of discrepancy from stereotype represents only one of many 
possible ways to ranipulate discrepancy. Our majors "Law Student," "Account- 
ing Student," and "Social-Work Student" are by no means mutually exclusive. 
The set of adjectives in the stereotype for an Accounting Major include descrip- 
tors such as "analytical." "careful," "consistent," "methodical," "systematic," 
etc. Almost Jill of these descriptors seem to deal with work habits and ways of 
coping with ?rrblems. Not a sinnle adjective in this stereotype list for Accoun- 

tant refers to interpersonal relat. aships. 
The adjectives in the stereotype for Social Work major, on the other hand, 

include such descriptors as "accessitle," "adaptive," "acceptant," "charitable," 
"friendly," "helpful," "kindly," "seusitive," etc. With practically no exceptions 
these traits all deal with interpersonal relationships. Thus, there is no incom- 
patibility between the stereotypes of the major in Accounting and the major in 
Social Work. In thinking of an Accountant major, one does not typically 
consider his interpersonal relationships and vice versa. But there is no reason 
why an individual cannot simultaneously fit the stereotypes of a student in 
Accounting and a student in Social Work. One way to create true discrepancy is 
to work with mutually exclusive categories or to deliberately construct sketches 
which contain adjectives that are antonyms of those adjectives that describe a 

given stereotype. 
Another related problem with the categories we have used is that they are 

quite broad in their inclusiveness. Our hypotheses ab(.ut relative discrepancy 
from stereotype were based on the idea that the category of each of the majors 
was bounded in the sense that descriptions of individuals who were quite 
different from the stereotype would be viewed by the subjects as definitely not a 
member of that category. It was hoped that the sketches that were intermedia e 
in similarity to the stereotype would be seen as quite different from the 
stereotype but still within the permissible bounds of variation from it. Actually, 
our categories seem to be relatively unbounded. Although the subjects do seem 
to have coherent and shared ideas of what the typical or prototypical student m 
each occupational major is like, they also probably see these categories as 
relatively unbounded :n that any sort of student can choose to major in any of 
these areas. Po'ably we would have more clearly bounded categories if we 
assigned sketcnes to the actual occupations rather than to students who are 

training for that occupation. 
Still another reason why the assigned major had little effect upon the impres- 

sion and the recognition tasks might be the fact that the sketches were written 
so as to be internally coherent and cohesive. The sketches generated a consistent 
impression of an individual without any help from the assigned major. It .s 
possible that the assignment will have a noticeable effect only when the stimulus 

N* 
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is vague, ambiguous, or internally contradictory (cf. Bransford & Johnson, 1973 
for related evidence). In the studies of labeling and memory for visual form 
(Riley, 1962) the stimulus objects are typically ambiguous. 

A major purpose of this chapter is to indicate the promise of the impression- 
formation task as a paradigm for the experimental investigation of a variety of 
questions related to the restructuring of memoiy, the acquisition of new infor- 
mation, the assimilation of new inputs to existing representations, and the 
accommodation of existing representations to Tit the new inputs. From our 
preliminary experiments and from our experience with the experiment discussed 
here, we are encouraged by many features of this paradigm. For one thing, the 
subjects say that they find the task meaningful and quite relevant to their daily 
activities. For another thing, individual behavior is surprisingly consistent and 
well predicted from population norms collected on moderately sized samples. 

Using the same stimulus materials and paradigm, we plan to study the effects 
on othe' indices of memory such as recall and the effects of longer retention 
intervals. Other extensions of this work will involve changing the manner of 
manipulating discrepancy from prototype as well as changing the stimulus 
materials. For example, we plan to make sketches internally ambiguous in the 
sense that the i^ectives used will be drawn from two or more different 
stereotypes. The assignment of the sketch to one or the other of potentially 
relevant categories should result in relatively more emphasis on the relevant 
subset of adjectives both in forming the impression and in subsequent memory. 
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Consider what happens when . person learns a complex subject matter By 

complex, we mean something hat takes a considerable amount of time to 

team-time measured in weeks «ad months, not in hours or days. Complex 
topic, contain a large structure of information composed of the relevant con- 

cepts and processes that make up the topic. A large amount of time is necessary 
just to incorporate such a mass of material into a person's memory structure 

Moreover. she,r rote acquisition of the concepts is not enough. The matenal 

must b. Mructi red in such a way that relevant concepts can be related properly 

to one another. The procedures must be learned well enough that they carTbe 

performed when needed, and more important, so that they can be performed 
when the situatior, is not quite the same as when the concept was learned 

Before we can make much progress towards the understanding of how com- 
plex topics are learned, we need to know about the organization of knowledge 

within human memory. We contend that our relative lack of knowledge ab, lit 
the learning process is a direct reflection of our relative lack of knowledge al^ut 

the structure of human memory. Things are changing, however. Psychology is 

now coming to understand memory structure better. In turn we areTow 
starting to get a better understanding of the process of learning 

In this chapter we examine some current Ideas about memory structure and 

show their relevance toward the study of teaming. We discios the organization of 

basic memory units around frames or schemata and more especially the way by 

which a person comes to modify these units. TTie overall result of this endeavor 

to us at least, is both exciting and disappo.nting. It is exciting becai« it appears 

177 
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to show how recent work in the study ofcogn'tive systems can potentially be of 
value to our deeper understanding of the problems involved in education. It it 
disappointing, because when we are done, it can be said that all that has been 
m complished is the statement of old knowledge and understanding into a new 
terminology. Despite ail this, we are optimistic that the new terminJogy, 
coupled with our understanding of cognitiv? mwsmf» can eventually lead to a 
deeper understanding of learning. 

MEMORY REPRESENTATION 

Semantic Netv/orks 

A number of workers in the fielJ of human riemory have recently been 
developing forma! representations for the knowledge within memory. Most uf 
the models that we are interested in here are describod as semantic newtrks. 
Following the work of Quillian (1968), they are all characterized by a directed, 
labeled graph structure, such as those shown if Figs. I, ?., and 3. We call our 
version of a semantic network an acihv siructuml netwrk tt. emphasize that the 
representation is both active and passive. It can contain general procedures that 
can be executed whenever functional knowledge must be u.ed (This work is 
if ported in Norman. Rumelharl. and the LNR' research group. '975: from now 
on we refer to this work as "LNR"). Although we will base am discussion on 
this work the comments will apply to all semantic network representations. 

Basically, the semantic network provides a means of representing knowledge. 
It is a new tool in psychology. Previously, our formal models have 'jeen abstract 
a mathematical learning model, for example, talks of the probability or the 
strength of some assoctation between two elements, but the elements an usually 
part of a large homogeneous set. With semantic networks, we took at the 
structure of very particular items. 

Th« internal Components of Vert» 

Consider, for example, how a child might come to learn language. In the work of 
he LNR research group, the meanings of verbs can be decomposed into 

underlying primitive elements. Thus, some verbs specify only STATIVE com- 
ponents, others are more complex, specifying CAUSE and CHANGE. When we 
ay that; 

(I)      The skier went to the top to the mountain. 

there is a change of location of the skier  as shown in Fig. I. 

' The scronymn LNR upmcnu the tcteaidi ttovp at the I'lmrruly of ( ittfoinu. San 
llMfo which hai oudirJ thnr umm. Ihr ri.'up «a> ot«tiialh ■ •rmed and tuprniwd by 
frttt I indu>. iKmaU Nurniui. and l>a*id RumrUurt  henor. LNR 

L 
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FIG. 1    The Akt »«fit lo the lof of Iht mountain 

The figure dtows the decomposition of the verb "went" into it? more baac 
underlying components, i.e., iu network structure Network structures are 
compoced of nodes and ordered, labeled relations connecting these nodes. In 
Fig. I, the ovab represent modes that arc token instances of propositional 
structures, the angular brackets (e.g.. skierl repretent nodes that an token 
instances of concepts, and the phrases encloaed in quotation mark»le.g. "bottom 
of mountain") represent network structures for the concepts dewribed by the 
phrares, but which we hare not shown in detail in the figure in order to matntam 
the darity of the digram. In the INK acth« structuial network, there are four 
different types of node structures, two of which are diown in Fig. I. The 
numbers of the token propositional nodes hare no meaning they are uaed salel> 
to facilitate the dtscusaon of these nodes. 

Figure I can be interpreted in a snai^itforward manner by starting with node 
•I. tlv oval labeled CHANGE Tins indicated that some change of states ha« 
taken place the relations Icamng node *l describe the sutes that are mivtred. 
The (11 ASCI takes place from a state diown by the node V This rnde «ays 
that its mtqect (a skierl was located at the "bottom of mountam" Iron' some 
unknown tone iu some tune not ipecified (but indicated b> the unnamed node 
diown as angular brackets) The result of the .hange u the state repeesented t» 
wie *3 the skier is now as location "top of mountam." Notice that the tme he 
was located at dr <op of the mountain n not upeotkJ. euxpt to tnrhcaie that it 
is later than the b te at which he was no longjri at the boilom of the moumair 

A more complet verb is one that imphes cauality  say 'to gnw" If w« say 

(2)      Su/eiie took the skts from llenn 

we mean that Su/ette thd aomrthmg tlat earned the sin to chaff from 
Henry's puacaun to her pomnaon. We dhstrale thn sentence with the sinac- 
lure diown in Kig 2. 

._ — 
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Uitm 

«0.2   SuMiieiook the AijfiomHem>. 

Note thai the« itrbcturei provide frimeworlu for Mfi igwi knowled« 
E*d. structure is . memory tchema it allows us to orpni* the material that we 
leam later on. Thus, if we learn that 

(2B)     She promised to return them by morning. 

we know that there is an obligation to return the skis. From that we can deduce 
that she got them from Henry with his pemmsion. and in fact, we expand the 

"ÜÜ0^ ^ knomM^ ,0 »wne«Wn« U« that shown in Fig. 3. Note thai 
*e add the new knowtedgr directly to the framework for the old. Not only did 
•« haw a comrmeni way of modifying the stiucture for the prerous eptsode 
acoo.ding to the framework provided by the schema for the llm ^tence but 
we have now modified the structure into one that is equivalent to "borrow " 
Wtte borrowed the jk» I, B e«y to srr how other suiements could have 
raodified the structure to indicate thai 

Suaette stole the skis (no permivton was granted! 
Su/ette purchased or rented the skis (die paid money for them) 

^SJ'ia« J![) ^ ^ «k,n« »^ '0 P^ «^«n "F f« her (expandmg the 

DwalopmaiiW Slmfces 

Theschemau provideJ by this fc»m of structural mttym turn out tobe rather 
po««ffiU Dwbe (kntner (1975) du^ 1^ , P)MB6er of ^ ^^ .^ po-ettw 

can be awlyied » this way Mo« uaportant for prea(«t pwpoaes, *e reports o« 
expenmtfiu wusch »ho» that a perwn's memory of the ^tual «ib uaed n a 

  mmmm 
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btfote-ti»« 
• < tomorroii'> 

FIO. J In ümäed »rut Suwlte t.K,k the rim f,„m Kenry. .Vo, ,*«/«/ She promi«d to 
return them by tomorru« Tout ttruawe Sutette bo, owed the skis from Henry nrom.sin« 
toretun. them theneiitday 

Kinence »ill «ry syiienMt.caUy with the other infoim.t.on provided, much in 
the manner of the illustritions we have already provided. 

Centner has also rudied the order in which these structures are learned. If we 

look at Fig. 4 we «w the underlying components that she has analyzed for the 

structures of the mbs "give. lake. buy. sell, spend money, trade " Gentncr 

shows how one can denve an ordering for the acquisition of the underlying 

component», and therefore for the verbs themselves. In fact, she has performed 

tlie necessary expenmenrs. She seated children tn front of tafclos which had two 

dolb (Bert and Ernie) and she asked the chUdren to make one doll buy tell give 

and take toys from the other The deta'ls are reported in her paper but the 

important as(iect n that the developmental sequence of acquisition followed 
l* expecUtH«s rather mc ly  See Fig. 5. You might note that the structures of 
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,tt'4 ••••i 

HO. 4 TV reUUMMtap« «.«ig UK cnoccpo m^cttymf a* mb. ,1«.- "ukr " >«.- 
"buy." "««II." and ".poi.J m-oc» " The «rmjntK roaipaaentt atd the «Ukt du) f«T«ii Mi 
umtrrtUndin« of tJt «rrtn irr rrprrvnled by tkr «Iu4nl mak A«r o( ttc i,^—in« o< te 
«vrbtpruo(«dtvrrticaU).>«Hta»rtia((ii UK fc>p (I to« (««0»?.   »TJ 1 

Uieie »trt» arc rra*in*M> cutnplex The ime count of dir ao) WMKM OT ikr 
vtrb» foOows the (hcurviical ordrrng of thru comykui) It Ukr> tmkktr. 
approximately 5 >«n to ptoipm ftum the uate m «toe* ihc> mt wotdi kit 
"pwc" and "uk?" prop rl) to the pomt «hcrt the> Mr the ranrr mt o4 
pooession wrhj thown ■ F« 4 pioprrly Thr utuctval nrtaock dmnptuo 
for thear wrb» Aom why thit km« time prnod «^11 br ■TUMü) CM««« 
mutt team ahout a nurabn of difirrrnt ccmctyit tomr drafaH ««it uxtd 
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The mayonnaise protocols illustrate that previously developed schemata can be 
applied to new problems, not necessarily in appropriate fashion, of course. The 
determinants of which schemata get applied are the features which come from 
what a known: in this ca«e. the features of the end result. The problem is that 
the relevant properties of egg and oil and their interactions (that they can form a 
white creamy substance) are not part of any stored schema, so the correct 
answer cannot be derived. As the examples illustrate, mayonnaise has properties 
which make it look more like certain dairy products than the result of mixing 

the yolks of eggs with oil.3 

The point of this exerciae is simple (perhaps too simple for the space it has 
occupied). We believe that this use of old schemata thru analogy is all pervasive 
and powerful. Although the sauces derived by our two subjects are not at all 
mayonnaise, they are inteUigent creations, and they are not bad sauces for some 
purposes. NormaUy. this creative use of an old schema for a novel purpose is an 

essential use of the creative process of discovery. 
Later we return to this issue. We believe that the mayonnaise problem is an 

exampk of "functional reasoning". Here is what we believe is involved; 

1. No knowledge of the components of mayonnaise existed. 
2. It is known that mayonnaise is smooth, creamy, off-white in color. Its taste 

a known (and it is somewhat acidic). 
3. General schema 

Blends of foods blend their properties. 
fextuje   sour cream or whipped cream yields a color that is too white 

and a taste that is not right. 
Correction   add yellow-spicy   acidic mustard. 

So we have 

Selection of schema by analogy 
Modification towards goal. 

Th» is reasoning by analogy In functional reasoning we claim there must be one 
more step the schema has variables in it, and any concepts that fulfill appro- 
prute range restrictions on those variables may be used in the solution of a 

problem. 

fx*npfe    Tht  I*I/» sauce problem.   One important component  of the 
process of kaming and teaching is that of communication. The teacher has the 

•To make nuyonnawe. one pull 2 eng yolk» in a mixing bowl with one teaspoon ot 
m o» lemon iiuce. Seajomngi may be aJded (dry mustard, salt, white pepper) Then. 

h€Mm$ »^rouily with a »ire whip, oil i» added, diop by drop, until the mixtun is 
* and creamy Uboul ';, cup of oil). More oil is then added in a slow steady sir. am (all 

tte wtuk heat»» ngorouilyl When 1-1'/, cup« of oil have been added, mix in a second 
ttmpoon «( mnefat ot lemon juice. 
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task of conveying a particular knowledge structure to the student. The learner 
has the task of deducing just what structure is intended by the teacher, as well as 
the additional task of adding the new information to his previous knowledge in 
such a way that it can be referred to and used at a later time. Many of the 
problems of learning and teaching can be understood as problems in this 
communication process. Learning, however, is unlike most simple communica- 
tions in that the structures to be acquired can be complex, and it is not always 
clear just how they are to fit together. Moreover, the differences in the knowl- 
edge shared among the participants in a learning situation are often considerably 
greater than in simple discourse. 

In many ways, this aspect of the learning process is actually a problem. First, 
there is the problem of identifying the appropriate referent-of determining just 
what topic is under consideration. Second, there is the problem of so specifying 
the information being acquired and incorporating it within the memory struc- 
ture that it can be recovered when later it is needed. 

Social conventions govern the form of the interactions between a teacher and a 
student, with certain well-formed conventions about the nature of the inter- 
actions and questions that normally take ' j. A private tutorial allows for 
more interaction than does a seminar. In turn, lectures allow few opportunities 
for the communicative aspect of the learning process to take place.3 

One aspect of this communicatory process is that the same teacher may use 
quite different procedures to teach the same material to two different students. 
In our studies of tl e tutorial didogues between beginning students and tutors 
and advanced students and tutors, the difference is expository style is clear: the 
tutor tends to lecture the beginner; with an advanced student, things are more 
like a relaxed conversational interchange of information. Books reflect this 
difference, for the style of the book depends upon the ievel of the student which 
it is addressing. One example readily available comes from a comparison of the 
rec.'pes in an elementary cookbook with the recipes of an advanced cookbook. 
Thus, one recipe for mayonnaise in a book intended for advanced cooks takes 
exactly six sentences (67 words) and a list of ingredients. Essentially the very 
same recipe for a beginning cook is around 13 times longer; three pages of text 
or about 900 words and a list of ingredients.4 

■ 

3 A textbook allows no interaction, of course, although in some sense the use of branching, 
teaching machine texts or simple computer .listed instructions sequences do recover some 
aspects of the communication. The recent work by Carbonell (1970, 1971) and Collins, 
Warnock, Aiello, and Miller (1975) and Brown, Burton, and Zdybel (1973) adds communica- 
tion to computer-aided instruction by providing the computer system with a semantic network 
of knowledge about the topic matter and allowing it to interact in a tutorial fashion with the 
student. 

'The advanced example comes from "Masterpieces of French Cuisine" by Amunatequi 
(1971), and the introductory example from "Mastering the Art of French Cooking" by Child, 
BerthoUe, and Beck (1961). 

\ 
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One technique we have used to explore the processes of learning and teaching 
is that of tutorial instruction. For these tutorial studies we picked the topic of 
French cooking to be exact, the subset of techniques involved in ihe making of 
the family of white sauces. This topic is well suited for our purposes: complex 
enough that it constitutes a challenge for the learner, sufficiently self contained 
that one can hope to learn a considerable amoun) within a reasonable amount of 
time. Moreover, it is easy to find well motivated students and teachers. (We 
concentrated the sessions on the coverage provided by Child, Bertholle, & Beck, 
1961, pp. 54-93.) 

Suppose you set out to teach someone the family of French white sauces. How 
should you present it? How does one get across the entire network of inter- 
related concepts? 

When an advanced cook tutors a beginner, there is a tendency to lecture at 
first, describing the overall family of sauces. Then, when uie overview descrip- 
tion has been completed, the beginner's lack of understanding often surfaces, 
causing a fumbling, exploratory interaction in which each tries to understand 
what the other is thinking. 

Table 2 shows a small excerpt from such a tutorial. The advanced tutor (T) has 
finished a twenty minute lecture on the white sauces. He concludes by saying; 
"and I think that's all there is to say." The student (S) has been following, 
making appropriate comments along the way. But now, unexpectedly, the 
student asks a question which indicates that she does not understand the overall 
patWn of sauces. The tutor is disturbed, and there follows a period in which the 
tutor tries to straighten out the concepts. This is a portion ofthat conversation. 
It starts with the student attempting to summarize her understanding of the 
sauces.5 

The tutorial shown in the table illustrates a problem with reference. If the 
student finds a partially correct referent, errors may go undetected. In this case, 
it seems that the student originally had a concept for white sauce (the standard 
American white sauce): heat together butter and flour and then add milk. This 
fits easily with the new use' of the term "white sauce." But French white sauces 
can also be made from fish or chicken stocks without milk or cream. This new 
procedure does not fit the student's existing memory structures, and a good deal 
of confusion ensued until the tutor was able to straighten it out. It was only 
when the discrepancy between her previous conception of wliite sauce and the 
French conception was explicitly mentioned that she began to make sense out of 
her lesson. The interesting thing about this tutorial session was that for the first 
20 minutes, neither tutor nor student realized that there were any problems. It 
came as somewhat of 3 shock to both participants to realize that there were vast 
confusions, and the entire session lasted for 45 minutes beyond the point where 

'We thank J. Lustig, S. Schane, and F. Wightman for serving as tutors and tutees. 
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TABLE 2 
Beginning Stu Jent and Advanced Cook Tutorial" 

We start out with two different white 
sauce»,  veloute  and  Bechamel-and 
^   hamel is with-milk did you say? 
Uight. 
Veloute is with egg yolk and cream 
so it's richer. 
Uh-no.   Bechamel   is   with   milk, 
veloute is with stock. That's the basic 
difference. 
Oh that's right. We made the veloute 
into Parisiennc. 
Either the Bechamel... 
OK. 
or the veloute can be a Parisienne. 
What  American   cooks mean when 
they say a white sauce is-Bechamel. 
They mean a roux with- 
Milk. 
Milk. 

take-a-sauce made with stock in- 
stead of milk and cream, and add egg 
yolks I-is that ever done? 

T:       That's a Parisienne. 

S: The Parisienne doesn't have to start 
with the veloute. 

T:       The veloute is- 
S:       Has-creain or milk. 
T: No-no--the veloute is the roux and 

the stock. 
S: I keep-I keep mixing that up. The 

veloute is stock-and then cream- 
T: The Bechamel is the milk-base, 

(pause) And from both of those you 
can get to Parisienne by adding egg 
yolks and cream. 

S.       OK. 

(The problem here is that the student 
confused her knowledge of American 
white sauce with the related but dif- 
ferent concept of the French family 
of white sauces. The tutor again re- 
viewed the concepts involved in the 
sources. The student tried to review:) 

(At this point the tutor reviewed the 
concepts. The student summarized 
the problem:) 

S: 

S:        (long pause) OK. Oong pause) If you    T: 

I'm confused because Bechamel is 
what I originally learned as a white 
sauce and a white sauce is a large 
class with all these different kinds of 
sauces. 
That's right. 

■ 

"Roux: A mixture of Jloui and butter that serves as a thickening agent Lightly cooked 
(for white sauces), browned to make brown roux. 

Stock: Clear or brown liquid, usually made from chicken or fish (white stocks) or meat 
brown stocks). 

Bcchamei: A basic white sauce made with roux and milk. 
Veloute: A basic white sauce made with roux and white stock. 
Enrichment: The addition of butter, cream, or egg yolks. 
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the tutor had intended to end the session by saying, "and I think that's all there 
is to say." 

This section shows one aspect of the communication between teacher and 
student: the difference between the student's prior conception of the topic and 
the actual one to be learned. This prior conception guides the student into some 
erroneous assumptions, hindering the final acquisition of the concepts. 

Example: The jump problem. This last example is the most serious of the 
three we wish to describe. What we want to discuss is how a student acquires a 
schema for a concept, discovers places where it does not operate in an appro- 
priate fashion, and then modifit: the schema. We feel that the most important 
cognitive structures that we should rtudy are those that »Uow the discovery of 
the inappropriate aspects and change them. We will say more about this later. 
Alas, we will not be able to say it well or precisely. 

In our studies, we took students at the University of California, San Diego who 
had no previous experience with computers and put them in front of a visual 
(television) display and a typewriter keyboard. They were given a series of 
examples in programming in the language FLOW, starting off with some basic 
principles. At times, the students were asked to type a particular program into 
the computer and then to predict the result of that program. After the student 
had predicted the result of the sample program, he could have the compute^ 
perform the program and obser e th? result displayed on the screen in front of 
him. At times, we asked the students to write new programs that would 
accomplish some goal. 

The computer language is very simple. For the aspects illustrated in this 
chapter, only two principles need to be understood: 

All programs consist of an ordered set of commands (in the examples here, 
most programs are only 2 or 3 lines long). 

Each line of the program is numbered for easy reference. 

in this section we illustrate some of the problems in developing ? n accurate 
schema for one of the commands of the language FLOW. We follow the course 
of one student who is learning to use the command "Jump to ...." She has just 
previously learned to use the command "Print" in several different programs, 
but no program was longer than two lines and most contained only a single use 
of the "Print" command. In this section, we are primarily concerned with the 
examination of the interaction between the student': understanding of the 
concepts as represented by the schemata that she has developed and the program 
that she is creating. We trace the development of the schema for "Jump to" 
through successive stages of experience with different programs that result from 
the schema 

We start watching the student at the point where she has been asked to type 
the following program, Program 1, onto the display terminal. 

. - ..._,» i »Mti'llri  "i.. 
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Program 1:   010  Print "Rochelle" 
020  Jump to 010 

Experimenter: Thii program will make the computer repeat the printing of 
the word "Rochelle." What do you think the output will 
look like? 

Student:   The computer will print the word "Rochelle" twice. 

The answer is consistent with the ordinary sense of the word "repeat." It is also 
consistent with the student's prior experience, for in previous programs where 
there were no Jump statements and where at most there were two print 
statements, any program that repeated ;he same printout printed the same word 
twice. If we could characterize this student's schema for the purpose of the 
"Jump to" instruction, it probably would look something like this: 

Schema 1:   If the instruction is "Jump to n," then the computer does 
instruction number n. 

Now the student was instructed to run Program 1. When she did so, the output 
that appeared looked like this: 

RochelleRochelleRochelleRocheUeRochelleRochelleRochelleRochelleRo ... 

Student:   I guess it keeps repeating until someone tells it to stop. 

By her comment, the student has clearly learned something more about the 
"Jump" statement. To test what she had learned, we aksed her to enter a new 
program into the computer and to predict its outcome. 

Program 2:   010  Print "Hi" 
020  Print "Rochelle" 
030  Jump to 010 

Experimenter:   What do you think this program will do? 

Student: Its first instruction is to print "Hi" so it will do "Hi," then 
it will (pause) there's no »pace, so it wil! just go 
"HiRochelle" for the second instruction. And then it wiV. 
go back to the first instruction which was Print "Hi," so H 
will just write "Hi" until we tell it to stop. 

We see from this example that the student has modified Schema 1 into a new 
form, something like this: 

Schema 2: Do each instruction in order unless the instruction is a JUMP- 
TO. If the instruction is JUMP-TO n, then continue doing 
instruction n until told to stop. 

i 
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Note that this schema, even though incorrect, is perfectly consistent with 
everything the student has seen up to this point. She has derived her notion of 
sequential order of execution from earlier programs and has used it here to 
predict the first two elements of the output. From Program 1 she luu «en that 
the Jump-to in that program caused the instruction to be repeated. Hence, she 
developed Schema 2. 

The test of the student's schema came when she was asked to run Program 2. 
Here is what happened: 

HiRochelleHiRocheUeHiRocheUeHiRocheUeHiRocheUeHiRocheUe ... 

Once again the result was not what was expected. Once again the schema for 
"Jump" had to be modified. 

Student: When you say jump to the first instruction, it will go to that and 
then I guess it goes to the second one and if there isn't a second 
one it will just keep repeating the first one. Otherwise it will 
repeat both. 

This is a rather complicated and highly conditionalized notion, but it is perfectly 
consistent with all examples she has seen. When she was asked to describe how 
the computer actually performed Program 2, she provided a correct line by line 
description. Her schema now might be characterized like this: 

Schema 3:   Do each instruction in order unless the instruction is "Jump to." 
If the instruction is "Jump-to n" then begin doing instruc- 
tions at number n. 
If there are no more instructions, stop. 

Again, we tested her knowledge by asking her to type a specified program and to 
predict the result: 

Program3:   010  Jump-to 030 
020  Print   Hi" 
030  Print "RocheUe" 

Student: The computer will go to the third instruction and print 
"RocheUe" then to the second and print "Hi" anU then to the 
third again and print "RocheUe." 

The actual result is this: 

RocheUe 

Only the one word is printed, and then the program halts. Why did the student 
predict what she did, when according to Schema 3, she should have been able to 
predict the result properly? Evidently she has other schemata about the opera- 
tion of the computer. Many students seem to beheve that jvery statement must 
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be executed at leist once, and this schema could apply here. If so, this causes a 
conflict with Schema 3. which might possibly be resolved by a reversion to one 
of the earlier schemaU for "Jump." Whatever the reason, it was a simple matter 
for the student to modify her schema for "Jump." When she saw that the output 
was the single word "RocheUe." she was readily able to determine why: 

Student:   The first instruction tells it to go on to the third and then there is 
no instruction to tell it what to do so it stops. 

Now finally, she seems to have a complete and correct schema for the "Jump" 
instruction. When given two more tests, she predicted the results correctly: 

Program 4: 010  Print "Hi" 
020  Print "RocheUe" 
030   Jump-to 020 

The predicted and correct result is: 
HiRochelleRocheUeRocheUeRocheUeRochelleRochelleRocheUeRocheUe ... 

This shows that the student doesn't believe that each repetition needs to be the 

same. 

Programs:   010  Print "Hi" 
020  Jump-to 010 
030  Print "Rochelk" 

The predicted and correct result is 

HS 
This program shows that she understands that not every line need be followed. 

These examples point out the ways in which a student formulates hypotheses 
about the concepts which are being taught. appUes those hypotheses, and 
modifies them when necessary. Learning appears to be organized around small, 
simple schemata that can be applied to situations wherever deemed appropriate. 
Part of the task we must face is to < etermine how a person comes to acquire, 
apply, and modify these schemata. 

Learning by Modification of Existing Schemata 

To transform the examples of the use of schemaU that we have presented here 
into a viable, useful theory of learning, we need to specify with more precision 
just what it is that takes place when a schema is selected, used, and then 
modified. We are not ready to report much infoimation here, but we can tell 
you of some related work that seems relevant. 

First consider what kinds of structure a person needs in order to be able to 
modify his schemata. The student needs to be able to compare the results 
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predicted by a given schema with the results that actually occur. Then he needs 
to deternune the points of mismatch, and then correct that mismatch Thus he 
needs , process with some access to the procedures which it is examining and 
modifying. This is no simple feat. 

The problem of learning through errors is. of course, a well known one 
J-ymour Papert and his educational group at the Artificial Intelligence Labora-' 

C" ^ i?aimadc a big rrof ^fom of ,eaming-Dcbu^- * *" Paper calls ,t-the process of eluninating the errors or bugs m one's own 
knowledge. The skills of debugging are clearly important ones. Rapert believes it 
is perhaps even more important to teach a child how to debug his own 
knowledge than to teach hin. the knowledge itself. The implication is that if a 
chdd knows how to learn, then he can get the knowledge by himself. We find 
that this philosophy strikes a sympathetic chord: Why do we not attempt to 
each some basic cognitive skills such as how to organize one's knowledge how 

to learn, how to solve problems, how to correct errors in understanding: these 
stnkc M as basic components which ought to be taught along with the content 

™ere,hI
aS Ü66" ,0me WOrk ,B ^ Mas"chusetts Institute of Technology 

Artificul Intelligence Uboratories on the mechanisms necessary for transform- 
ing schemata that were in error into belter ones. One of the best known 
examples of this work was performed by Winston (1973). Winston showed his 
system figures of block structures. The system would develop network represen- 
aüons for the structures (very similar in form to the structural networks of the 

LNR representation). Winston's system corrects schemata by comparing the 
representations for the various objects and noting the differences. The network 
gets modified according to the nature of these differences. In fact. Winston 
shows how the most important aspect of the training sequence is the near miss 
the appropriate form of deviation from the schema. 

Now without exception, everyone we have ever talked to who is either in the 

! t0:.^UC.at,0n °r in learnir* &* ** "Wy when we tell them of Winston's 
work That s nothing very remarkabk." they sputter, "why if you go look at 
any elementary education text, or the work of... " etc. We agree, but disagree 
Wmstons work is not important for the concept of the near miss. What .s 
miportant .s that he has managed to develop a formal procedure for representing 
^rtain kinds of knowledge and then for changing that representation when it is 
found not to be app-opriate. It is one of the most sophisticated examples of a 
leam ng program of which we are aware. 

More recently at The Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Sussman (1972) 
and Goldstein (1973) have taken ..other step closer to £ d^n^VS 
learning procedures. They have managed to develop systems that can correct 
programs, find the errors, and modify them appropriately. 

We are still not at the point where psychological models can be developed 
arouno th.se formal*ations of schemata, and the suggested mechanisms Vor 
modification, but we believe that we are close. 

• 
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SOME GENERAL COMMENTS 

Learning involves the acquisition of new cognitive structures built upon old, 
previously acquired structures. Such a statement, by itself, says little that has 
not been said many times before. What we believe might be new is some 
understanding of Uie underlying representation of these structures. 

The overall structure for a concept matter is not yet known. In this chapter we 
have discussed some extremely simple knowledge frameworks: for verbs, for 
simple recipes, and at the level of verbal description, for a programming lan- 
guage. At this point we wish to speculate upon two or three issues relevant to 
the acquisition and use of these schemata. First, some comments upon theory. 
Second, some comments on what should (or could) be taught. Third, some brief 
comments on the problem of communicating the relevent str.'c'ui JS to the 
student. 

On theory What has been shown here is very incomplete. It certainly is a far 
distance away from what we claimed to be interested in: the leamii.«; of comples 
topics. We need to specify how we interrelate all the information. Wr still need a 
lot of work on this problem. We think the important principle is that the 
material is organized around schemata. There does not seem to be a homoge- 
neous network structure. Rather there seems to be well structured means for 
organizing the information, and for functional procedural definitions. Moreover, 
the schemata provide means for applying the structures to new and to unusual 
situations. 

On what might one teech   Two general principles seem applicable: 

Introduce the general framework for the material that is to be learned. 
Build upon the general knowledge that previously existed. 

One different form of knowledge that we believe to be important is to teach 
learning skills: 

The student should know how to evaluate and modify his schemata. 

In the examples shown above, it has been importan that existing schemata 
could be modified. This is true whenever a schema a inappropriate either 
because one simply doesn't know enough or because ne is reasoning by 
analogy. 

In general, one has to know how to understand the nature of this reasoning 
process to be effective at doing it. We have been impressed with Papert's 
teaching of "debugging skills"-we believe he is correct when he places heavy 
emphasis on this. 

Functional reasoning Collins, Wamock, Aiello, and Miller (1975) have 
dimonstrated some nice examples of what they called "functional reasoning," 
reason in which knowledge is deduced from general principles. The most inter- 
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csting cases occur when the person doing the reasoning is not aware that he 
knows any relevant general principles. What in fact happens, we believe, is two 
things. First there is something akin to our mayonnaise example: reasoning by 
analogy. Second, comes the examination of several examples and a gcneraliza- 
tion. A general principle can be considered to be one in which the schema has 
many of its constant terms replaced with variables (the variables will have 
constraints placed upon the set of concepts which may be used to fill them) 

The process by which one takes specific knowledge about a particular instance 
ot a concept or ot an experience and generalizes it to apply to a larger class of 
expenences is one that needs a good deal of study. One suspects that this 
generalization process is at the heart of much of our everyday operations in 
which new situations must be dealt with by the experience gained from old ones 
Learning by analogy, learning by modification of existing schemata, the use and 
interpretation of metaphor, and functional reasoning would all appear to be 
related examples of this generalization of knowledge. As we gain in our under- 
standing of the structures of hunun memory and in the ways by which the 
knowledge structures are acquired, modified, and used, we will come to enrich 
our understanding of learning, of teaching, and of the human use of knowledge. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The task of developing a psychology of instruction is formidable because we 
must first understand the nature of knowledge, how it is acquired, under what 
conditions it might be taught, and the signs by which its attainment might be 
celebrated. Of course, our task would be foredoomed if .'very area of knowledge 
were so distinctive in its requirements on the human mind that completely 
differcnt cognitive processes were invoked in each case. If so, then the most help 
educators might realistically expect from psychologists would be a pluralism of 
prim iples consisting of independent sets of heuristic tricks, especially tailored 
for ach area of pedagogical focus. 

Clearly, the working hypothesis which best serves both psychology and educa- 
tion as umes that knowledge-gathering processes of mind are essentially the same 
across all disciplines, that any differences will be in detail rather than principle. 
Let us then begin by posing the central problem for a cognitive theory of 
instruction in a way that presupposes this working hypothesis: what is the 
nature of the general cognitive capacity that underlies all knowledge acquisition? 
It is to this question that this chapter is addressed. 
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THE ABSTRACT NATURE OF CONCEPTS 

A basic characteristic of human intelligence is the ability to formulate abstract 
conceptual knowledge about objects and events. Abstract conceptual knowledge 
is exemplified when we can deal appropriately with novel instances of a concept, 
that is, when our knowledge goes beyond just those instances experienced. 

There is abundant evidence that our knowledge of language must be abstract 
given the novelty that must be dealt with. Indeed, the role of novel events in 
language has long been recognized by linguists. Sentences are almost always 
novel events. To verify this fact you need only pick at random a sentence in a 
book and then continue through the book until the sentence is repeated. Unless 
you have picked a cliche or a thematic sentence, it is unlikely that the sentence 
will reoccur. We readily admit that most sentences are novel, but what about the 
elements from which sentences are constructed? These elements must be the 
same in order for us to understand sentences. Further examination, however, 
shows thai words too are typically novel events. The apparent physical sameness 
of words is an illusion supported by the use of printing presses. If we consider 
handwriting, we find a great deal of variation in the construction of letters and 
words. The novelty of words becomes even more clear when we think of the 
same word spoken by different speakers, male and female, child and adult, or by 
the same speaker when he is shouting or whispering. Words, like sentences, are 
typically novel events. To say that worüs are novel events may be incorrect in 
some instances. We have heard our friends use the same words many times, our 
own names being a case in point. The importance of the argument for novelty is 
to illustrate that this repetition is not necessaiy for our understanding of words; 
thus our ability to recognize words is not a function of having experienced that 
particular physical event before. 

Greenburg and Jenkins (1964) demonstrate an even more striking example of 
the capacity to deal with novel instances of a class. They found that English 
speakers could deal appropriately with novel sequences of English phonemes. 
Sequences of Phonemes in English are subject to powerful constraints described 
by rule structures for syllable and word formation. It we randomly sample 
strings of English phonemes we will produce three types of strings: strings which 
are actual English syllables or words; strings which violate the rules for English 
syllables and word construction and therefore are not English syllables or words; 
and finally, strings which are in accord with English rule- structure, but are not 
found in English. Given only consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) strings we all 
recognize on/ as an actual English word and cah as clearly not an English word. 
However, what about the strings dib and lutt? Both of these CVCs are in accord 
with English rules of syllable construction. Dib is in fact an actual English word. 
Consequently, Greenberg and Jenkins constructed a measure of distance from 
English, based upon the rules of English syllable construction, which accurately 
predicted subjects' judgments of novel strings of phonemes. The subjects' judg- 
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ments about novel strings of phonemes were consistent and predictable on the 
basis of linguistic rules for syllable construction in English. 

This research clearly demonstrates that the knowledge, on the basis of which 
English speakers recognize and construct English syllables and words, is abstract 
in the sense that it is not knowledge of particular physical events, but rather 
knowledge about systems of abstract relationships. One's ability to recognize 
sequences of phonemes not experienced before as acceptable or unacceptable 
English strings demonstrates knowledge of rules of sequencing of phonemes, that 
is, abstract concepvual knowledge which allows us to recognize and produce 
novel events. 

But phonemes too are abstract classes of events which cannot be specified in 
terms of common physical elements. Research in the perception of speech has 
shown that the same phonemes are specified by different physical events in 
different contexts and that the same physical event can specify different pho- 
nemes in different contexts (Pant, 1964; Liberm^n, Cooper, Shankweiler, & 
StuddertKennedy, 1967). So, with phonemes too, the basis of recognition is 
knowledge of a code or system of relationships, not knowledge of particular 
physical elements. As we have seen, breaking language events into smaller and 
smaller elements does not result in a level of analysis based upon particular 
physical elements. Rather, at each level we find still another system of abstract 
relations which is necessary to specify the nature or meaning of particular 
physical events. 

Similarly, we are able to recognize a melody played on a piano even though 
p-eviously we have only experienced instances of that melody played on other 
instruments, or by an orchestra, or even hummed. To do so, therefore, we must 
have an abstract concept of the melody that specifies tht isomorphism existing 
among the various instances. Often we are able to recognize that a painting is 
executed in the style of impressionism or by a particular artist, say Cezanne, 
even though we have never seen that particular work before. To do so we must 
have an abstract concept that specifies the style of the school or artist such that 
the instances, novel ones included, are seen as similar. Thus, there seems to be 
ample reason to conclude that concepts are not necessarily based upon knowl- 
edge of particular physical events, nor upon physical units, elements, or features, 
since instances of many concepts are only abstractly related. 

GENERATIVE CONCEPTS 

Due to their generality, abstract concepts apply to a potentially infinite equiva- 
lence class of instances. However, this fact poses a serious problem for a 
cognitive theory bent upon explaining how they are acquired. Since one's 
experience is with but a sample of the entire set of instances to which such 
concepts refer, several puzzling questions arise: First, how can experience with a ' 
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subset of objects or events lead to knowledge of the whole set to which it 
belongs? There is a problem of explaining how some part of a structure can be 
equal to the whole structure. Indeed, the claim that some can, under certain 
circumstances, be equivalent to all seems to involve a logical contradiction. That 
it docs not, fortunately for cognitive theory, can be amply illustrated in many 
different areas of conceptual knowledge. In a moment, we will illustrate this fact 
from examples drawn from three distinct fields-mathematics, linguistics, and 
perceptual psychology. 

A second crucial question that must be answered, given a precise answer to the 
first, concerns the nature of the subset that can provide the knowledge necessary 
to deal with the entire set. Will just any subset of instances do, or must the 
subset be a certain size or quality? In other words, how do instances of a 
concept qualify as exemplary cases of the concept? A precise answer to this last 
question has quite obvicas implications for the selection of effective instruc- 
tional material for teauiirg concepts. 

Generative concepts in mathematics. In mathematics the concept of an infi- 
nite set provides a structure for which it is true that a proper subset is equal to 
the total set. Cantor proposed this definition of the infinite when he discovered 
that a subset of all natural numbers, such as the even integers, can be placed into 
a one-to-one relationship with the total set of integers. But a more relevant case 
for our purposes is the problem of providing a precise description for an infinite 
cHs of objects. By a precise description is meant a finite specification of every 
instance of the infinite class. 

A moment's reflection suffices to conclude that so-called nominal concepts are 
quite inadequate for this purpose since it is impossible to ostensively define an 
infinite class, say by pointing to each element. Hence the label "infinity" could 
not be consistently applied since finite enumciation will not discrimate between 
classes just a little larger than the ostensive count and ones infiniiely larger. 

For similar reasons so-called attributive concepts of infinite classes are not 
possible since the attempt to abstract common features from all members of 
such classes fails. If not every member of an infinite class is surveyed by a 
process of finite abstraction, then a potentially infinite number of cases may 
exist which fail to exibit the attribute common to the finite subset actually 
experienced. Thus, the learning of concepts that refer to classes with a poten- 
tially infinite number of members such as trees, people, red stars, cannot be 
adequately explained by a cognitive process involving finite abstraction. The 
process of abstraction postulated to explain the acquisition of abstract concepts 
must work in some other way. As a mill for abstract knowledge, it must take a 
finite set of exemplars as grist for producing concepts of infinite extension. 

This problem has perplexed philosophers for many centuries, leading some 
empiricists and nominalists to propose that in fact no concept of an infinite class 
is really possible. Their argument was based upon the belief that since finite 
abstraction is the means by which all concepts are formed, then the concept of 

- 
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the infinite must be a negative concept referring only to our ignorance regarding 
the exact size of a very large class which had been indeterminately surveyed by 
the senses. This belief constitutes a refusal to recognize the creative capacity of 
human intellignece and led the empiricists to a theory of knowledge founded 
upon associative principles-principles which define knowledge as nothing more 
than the association of memoranda of past sense impressions-what Dewey 
(1939) rightfully called "dead" ideas because they cannot grow. 

Infinite structures can only be represented by finite mea .s if the finite means 
are creative, in the sense that a schema exists by which the totality of the 
structure can be specified by some appropriate finite part of the structure. Such 
a schema by which the whole can be generalized from an appropriate part can be 
called a generative principle, while the appropriate part can be called a generat- 
ing substructure or just generator for short. That a structural totality can be 
specified by a generator plus a set of generative principles can usually be verified 
by the principle of mathematical induction. 

Consider the problem of how one comes to know the concept of natural 
numbers. Two stages seem to be ;nvolvdd: one must first learn the set of 
numerals 0, 1, 2,.... 9 as well as a system of syntactic rules by which they may 
be concatenated to form successively ordered pairs (e.g., 10, 11 99), triples 
(e.g., 100, 101,... 999), etc. The number of numerical strings is, of course, 
potentially infinite. Hence the numeral set 0, 1, 2,..., 9 constitutes the 
generator which potentially yields all possible well-ordered numerical strings 
when the appropriate generative rules of the grammar are applied. 

The second stage in acquiring the concept of natural numbers entails wrera/w. 
not only knowledge of the gramer for numerical labels, but knowledge of the 
closure of arithmetic operations by which (a) any number can be shown to be a 
logical product of an arithnetic cperation applied to a pair of numbers e.g., 1 + 
0 = 1, 1 + 1 = 2, 1 + 2 = 3,... ,and O) any logical product of numbers always 

yields numbers. 
Indeed, it does not take children lon^ to realize that any combination or 

permutation of the members of the generator set (0, 1, 2,... ,9) yields a valid 
number. For example, is 9701 an instance of thi concept of natural number? Of 
course, you will recognize it as a valid instance. But how do you know? Have 
you ever seen this number before? Does it matter? Unless it is part of an old 
phone number, address, or some serial number that you have frequently dealt 
with, then you probably have no idea whether it is a familiar or novel instance of 
the concept of natural number. Nevertheless, one knows immediately that it is 
an instance, presumably because one's knowledge of strings of numerals is as 
abstract as that for English sentences. 

Generative linguistic knowledge. A similar line of argument can be developed 
with respect to the best way to characterize a speaker's knowledge of his native 
language. The problem is- "how do we acquire the linguistic competence to 
comprehend sentences that have never before been experienced?" For instance, 

1 
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it is unlikely that you have ever experienced the following sentence: the impish 
monkey climbed upon the crystal chandelier, gingerly peeled the crepes from the 
ceiling, and threw them at the furious chef. This fact, however, in no way 
diminishes your ability to recognize it as a grammatical, if novel, sentence. 

Whatever the precise details, it seems clear that the child acquires generative 
knowledge of his language from limited experience with a part of the whole 
corpus that is potentially available. Furthermore, on the basis of this limited 
experience, he is able to extrapolate knowledge about sentences never before 
experienced by him, as well as knowledge about those never before experienced 
by anyone. 

Presumably, the child's immediate linguistic environment consisting of his or 
her family and local aspects of his culture, provides him with a generator set of 
exemplary structures from which he educes the generative principles by which 
all other sentences are known. Chomsky (1965) has argued that a transforma- 
tional grammar provides the operations defining the mapping of the generator 
set of clear case utterances onto the corpus of all utterances; other theorists 
disagree. However, no one disputes the fact that the acquisition of language 
requires cognitive schemata that are truly generative in nature. 

It is also worth noting that during acquisition specific memory for sentences 
experienced seems to play no necessary role in the process. Several lines of 
research support this contention. Sachs (1967) demonstrated that subjects were 
unable to recognize syntactic changes in sentences that did not change their 
meaning as readily as they wer: able to detect changes in meaning. This suggests 
that people often do not remember the explicit form of sentences experienced. 
Other researchers (e.g., Mumenthal, l967;Mehler, 1963; Miller, 1962;Rohnnan, 
1968) argue that rather than the surface structuie of sentences being remem- 
' -ed, it is the deep structural relations specified by current transformational 
: ammars that characterize the abstract conceptual knowledge retained in 
memory. 

One important insight that emerges from a study of such cases is that for 
generative concepts there are no truly novel instances. There are only those 
instances that are actual, because they belong to a generator set, and those that 
are potential, because they lie dormant among the remaining totality of in- 
stance;. Consequently, the only difference between actual versus potential 
instances is whether the instance has been made manifest by application of the 
generative principle. Once done so, a newborn instance bears no marks of its 
recent birth to denote that it is new rather than old. 

If the above reasoning is valid, we tae able to formulate our first empirical 
hypothesis: if people obtain abstract concepts then they will not necessarily be 
able to recognize novel instances of the concept as being novel; that is, instances 
in the generator set of a concept (Le., clear-case exemplars) will not always be 
distinguishable from those instances never before experienced. 
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In the next section we review some of the research recently completed at the 
Uruvenuty of Minnesota which lends plausibility to the hypo'thesislt ge^ 
tive systems theory provides a precise description of the function of the 
cognitive capacity by which we obtain abstract concepts. 

EXPERtMENTS ON GENERATIVE CONCEPTUAL SYSTEMS 

Ihe problem of how people learn abstract conceptual systems is by no means 

ZT^E^Ä^ FredriC Bartlett (i932)'in ^ c,assic ^k Remember- ing realized that what people learn must be some kind of an abstract system or 
schema rather than a discursive list of simple instances. Clearly concepts can be 
learned from a small set of very special instances, what might be caUed proto- 
types or exemplars of the concept. Considerable research has shown this to be 
the case However, in doing so some curious results were uncovered. Further- 

sXJn,6/"!^ t0 Chara
f
Cterize Precise|y ** "*"" of prototype instances 

sufficient for ^learning of a given concept proved more elusive than expected. 
Attneave (1957a) demonstrated that experience with a prototype facilitated 

paired-assomt. learning involving other instances of the concept In related 
research Posner and Keele (1968) found that subjects were able to classify 
correctly novel dot patterns as a result of experience with classes to patterns 
Wkkh were abstractly related to the novel instances, i.e.. related by statistical 
rules rather than by feature similarity. Later, Posner and Keele (1970) isolated 
the following properties of the conceptual systems which enabled subjects to 
classify novel instances of the classes of dot patterns: (1) this conceptual system 
was abstracted during initial experience with the classes of patterns, and (2) 
although derived from experience with patterns, it was not based upon stored 

thTl   5? "KT""5- ^ Week aftCr ^ 0I^nal exPerience w^ thVpatterns, 
whil^r    KT ^ t0 .C,aSSify ^ Patterns aCtual,y seen earli" had decreased whde their ability to classify "new" prototypic patterns surprisingly had not 
Th s result supports Bartlett's view by strongly suggesting that these "new" 

£££? r6 ^^ ta teTmS 0f a high,y inte«rated «ytora of abstract 
UsS t01 ^CeptUa, T^ rather than bcin8 mediated at ** a™ of classification by memory of individual patterns. 
The question then is: "how can a subset of instances of a class be used to 

-sirtth     Cnt,re Clr?" ^ aVenUe that We '" inVesti8atin« is t0 ** what s.ght the concept of group generator may give into the generative nature of 
conceptual systems. 

The notion of a group generator can be understood intuitively by carefully 
studying the illustrations of the generator and nongenerator sets of stimuli used 
m the experiment reported below, page 207. One should notice that the 
generator set consists of cards whose relations define the displacements figures 

\ 
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undergo when orbiting around the center of the card, that is, when the ordered 
sequence of cards specifies orbiting. On the other hand, the nongenerator set of 
stimuli consists of cards that are physically similar to those in the generator set, 
differing, however, in that no sequence of these cards is sufficient to specify 
the orbiting concept. At most they specify a displacement of four figures over 
the diagonal path running from the upper left to the lower right hand comers of 
the card. 

In the next section a more formalized account of the group generator notion is 
presented. 

The Concept of Group Generator 

Many examples of the generative property of mathematical groups exist. For 
instance, for each integer n, it is possible to construct a group having exactly n 
element (a group of order n) by considering I,a,a2,a 
»o _ • ,fl 1 a", where 

1 and the operation is ordinary algebraic multiplication. Such a group 
is called cyclic because the initial element (a0) is identical to the terminal 
element (a"); the symbol a is called a generator of the group, since every group 
element is a power of a, that is, a X a = a2, a X a: = a3,..., a X a"-' = a" = a0. 

The (integer) representation of the concept of a group with a generator is but 
one application of this abstract system. As another example, consider the 
rotational (cyclical) symmetry of a square. Let each vertex of the square be 
labeled (!, 2, 3, 4,) and represented as the bottom row of a matrix. Then let 
each position initially occupied by these vertices be similarly labeled and 
represented in the top row of the same matrix: 

positions^)      (I   2   3   4) 

vertices (K)        (1   2   3   4) 

We now define a 90° clockwise rotation of the square as follows: 

i 2 34\   90°     /I 23 4 

12 34/^      \4 123 

The  360°   rotation of the  square can be similarly represented  is four 90° 
rotations: 

I (11 

12   3   4' 

v3  4   1   2/ 

/!   2   3   4\90o/l   2   3   4\l80Yl   2   3  4X270°/!   2   3   4\360°/1   2   3  4\ 

\1   2  3  4,/" U   1   2  3/" U  4   1   2/"   \2  3   4   ij"   il   2  3  4,) 

IV 

1 2   3   4X 

2 3   4   1, 

I 
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The configurations 1-1V are the group elements representing all the possible 
configurations of a square that can be generated by a pr iduct of 90° rotations. 
This can be summarized in tabular form as follows: 

X I    11   III IV 

I I    II   HI IV 

11 II   III IV I 

III III IV I    II 

IV IV I    II   III 

From inspection of the table it is clear that 1 is the identity element and that 
every element has an inverse, e.g., II X IV = I, III X III =1, etc. To illustrate the 
group operation, (X), by which these products of rotations in the table above 
were computed, consider the way in which one proves that the element IV is the 
inverse of element II since their product II X IV yields the identity element I (a 

0° or 360° rotation). 

IV 

1 2 3 -r 

2 3   4 

/I   2   3   4^     /I   2   3  4\     /I   2  3   4\ 

\4   1   2   3/X \2   3   4   i/     \1   2   3   4/ 

In general, to multiply one arn y by another do the following: Replace the value 
of the vertex in a given position in the first array with the value of the vertex 
found under ths position with the corresponding value in the second array. For 
instance, in the above example, II X IV = I, the products are computed as 
follows: V4 in Ps of II is replaced by K, in P4 of IV; K, in P, of II is replaced 
by F2 in P, of IV, etc., where Vj and P, denote the ar »e vertex and 

position. 
More importantly (for our purposes), the group of rote square has 

two generators, namely II and IV. Either of these, if n, eratively by 
itself, yields all elements of the group. Thus, II2 = III, II3 = IV, II4 = I, II5 = II 
and similarly, IV" yields III, II, I, IV, respectively. This generative property is 
not trivial since neither I nor III are generators of the group; I" = I since it is the 
identity and III" alternates between I and III, never producing II or IV becuise 
III is its own inverse. Many other groups have nontrivial generators. A most 
important group is that of perspectives of solid objects. The fact that, for many 
objects, a few perspectives provide sufficient information to specify their total 
shape suggests a way in which perceptual systems, like conceptual ones, may te 

generative. (Shaw, Mclntyre, & Mace, 1974) 
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The basic strategy for testing the applicability of the group-generator descrip- 
tion in explaining generative conceptual systems is to construct acquisition sets 
which either are or are not generators specifying the total class of instances 
referred to by the concept. This suggests the following hypothesis: 

// the mfommtion specified in the group generator acquisition set is 
sufficient to allow subjects to generate the entire class, subjects should 
then treat novel instances of the class in a fashion similar to the way they 
treat experienced instances of the class. In contrast, the subjects who are 
given a non-generator acquisition set should treat experienced and new 
instances of the class differently. 

A Generative Concept Experiment 

To investigate the above hypothesis Wilson, Wellman, and Shaw constructed a 
system consisting of four, simple geometric figures (a cross, a heart, a circle, and 
a square) orbiting alone through the four corner positions of a square card. This 
allows for the construction of sixteen distinct stimuli (i.e., four figures X four 
positions = 16 cards). These sixteen cards provide the underlying set over which 
the concept of orbiting can be defined by an appropriate ordering of the cards 
Moreover, the system of relationships among the cards determined by the 
discrete orbiting of the figures, logically specify a group of transformations 
(displacements) that is isomorphic with the geometric group of 90° rotations of 
the square discussed earlier. By definition <wo specific groups (e.g., the orbiting 
and rotation groups denoted above) are abstractly equivalent if some third group 
can be found to represent each. The numeric arrays, 1-V with the operation X, 
constitute such a group. 

The sixteen cards which provide the underlying set for the "orbiting" group 
can be represented by the numeric arrays 1-IV as follows: let the top row of the 
array specify the corner positions on a stimulus card while the bottom row 
specifies the figures that occur in those positions. In this fashion, the columns of 
the arrays I-IV, reading from left to right, denote all sixteen cards in the set 
underlying the concept of orbiting. In the rotation case, each relationship 
between adjacent arrays specifies the new positions assumed by the vertices of 
the square as it rotates discretely through 90°; by contrast, in the orbiting case, 
the relationship between adjacent arrays now provides a summary of the new 
positions assumed by each of the orbiting figures from card to card. In other 
words, the orbiting of a figure can be thought of as a rotation around an axis 
point outside the figure. Hence they have the same group multiplication table 
and are abstractly equivalent. 

The sequence of cards specifying a generator for the 16-card set used in the 
acquisition phase of the experiment for one group of subjects is shown in Fig. 1 

Notice that the first four cards constitute the columns of array I while the 
second four cards constitute the columns of array II. To see that these eight 
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FIG. 1   Group generator acquisition set. 

a b 

  | | | c] [d_ 

~ö| [d~ 
c b 

cards qualify as a generator for .e total set of cards one need only multiply 
them together in the iterative lashion as discussed earlier. By consulting the 
group multiplication table one immediately verifies that multiplying array II (or 
IV) by itself a sufficient number of times yields all the arrays, I-IV. and 
therefore, is a generator for the total set of cuds. Also l)y consulting the table, 
one can verify that iterative multiplication of array III by itself yields only I and 
III and, therefore, does not qualify as a generator for the group of sixteen cards. 

There is a sense, however, in which III is a generator that specifies an abstract 
concept; namely, since the geometric figures occur in all four positions across 
cards, if they are treated equivalently, then they do specify the entire set. In 
order to minimize the degree of abstraction (i.e., generality) of the nongenerator 
acquisition set, eight cards were selected in which the figures occurred in only 
two positions, rather than four positions specified by III. This selection guaran- 
teed that the nongenerator acquisition set could not specify the entire concept 
(set) at any level of abstraction. (Although it does contain the generator for a 
system of diagonal relationships.) The cards in this new nongenerator acquisition 
set used in the experiment are shown in Fig. 2. 

During recognition both groups were shown the eight cards they had experi- 
enced during acquisition plus the remaining eight novel instances of the system. 
Additionally, both groups were shown nine cards which did not fit the system, 
that is, noncases. The noncases were constructed by using inappropriately 
colored geometric forms, forms occurring in the center of the card, and forms 
which were oriented differently on the card than those in the system, for 
example, a 45° rotation from the perpendicular. The recognition set, therefore, 
consisted of 25 cards, 8 "old" cards, 8 "new" but appropriate cards and 9 
"noncases." Subjects were shown each of the 25 cards one at a time and asked 

FIG. 2   Nongenerator acquisition set. 

a        b       [c-      d 

r 2' 3' A' 

c        b   a| I      d 
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"old" or "new," that is, as one they had seen during to rate each card as 
acquisition. 

As might be expected both groups consistently rated the old items as old and 
identified the noncases as new cards. The generator acquisition set subjects rated 
old cards as old on 80% of the cases and the noncases as new on 99% of the 
cases. 

The two groups were strikingly different, however, in their judgments of the 
new but "appropriate within-the-sy?tem" cards. The "nongroup generator" 
subjects correctly identified these new instances as new on more than 90% of the 
cases. In marked contrast, the "group gener-for" subjects rated the new cards as 
being old 50% of the time. That is, their ju^.nents of the new but appropriate 
instances were at a chance level On 50% of tieir judgments, subjects identified 
the novel instances of the system as cards which they had experienced during 
acquisition. This group could cleariy discriminate system from nonsystem cards, 
as shown by their rejection of the noncases; but they could not consistently 
discriminate experienced instances of the system from novel ones. 

Two conclusions can be drawn fronr these results: 

1. During acquisition subjects are acquiring information about the abstract 
relations existing between the items in the acquisition set. That is, they are 
gaining more information than can be characterized by copies of the individual 
cards they experienced. 

2. The information specified by the group generator is sufficient to allow 
subjects to generate the entire system. This supports the claim that these 
subjects' knowledge of the system of orbiting cards is indeed generative. 

The fact that subjects in the generator group could not consistently dis- 
criminate between previously experienced and novel instances of the system, 
strongly suggests that subjects are acquiring an abstract relational concept which 
defines a class of events, not simply information about th^ specific instances 
they had experienced. Furthermore, this result also suggests that these subjects 
acquired a knowledge of an event (the orbiting of cards) that is truly generative. 
(More about this type of event conception will be said in the next section.) 

Assuming that subjects are acquiring abstract relational systems from experi- 
ence with the generator acquisition set rather than specific memory of experi- 
enced instances, the question arises as to the effect of more experience with the 
acquisition set. Conceptions of memory based upon the abstraction of static 
features, or copies of the experience events, would predict that more experience 
with the acquisition set would facilitate subjects' recognition of new instances of 
the system as actually new, that is, as not before experienced. If, instead of 
storing copies of the experienced instances or abstracting the common attributes 
of the instances, subjects are acquiring information about the abstract relations 
among these instances in the system, more experience with the acquisition set 
would not necessarily result in an increased ability to recognize new instances of 
the system as being novel. As subjects better acquire the abstract relational 
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system they would be moie able to discriminate instances of the system as being 
novel. As subjects better acquire the abstract relational system they would be 
more able to discriminate instances of the concept from noacatei. However, the 
novel instances of the system may be more difficult to discriminate as new 
precisely bf cause they are instances of an abstract relational system 

To investigate this possibUity. four additional groups were run, two with each 
of the two types of acquisition sets. One group experienced the generator 
acquisition set twice, and a second group three times. Similarly, a third experi- 
enced the nongenerator acquisition set twice and the fourth group experienced it 
three times. Following the acquisition phase, all groups were tested for recogni- 

tion. 
In the nongenerator groups, the greater amount of experience with the 

acquisition set resulted in an increased ability to recognize the new instances of 
the system as new. The subjects who experienced the acquisition set three times 
were able to recognize the new instances as new on 100% of the cases. The 
nongenerator subjects were able to consistently identify new instances of the 
concept as new after one presentation of the acquisition set. and the subjects 
given more experience with tine nongenerator acquisition were even more accu- 
rate in this discrimination. However, the results obtained with subjects who 
experienced the group-generator acquisition set were quite different. Not only 
were these subjects unable to identify novel instances of the system as new, but 
additional experience with the acquiyaon set decreased the subjects' ability to 
recognize new instances as being new. As stated earlier, the subjects who 
ex rienced the acquisition once accepted the new instances as old 50% of the 
time. Subjects who experienced the acquisition set twice before recognition 
identified the new instances as old on 75% of their judgments, and the subjects 
who experienced the generator acquisition set three times identified the new but 
appropriate instances of the system as old on over 80% of their judgments. All of 
these subjects continued to correctly recognize the old instances as old and 
reject the noncases as not before experienced. 

These results provide strong evidence that subjects are acquiring information 
about an abstract system of relations and not simply information about the 
static properties or attributes of the experienced instances. If subjects' judg- 
ments were based solely upon the attributes or static features of the experienced 
instances, the subjects would be able to recognize new but appropriate instances 
as being new and increase experience should enhance this recognition. As we 
have seen the results were not obtained. On the other hand, if subjects are 
acquiring a generative conceptual system, then, instances which are appropriate 
to the system would be recognized as familiar. As the abstract conceptual system 
is better learned the subjects' would be more likely to recognize novel instances 
of the system as belonging to the system and, therefore, identify them as old. 

It should be noted that these data provide strong support for our hypothesis, 
namely, that knowledge of a subset of the instances of a concept was in fact 
tantamount to knowledge of all instances of the concept. When the system was 
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well learned, subjects could not distinguish old from novel instances. Clearly, 
experience with the group-generator acquisition set was in this case tantamount 
to experience with -'<  entire system. 

Finally, it shoulu be noted that in these experiments subjects were not 
instructed to find reladons between the individual instances, nor were they told 
that they would be tested for recognition. Rather, subjects were instructed that 
we were studying short-term memory of geometric forms. Their task was to 
reproduce, by drawing each card in the appropriate acquisition set after per- 
forming an interfering task. In this case, the abstraction of the systematic 
relations between instances of the system appears to be automatic in the sense 
that it was not intentional. 

EVENT CONCEPTS AS GENERATIVE KNOWLEDGE 

In this section we present evidence in support of the contention that event 
concepts are abstract in nature and therefore generative. 

Shaw, Mclnty.e, and Mace (1974) argue that perceiving the nature of events 
involved the detection of sufficient information to specify their affordance 
structure. The term "affordance" is borrowed from James Gibson (1966) and 
refers to the invariant perceptual information made available by objects and events 
that specifies how animals and humans might adapt to their environments. 

The affordance structure of events consists of two necessary components: the 
transformation over which the event is defined (the transformational invariant) 
and the structures which undergo the change wrought by the application of the 
üansformation (the structural invariant). The transformational invariant must be 
perceptually specified in the acquisition set if the dynamic aspects of the event 
are to be identified (e.g., that the event is of J: running, rolling, growing, smiling, 
etc.), while the structural invariant must be perceptually specified if the subject 
of the event is to be identified (e.g., what x is: John runs, the ball rolls, the 
flower grows, Mary smiles, etc.).1  A set of instances of an event is not an 

1 Fterhapi a better way to darify the difference between structural and transformational 
invariants is as follows: given that JoKr. runs. John walk«, John «miles, John loves, the 
«ubject of all these event« i« John; nie «ubject'« «tructure i« what i« common or invariant 
and. hence, i« the structural invarirjit of all the events denoted. On the other hand, given the 
foUowing event«: lohn rum. Bill jn«. Mary run«, Jill runs, then there is no commo.. subject. 
All we know is that «ome objec with a minimal «tructure Co support the operation to run is 
involved. The operation on the minimal structure JC i« the transformational invariant. But 
note that even here to defjie that transformation presupposes some minimal structural 
invariant as it« necessary «upport. A similar argument for the necessity of postulating 
minimal transformational invariants ir order to deHne structures can also be given. For 
thete reason« the affordance «tructure of event«, inclusive of action« and object«, necessarily 
requires both structural and transformational invariants for its definition. Since in ecological 
science there are only affordance structures, that i«. animal-environment, or subject-object 
relation«, the affordance concept is a universal semantic primitive that deserves careful «tudy 
by cognitive psychologists. 
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exemplary set and, •hercforc, does not constitute a generator set for the event, if 
it fails to provide perceptual information sufficient to specify both the transfor- 
mational and structural invariants. To summarize this hypothesis: 

All necessarv conditions being utisfled. a person will acquin the concept 
of an event when presented with m acquisition »et of exemplary in- 
stances (a generator set) because such a set provides the minimal per- 
ceptual information sufficient to specify the affordmce structure of the 
event. 

In the experiment discussed in the previous section we showed how a certain 
subset of object configurations qualified both formally and psychologically as 
the generator set for an event concept, that of an "orbiting" went defined over 
geometric forms. Thus, the group generator description doc; seem to offer a 
viable means of making explicit the manner in which abstract conceptual 
systems may be creative. 

The abstract concept derived from perceiving the orbiting of the stimulus 
figures can be analyzed as follows: The generator set in the acquisition phase of 
the experiment consisted of stimulus configurations sufficient to specify a 
subgroup of the displacement group, namely, the orbiting group. This set of 
stimuli constituted the structural invariant of the event while the group opera- 
tion (orbiting) constituted the transformational invariant of the event. The 
subjects succeeded in obtaining the concept of this event by detecting these two 
invariants which taken together constitute the affordance structure of the event. 

The orbiting group itself provides % description of the relevant aspects of the 
abstract concept of the event. Thus construed, the perceived meaning of the 
event is the orbiting group interpreted over the stimulus structures presented. 
Consequently, we see no way or reason to avoid the conclusion that in all event 
perception situations the existence of an abstract concept is entailed. Under this 
view, the generator for the abstract event concept is that set of instances which 
conveys sufficient perceptual information to specify both the transformational 
and structural invariants defining the event The meaning of this invariant 
information for the human or animal perceiver is the affordance structure of the 
event. 

In our opinion, this analysis argues in favor of the hypothesis that perception 
is a direct apprehension of the meaning of events insofar as their affordance 
structure is concerned. Since abstract concepts are generaliveiy specified by (i.e.. 
abstractly equivalent to) their exemplary instances (generator set), their acquisi- 
tion can aiso be considered direct, requiring no augmentation by voluntary 
inferential processes. Similarly, no constructive cognitive process need be pos- 
tulated to explain how abstract concepts are built up out of elementary 
constituents as argued by the British Empiricists since such elementary con- 
stituents play no necessary role in the definition of the concept. 

Have we made too much of the apparent success of the generative systems 
approach in a single line of experiments? It is important to ask whether the same 
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analysis can be applied to a variety of experimental phenomena. We explore this 
possibility in the next section. 

Perceiving the Affordance Structure of Elabor^e Rvents 

So far we have presented an example involving an event whose affordance 
structure can be formally described by very simple group structures, i.e.. orbit- 
ing. We would now like to discuss two complex events whose affordance 
structures, although more elaborate, still seem amenable to generativ-- systems 
theory. 

77» shape of nonrigid objects. Theories of object perception usually attempt 
to explain the perception of objects and patterns which do not change their 
shape over time. However, a truly adequate ti.eory must also explain the origin 
o. concepts of events where object configurations or the shape of objects 
undergo dynamic change. Shaw and Pittenger {in press) have conducted a series 
of experunents designed to explore this problem The assumption behind the 
research is this: 

Shape is considered to be an event-dependent concept rather than an absolute 
property of static objects. This is contrary to the tradi'.onal view that identifies 
shape with the metric-Euclidean property of geometric rigidity under transfor- 
mation, that is. the fact that under certain transformations (e.g.. displacements) 
the distances between points on an object do not change. Unfortunately, this 
definition is too narrow since it fails to apply to a manifold of natural objects 
which remain identifiable in spite of being remodeled to some extent by various 
"nonrigid" transformations (e.g.. growth, erosion, plastic deformation under 
pressure). 

Biomorphic forms, such as faces, plants, bodies of animals, cells, leaves, noses 
inevitably undergo structural remodeling as they grow, although their transforms 
retain sufficient structural similarity to be idenffied. Such forms, like geological 
structures under plastic deformation or archaeological artifacts under erosion 
are relativr ■/ nonrigid under their respective remodeiine transformations. Since' 
the property of geometric rigidity is not preserved by any of these, it cannot 
provide the invariant information for their identification. Clearly, then a new 
and more abstract definition of shape must be found upon which to develop a 
theory of object perception that is broad enough in scope to encompass all 
objects-rigid as well as nonrigid ones. Consequently, the following definition 
was decided upon: Shape, as an event-perception concept, is to be formally 
construed to mean the sum total of invariant structural properties by which an 
object might be identified under a specified set of transformations. 

This definition should sound familiar since it is but a restricted version of the 
defkition of the affordance structure of objects given earlier. But notice, that by 
this definition the geometric rigidity of an object under displacement is but ore 
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of the many kinds of structural nvariants possible. By a careful study of the 
perceptual information used to identify human faces at different stages of 
growth (i.e., age levels), it was hoped that the generality and fruitfulness of the 
event-perception hypothecs might be further tested. 

Perceiving the shape of faces as a growth event. Faces, no less than squares or 
other shapes are dynamic events since their affordance structure (e.g., shape) is 
derived from a growth process (the transformational invariant) which presets 
sufficient structure (structural invariant) to specify the identity of the face of 
the person undergoing the aging transformation (growth). In a similar fashion, 
different people at the same stage of growth, can be perceived as being at the 
same age level because growth produces similar effects over different structures 
(Pittenger & Shaw, 1975). These common effects constitute the information 
specifying the transformational invariant of the growth process. Thus, each 
transformation can be identified by the style of change wrought over various 
objects to which it is applied. 

In addition to empirically discovering the invariant information specifying the 
identity of the structures ove which an event is defined, a problem of equal 
weight for the event percjppon hypothesis is to isolate the invariant information 
specifying the transformation by which the dynamic aspect of an event is 
defined. Both of these informational invariants must be found in every event 
perception experiment if the affordance structure of the event being studied is 
to be experimentally defined. Pittenger and Shaw conducted the following 
experiments in an attempt to discover the affordance structure of the growth 
event defined over human faces. The biological literature suggests two classes of 
transformations for the specification of the transformation of skull growth: 
strain and shear. A strain is a geometric transformation which, when applied to a 
two-dimensional coordinate space, changes the length of the units along one axis 
as a transformation of .hü units along the other axis. For instance, a strain 
transformation can take a square into a rectangle or vice versa. On the other 
hand, a shear is a geometric transformation which transforms the angle of 
intersection of the coordinate axis, say from a right angle to something less or 
more than a right angle. Such a transformation might take a square into a 
rhombus. Consequently, Pittenger and Shaw constructed a set of stimuli by 
having a computer apply different degrees of these two transformations to a 
human facial profile, and then by photographing the computer plotted trans- 
forms of the given profile. Three experiments were run to test the hypothesis 
that the perception of age level is derived from information made available by 

growth events. 
To illustrate the application of these transformations to faces, we will describe 

the production of stimuli for the first experiment. The stimuli were produced by 
applying combinations of these transformations globally to a two-dimensional 
Cartesian space in which the profile of a 10-year-old boy had been placed so that 
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FIG. 3  Transformation o      »dal profile by shear and strain. 
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chosen to test the supernormal stimuli hypothesis. Supernormal stimuli are 
produced by exaggeraling some relevant aspects of a stimulus. Ethologists claim 
that such stimuli lead to exaggerated responses (f mbergen, ) 951). 

Experiment 1 

To test the effects of the shape changes induced by shear and strain the profiles 
shown in Fig. 1 were presented by slide projector to the subjects in a task 
requiring magnitude estimates of age. The subjects were instructed to rate the 
ages of the profiles by choosing an arbitrary number to represent the age of the 
first profile and assigning multiples of this number to represent the age of 
succeeding profiles relative to the age of the first. Twenty subjects were asked to 
rate the 35 slides resulting from the transformations described above. The results 
were straightforward. Using a Monte Carlo technique Pittenger and Shaw found 
that 91% of the judgments made by the subjects agreed with the hypotheses that 
the strain transformation produced monotonic perceived age changes in the 
standard profile. On the other hand, using the shear transformation to predict 
iudgments produced only 66% agreement. Since strain was by far the strongest 
'variable of age change, we decided to test the sensitivity of subjects to very small 
changes in profiles due to this transformation. 

bxperiment 2 

Sensitivity to the shape changes produced by the sUain transformation was 
assessed in the second experiment by presenting pairs of profiles produced by 
different levels of the transformation and requiring subjects to choose the older 
profile in each pair. A series of profiles was produced by applying strain 
transformations ranging from k = -0.25 to +0.55 to a single profile, where * is 
the coefficient of strain used in the equation controlling the computer plots. 
Eighteen pairs of profiles were chosen; three for each of six levels of difference 
in degree of strain. The pairs were presented twice to four groups of ten subjects. 
Different random orders were used for each presentation and each group. 
Subjects were informed that the study concerned the ability to make fine 
discriminations of age and that for each pair they were to choose the profile 
which appeared to be older. During the experiment they were not informed 
whether or not their responses were correct. By correct response we mean the 
choice of the profile with the larger degree of strain as the older. 

Several results were found. An analysis of variance on percentage of errors as a 
function of difference in strain showed a typical psychophysical result-a decline 
in accuracy with smaller physical differences and an increase in sensitivity with 
experience in the task. However, two other aspects of the results are more 
important for the question at hand. First, subjects do not merely discriminate 
the pairs consistently but choose the profile with the larger strain as the older 
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profile with greater than chance frequency; in the first presentation the larger 
strain was selected on 83.2% of the trials and the second, on 89.2% of the trials. 
In each presentation, each of the 40 subjects selected the profile with the larger 
k as older on more than 50% of the trials. In other words, the predicted effect 
was obtained in every subject. A sign test showed the change probability of this 
last result to be far less than .001. Thus, the conclusion of the first experiment is 
confirmed in a different experimental task. Second, sensitivity to the variable 
proved to be surprisingly fine. 

Experiment 3 

A third experiment was designed to determine if a structural invariant existed by 
which individual identity might be perceived as follows. We have all had the 
experience of recognizing someone we know as a child years later when they 
hava grown to maturity. As a preliminary test of preservation of identity under 
the strain transformation, profile views of the external portions of the brain 
cases of six different skulls were traced from x-ray photographs and subjected to 
five levels of strain. Five pairs of transformed profiles were selected from each 
individual sequence; the degree of stiain for members of three pairs differed by 
0.30 and those of the other two pairs by .45 values of k. A profile of a different 
skull was assigned to each of the above pairs which had the same degree of strain 
as one of the members of ti e pair. Slides were constructed of the profile triples 
such that the two profiles from distinct skulls which had the same level of strain 
appeared in random positions at the bottom. Thirty subjects were presented the 
slides and asked to select whic'i of the two profiles at the bottom of the slide 
that appeared most similar to the profile at the top. The overall percentage of 
errors was low: for the 30 sets of stimuli presented to 30 subjects, the mean 
error was less than 17%, with no subject making more than 33% errors. Since no 
subject made 50% or more > -os, a sign test on the hypothesis of chance 
responding (binomial distributiur; Dy each subject yields a probability of far less 
than 0.001. indeed, in another set of studies, Pittenger and Shaw also found that 
people are quite able to rank order by age photographs of people taken over 
nearly a decade of growth from pre- to post-puberty years. 

The results of these three studies provide support for two important hypoth- 
eses: the strain transformation due presumably to growth, not only provides the 
major source of the relevant perceptual information for age level, but also leaves 
invariant sufficient perceptual information for the specification of the individual 
identity of the person by the shape of the head alone. 

These experiments also support the contention that the perceived shape of an 
object is not simply the shape of a static, rigid object, but is rather a higher order 
structural invariant which remains relatively unchanged by the events (i.e., 
transformational invariants) into which such objects may enter. Further dramat- 
ic support for this claim is provided by the fact that the identity of human faces 
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is preserved under elastic transformations as distinctive from growth as artistic 
characterization. The success of political caricaturists rests on their ability to 
satirize a political figure by exaggerating distinctive body or facial features 
without obscuring the identify of the famous or infamous personage depicted. 
Indeed, there is evidence that such an artistic redition of complex structures 
facilitates their indentification (Ryan and Schwartz, 1956;. But will the event 
perception hypothesis apply equally well to still more elaborate events in which 
complex transformations are defined over a variety of structures? 

Perception of a tea-making event. Recently, at the Center for Research n 
Human Learning, Jerry Wald and James Jenkins have been investigating ihe 
generative nature of an elaborate event: the act of preparing tea. To study this 
event 24 photographs were taken depicting the various steps invoked in the 
preparation of tea. These stimuli were presented to subjects folloMdng the same 
experimental design used in the "orbiting" event experiment discussed earlier. 
Sixteen of these 24 pictures were used as an acquisition set portraying the 
tea-making event to subjects. Later, these 16 pictures, plus the remaining 8 from 
the original set, were shown to the subjects, who were asked to indicate whether 
the picture was new or one which occurred during acquisition. The subjects were 
unable to distinguish the new but appropriate pictures of the event from the 
pictures they had actually experienced during acquisition. Once again we see 
that a partial subset of the possible instances of an event can specify the entire 
event. 

The general results found in this experiment were essentially the same as those 
found in the case of the "orbiting"-event experiment reported earlier. Namely, it 
was again found that subjects were very good at recognizing as new pictures 
which were physically similar to those in the acquisition set but inappropriate as 
elements in the event. For example, if a type of movement or direction of 
movement inappropriate to the event portrayed during acquisition was depicted, 
subjects classified the picture as new. Clearly, the knowledge which subjects 
gained during acquisition was knowledge of an abstract system of relations, that 
is, an event, not knowledge of exact copies of the exemplars specifying the 
event. Additional support for the contention that subjects are acquiring a 
generative system of relations is provided by the finding that subjects vho were 
provided more experience with fi.i acquisition pictures were evjn more likely to 
mistake the novel but appropriate instances for those actually s en. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS, AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION 

Each of the event perception experiments discussed is rot only amenable to a 
generative systems explanation but seems to lequire it. The range of events 
surveyed, from simple events such as orbiting objects, to more elaborate events 
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requiring the joint efforts of cognitive psychologists and instructional experts 
2. Another, related implication of the generative characterization of con- 

ceptual knowledge is to offer a new theory of the transfer of training effects so 
desirable throughout the educational progress of a student. How do old concepts 
facilitate the learning of new ores; and how does new information become 
integraied with existing information? 

Since fhe generative nature of knowledge has not been seen as implying a core 
cognitive capacity, both specific and general transfer have been seen as a second- 
ary, spm-off effect of learning sjwific reactions to specific objects or events We 
have attempted to show throughout this chapter why this characterization of 
learning is backwards. The generative cognitive capacity that is responsible for 
transfer is not derivative from or based upon knowledge of exact replicas or 
copies of experiences. It is the abstractness of concepts that accounts for the 
generality or transfer of conceptual knowledge gained in one situation to new 
situations. Transfer, therefore, is inherent in the acquisition of abstract concepts. 

3. A final implication of this theory for instruction related to the selection of 
critena for evaluating performance as an indicant of the state of conceptual 
knowledge attained by the student. This has proven to be a most difficult and 
somewhat surprisingly, a most controversial issue. The proposed theory sugeests 
why this is so. ^    » 

A major source of difficulty in the evaluation of the knowledge a student has 
acquired is to know what types of performance count. There are several 
performance levels students may attain due to either their sophistication in an 
area, their motivation, or the nature of the concepts to be learned. First and 
easiest to evaluate, is the ability to verbalize, or articulate in some other overtly 
demonstrable form, exactly what they know about a topic. Unfortunately, this 
level of performance is exhibited inadequately by most people and tends to be 
rare except for simplistic cases where a rote memorization of particulars is 
appropnate. Such knowledge, however, is not necessarily generative in nature 
and, thus, its successful evaluation poses no guidelines for an adequate evalua- 
tion of students' abilities to use abstract conceptual knowledge. 

A second and more frequently exhibited performance level is that the student 
has attamed useful knowledge of a topic but is unable to articulate what he or 
she knows. Clearly, a very important goal of education is to bring a novice in 
some subject matter area up to the level of an expert. Indeed, often we would be 
very happy if our pedagogical attempts had even more limited success in that the 
student somehow learned to make sound judgments although remaining unable 
to articulate the basis for the judgments. 

This state of affairs, rather than being rare among experts, is actually very 
common. Few experts can specify, in algorithmic clarity, the reasoning process 
they go through in order to arrive at a sound judgment with respect to a problem 
m their area of expertise, although they may present a learned rationalization 
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afterwards. Many art connoisseirs are able to distinguish styles of artists cate- 
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judgmenta, ab^ edu-tion h- -is ^ we want to assess primarily the degree of generative, tacit knowledge theyTave 

obtained and not just their explicit knowledge of itemized facts Based on th! 
current theory and findings, we suggest thatthe foU^ q^ÄoSlt 
answered by any knowledge evaluation procedure: 

a. Can the student identify the same set of clear-cases of the concept that a 

nTi^r crupon? This—**> ** *** ^Ä 

an instance previously studied, even though it was. in fact, never seZ * 
c: Can the student deal with novel instances of £he concept with the same 

facility shown with familiar ones? And corollary to both (b) and (c) 
d. Does the repeatedly tutored student display an inability to recall whether 

he or she has seen relevant particulars about the concept aL before wh 1 

Ir^TS COnSiderable COrr,denCe ^ ^^ P«^« w-no 
ZZTZu rery mp0Itant Criterion for determining if the studen. has 

Sat o" I«Pf«f S0^: StrUCtUreS ^ - n0t £CCeSSib,e t0 —o" articulation. In fact, the proportion of false positives in recognition tests mav 
provide the only way to determine whether an^narticulate studTn Z netZ 
^gained sufficient knowledge for making sound intuitive judgmelZthe 
assumption, of course, that a comparison of the .tudent.« judS^ÄTf 
experts is not directly feasible). 

Obviously  there is still much work to be accomplished before drawin« anv 
final conclusions about the proposed theory. It already exhibits. howevTr "n 2 

ÄÄ^tÄ;in both theoreticai and practicai ™"*^ further development by both cognitive and educational psychologists. 
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Toward a Theory 
of Instructional Growth 

S. Farnham-Diggory 

University of Texas at Dallas 

From 1967 to 1971, when I was writing Cognitive Processes in Education 
(Farnham-Diggory, 19;"?), 1 was largely alone in attempting to relate informa- 
tion-processing psychology to education. That has now changed, and the 
chapters in this volume represent important new contributions to the area. The 
chapters also reveal awareness by this group of distinguished scientiftsof what a 
big job they have undertaken. Really understanding educational problems, really 
analyzing the psychological processes involved, really distilling and applying 
psychological principles, are enormously complex tasks-on', recently under- 
taken by theorists capable of coping with them. Prior to the last decade, the best 
theoretical minds in the business were working on problems derived from 
relatively simple learning theories of the day. Such theories were not adequate 
for the proper study of instructional behavior, although they were challenging in 
other ways. Finally, there emerged a theoretical framework-the information- 
processing framework-complex enough to fit the real world of education. As a 
result of this development, and of the caliber of scientific though it is fostering, 
the next 10 or 15 years of psychological research should produce major new 
insights into instructional issues. 

For this to happen, however, our theories must push well beyond the descrip- 
tive level-which is to say, they must generate testable predictions that a smart 
educator, flying by the seat of his pants, would not be likely to make. As Carroll 
(Chapter 1, this volume) has noted, most educational theory today has the form 
of cultural tradition passed on by word of mouth. Educators trust this tradition 
because it provides them with hand-holds. But we know it will not get them 
where a good theory will get them. The relation between intuitive practice and 
good theory is analogous to crossing a stream by following a personal map from 
rock to rock, and crossing by means of a properly engineered bridge. Unfortu- 
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nately, much of psychology, purporting to build the bridge, may be merely using 
a different language to describe the process of getting from rock to rock. We can 
see this by attending to the descriptions of good educators who are not familiar 
with psychological jargon. 

An especially useful and humbling book in this regard is one written by a man 
named Charles Allen (1919), described on the flyleaf of his book as "Sometime 
Agent for Industrial Training of Boys and Men, Massachusetts Board of Educa- 
tion, and Superintendent of Instructor Training, U. S. S. B. [United States 
Shipping Board] Emergency Fleet Corporation." Mr. Alien was bom in 1862, 
and this book, which was obviously a culmination of 30 or 40 years of 
experience, was published in 1919. Although someof thePavlovian,Watsonian, 
and Gestalt psychological principles were around at that time, Allen was inno- 
cent of them. He told it like it was, without benefit of any such newfangled 
nonsense. The title of his book sets the straightforward tone. It was called 'The 
Instructor, the Man, and the Job." Let me give you some examples of Allen's 
instructional wisdom: 

Whatever the instructor intends to put over to the learner must be given to him in 
some order; it cannot be given to him all at once. This brings up the question as 
to ... whether there is not a best instructional order ... and, if so, how it can be 
determined. 

An effectivR order of instruction . 
important of which are: 

. presents certain characteristics among the more 

1. The different teaching jobs ... are so arranged that... each succeeding job extends 
the learner's knowledge and skill, but does not call for a different sort of knowledge and 
skill 

2. Jobs that require the learner to think of the least number of different things at 
once come first and jobs that require the learner to think of the most different things 
come last. 

3. The jobs are arranged according to the difficulty of learning how to do them rather 
than according to the order in which they would be done in getting out a finished 
product. .. That is, the order is an instruction order, not »production order. 

... An illustration of a course of instruction which does not meet these conditions 
would be the following procedure ... Where two rivet holes do not come together 'fair', 
they must be reamed to a common size. This is usually done with a pneumatic or 
electric drive ... A group of men after having been cautioned as to the control of the 
machine were placed in compartments of the ship to ream out all holes that required 
reaming. These holes were, of course, all sizes, fair and unfair ... Some could be reamed 
in easy positions and some required difficult positions. Under these conditions the 
learner was immediately put up against jobs of all sorts of difficulty, since he took the 
holes as they came. He worked in this way until he had learned to ream. Under these 
conditions the learner had to learn too many things at once, reducing the probability 
that he would thoroughly grasp any one thing, causing a state of mental confusion and 
slowing up the learning operation ... Under a properly arranged order of instruction the 
work would have been so laid out that holes of different degrees of fairness would have 
been marked so that the learner first learned to ream the fairest hole, then the next 
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job 1 AUen. 1919. pp. 7R-80, ittlict hii]. 

We can list many psychological principles contained in Allen's ^f "^ 
FromT918 four decides of discrimination learning theory would have been 
appLbl But would it have done any more for Allen than he could have done 
or iTiVeven experimentally? W.thout benefit of ^"^^^^ 

AllenTould have, and probably did, run a crew through the ordered procedure 
Tt h re^Lended. run another crew through the unordered procedure, and 
™ s^re IT^g work skills and attitudes-sufficiently well to make money- 
rv^deSm about training procedures. T.aditional discrimmat.on leammg 
S would not have expedited such an empirical program very much 1 
would not have built a bridge, but would merely have renamed »me of the 
el ricäl procedures. Can modern information-processing psychology do any 
3 CanTp ov.de new informat.on. new guidance wlüch a smart .nstrucU.r 
Sd not be able to get for hhnself? Or are we also just renammg some 

'u.0^ you ar.other example. Allen outlined in detail the "^ «eps 
fo^e'lng'what we would call a task analysis. For any ^f ^ 
(for example ^ose of house carpentry), the instructor was to decide wha, the 
pZ^Zfacton were (Allen's term). What had to be increased? What had to 
CrrJ? For example, fear of working at a height had to ta decrea^m 
hnu« caroenters Accuracy of measurement and placement had to be increasca. 
ThrnuXo operations to be remembered and performed had to be mcreased. 
TÄÄ these progress.on factors. ^ 'ns=;as ^ 
iobs which matched the levels of progression. For examplf. the very lini joo 
Sould keep tSe man on the ground, require easy, gross measurements, and oriy 
fSToSti« Paper wo^V met those specifications-the man stands on the 

do clapboarding-which required more preose measurement ^^"^ 
of operations. At an advanced level, the man was placed on the roof, nadrng 

*Zt£** was to work th.s c. by putt.ng al. the «£ - ™e 
r9rds and fittinR them into a diagram like that shown in Fig. 1. The Os refer to 
crecjints. oTlsts. which the man must pass before he moves on to the more 

advanced levels. 
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HOUSE CARPENTRY 

CLOSING IN BLOCK 
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o        o 
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FIG. 1   Twk analysis durf used by  Alien in designalinf  steps in the training of hmisc 
carpenters (AUen. 1919, p. 90). 

TV question again is: do our modem methods of task analysis really add 
anything to this? Or have we merely restated in fancier and more detailed jargon 
what good instructors already know? That is, are we helping these instructors in 
any way? 

Two brief final examples, more cognitive in nature. Allen talks about the need 
to teach special technical terms and skills on the job. rather than in some 
preliminary dasswork-which is what he says most lazy, inexpert instructors 
would rather do. Allen calls this knowledge auxiliary material, and says: 

. . If {■uxiliary material) it pven hitn in advance of the job he has nothing to ■tie• it 
to; it makes but little impression. If it is given him after the job he hu not "üeen given it 
when he has a chance to apply it. In either case, what 'tying' he can do will be to such a 
general idea of the situation as he may get from such general knowledge of the job as he 
may have picked up somehow ... a pretty weax tiling to tie to ... In order that he ihall 
think of the thing in question when he »haiitd. he must have gotten it in connection 
with some operation, so tha'., whenever b -rforms that operation the thing, ssy 
'shooting the tod,' will coiws up in his mu.i n .onnectio- with that part of the job. It 
is the failure to fecognize this fact that m«kt< M murVi   pielimmary work in the 

i 
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fundamentals" of 30 little value; generil talks on safe y fust are given «md then, when the 
men on the job do exactly what the instructor warned them not to do, he wonders what 
is the matter and calls them stupid. He puts up lesson;, on fractions, and then finds that 
his men do not know how to use fractions on the job; he teaches trade terms in advance 
of their use and, when they come up on the job, the men do not know their terms. In all 
these cases, the trouble is that the instrictor, who has plenty of trade experience to tie 
to, forgets that the learner has little or none; it is another case of the instructor thinking 
of the problem with his own brain and not putting himself in the place of the learner 
(Allen, 1919, p. 103|. 

Allen calls this correct method of instruction the tying up method, and 
provides specifications for exactly how the instructor is to carry this out, how he 
should decide what the auxiliary material is, how he should time its introduction 
on the job, and so forth. 

A final example has to do with the very interesting perceptual problem of how 
you know a rivet is hot enough. Before introducing this problem Allen dis- 
courses on what we would now term the Socratic method of questioning. Allen 
might not have known that term, but he did know his man had to be taught to 
think, and thai the only way to do thjt was to get his mind going. 

In explanation it may be stated that, in riveting, the rivets are driven hot. They are 
heated in a small portable funuce or forge. A part of the job of the 'heater boy' is to 
pick out rivets at the right heat foi driving. If too hot they are 'burned' and should not 
be driven. If too cold they will not drive properly ... The heater boy is paid for 
knowing how to pick out a rivet at the right heat. 

... In planning a lesson the instructor has three questions to answer. First, wh»t are 
the ideas to be put over in the teaching unit? Second, what is the teaching base or 
'jumping-off point" (J.O P.) that is proposed to be used? Third, what ideas already in the 
learner's mind does the instructor intend to utilize in carrying the learner up to the 
J.O.P.? ... A few general rules can be given. 

Work from the qualitative or general notion to the quantiutive or exact notion, 
always ask 'how' or 'what' before asking 'how much". .. General ideas should be 
presented before specific ideas. For exanple, the idea that the rivet must be at a certain 
heal to be right will be put up before the idea that the right color is just under a white 
heat. 

... In order to put over these ideas, the learner must be made to have in his mind a 
certain group of ideas or a picture to serve as a foundation for the building on of the 
new idea contained in the teaching unit. In this particular lesson, a good J.O.P. is to have 
the learner thinking of the problem of knowing when a rivet is hot enough. 

(To build up the J.O.P., the instructor is to ask such questions as the following: | 
First Uea. (A rivet) 
1. Have you ever seen a rivet? 
2. Can you tell a rivet from a boil? 

Second Uta. (A hot rivet) 
1. Could you pick up a rivet that yc t found lying around the yard? 
2. Could you tell a very hot rivet frcr  ■ cold rivet without touching it? 

Third Idea. (A rivet heated enough) 
1. Can a rivet be heated to different Ivats? 
2. Would it make aiiy differenct what heat a rivet has, provided it is hot? 
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(Training then includes such experiences as:] 

Bill; Pick out a correctly heated rivet 
Sam; Did he do it? 
'ack; How do you know he did it? 
Tom; You pick out a rivet. 
Jack; You watch him. 
Sam; Pick out another one. 
Bill; That wasn't right, was it? 
Jack; Pick out a burnt rivet 

(A^m;:;1:1
0

8
f4^5

k;.nd Until ^^ ** b0> — a properiy heated rivet 

think is ves WhZu    .   the
u
psycho,0glcaJ Principles involved? The answer  I 

ftt'oS ~e ^r ;fat ri10108?8 do not pay eno^ «^ to 

Ul us «.»sider some of the principle, .his ,„l„me has 0„ered 

DYNAMIC THEORETICAL MODELS 

fteortm Rort (I97J.W, Reed (1973 , .n   "elie d   ,970   "Z T 
.owa,   . e da, when *., ,ucsllon Cln be answered ^ »^ '^^ 

- 
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The Hyman study (Chapter 8, this volume) begins, in effect, where the Shaw 
and Wilson study ended: with a fully formed concept, that of & professional role. 
Hyrnan was concerned with the power of such a stereotype to distort recog- 
nition memory for trait adjectives. This, again, is a dynamic theoretical con- 
ception. Hyman's data show that concepts actively influence recognition 
memory. In Allen's world, that could m'ui false recognition of a heated rivet 
whenever a trainee held a strong preconception of appropriate rivet character- 
istics. True, Allen was prepared for false recognitions, and he structured the 
instructional situation accordingly. But Hyman's research points the way to- 
ward exact scaling of characteristics that a student must learn to notice, and 
exact predictions about the extent to which prior learning will affect detection 
skills. 

The LNR network, as described by Norman, Gentner, and Stevens in this volume 
(Chapter 9) and elsewhere (e.g., Norman, 1973; Lindsay & Norman, 1972) is a 
fully dynamic theory of how memory is modified by the new demands that are 
made upon it. In the LNR network (as in the networks of Collins & Quillian, 
1972; Schänk, 1972; and Anderson & Bower, 1973) concepts can be represented 
as object-relation-attribute constellations. These constellations are not fixed but 
can be formed and re-formed as the occasion demands. Norman, Centner, and 
Stevens provide several examples of the mental restructuring that takes place 
during tutorials. The interaction between the experimenter and the student in 
the Jump Problem (pp. 192-193, this volume) would probably have been 
especially appealing to Allen. One imagines that he would have admired the 
systematic protocol analysis, the step-by-step printout of changes in the stu- 
dent's programming rule. Such detailed analysis is the theoretical groundwork 
necessary to the discovery and bracketing of critical teaching moments. Even- 
tually, we should be able to define Allen's J.O.P. ("jumping off point") as 
rigorously as we can define the critical heat of a rivet. 

Greeno (Chapter 7, this volume) illustrates an application of LNR theoretical 
principles to a lesson in psychophysics. Again, we see how knowledge can ue 
represented as a set of dynamic interrelationships. Greeno also asks, in this 
section of his chapter, what higher-order goals and constraints affect student 
performances. Essentially, we can say that there are rules affecting entry into, 
and use of, the conceptual network (Lindsay & Norman, 1972). Before answer- 
ing a question about the facts of psychophysics, one must answer the question: 
What kind of an answei does the instructor want? Nowhere are such meta- 
strategies considered by Alien. 

Additional facets of Greeno's chapter will be discussed in a later section. 
In summary, we can say that our modem technological and theoretical capacity 

to represent changing conceptual states is a major advance in instructional 
theory. By virtue of this capacity, we can work toward the precise specification 
of (a) key instructional concepts that will have maximal viability and generality; 
(ft) the rate at which new information will be assimilated to, or distorted by, old 
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information; (c) criticaJ teaching moments; and (d) rules governing the wav in 
which organized knowledge is accessed. y 

Now we turn from consideration of dynamics to consideration of structures. 

THE SCHEMATIC FRAME 

Each of the chapters under discussion here has evidenced concern with mental 
or an^nons described as schemta. It is clearly the case that aTlS, 
theories of instruction will postulate higher-order schemes governing ZTZ 
learner's potential and the teacher's strategies. 

Shaw and Wilson have discussed the relational schemata underlying judements of 
=. As infant faces were geometrically transformed. certain'SeTe atn 
ships remained invariant. This invariance could be called the identity scVeZZ 
transformational invariants themselves comprised the aging scherÜa 

tÄ ThVZf r that
f
SChemata funCti0n aS inte-e^ «ages in a recogni- 

«eo fpe  I^rZ?     a tra,t' ^ a trait name' eVOkeSa broad V™»^ stereotype. This stereotype, in turn, increases the probability that other traits 
associated with it will be noticed, and even falsely recognized. Lr^n Ge„ „ 
and Stevens consider schemata to be the basic units oL.mory Fo Iml t0 

have occurred relevant schemata-that is, schemata similar to Lse  cZd by 

idJTohf S1 !,a.t;r"mUSt ^ been m0dified OT recomb>"^. Their "Mayon 
*LT1       .  T8tM ^ SUbJeCtS SUmmon Schema^ -^gs to cope 

"st Tpicv Tnte   rmt mUSt ^ ^ 0f ^^ that ^ -Wte - 
hTrr T?' mUSt ^ made 0f whiPPed cream ^ '""stard. Greeno's 

^Toa^r ^ SChernatiC iSSUeS- SeleCtin« the r^t fo™ ° an answer to a question is select.ng a schema; deciding how specific to be  is 
deciding about the potential application of a schema; learning ^whU counts' a 
an exp^nat.on of something [p. ,56]" is learning that '1^11 
organized according to rules, and these rules constitute a schema tCt must be 
part of the student's knowledge [p. 156]." 

Formulations of this type, and the experiments delineating them have moved 

zdz TTTTT 
wel1 berAi,en,s "tying "p -td^z::' because we try to educate masses of students simultaneously, there remain 

massive discrepancies between the available schemata of iearnef nd in olT 
Uon presented by teachers. That is one aspect of what J.McV. H^nt (,96lZ 
called "the problem ol the match." "'"U^o^nas 

There are many different ways in which the term schema is now beins used 
hroughout psychology. Although this must trouble theoretical purist    "has  „ 

Z0ZhT
caT i

1!
i;dicate"widespread scientinc auenüon ***<** that our heads contain higher-order units and capacities. Almost everyone  it 

seems, has left his little S-R links by the wayside everyone, it 

diftin T1' K r aSPeCt 0f behaviorism that cognitians have not left behind- the 
distinction between competence (or knowledge, or learning) and perform^. 

■ 
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PERFORMANCE PROGRAMS 

With deceptive ease and fluency, Greeno (Chapter 7, this volume) has piovided 
us with a feast of performance models for lessons in fractions and geometry. 
Flow charts, or production systems-choose the one that is most appropriate for 
your theory of a task, and of what happens when that task is taught. For 
cognitive psychologists, this is a powerful and exciting hypothesis-generating 
exercise. For educators in search of a ready-made bridge, it is often dismaying. 
What is the use, they ask, of all this hypothetical formalism? 

There are two answers to that. First, there is no other way of representing a 
complex instructional situation. Believing that it can be represented more simply 
is an illusion. True, we have not yet developed a complete instructional science, 
but we are never going to develop one until we raise our heads from the sands of 
oversimplification. Likv the molecule, the gene, and the galaxy, the human mind 
is very complicated. We will never fully understand it or devise appropriate ways 
of educating it until we have a theory that is detailed enough to model it. The 
fact that we have trouble understanding such theories does not alter the fact that 
we need them, and that they represent a proper use of hypothetical formalism. 

The second answer to a "what's the use ... ?" question concerns the ability of 
human beings to construct respo- programs (Newell, 19V 2a). We need com- 
plex models of the type Greeno cribes to account for the fact that no two 
people ever respond to the same situation in the same way, as well as for the fact 
that no one can exactl' duplicate his own responses. We are endlessly construc- 
tive and inventive. N 'ling our capacities in this respect is an extremely 
complicated issue. 

Consider the subject in Shaw and Wilson's "orbiting" card experiment. The 
mathematical system described on puges 204-205 represents an abstract logical 
structure. But clearly it does not represent what the subject is drmg mentally as he 
performs the experimental task. How might we represent those mental processes? 
The reader is invited to select a modeling schema from Greeno's menu and apply it 
to the Shaw and Wilson experiment-the point of the exercise being to discover 
that subjects exposed to the generator set must have built a different representa- 
tion of the stimulus, because they saw different stimuli. Subjects shown the 
nongenerator set saw hearts, crosses, circles, and squares in only two positions on 
the cards. Subjects shown the generator set saw the same stimuli in all four 
positions. To understand the subsequent confusion manifested by subjects shown 
the generator set, we must understand how they represented, or failed to represent, 
the information-compared to subjects in the other condition. Mathematical group 
theory does not predict the construction of differing mental representations. For 
that, we need psychological theories (e.g., EPAM, Simon & Feigenbaum, 1964., 
Gregg & Simon, 1967). 

In the case of Hyman's experiment, what were the subjects actually doing? 
They were remembering words in a recognition paradigm. How was the proto- 
type-the Social Worker or the Lawyer-supposed to be activated during the task 
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itself? This is not specified, nor was the experiment designed to test such 
specifications-e.g., to test the possibility that a trait label which was never seen, 
but which was generated e'.tirely by the stereotype, might take longer to 
recognize (signifying a longer sequence of mental operations). In the absence of 
a performance theory of this iype, we are compelled to wonder if Hyman's 
results are not simply another manifestation of a fact reported in 1960 by 
Wishner: that trait clusters display intercorrelations that are independent of 
personality constructs. The subject's false recognition of trait names may reflect 
the associative structure of the language, rather than the psychological structure 
of his mind. 

The problem with the performance of subjects in the studies leported by 
Norman, Centner, and Stevens plagues all the "networkers." How do we account 
for the fact that the network was not infinitely activated? Since every concept is 
potentially related to every other concept, what prevents those relationships 
from firing? Somewhere, in a model of the subject's performance, there must be 
a task objective, rules governing the recruitment of skills and concepts, and tests 
of their applicability and value. 

As a way of organizing the issues, consider Fig. 2. 
Any subject, performing any experimental task, is an "assembler" of his own 

knowledge, orienting skills, mental operations (such as comparing or inferring) 
and self-management tactics. To respond to a task, he must detect features of 
the situation, or summon feature memories of some land. He will (if he is over 
the age of 2 or ?) probably also use word; and syntactic rules. He must call up 
well-practiced motor skills, such as writing ir talking. The way he puts all these 
together-his rules and strategies for doing io-co-.istitute his performance pro- 

FEATURE DETECTORS, 
FEATURE MEMORIES, 

a IMAGES 

VERBAL LEXICON 
a 

SYNTACTIC RULES 

PERFORMING PROGRAM 
("Th« Assemblei") 

ACTION MEMORIES, 
MOTCRIC  KNOW HOW a 
AUTONOMIC («nolionol) 

PATTERNS 

FORMATTING 
RULES a STRATEGIES 
a DEVELOPMENTAL 

PROTOTYPES       ., 

FIG. i   The structural components of complex behavior. 

• 
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gram, one which may or may not match up to the experimenter's theory of what 
such a performance program should entail. 

With reference to the question: why three systems, feature, verbal, and action? 
The answer is simply that we seem to be constructed that way. Our perceptual 
skills, our feature-noticing skills, are not the same as our linguistic skills. We 
cannot substitute percept for word. Nor can we substitute percept or word for 
action and related physiological phenomena. This design for humans has some 
theoretical advantages which may or may not have had evolutionary significance. 
For example, the fact that a motor skill can run itself off automatically means 
that perception is freed for other monitoring operations. The fact that words are 
separable from percepts can produce discrepancies that are important discrimina- 
tion cues: how else can we learn that all "green leafy vegetables" are not lettuce? 
Bruner (Bruner, Olver, & Greenfield, 1966) has reviewed much additional evi- 
dence-although his own theoretical integration of it has been somewhat differ- 
ent from the model shown in Fig. 2. 

in addition to these three systems, we have a stock of special programming 
operations—problem-solving heuristics, classification abilities, operations in the 
Piagetian sense, serializing capacities, and so forth. These are not conscious 
strategies, but are fast, habitual, management routines. 

Figure 2 is essentially a scheme for organizing and comparing complex behav- 
ior, rather than a theory. It is especially useful in the analysis of pedagogical 
situations. For example, consider the "White Sauce Problem" in Chapter 7 by 
Norman, Centner, and Stevens. What program was the student expected to 
assemble? Answers to questions about French sauces. What sort of language was 
involved? Labels like Bechamel, Veloute, roux, as well as familiar words like 
sauce, white, and rrtilk. What features-actual perceptual experiences-were in- 
volved? None, in this lesson. (That was, Allen would no doubt have suggested, 
one of the problems.) Similarly, the involvement of the motor systei n-stirring, 
disintegrating lumps, gradual pouring—was missing from the lesson. Although the 
authors found the tutee's verbal confusions theoretically interesting, one won- 
ders if they represented anything more significant than the fact that differences 
in consistency, coloring, and flavoring among members of the French sauce 
family were not discriminated, because the necessary nonverbal cues were never 
experienced. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overall thenv what do we know that would really have been new to Allen? Our 
best theorizing right now-and it is very good indeed, as the chapters in this 
volume reveal-is with reference to models of competence, of knowledge- 
structures. Because they are dynamic models, they represent the human poten- 
tial for the combination and recombination of ideas, rather that the static 

\ 
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architecture of lexicon. But we are still not devoting enough theoretical effort to 
*e development of models of performance. Whether we are addressmg ^ of 
learning, recalling, recognizing, generalizing, or ^^^^ " "^t, 
quately modeling what subjects do. Allen was concerned wtth ^<*****?* 
are much better than he was in specifying the charactenst.cs of a well-stocked 
head. But he was still ahead of us in specifying the characterist.es of learmng and 

teaching as active processes. 
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The chapters in this section are very closely related. AU of ^em ar concerned 
^th the application of ideas of cognitive psychology-ideas stül m the state of 
S devebpment-to the problems of instruction. For example, all are con- 
^ed I tea" I part, with the processes by which new informat.on is stored 

on long- rm memory and with the implicates of these processes or «Ktruc- 
tion. In pursuing this concern, the authors draw on what .s now one of cogmt ve 
pwchology's most active areas, the modeling of semantic memory^ The area 
Eludes wo k by such authors as Quillian (1969), Schänk (1972^ Anderson and 
Bower (1973), Kintsch (1972). and, of course, the Norman, Rumelhart, and 
LW group 972), represented in this volume by Norman, Centner, and 
S^ensFlther, Greeno makes use of gcnd structures embodied in a production 
tTr^presenUtion in a manner simüar to recent work of Newell and Smum 

(1?2« is necessarily as air of tentativeness about much that is said in these 
ch^rs Icause the authors are attempting to point out new direcUons rather 
than simply giving better specification to the old. 

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES 

I find Greeno's proposals especially exciting. He has taken of the difficult task of 
deling cognifiveWctives in cducation-obiectives ^**^  * 
more  traditional behavioral objectives. To spec.fy  a behav.or obj cUv. to 
Ttruction, we state a particular set of behaviors we want the students to be able 
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to perform after instruction, e.g. to solve a specified class of arithmetic prob- 
lems, or to answer questions about a chapter in a history text. To specify a 
cognitive objective, we state a set of changes we want the instruction to bring 
about in the students' cognitive processes, e.g. acquisition of a particular algo- 
rithm for division or the assimilation of a body of historical fact to information 
already in long-term memory. 

Since Greeno does not discuss the relative merits of cognitive and behavioral 
objectives at any length, it seems appropriate to do so here. One of the most 
important advantages of cognitive objectives is that they tend to focus our 
attention on the underlying cognitive processes to a greater extent than do 
behavioral objectives. An example from my own teaching experience will illus- 
trate the point. 

Several years ago, I was involved in the teaching of elementary calculus to a 
group of college students who rated themselves "poor" in mathematics ability. 
Some of these students had a peculiar sort of difficulty in solving algebra 
problems. In problems where the '.ask was to "express X in terms of Y" given a 
set of four or five relations, e.g. Ä = ZJ, A1=/?+3, etc., a student might combine 
relations and draw inferences without apparent pattern. Student performance 
improved considerably when they were taught some elementary planning pro- 
cedures for identifying what reUtions were useful in a given problem and in what 
order they should be considered. The difference, of course, lay not in the answer 
that the student produced but rather in the processes he used to search for the 
answer. 

I do not know with any certainty why the students had failed to learn the 
planning procedure for solving such problems prior to college, but the following 
account is at least plausible. For very simple problems involving just two or three 
relations, the trial and error procedure may work quite will in the sense that the 
problem requires no more han two or three trials before a successful solution r. 
achieved If, in learning flgebra, the stuoents solved only short problei. i 
might by very hard for the teacher to determine whether the students were ag 
trial-and-error or some more efficient procedure. It would not be surprising then 
if at least some students never progressed beyond trial and error. Now, it is not 
impossible in principle to deal with this proHem using behavioral objectives. 
What Oi » would need to do is to be sure that .he students could solve problems 
which resemble in all important aspects the problems they will eventually be 
required to solve. The difficulty lies in knowing what the important aspects are. 
It is exactly at this point that knowledge of the underlying cognitive processes is 
important and that the superiority of cognitive objectives becomes most appar- 
ent. Withe./ -(n understanding of the cognitive processes it is often very difficult 
to judge just what sort of behavior we ought to require of our students. 

I encountered another example illustrating the same point when 1 was doing 
research on the use of visual imagery in elementary mathematics (Hayes, 1973). 
One of my subjects reported that he thought of each of the digits as having a set 
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of points that he used as "counting points." For example, the digit "3" had 
three counting points each located at one of the leftward projections of the 
digit, the digit "4" hid four counting points also located at well specified 
positions on the digit, etc. When the subject added a pair of numbers such as "5" 
and "7 " he would say "Five," and then looking at each of the counting points 
on the'digit "7" in turn, say "six. seven, eight,..." until at the last counting 
point, he arrived at the answer "twelve." When I asked the subject how he had 
learned this method of adding, he told me that he used to count on the digits 
with his pencil until his teacher forbade him to do it. He then switched to 
performing the same processes with eye fixations. Clearly, the teacher had 
achieved her behavioral objectives but she had failed to have any important 
influence on the underlying cognitive processes. 

The scope of the task that Greeno is tackling is apparent in the set of three 
examples he used as illustrations. The first example concerns the understanding 
of fractions by primary school students; the second, understanding of psycho- 
physics at the college level. For each example, Greeno provides a model of what 
he believes to be the underlying cognitive processes, drawing as necessary on 
modern analysis of good structures, perceptual processes, and semantic memory. 
The detaUs of these models, of course, may need to be modified as more 
knowledge accumulates, but the general direction in which Greeno is heading 

seems just right. 

ASSIMILATION OF NEW INFORMATION 

As we noted above, all four of the authors are concerned, from various points of 
view with the assimUation of new information into memory. Shaw and Wilson 
focus on the logical structure of the information being stored while the others 
focus on the integration of new knowledge with information already in memory. 

Shaw and Wilson propose an interesting hypothesis for concept learning. As I 
understand it, they propose that a set of instances will be sufficien* to allow a 
subject to infer the whole concept if the differences between Inrt&ncM imply a 
set of operators which is a generator set for the whole concept. Actuslly, Shaw 
and Wilson are not fully explicit about the process by which operators are 
inferred from instances. 1 have assumed that differences between instances must 
be important for that process. An operator is a generator for the whole concept 
if by applying it repeatedly to an instance of the concept, it will generate all of 
the instances of the concept. For example, suppose that the concept is th. set of 
four 90° rotations of a square. The pair of instances 
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h efficient to rilow the subject to infer the whole concept ***** 
Mf^lpües . 90° rotation operator .nd this operation « . generator of 
the set of four rotations. However, the pair of instances 
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DIRECT TRAINING OF COGNITIVE SKILLS 

In considering the application of psychology to instruction, it **™ ™^ 
^tural o Zk about what the teacher or the designer of instruct! mater^s 

"      ^obably would constitute useful information for students [p. 158). 
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Norman says. "... if a child knows how to learn, then he can get the knowledge 
by himself..." and he asks, "Why do we not attempt to teach some basic 
cognitive skills such as how to organize one's knowledge, how to learn, how to 
solve problems, how to correct errors in understanding [p. 000]." 

Resnick says "... it seems likely that ways can be found to make individuals 
more conscious of the role of environmental cues in problem solving, and to 
teach strategies of feature scanning and analysis (pp. 79-80)." Such instructions 
would enhance the likelihood of their noticing cues that prompt effective action. 
Similar ideas are being championed by Papert at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 

This topic is dear to my own heart, since Steven Rosenberg and I recently 
designed and taught a comse which was intended to teach problem-solving skills 
to college students. Our objective was to provide a course that would help 
students to increase their p oblem-solving skills by direct training. In designing 
the course, we made liberal use of the work of others-notably of Polya(l957) 
and Wickelgren (1974) on the teaching of problem solving and of Ne veil and 
Simon (1972) on the analysis of problem-solving skills. 

The students who elected the course were distributed through the four colleges 
of the University. There were 6 students from Fine Arts, 12 from engineering, 
12 from science, and 12 from humanities and social science. While this mix 
created difficulty in finding common ground on which to discuss some topics, it 
was in general perceived as beneficial both by us as instructors and by the 
students because of the diversity of points >>t view which it brought to class 
discussions. 

The course consisted of three sections: a Diagnostic section, lasting about 
three weeks, a Theoiy-Practice section of eight weeks, and a Transfer section of 
two weeks. 

The Diagnostic section was designed to serve two functions. First, it was 
designed to provide '.he student with informal on about the current state of his 
problem-solving skills. Second, it was desigred to teach him procedures for 
examining his own problem-solving processes. In all, five techniques were used to 
accomplish these objectives. First, a self-report form was used to obtain the 
students* own inventory of his strengths and weakness in problem solving. 
Second, a problem-solving test including a very wide variety of problems (logical 
problems, imagery problems, writing problems, etc.) was administered and each 
student was given feedback about his own performance as compared to other 
students in the class. Third, each student was required to record time usage data 
over one-week period as a means of assessing work habits. Mean values for 
number of hours spent in study and in various other activities were reported so 
that students could assess their own performance against the group mean. 
Fourth, students were asked to keep problem-solviiig diaries in which they 
recorded step by step accounts of their own problem-solving behavior on 
homework assignments for later analysis. Fifth, some of the technir^ies of 
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protocol analysts were demonstrated in class and practiced in small group 
sessions. 

The theory practice section consisted of two major activities which ran 

concurrently-a series of lectures on the theory of problem solving and the 

students' skill improvement projoct. 

The skill improvement project was the most important single aspect of the 

course. On the basis of information gained during the diagnostic sectio... the 

student was expected to identify a skill that he wanted to improve and to design 

a project which would improve it. Thus, the student had to devise a way for 

measurng his mil id state of skill, generate a plan for improving the skill which 

drew on material discussed in the course, and measure his final state of skill. 

Areas chosen included skills in logical problem solving, time management, chess, 
imagery, memory, and many others. 

A secorJ part of the Theory-Practice section was a teaching experience. We 

felt that by teaching a skill that he understood well, the student would be 

required to do a careful analysis of that skill in order to communicate it to 
others. Student feedback would provide him with information about the ade- 

quacy of his analysis. In general, we found that the teaching task worked quite 

well as a pedagogical device. Students reported that they did come to understand 
their own skills better. 

The third part of the Theory-Practice section was the course of lectures which 

ran concurrently with the skill improvement project. Here we attempted to 

provide breadth rather than depth on the theory that the interested student 
could explore any topic of special interest to him in greater depth. 

For example, the lecture topics included the following: 

1. An overview of problem-solving techniques including trial and error, 

learning, heuristic search, planning, pattern recognition, and a number of 
other methods. 

2. A discussion of the importance of representations in problem solving, 

illustrations of how changes in representation can turn a difficult problem 

into an easy one, and discussion of the procedures for constructing 
representation. 

3. The management of short-term memory including demonstration of the 

constraints imposed on problem soiving by the limitations of short-term 

memory, and the demonstration of techniques for avoiding these limita- 

tions. 

4. The importance of long-term memory (for example, of factual world 

knowledge) for problem solving and techniques for storing information. 

5. The nature of rule induction and some techniques for inducing rules. 

6. The nature and use of hypothetical reasoning. 

7. Techi- qucs for decision making and the limitations of the human as a 
decision maker. 

1 
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8. The nature of planning and its importance in problem solving. 
9. Perceptual processes and imagery in tasks such as chess and menial 

arithmetic. 
10. The function of mathematical notation in problem solving. 

In the final section of the course, the students were asked to identify what, if 
anything, they had learned in the course that was applicable to their own area of 
special interest, and to report that learring in Torm of concrete instances. It was 
here that we hoped that both we and the students would learn in what respects 
the course was of practical use and in what respects if failed in Us s. jjecfives. In 
general, the results were quite encouraging as we will see uelow. 

EVALUATION OF COURSE EFFECTIVENESS 

To evaluate the effectiveness of a course of this s^rt is rather difficult since the 
students were working in a number of diverse directions. Neverthelf«?, by 
examining the student improvement projects and transfer reports, we can \ U n- 
tify three general areas in which students report definite improveüients in 

problem-solving skills. 

1. Improvements due to increased awareness of own cognitive processes. 
2. Improvements due to increased diagnostic skills. 
3. Improvements in generalize problem solving skills. 

i cognitive 
,it types 

y that the 

One of the most influential aspects of increased awareness of 
processes appeared »o be the distinction between trial and error a- 
of solution procedure. Four of the students commented indepeu - 
distm^ion had clarified their thinking about problem solving. One, an electrical 
engineer said "... my self improvement project taught me that although it is 
not esthetick!!y pleasing to me, trial and error solutions are sometimes more 
efficient. I have used this knowledge to more effectively solve problems in my 
fiance and marketing courses." Another electrical engineer commented "... I 
have always used hypothetical reasoning to some extent but never realized 

exactly what it was." 
Three of the psychology students applied diagnostic skills they had learned in 

class to the process of analyzing case studies. Reading through a case study line 
by line, they recorded their current judgement as to what was important and 
what was not important as they preceded. Then, they read the case study again 
and recorded their importance judgements a second time. They used the differ- 
ence between the first and second judgements as a clue to the dete.Tninants of 

their clinical judgements. 
Improvements in problem solving dm to generalized problem-solving skills 

appear i-. a number of forms. A psychology major used imagery techniques to 
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improve her ability to memouze. Applying her skill to the game of concentra- 
tion, she became good enough so that her friends refused to play with her. More 
practically she applied the technique to remembering appointments, shopping 
lists, learning the Greek alphabet. 

Several students reported gains due to improvements in planning and organiza- 
tion. A physics student said, "Working problems in this course has helped me to 
work problems in physics, not because they are the same types of problems, 
which they are not, but because of the orderly methods I have developed as a 
result." A psychology student reported, "The first skill I was able to transfer was 
being able to clearly identify the problem. Later the same student said, "In both 
tasks, I set up the problem, pointed out what it was 1 was going to solve, and 
then in an organized manner found out the details that were essential to solve 
the problem." A math student reported, "Outside of math, 1 found planning 
good in writing papers for a history class. It was the first time I had ever been 
able to successfully use an outline to write a paper." 

A chemistry student reported, "There were other ways of improving my labs 
through time management. For example, there was one U.V. spectrophotometer 
available for the third experiment and everyone had to use it. By doing the third 
experiment first, I was the only one on the machine and didn't have to wait in 
line." "... In this way, 1 finished up my set of experiments a week and a half 
ahead of everyone else." 

Sue students reported applications of knowledge about perceptual processes 
and imagery. A music major analyzec uie structure of musical notation in 
relation to pattern recognition processes in reading music. A physics major 
improved his ability to visualize complex molecules in biochemistry. Several 
electrical engineers noted the close analogy between the recognition of patterns 
in chess and the recognition of patterns in analysis of circuit diagrams. 

Three students reported that they had used decision making procedures 
discussed in class in practical application-one to choose an apartment, one to 
choose a graduate school, and one to identify the winner in a Miss America 
contest. 

While results such as these are complex and incomplete, and probably contami- 
nated by the fact that students often like to say encouraging things to their 
teachers, we are, nonetheless, encouraged that our course really did help the 
majority of our students both by increasing their knowledge of their problem 
solving-processes and by providing them with new problem solving skills. 

In summary, the major themes in the chapters we have icviewed- 
establishment of cognitive objectives for instruction-direct training in cognitive 
skills-study of the assimilation of information to memory schemes-constitute 
important directions for the interaction of cognitive psychology with instruc- 
tion. Clearly it will be many years before the details are woiked out. When they 
are, however, both cognitive psychology and the science of instruction will be 
richer for it. 
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FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES 
IN COMPREHENDING 

AND UNDERSTANDING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

\ 

I must confess that a man is guilty of 
unpardonable arrogance who concludes, be- 
cause an argument has escaped his own in- 
vestigation, that therefore it does not really 
exist. I must also confess that, though all 
the learned, for several ages, should have 
employed themselves in fruitless search 
upon any subject, it may still, perhaps, be 
rash to conclude positively that the subject 
must therefore pass all human comprehen- 
sion. Even though we examine all the 
sources of our knowledge and conclude 
them unfit for such a subject, there may still 
remain a suspicion that the enumeration is 
not complete or the examination not accu- 
rate (Hume, 1748/1955]. 
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The main medium for the acquisition of knowledge is probably verbal compre- 
hension. The central importance of comprehension skill is recognized by our 
educational institutions, and therefore comprehension is often used as a criterion 
skill for measuring achievement and aptitude. In this chapter, we will report on 
our investigation of one aspect of verb?i comprehension, namely, the mental 
processes that underlie sentence comprehension. Our research focuses on the 
information a person extracts from a sentence, on the internal representation of 
that information, and on the mental o^rations that are applied to the 
representation. Our aim is to specify t!»e parameters of the information- 
processing system in simple comprehension tasks. We will validate our theoreti- 
cal proposals by accounting for response latencies in a task where people decide 
whether a sentence is true or false. Then we will examine verbal comprehension 
in a number of other tasks, showing how the same fundamental processes are 

common to these various situations. 
This chapter consists of three sections. Fir-t. we will outline an information- 

processing model that accounts for response .atencies in verifying simple and 
eiriDvCMed affirmative and negative sentences in which the negative sentences 
contain the explicit negative, not. Second, we wil! show thil the same model 
explains how people interpret simple instructions that contain implicitly nega- 
tive lexical items like except, different, and forget. Third, we will examine two 
tasks that occur in educational tests of verbal comprehension-sentence comple- 
tion and reading comprehension-in order to show how performance in these 
tasks can be analyzed within the same theoretical framework. 

Preceding page Hank 
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AN INFORMATION-PROCESSING MODEL 
OF SENTENCE VERIFICATION 

The Internal Representation 

Understanding a sentence involves internally representing the information that 
the sentence contains. It is likely that the format of the internal representation is 
prepositional, a relational structure consisting of a predicate and one or more 
arguments. We will use the conventional notation, {PREDICATE, ARGUMENT) 
to denote a proposition. In this notation part of the representation of a simple' 
decUrative sentence like The don are red is {RED. DOTS), meaning redness is 
predicated of the dots. Since predications can be affirmed or negated, the entire 
representation of this affirmative sentence is {AFF, {RED, DOTS)). A negative 
sentence like The dots aren't red is represented as {NEC, {RED, DOTS)). AFF 
and NEC are embedding markers that denote the affirmative or negative 
polanty of the predication. This form of representation allows us to combine 
simple propositions to represent more complex sentences. For example. It is 
fortunate that the dots are red can be represented as {FORTUNA TE, P), where P 
is the simple proposition {AFF, {RED, DOTS)). 

The internal representation of a sentence is not necessarily linguistic in nature. 
The verbal symbols in these representations, for example, DOTS, are used to 
denote more abstract entities. In fact, research on sentence-picture verification 
suggests that there may be a level of representation that is neither linguistic nor 
pictorial in nature but can represent information from either domain (Chase & 
Clark, 1972; Clark & Chase, 1972). For example a pictur- of red dots may be 
represented {RED, DOTS). 

The detailed form of the representation of various kinds of sentences has not 
yet been empirically verified. For example, the research on the linguistic factors 
that determine the psychological predicate-argument structure has only begun 
(cf. HaUiday, 1967; Hornby, 1972). Moreover, there are cases where various 
representations are formally equivalent and the selection of one particular form 
is really arbitrary. Nevertheless, this conventional notation is sufficient for the 
current model and promises to be flexible enough to accommodate a variety of 
linguistic structures (cf. Kintsch, 1972). 

The same sentence may be represented differently in different situations This 
foUows from the -sumption that the representation contains the information 
that a person exi jts from a sentence. What information is extracted depends 
on the preceding sentences, the situation in which the sentence is embedded, and 
the listener's previous knowledge. The role that context plays in how a sentence 
is represented suggests an important distinction between the psychological 
notion of an internal representation and the traditional linguistic notion of deep 
structure. 
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The Task 

We have recently proposed a model to account for the mental processes under- 
lying the verification of affirmative and negative sentences (Carpenter & Just, 
197S). The situation that originally gave rise to the model is a simple task in 
which a person must decide whether a sentence is true or false of a picture. For 
example. Just and Carpenter (1971) presented sentences li'.e The dots are red or 
The dots aren't red, as well as pictures of red dots or ol .lack dots. Thus, the 
sentences could be affirmative or negative, and true or fuse. A person was first 
shown the picture, and then timed as he or she read the sentence and decided 
whether it was true or false. The results of this study showed that it took longer 
to verify negative sentences than affirmative sentences by a certain amount of 
time, called negation time. In this particular study, the negation time was a little 
more than two-fifths of a second. The study also showed that affirmative 
sentences were verified faster when they were true than when they were false, 
while negative sentences were verified faster when they were false. The diffe. 
ence in verification time between the true and false sentence was opposite in sign 
but equal in magnitude for affirmative and negative sentences. This time, cvlled 
falsification time, was a little more than one fifth of a second in this study. 
These two results, the latency advantage of affirmative sentences, as well as the 
interaction between affirmative-negative and true-false, vere also found in a 
number of previous studies (Chase & Clark, 1972; Clark & Chase, 1972; Cough, 
1965, 1966;McMahon, 1963; Trabasso, Rollins, &Shaughnessy, 197l;Wason& 
Jones, 1963). 

The Mental Operations 

In this section we will outline a model that accurately predicts the verification 
times for these simple affirmative and negative sentences. We will show that it 
also accounts for the verification of embedded sentences. Moreover, the main 
features of the model will serve as a basis for our examination of con.prehension 
processes in instructional situations. 

The main focus of the model is on the operations that compare the sentence 
and picture representations. The model postulates that the corresponding con- 
stituents from the two representations are retrieved and compared, pair by pair. 
Moreover, the number of these retrieve and compare operations is assumed to be 
the primary determinant of the pattern of verification times. Figure 1 shows a 
flow chart for the proposed process. The prepositional structure of the represen- 
tations provides an ordering relation on the constituents. This ordering deter- 
mines the sequence in wh.ch constituents are compared. Inner propositions are 
compared before polarity markers. An AFF marker in a sentence representation 
is assumed to match the absence of a marker in the picture representation, since 
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Set Response Index to True 
Represent Sentence 

Represent Picture 

Set the Constituent 
Counter: n « t 

[Increment Counter 
n « n + 1 L 

Tog Mismatch 
Change Index 

[Execute Index] 

FIG. 1   A now chart of the constituent comparison model. 

pictures are generally encoded affirmatively. The "find and compare" process is 
a serial, iterative operation that can be applied to representations with multiple 
embeddings. This iterative operation will allow the model to be generalized 
without additional assumptions. 

The central assumption is that whenever two corresponding constituents from 
the sentence and picture repimentations mismatch, then the entire comparison 
process is reinitiated. To prevent the process from looping forever on mismatch- 
ing constituents, we assume that the first time a mismatch is discovered, the two 
constituents involved are tagged, so that on subsequent re^omparisons the two 

will be treated as a match. 
Since mismatches cause the comparison process to be reinitiated, the total 

number of comparison operations, and consequently the total latency, increases 
with the number of mismatches. Moreover, a mismatch that occurs later in the 
comparison process results in more recomparisons than a mismatch on earlier 
constituents. Thus, the total latency is a function of both the number of 
mismatches and their locus in their respective representations. 

A response index records the matches and mismatches between constituents. 
The index has two possible states, true and false. At the beginning of each trial, 
its initial state is true, and each mismatch causes it to change its state. The time 
spent in changing the response index (and tagging mismatching constituents) is 
assumed to be negligible relative to the time to perform the find and compare 

operation. 
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TABLE 1 
Reprewntationt and Predictions for the 

Four Information Condition!0 

True affirmative False affirmative 

Sentence: 
Picture: 
Sentence repreientation: 
Picture repreientation: 

The dots are red. 
Red dots 
(AFF, (RED, DOTS)) 

(RED, DOTS) 
+ + 

response = true 
it comparisons 

The dots are red. 
Bh>ck dots 
(AFF, (RED, DOTS)) 

(BLACK, DOTS) 
-   index " false 

+ + 
response ■ false 
* + 1 comparisons 

False Negative True Negative 

Sentence: 
Picture: 
Sentence representation: 
Picture representation: 

The dots aren't red. The dots aren't red. 
Red dots Black dots 
(NEC, (RED, DOTS)) (NEC, (RED, DOTS)) 

(RED, DOTS) (BLACK, DOTS) 
+   index-false -   index = false 

+ + _ +   index = true 

response = false + + 

it + 2 comparisons response = true 

"Plus and minus sign:: denote matches and mismatches of the corresponding 
constituents. Each horiwntal line of plus and minus signs indicates a reinitia- 

tion of the comparison process. 

When the model is applied to the proposed sentence and picture represen- 
tations in the Just and Carpenter experiment, it can account for the latencies in 
the four conditions. In the simplest case, the true affirmative there are no 
mismatches between the sentence and picture representations, as shown in Table 
1 The first compi ;ison, between the inner propositions, results in a match. The 
second compariscn, between polarity markers, also results in a match (Recall 
that AFF markei in the sentence representation is presumed tc match the 
absence of any polarity marker in the picture representation). Thus »fter a total 
of two constituent comparisons, the truth index is still set to true, and this 
response is executed. The number of constituent comparisons "> the true 
affirmative case serves as the base line for the other conditions, and will be 

referred to as k. Here, k equals 2. r . A 
In the false affirmative condition, the inner propositions of the sente.ee and 

nxture mismatch. The mismatch will reinitiate the comparison process, causing 
one extra comparison above the base number. Table 2 shows the consequences 
of this mismatch in detaU. The mismatching constituents are tagged and the 
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TABLE 2 
A Trace of the Operations in Verifying a False Afflrmafve 

Stimulus sentence: TTie do« are red 
Stimulus picture.   A set of black dots 

Operations 

Initialize response index to true 

Represent sentence 

Represent picture 

1. Compare fust constituents 

Tag sentence constituent 
Tag picture constituent 
Change index to false 
Reinitialize comparison process 

2. Compare first constituents 

2.Compare second constituents 
Respond with content of index 
Number of comparisons 

(AFF, (RtD. DOTS)) 

(BLACK, DOTS) 

(AFF,(   M   )) 
(   M   ) 

+ 

False 
k + \, where A: = 2 

response index is set io false. After the reinitiation, the tagged inner consmucnts 
are compared, and they match. The next companson, between the poanty 
markeTL results in a match. So, the response false is executed after a total of 

* ^LTn^Son, there will be a total of * + 2 comparisons, d. 
to he m ^atch on the second constituent, the polarity markers. Tins mtsmatch 
wU  ca^The response false to be executed. For the true negat.ve cond.hon 
To h  he first and'thc second constituents nusmatch, so t^t the response m. 
will be executed after a total of fc + 3 constituent compansons. Both of these 

ram are summarized in the bottom half of Table 1. .     . ■     „f 
mmod^ostulates that verification latenc.es should be a dtrect funct.on o 

the number of constituent comparisons. The number of comparisons and h nee 
the latly, should increase linearly from true affirmat.ve (* , to false affirma- 
fives (k + 1) to false negatives (* + 2), to true mgat.ves (/c + 3). 
T! rlsuUs of the experiment, as well as the best fitting straight hne, ar 

shown in Fig 2 The preSctions of the mode! fit the data ^ well- The mode 
fecoun* for 98.0% of the variance among the four means. The slope ts 215 msec 

^ST^TZ time to find and compare a pair of constituents, is 

(^d Town that it L .so account for the latencies in many other sumlar 

i ii - rnniilllfiaiiMia      nn ..i.f * ^ait iT^n^miiiiriitiiiii      i  ^...     -    .        ^....._:   ■. ,... .     .   1   ■    . .;.      .   . 
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NUMBER OF CONSTITUENT COMPARISONS 

FIG. 2  The fit of'the constituent comparison model for the four information conditions. 
(Data from Just & Carpenter, 1971, Exp. 11). 

experiments (i.e., Clark & Chase, Expts. I, II, & III, 1972; Cough, 1965, 1966, 
Expt. II; McMahon, 1963, Trabasso et al, Expt. IX, 1971). Thus, the current 
model provides a parsimonious explanation of performance in these tasks. 
Although parsimony is desirable, the model should be evaluated on the basis of 
its ability to offer a rigorous formulation that is both a plausible mental process 
and can incorporate a wide variety of empirical results. This ability will be 
demonstrated in each of the following sections. The nature of the propositional 
representation, particularly the embedding feature, should allow the model to be 
generalized to more complex sentences without additional modifications. This 
property of the model was tested by examining embedded affirmative and 
negative sentences. 

A Test of the Model 

To further test the model, the scope of the negative was systematically varied. 
Other factors, like the sentence length and the picture, were kept constant. The 
scope of a negative is defined as the range of constituents to which it applies 
(Jackendoff, 1969; Klima, 1964). The affirmative sentences used in the experi- 
ment included the superordinate clause It is true that... (e.g., (t is true that the 
dots are red) and could be negated in two ways. With one type of negation, the 
negative has a small scope, namely the inner predication: It is true that the dots 
aren 't red. This will be called predicate negation. The second type of negation 
has a larger scope since the negative is in the superordinate clause where it 
applies to the entire inner proposition: It isn't true that the dots are red. This 
type of negation will be called denial. Denials should take longer to process than 
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comparison process, «mence like /f's frwe »*« "* dots ** 
The representation of an f ^Z^n* dots are red. namely. M^F. 

^ may be the same ^ ^^ZZ^cL^'s true... does not 
{RED. DOTS)) The ration* .s ^ Je embe^mg nstrate ^ ^ 
change the truth value and so '  ^  ^ed

g        ^ ^ „, true that 

consider a concatenation of ^^^^^rnbedding clauses is .relevant 
it's true... the dots are red. The number o embedding affirmative 
to the truth value of ^J^^^^ of a predicate negative 
proposition may be deleted from the   ^Se™ the rep

P
resentation would 

LLce like It's true that tke dots ^     ^^ a
P
denial Uke tt isn't 

be WEG. (RED, DOTS))- »^^J^lbedded cUwe. Here the 
m^ thai the don m red, m^^ü»jm^ ^^ Thus denial 

embedding clause does rff^ ^ ^G^FVA/»TS))). The picture. 
sentences might be ^P1^"16^^ Sons like («m DOTS) or (ÄMCÄ. 
would be represented as sunple f^"^ ^ ^c six conditions. 
DOTS;. Table 3 shows "^P1"^ ^^ ^S he person was timed while he 

„odd in Fig. I ."0 .h. 7re7U"?"™t r<.raM«.m™..i.ei.i.* 

* Mo.. «-P^" HT, d o, . ^ Liai it is * * 5. The »nfi^on 

underlying iterative opeulion. increased linearly 
The results .howed that, as Pred'ct^;s J Jacomparisons. More precisely. 

With the "^t Ä^ ^^"^ addlti0nal r"^ latencies mcreased an ^"^^ mSec) Figure 3 shows this result, along wrth 
comparison (Standard Error - » «niecM ^ 97 7% of the variance 
the best fittmg straight Ime The «^ ^ 01 The residua, 2.3% is not 
among the six means, W'"^"*'*'?^ deviati0n (RMSD) of 52 
significant, *4. 115) - TO • Tl.e ^^^ This analysis confirms the 

z^^ --" Z: Leascs ,inear,y w,th the 
constituent comparisons. correlated with the latencies (r = 

 ■ imJamiMUm i 
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Representations 

TABLE 2 
and Pr«dictiont for &a Six Information Conditiom" 

True afrirmativf 

Sentence: 

Picture: 

Sentence reptesentation: 

Picture rcpretentation: 

It's true that the dot» tie red. 

Red dots 

(AFF, (RED. DOTS)) 

(RED, DOTS) 

+        + 

response = true 

k comparisons 

False predicate negative 

Sentence: 

Picture: 

Sentence representation: 

Picture representation: 

Sentence: 

Picture: 

Sentence representation: 

Picture representation: 

It's true that the dots aren't red. 

Red dots 

(NEC, (RED. DOTS)) 

(RED, DO"S) 

+   index = false 

+       + 

response = false 

A: + 2 comparison 

1 als .• denial 

It isn't true that the dots are red. 

P.ed dots 

MEG, (AFF. (RED. DOTS))) 

(RED. DOTS) 

_ +        +   index = false 

+ +        + 

response = false 

Jt + 4 comparisons 

False affirmative 

It's true that the dots are red. 

Black dots 

(AFF. (RED. DOTS)) 

(BLACK. DOTS) 

-  index ■ false 

+ + 

response = false 

k + 1 comparisons 

True predicate negative 

It's true that the dots aren't red. 

Black dots 

(NEC. (RED. DOTS)) 

(BLACK, DOTS) 

-  index = false 

+   index = true 

+ + 

response ■ true 

k + comparisons 

True denial 

It isn't true that the dots are red. 

Black dots 

(NEC, (AFF, (RED, DOTS)) 

(BLACK, DOTS) 

-   index = fuise 

+      +   index = true 

+ ♦       + 

response -■ true 

k* 5 comparisons 

-P.U. and minus sign, denote matd.es and mismatche. of the corresponding constituents. Each 
ho^t" üJof plTand minus signs indicates a reinitiation of .he comparison process. 
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SENTENCE AND PICTURE 
SIMULTANEOUS 
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NUMBER OF CONSTITUENT  COMPARISONS 

FIG. 3   The fit of the constituent comparison model for the six information conditions. 

increases with the number of hypothesized operations. This suggests that the 
probabilities of error in the comparisons are additive. 

The model is able to predict the processing time for these six conditions on the 
basis of a single parameter; the time to And and compare a pair of constituents. 
These results strongly support the hypothesis that a single iterative operation 
accounts for the processing of affirmative and negative sentences. The embedded 
representation, combined % ith the iterative comparison operation, allow the 
model to account for the wo scopes of negation without additional assump- 
tions. 

A further control study showed that the representation and processing of the 
sentence is determined by its semantics rather than by its surface structure. To 
show this, we compared the processing of sentences that had the same con- 
stituent structure but different surface structures. In this control study, the 
inier propositions of the sentences were «nnbedded in two ways: the same way 
as the previous experiment (e.g.. It's true that the dots aren'tnd) and with the 
embedding clause at the end of the sentence (e.g.. That the dots aren't red is 
true). Both of these kinds of sentences are postulated to hav the same con- 
stituent structure. However, the position of the negative in th'. surface structure 
has been changed. If the results of the basic experiment can be replicated with 
the new sentences, then the results cannot be due to position of the negative 
morpheme in the surface structure. The new stimulus sentences were: Affirma- 
tive-77»/ the dc"i are red is true; Predicate negative- That the dots aren 't red is 
true; and Denial- That the dots are red isn't true. 

\ 
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This control study showed the two types of »»rface structures were proceaaed 
«r.üarIy Both types of sentences showed a .near increase in latency as the 

.iuir>ber of comparisons increased. Regardless of whether the negative morpheme 

occurred near the beginning or end of the sentence, denials look about 500 msec 

logger to verify than predicate negatives. This result shows that ».'ie underlying 

constituent structure rather than order of negatives in the airface structure 

determines processing time, and constitutes further support for the proposed 

representations for the two kinds of negative sentences. 

The mental processes described by this model are not specific to the sentence- 

verification paradigm, but occur in a large number of situations that involve 

verbal comprehension. These more general processes involve relating the infor- 
mation from a sentence to information from a second soiree, such as the 

listener's previous knowledge of the world. For example, in order to agree or 
disagree with a statement, it is necessary to compare tl« statement to a 

representation of one's own belief. In order to answer a Wh question (e.g.. h'ho 
painted the fence), the information provided in the question (e.g. thai someone 
painted the fence) must bf compared to previous kpowl'igc before the interro- 

gated constituent can be retrieved. In order to acquire ^w information through a 
verbal medium, the old information in die communication will serve as a basis to 
which the nc* information is added. The determination of which information is 

old can only be made if the sentence representation is compared to previous 

knowledge. In the next section of this chapter, we will show that these compari- 

son operations also occur when we follow simple instruclion. Thus, the basic 

kinds of operations described by the model are part of a large class of compari- 

son operations that  occur very commonly when we comprehend linguistic 

material. 
The mental operations desirib d by the model are not specific to the process- 

ing of explicitly negative sentc ces. but rather they »«cur in the processing of a 

variety of semantic structures, blsewherc. we ha"e shown how the model 
accounts for semantic structures such as negative quantifiers like/PH. paiticular 

and universal quantifiers like ume and all (Just. 1974), counterfactual clauses 

like Afarr would have left.. (Carpenter, I973), and active and passive sen- 

tences like The car hit the truck and The truck HBS hit by the oar (cf Carpentei 

A. Just, 1975). Next we will show how the model also accounts for the 

processing of mst-uctions that contain implicitly negative predicates. 

COMPREHENDING IMPLICITLY NEGATIVE INSTRUCTIONS 

A number of predicates like forget, thoughtless, disagree, and absent are consid- 

ered implicitly negative (cf Clark, in press. Jusl A Carpenter. 1971 Klima. 

1964). For eximplc. we may define forgot udidi't remember or we may think 
of absent as not present, and so on. By contrast, wc do not generally think of 

remembered ndidnt forget This suggests that there may be an asymmetry in 

I 
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how we internally represent pairs of lexical items like remember and forget; an 
impücWy negative item Ike forget may be internally represented as a negation 
of nmember This hypothesis can be tested by examing the data from a number 
of comprehension studies that have used such implicitly negative predicates. 
Two types of studies provide relevant data. The fiiit type involves sentence 
verification tasks where the stimuli contained implidtly negative predicates. In 
the second type of study, the implicit negatives were in the instructions given to 
the subject. If predicates like forget are represented as negatives, then their 
processing should conform to the constituent comparison model 

RertÄiTiber-Forget 

The implicitly negative predicate for&t to presents an interesting opportunity 
for examining the comprehension of negation. Not only is this predicate nega- 
tive   but the proposition embedded in it is also negative. For example, ihe 
sentence John forgot to let the dog out directly impUes that John did not let the 
«log out (Karttunen, 1971). Thus one can study how people extract information 
from the implications of implicitly negative predicates. In a study by Just and 
Gark (1973, Expt. II), subjects were presented with an affirmative sentence 
{John remeriibered to let the dog out) or an implicitly negative one {John forgot 
to let the dog out) and then were timed as they verified the probe sentence (e.g.. 
The dog ä in) as true or false of the impUcation of the parent sentence. The 
relevant information from a sentence like John forgot to let the logout a that 
the dog is not out. This may have been represented as {NEG, {OUT. DOG)). The 
infon.iation from a *utence with remembered to would be represented as {AFF. 
{OUT DOG)) This sentence representation would be compared to a representa- 
tion of the probe, like The dog is in, represented {AFF. {IN. DOG)). The model 
predicts   that   verification   latencies   should  increase   linearly   from   true- 
rrmembered. to Mx-remembered. to i^-forgot. to uw-forgot. The data 
conform very nicely to predictions of the model, which accounts for 94.6% of 
the variance among the four conditions, as shown in Table 4. This result shows 
that the implications in implicit negatives are processed similarly to explicitly 
negative sentences. 

Present-Absent 

A similar kind of verification task provides evidence that indicates absent is 
internally represented as a negation oi present. Sentences like 77ie star is present 
or The star is absent were verified against pictures that e;:her contained a star (•) 
or a plus (+), Clark (in press) If absent is internally repesented as a negative, 
then a sentence like The star is absent might be represented as fATC, 
(PRESENT STAR}). This representation would be comp Jed to the representa- 
tion of the picture, either (PRESENT. STAR) or (PRESENT. PLUS), in this 
experiment. These representations can be used to gener.ite the predictions of the 
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model. The latencies should increase linearly from ii\xe~present, to false- 
present. to false-awm/, to Unc-absent. As Table 4 shows, the model accounts 
for 94.8% of the varicnce among the four means, with an estimated 169 isec 
per constituent comparison. Thus, the results support the hypothesis that in this 
task, absent is interpreted as an implicit negative. Moreover, the quantitative 
relations among the four latencies support the idea that there is a serial retrieval 
and comparison of constituents from the internal representations of the sentence 
and picture. 

The next several experiments are tasks in which the instructions contained 
implicit negatives. We will show that the comparison process postulated by the 
model for sentence verification also explains how people understand and execute 
simple instructions. 

Same-Different 

One experiment  that used negative instructions involved comparing a word 
(either the word circle or square) to a picture (of either a circle or a square) 
(Seymour, 1969). One groun jf subjects was given an affirmative instruction; 
they were asked to respond "yes" if the word and the picture had the same 
meaning and to respond "no" otherwise. Another group of subjects was given a 
negative instruction: respond "yes" if the word and picture are different, and 
"no" otherwise. The instruction involving the predicate different may have been 
represented with a negative: respond "yes" if the picture is not the same as the 
v/OTd-fNEG, (IS.XJ). where the symbol X takes the value denoted by the word. 
For example, when the word was circle, it would be coded into the instruction 
as fNEG, (IS. CIRCLE)). Then, this representation would be compared to the 
pic.ure representation. If the picture was a square, the comparison between the 
representation oi  the instruction and the representation of the picture, (IS. 
SQUARE), would result in a "yes" response. If the instruction were compared 
to a picture of a circle, the comparison would result in a "no" response. Each 
time an instruction with different is executd, the subject is essentially process- 
ing a negative construction. Therefore, the model predicts that latences should 
increase  linearly  from  "yes"-sawe,   to "na'-same.   to "no"-different, to 
"yes"-different.   As Table 4 shows,  the model accounts for 98.8% of the 
variance  among  the  four means, with a slope of 82 msec per constituent 
comparison. This supports the hypothesis the different is internally represented 
as an implicit negative. Moreover, ihe results show thai the mental processes 
involved in executing instructions can be explained by the model for sentence 
verification. 

Agree-Confhct 

A very similar experiment by Trabasso et al. (Expl. X, 1971) can be analyzed to 
test whether the predicate conflict is inkmally represented as a negative. The 
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task was to compare a word (either orange or green) to a picture that was 
colored either orange or green. One group of subjects was given an affirmative 
instruction: judge whether or not the word and the picture agree. Another group 
was given an implicitly negative instruction: judge whether or not the word and 
picture conflict. The instruction involving conflict might be represented as 
(WiG. (IS, X)), where the symbol X would take the value of the color 'wrd 
presented during the trial. For example, suppose the word orange were pre- 
sented; it would be coded into the instruction as (NEC, (IS. ORANGE)) and 
then compared to the picture. If the picture were colored green, the comparison 
between the representation of the instruction and the representation of the 
picture, (IS, GREEN), would result in a response of "yes." If the instruction 
were compared to an orange picture, it would result in a response of "no." These 
representations lead to the prediction that the latencies should increase linearly 
from "yef'-agree, to "no"-agrce, to "no"~conflict, to "ye%"-conflict. As 
Table 4 shows, the model accounts for «»Q^X of the variance among the four 
means, with an estimate of 109 msec per constituent comparison. This supports 
the hypothesis that the processes involved in following simple instructions with 
agree and conflict are the operations of representing, retrieving, and comparing 
constituents. 

Synonymous-Unrelated 

The lexical ;'<;m unrelated may also je represented as an implicit negative. To 
test this hypothesis, Hayden and Clark asked people to judge the semantic 
relation between two words that had the same meaning (e.g., arge and big) or 
different meanings (e.g., large and tidy) (reported by Clark, in press). One group 
of subjects was given an affirmative instruction: judge whether or not the two 
words are synonymous. Another g.oup was given an implicitly negative instruc- 
tion: judge whether or not the two words are unrelated. The instruction with 
unrelated may have been represented like the implicit negatives different and 
conflict: (NEG, (MEANS, X)), where X takes on the value of one of the two 
words presented in a trial. For example, suppose the pair (large-tidv) were 
presented. The first word might be coded into the instruction, ^AG, (MEANS. 
LARGE)). The second word would be coded as (MEANS, TIDY) and then 
compared to the representation of the instruction. In this case, the response 
would be "yes." If the second word were big, the response would have been 
"no." The model predicts that latencies should increase linearly from "yes"- 
synonymous, to "no"synonymous, to "no"-unrelated, to "yes"-unrelated. 
As Tab'e 4 shows, the model accounts To. >i.8% of the variance among the 
means, with an estimate of 145 msec per consti uent comparison. This supports 
the hypothesis that unrelated is represented am' executed as a negative instruc- 
tion. As in the cases o{ different and conflict die negative item unrelated takes 
longer to execute and causes the "yes" iesponsc to take longer than the "no" 
response. 
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Except 

In a very different kind of task, Jones (1966a, b, 1968) examined how people 
execute instructions that contain the implicitly negative word except. In these 
tasks, people would read an affirmative instruction like "Cross out the numbers 
1, 3, 4, 6, 7," or a negative instruction like "Cross out all the numbers except 2, 
5, 8." Then they were given a sheet that was filled with digits 1 to 8 in random 
order and timed while they performed the task. The two instructions require the 
same overt responses; but tf except is a negative, the two instructions will cause 
very different mental operations. We hypothesized that the instruction with 
except is represented as: (NEG, (IS, 2 or 5 or 8)). Each digit encountered on the 
page would be represented (IS, X), where X takes the value of the digit. The 
digit will be crossed out if there are two mismatches between the two representa- 
tions. This would happen if X took the value 7, for example. By contrast, the 
affirmative instruction would be represented (AFF. (IS, 1 or 3 or 4 or 6 or 7)). 
Each digit encountered on the page would be represented as (IS, X) so the digit 
would be crossed out if there were no mismatches. The negative instruction took 
a significant 13 sec longer to execute, and resulted in significantly more false 
positive errors (crossing out digits that weren't supposed to be crossed out). 

In a second experiment, Jones equated the number of digits to be represented 
in an instruction. The positive inr.tiuction was ^ross out the digits 3, 4, 7,8." 
The negative instruction was to "cross out all men bers except 1, 2, 5,6." Again, 
the negative instruction took much longer to execute (by 100 sec) and resulted 
in more false positive errors. Thus, executing a negative instruction, even in a 
very different kind of task, takes significantly longer than executing the tquiva- 
lent affirmative one. This is consistent with the hypothesis that mismatches 
between the internal representation of an instruction and the representation of 
some second source of information, will iead to longer latencies. 

The preceding analysis makes it clear that certain single words are internall / 
represented by two components-an affirmative core as well as a negativ; 
component. While wc cannot specify a priori whether or not a word is intemall 
represented as a negative, our mode! does provide a procedure to discriminate 
negative lexical items from affirmative items. If the verification latencies for a 
suspect wore are shorter for false than for true, then we infer that word is being 
represented and processed as a negative in that situation. Thus the results cited 
above show ihz\ forget, different, unrelated, conflict, and except are represented 
as negatives. The same kind of analysis can also exonerate suspect words. Fo- 
example, small «s not processed as a negation of large: it is represented as an 
affirmaiive (Carpenter & Just, 1972; Just & Carpenter. 1971). 

Other Instructional Examples 

Comprehending an instruction can be a major source of difficulty in perform- 
ing an everyday task. We sometimes encounter complex instructions where 
there is no conceivable pupose for their complexity. The following notice from 

/ 
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the Internal Revenue Service (Form 4918) provides an example (italics added): 

ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE? 

In the event v.-t filed to give you credit for a Federal tax deposit or any other 
payment you made, please accept our apology and be guided by the following: 

1. If the payment not credited was made within the Inst four weeks or IO, we will 
credit it soon. You need not write us. Just subtract the payment we haven't included. 

2. If the payment not credited was made more than four weeks ago, subtri ct it from 
the balance due ... 

3. If you have paid the entire balance due within the last four weeks, please lisreganl 
this notice. 

Please send us an explanation if 'he balance is incorrect for any reasons other than 
payments we haven't credited. 

Explanation of Penalty or Intaraat Chargaa 

Your return was not Tiled and your tax was not paid by Che due date. The combined 
penalty is S percent of the tax not timely paid for each month of part of a month the 
return was late, but not more than 25 percent. 

This notice is not 'he result of an audit of your return. When we select a return for 
audit, we notify the taxpayer. 

Presumably the IRS is not interested in testing our comprehension skills. 
In other situations, the purpose of a complex instruction is precisely to assess 

comprehension skills, as illustrated by the following item (Personnel Test, Form 
D..E.F.Wonderlic, 1922): 

Count each Z in this series that is followed by an F next to it if the F is not followed 
by an S next to it. Tell how many Z's you count. 

ZFZSEYZFSYFZFFSYSZFEZFSFZYFZFY 

This is an extremely easy task if one comprehends the instruction, which could 
have been simplified as follows: Count the occurrences of the sequence (IZf, jFj, 
Inon-Sjj in this series. 

There are other situations where the purpose of complex instructions is not 
clear. The following example is taken from an aptitude test for prospective 
students of management science (Graduate Study in Management: A Guide for 
Prospective Students, 1974) 

Directions: Each of the data sufficiency problems below consists of a question and two 
statements, labeled (1) and (2), in which certain data are given. You have to decide 
whether the data given in the statements are sufficient for answering the questions. You 
are to blacken space 

A. if statement (1) ALONF is sufficient, but statement (2) alone is not sufficient to 
answer the question asked; 

B. if statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but sutement (1) alone is not sufficient to 
answer the question asked; 

C. if BOTH statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are sufficient to answer the question 
asked, but NEITHER statement ALONE is sufficient; 

D. if EACH sutement ALONE is sufficient to answer the question asked; 
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E.  if statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are NOT sufficient to answer the qu^tion 
asked, and additional data specific to the problem ate needed. 

P 
i.ample: In A Pfl*. what is the value of Jt7 A 

WPQ-PR 
(2)   ^-40 

Answer:  C ' 

This kind of instruction seems to be testing both the ability to comprehend 
instructions, as well as knowledge of geometry and logic. Incorrect answers 
could be caused by any of these three sources. The relative contribution of 
comprehension difficulties can be assessed by rewriting these instructions in a 
simplified format. 

Revised Directions: Answ<»ir YES or NO to each of the following questions. 
In A PDR, can you detemine the value of x if all you know is that: 
(1) /■(? »W?? (Answer is .VO) 
(2) y = 40? (Answer is NO) 
(3) PQ'PRtavly = 40? (Answer is YES) 

These examples illustrate how successful performance in a test may depend on 
comprehension skills in decoding ihe instruction, as well as the content skills 
that the test ostensibly taps. Thus, both components may enter into the test 
scores that can often predict future academic performance. It may turn out that 
the predictive ability of the test is partially due to the comprehension skills it 
taps, rather than the content skills. If the test is being used only fo» actuarial 
purposes, the relative loadings of the two factors are irrelevant. However, if the 
testing is for diagnostic purposes, then it it necessary to assess the relative 
contribution of comprehension sküls before remedial action can be taken (cf. 
Hunt, Frost, & Lunneborg, 1973). This may prove to be a fruitful approach to 
test construction. 

In many situations, the primary purpose of an instruction is to inform, to help 
people perform correctly and efficiently. For example, instructions on income- 
tax forms or in repair manuals should be constructed to minimize comprehen- 
sion difficulties. A theory of sentence comprehension such as we have outlined 
suggests the kinds of problems that may arise in representing and executing 
various kinds of instructions. The theoretical approach also suggests ways of 
making everyday instructions easier to comprehend. 

EDUCATION » L TESTS OF VERBAL COMPREHENSION 

SentencaCornjIa ion Tasks 

Another domain in which we can apply ou  information processing analysis is 
the sentence-completion task, which ofJen <ppears in «sts of academic achieve- 

   \ 
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ment or ability. This task involves choosing one of several alternatives that 
"best" completes a sentence frame. Consider the following example: 

Beauty is only skin-deep, but goes all the way to the bone. 
a. disease     b. blood     c. ugliness      d. fright     e. liniment 
(Answer: c) 

Although performance in this task depends to some extent upon :ui adequate 
vocabulary, much of the processing can be explained in terms at the processes 
described by the comprehension model. 

Many of the items in a sentence-completion test have structures that are 
basically like the example «bove. These items consist of two parallel clauses of 
the same syntactic type, although there may be a ntsative lurking in one of 
them. The misfing item is a constituent of one of the clauses. The connective 
between the two clauses is either affirmative (e.g., and) or negative (e.g., but). 
The polarity of the connective, as well as the presence of a negative in one of the 
clauses, determines whether the missing item should be an antonym or synonym 
of the corresponding constituent in other c'iuse. In the example above, the 
negative connective but is a cue that the answer is an antonym otbeauty 

A number of examples wiii yve the flavor of the kinds of sentence completion 
items that involve negative connectives, like yet, but, unlike, whereas, and 
although (taken from a booklet, Prepa-ation for college board examinations by 
Henry Regnery Co., 1972, pp. 107-126): 

Unlike his cousin, the artist, who was colorful, whimsical, and erratic, the teacher was 
prosaic, , and consistent. 

a. infallible      b. commonplace      c. objective      d. disorganized      e. subtle 

Though he was romantic and sen'i tal in his outlook, his life was one of . 

a. profligacy      b. naivete      c. »isterity      d. virtuousity      e. maturity 

These conditions are not t'.e nature of women but have grown up in spite of it. 

a. intrinsic to     b. pararr >ünt in     c. compelling in     d. immutable in     e. extrinsic in 

Early in the !9th century, in the South, it had become the fashion to raise only one 
staple crop, whereas in the North the crops were . 

a. diversified      b. unstable      c. fallow     d. uniform      e. wild 

In this game he was an amateur, not an expert, and thus, for the first time, became a(n) 
 instead of a man of action. 

a. connoisseur      b. spectator      c. lawyer      d. pragmatist       e. authority 

Linguistic analyses of the clausal conjunction but show that it involves incon- 
grjence between the two clauses. For example, but may be used it there is a 
lexical contrast between the two clauses, e.g., Mary likes school hut John hates 
it. A second use of but involves a contrast between what is stated and what the 
speaker believes to be the usual connection between the two clauses, e.g.. Bill is 

\ 
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(T2S uivn'Z'" ToSCn" " "^^ buthedo™'<M*dogs (Cf Lakoff. 1971, Gleitman, 1969; Dik, 1968). Other connectives like instead 

dfuiT    m ^ ^ ^^ and yet COn>™ ^ ^ of contralto 

nH™ eX,pe;imeuntal investieation of ** completion task. Osgood and Richards 
( 973) asked subjects to complete sentences like X is beautiful      dumb or X is 

"it- SlOW- With '"f 0r ^ The tW0 ad^Ctivesin the ^ntenTTeither had the 
same or oppns.te affective polarity, which was detennined a priori with hi 
^mant.c differential. As the linguistic analysis would predict' incongruence 
between the two lexica] ltenis was a ^ ^^ ^    «  gnien« 

whereas congruence was a more favorable environment for and 

The comparison model suggests the processes that might underlie performance 
mthl completion task. First the sentence is parsed into two parcel clauT 
Then the const.tuents of the clauses, including the coordinate conjunctionTd 
po anty markers are checked serially for their polarity. The numbe of nef"t.Ves 

^:: r::::;::s a synonym or—of **——- z 
This model of processing can be tested with data collected during the sentence 

complenon task. Hoosain (1973) measured latencies while people co^ed 
fences hke those in the Osgood and Richard', task, and L L varied^ 
number 0f exphc.t negatives in the sentence. For example, a sentence could 
involve adjectrves of similar affective polarity (e.g., EVe „as mild     niceZ 

eTu e" n?^1;" ^ (e-8- ^ ^ ^^-^^). and co^conL n 
either no negative» at all, one negative (e.g.. Eve was mild_not nice) or two 
negatives (e.g.,£peWj„0/OT,-W not nice). — ;   r two 

As mig'.: be expected, latencies increased as the number of negatives in the 
«n   nee increased from zero to one to two. Furthermore, latencies were shorte 

not   ftt Tb   ^.H^ "" COn8rUent in affeCtiVe ^^ This di^rence w 
the f f 0^      aCt0rS• SUCh aS the nUmber of extra 0P"««°n. caused by 
the presence of add.t.onal negatives. The results ..re complete^ con.isten with a 
process that serially checks the constituent, of the sentence. The p^cTof 
negauve results in a mismatch between the sentence repre^n at^Td i 
am.mat.ve frame w.th which it is compared. Such mismatches cause ex.r 
operations whose durations are additive. Thus, the basic processes .nvolved n 
h-s sentence-complete task are quite similar to the ones involved in compre 

hendmg and ver.fymg sentences, although the control structures may be difTer- 
ent for the .wo tasks. Processes in both tasks involve serially exarmning the 
con.tuuents o^  representations, encountering m.sma.che^, and consequent 

ZlZorlT      Ir'entai 0Pera,i0nS- ThiS ana1^ has att-P^ «o show 
at ed in teZ   r0"/ t0™"™ ^ ^ * ^ üf «^ ski,,s ca" >* - a yzed in terms of underlying mental operations found in other comprehension 

^c-Jttttmm 
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Potential Applications: The Rtading Compreheniion Test 

In this s'jüon, we will try to outhn the kinds of representations, retrieval and 
comparison operations in another task involving verbal comprehension: the 
reading comprehension test. This task is much, more complex than the other 
ones that we have analyzed. The reading comprehension test involves reading a 
passage, usually 150-500 words long, and then «nswering 8 to 12 multiple-choice 
questions about the passage. The instructions «e to first skim the passage then 
read the questions and return to the passage for information when it is neces- 
sary. The time allotted to read th; passage and answer all the questions is usually 
5 to 15 minutes. We studied this task by having three subjects express their 
strategies and thoughts aloud v/hile they performed several reading comprehen- 
sion tests. Thus, this section represents a potential extension of the general 
approach, rather than an emp rically confirmed model. 

During the initial reading of the paragraph, the theme or central proposition of 
the passage i> generally exti acted and represented. Our subjects indicated they 
had represented the thematic information by their ability to answer the ques- 
tions about the theme without looking back at the passage. In other studies, it 
has been shown that if subjects are kept from knowing the theme, both 
comprehension and memory for the passage suffers (Bransford & Johnson, 1973; 
Dooling & Lachman, 1971). Also, when recognition memory for individual 
sentences in a passage is tested, there is a much higher false-alarm rate for 
distractor sentences that conUnn the theme (Singer & Rosenberg, 1973). (See 
also Hyman, Chapter 8, this volume). These results indicate that the thematic 
information plays a central role in the representation of the rassagf. 

The initial representation of the passage also contair» information about 
higher-order relations that exist between the thematic proposition and subsidiary 
propositions. These are relafions such as causality and temporal order of events, 
which are sometimes cued by words like because, cumequenlfy, after, before, 
and so on. The representition of individual propositions linked by higher-order 
relations can be accommodated by a number of representational schemes (cf. 
Crothers, 1972; Kintsch, 1972; Rumelhart, Lindsay A Norman, 1972; Schänk, 
1972). Subjects often su ed the occurrence of such higher-order relations 
without storing the content of the subsidiary proposition. For example, after the 
initial reading a subject might remember that the consequences of a certain event 
were listed, but be unable to recall th* specific instances. 

The third kind of information extracted during the initial reading is a represen- 
tation of the information development in the passage. Subjects seemed to «tore 
information that could act as a pointer to a particular part of tie passage when a 
question required specific information. In a «nse. the printed passage was used 
as an external memory, and the internal representation served as an indexing 
system for that external memory. Our subjects often knew where to look in the 
passage for specific information. FV)r example, if a question alluded to a specific 
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fact, the subject would say "I remember something about that juit before the 

end" or " ... that appeared in the middle." Then, he would proceed to tearch 

through the appropriate part of the passage. Of course, some of these strategies 

are probably due to the task conditions, which emphasize speed, but permit 

subjects to look back. In summary, it appears tiat after the initial reading, our 

subjects had a record of the location of certain tnfo'.mation in the passage, as 

well as the main theme and a list of some relations between the theme and 
subrdiary propositions. 

Our approach to the reading comprehension test is to focus on representing, 

indexing, retrieving, and comparing information. Although our approach de- 

emphasizes the obvious factor of vocabulary, i.e. pnvious knowledge of the 

words .n the passage, experimental evidence suggests that such de-emphasis may 

be justified. Tuinman and Brady (1973) showed that thorough pre training on 

vocabulary items from the reading passage did not raise the comprehension 

scores of children in grades four to six. While some minimal knowledge of the 

vocabulary is clearly a necessary condition for successful perfon.iance, it is not 
sufficient to improve performance beyond a given level. This study suggests that 

the important skill in reaoing coir.prehension is the ability to represent «id 
manipulate the information preaeried in the passage and questions. 

The advantage of anaiy^.j the reading comprehension task in terms of 

unormation processing theory is that it defines the relevant empirical questions 
to be answered. One process to be explored is the mechanism that abstracts the 

theme. For example, it is possible that the thematic proposition is the one that 
occurs most frequently iu the passage, as suggested by the simulanor model of 

Rosrmberg (1914). Another issue to be explored is the | «redse repnientation of 
the indexing system that records where facts were nr.ntumed in the paragraph. 

Yet another is the determmination of how particular questions t:p into this 
index. This analysis provides an outline of how a complex task like the reading 

comprehension test can be approached in tenm of the basic components of the 

comprehension process .he representation, retrieval, and comparison of infor- 
mation. 

COAICLUSIONS 

Wiat Makes a Sentence Hard to Prw^ss? 

The comprehension model makes the claim that a sentence 's difficult to process 

when it doesn't match the representation of some second source of information. 

Thus, the critical variable that determines processing difficulty is the number of 

matches or mismatches between two representations, the critical factor is not 
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•ffirmition or negitwn. per se. According to the model, negativei are hirdf r to 
procesi only when they miimatch with the «ffirmative repreicntttion of other 
infomuition. For enimple, pictures are generally repre^nted tfllrmatively. «o 
»enten<»s that n* .o pictrrti are generally eaaie- m proceM if they art 
affirmative Similarly, the infonution «tored in MMaik memory is uiually 
itored in ir>me affirmative lorm. *> the comprehension of the sentence referring 
to semantic memory a usually easier if the sentence w affirmative. However, the 
implication o' the nv Jel is clear-negatives are not necessarily harder to process 
than »ffinRatives; mismatche«. PJthcr than negation per ae, determine »he ease of 

comprehending linguistic infomwtion. 

When Negatives Are Easier 

The model predicts that a negative sentence should be easier than an affirmative 
if the information from the other source were represented negatively. Then, the 
negative sentence would match the representation of the second source of 
information and the comparison would be faster. By contrast, the affirmative 
aentetux would mismatch and processing would take longer. In fact, our analysis 
of an unusual reasoning task supports this prediction. Johnson-Laird and Tridgell 
(1972) presented sublets with a diqunctivc premise (p v </) and a probe {-q), 
and asked the sublets to draw a conclusion (/>). The premise contained two 
clauses like Either Jolm is intelligent or John u rick The probe sentence always 
had a different truth value than one of the two clauses in the premise, for 
example. John is not rich, so the conclusion was the remaining clause. it.John 

is intelligent. 
The task required that the subject ask himself whether a clause in the premise 

conflicts with the probe. This self-instruction may have caused the same kind of 
internal representation that we postulated for instr tions involving conflict, 
different, and Jisqree The relevant clause in the premise may have been 
encoded into negative instruction and then compared to the probe. For the 
example Either John is intelligent or John is rich, the second clause may have 
been coded into the instruction; (NEC. (X)l. so that it resulted in the represen- 
tation (NhG. (RICH. JOHN I)' This was then compare i to the probe. A»*« is not 
rich, represented (NEC. (RJCH. JOHN». TTie model predicts that such a 
negative probe would be processed faster than an affirmative probe like JoA« a 
p,H>r. represented as (AFF. (POOR. JOHN) I. As predicted, the response latency 
to negative probes was shorter (by 1.6 sec) than the latency for the affirmative 
probe. TV model correctly makes the nonintuitive prediction that the negative 
probe» are processed faster in this situation. Tha supports the argument that 
mismatches, rather than negatives per se. consume processing time Thus, it is 
the reUtionship between two representations that determine» the speed of 

comparison processes. 

' 
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Pioonsing Instmctiom in an Everyday Situation 

It WM recently shown that in a WgWy realistic «ituation. people remember 
affirmative imtruction» much better than Jheir nefttive counten»o. The situa- 
tion was an airport, where eighty waiting aiihne paaengen we« asked so read or 
listen to a 200 word passage describing in-flight rmergency procedures, baaed on 
actual airline protocol (File A Jew. 1973). The individual instmctio« were 
either affirmative (e*. © anguish cigvrtlcs. Remo* ifc*-.) or the correspond- 
ing neptive M (e.g.. Donotkavt cigarettes lighted Do m>i keep itoes tm.) TV 
resa'ts showed that the pMsengen «called about 20% more Information from 
affirmative istructions than from negative instructions. The better recall of 
affirmative instructions may i ave been the consequence of fewer metilal opera- 
tions during comprehension. Because the affirmatives are comprehended faster, 
subjecu may have had more time to transfer .nformatwn mto long-term 
memory. Th-' s^nificance of this study is clear laboratory-hMed theories of 
compreheraion d > apply to real situations mvolvuig critically imporünt instruc 

Ham. 
We have examined several task» thai uivoNe verbal comprehension in instruc- 

tional Kttinp. The focus has been how ü« mformation m a sentence is 
represented and manipulated. We have pro^oaed a .«leral mo«k! to account foe 
comprehension in a variety of .aiuations. such as verifying or compie"jr| sen- 
tences and executing instructions. The kmds tt tasks surveyed m4 the analyst» 
have both practical an.! theoretical unportance. On the practical »de. this Und 
of analysis may help to loeah« the difficulties thai an individual has n verbal 
comprehenswr. Moreover, this approach could lead to a set of rales foe writing 
easily comprehensible mftiuctiom The analysis of these tasks m terms of 
fundamental processes hdp« to unravel the Gordun Sot of verbal comprehen 

sion. 
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are directed to them, regardless of whether those communications are written or 
spoken. This has been demonstrated very convincingly by Sticht 0972), who 
has shown that if a person can understand an oral communication, he can almost 
always understand the same communication presented to him in writing, and 
vice versa. Hence any major attack on adult functional illiteracy must be 
directed at improving language understanding skills, and not simply at improving 
the decoding skills of beginning reading. 

2. Much of the difTicult language that an individual encounters in daily life is 
found in the instructions he receives about what to do or how to do it. 
Therefore, any major attack on adult functional illiteracy needs to place special 
emphasis on the improvement of the skills of understanding instructions. 

If understanding instrucüons is an important component of functional literacy 
for adults in their everyday and workaday lives, it is an even more crucial skill 
for children, adolescents, and young adults who spend their days in school. 
Schools (including universities) are the most persistently evaluating institutions 
in our society. They are continually testing their students, and the heart of 
testing is determining whether someone ran carry out successfully a set of task 
instructions. Someone who cannot understand instructions cannot pass tests. 
Hence, understanding instructions is one of the principal skills we test in the 
schools. 

But the understanding of instructions enters school tasks by still another 
route. Schools teach, or attempt to teach, their students to solve problems in a 
wide range of domains. The first step in solving a problem is to understand 
it-that is, to make a meaningful description of the problem situation (This view, 
that to understand is to make a description of the situation, is elaborated in the 
next section.) But a description of a problem situation is nothing more nor less 
than an instruttion that defines a lask and requests that it be performed. Hence, 
a significant component of problem solving skill in any domain is the skill of 
understanding the instructions for problems in that domain. 

THE NATURE OF UNDERSTANDING 

On.- understands task instructions if he can program himself to attempt the 
task. This do*s not necessarily mean that he can perform the task successfully. 
Most people can readily understand the Four Color Theorem: Any plane map 
can be colored with not more than four colors in such a way that no ten^tories 
with a common border have the same color. If a person knows what a proof is, 
he can wofram himself to respond to the instruction: "Prove the Four Coloi 
Theorem." His chances of success, however, are miniscule; in spite of the efforts 
of numerous first-rate mathematicians, no one has suco eded in finding a proof 
of the Four Color Theorem-or, for that matter, a disproof. 
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What, more precisely, does it mean f;>r a person to understand a task that he 
nay or may not be able to perform? At a minimum, it means that he can test 
.he adequacy cf a purported performance or solution. Bit ordinarily, we expect 
something more than this minimum of understanding. A person approaches a 
new set of task instructions equipped with certain somewhat general problem- 
solving capabilities. Somehow, he enlists these problem-solving capabiUties in the 
task which the new instructions present to him. The process of understanding 
the instructions is precisely this enlistment process. 

A Specific Theory of Understanding 

In our previous paper, we reported on the UNDERSTAND piogra;n, a computer 
simulation of the u .derstanding process. The UNDERSTAND program embodies 
the following theory of the process. Before any specific problem can be 
attacked, it must be described in terms of a problem ^pace-a space of situations 
that may be visited in a search for a solution-and a set of operators or 'moves" 
for -.hanging one situation into another in the course of the search. 

Consider the problem of choosing a move in the game of tic-tac-toe. The 
problem space here might be the space of possible game situations, of arrange- 
ments of crosses and circles on the 3 X 3 array. The move operator adds j new 
cross oi circle ic die array. Given a way of representing the various possible 
game situations, and a way of moving from one to another of these, a problem- 
solving program like the General Problem Solver, GPS (Ernst and Newell, 1967) 
could go to work nn the task of finding a good move in tic-tac-toe. (Actually, 
GPS would need a few other "givens" beyond those mentioned above, but the 
problem space and the move operator are the central requisites for it.) To ask 
how the UNDERSTAND program goes about understanding written problem 
instructions is to ask how it transforms thos.- instructions into a problem space and 
a move operator. As we showed in our previous paper, tins is accomplished by the 
UNDERSTAND program and by human subiects as well, along the following 
lines: 

1. The input instructions are analyzed syntact'-Mly by means of a parsing 
program. 

2. A search is m?de through the analyzed text for sets of "objects" that need 
to be represented in the problem space, and sets of relations among these 
objects. 

3. A structure is created that permits objects and their relations (and thereby 
situations) to 1°, represented. The rej resentation is used to store information 
extracted from the problem instruction;; about the initial and goal situations. 

4. A search is made through the analyzed text for operators that change the 
relations among objects. 

^gtUtaä/imm mm l . 
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5. Semantic memury is searched for pomok wmantic inierpreutioiu of the 
change operators. Associated with t!.e interpretaUons in semantic memory are 
programs for actually making the corresponding changes in memory structures. 

6. The representation created in step (3) is described, to provide the infomu- 
tior. required by the interpreted change operators. These operators haw the task 
of actually cafrying out the moves from one situation to another by making the 
appropriate chauije«. in the represented situation. 

Let us see what e. f> :J n means in terms of a simple, concrete example Table 
I shows the instruclioM (>r a "Monster Problem." The first step in understand- 
ing this problem is to <i »cover the surface structures of the component sen- 
tences, to interpret pronouns and other backward references, aid to carry out 
the other syntactic tasks of this kind that would be performed by a parsing 
system. 

The second step is to idenMfy. in the syntactically analyzed sentences, the 
objects involved in the problem in this case monsters and globes. Similarly, a 
number of relations can be identified: monsters are ordered by size, as are 
globes; tiere are relations of "holding" and of "teleporting" or "giving." 

In the third step, a way must be found for representing situations in which 
particular monsters hold particular globes. In a memory capable of storing list 
structures, such a representation is readily instructed as follows: A node is 
created in memory labeled "Current-Situation." An attribute. "Monster-Usi." is 
associated with that node, having as its value a list of the monsters: "Monster.I." 
"Monster.2." and "Monster.3." With each monster node is associated an attrib- 
ute, "Size," having as value "Small," "Medium." or "Large." A second attribute 
associated with each monster is "Globes-Held." The value of "Globes-Held" is 
again a list of the names of the globes currently held by the monster in question. 

TABLE 1 
A Monster Prohlem 

Three five-haiided exiraterrejtml munster» were holding three crystal globes. Because of 
the quantum-mechanical peculiarities of their neighborhood, both monsters and globes 
come in exactly three sizes with no others permitted small, medium, and large The 
medium-sized monster was holding the small globe: the small monster was holding the large 
globe; and the largest monster was holding the medium-sized globe. Since tlm situation 
offended their keenly developed i-nv of symmetry, they proceeded to teleport globes from 
one to another so that each monster wo ild have a globe proportionate to his own size. 

Monster etiquette complicated the so^    ion of the problem since it requires: 
I     that only one globe can be- transmuted at a time, 
2.   that if a monster is holding two globes, he may transmit only the larger of the two 

and 

?.   that a globe must not be transmitted to a monster who is holding a larger globe. 

By what sequence of teleportations could the monsters have solved this problem0 

    .    .     
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TABLE 2 
A R-prwonution of th, In.t,.! Situation for the Mon.l8, P,obl«r, 

Cunent Situition 

Monstei Lilt: 

Monster. I 
Size: Medium 
Globe list: 

Globe. I 
Size: Small 

Monrter. 2 
Size: Small 
Globe list: 

Globe. 2 
Size: Large 

Monster. 3 
Size: Large 
Globe list: 

Globe. 3 
Size  Medium 

Each globe is described by its size in the same way as the monsters are. The 
enure representation for the initial problem situation is shown in Table 2 

As .ourth and fifth steps, the move operator must be identified, and it must 
recede a semantic interpretation. In this problem, the move operator may be 
represented as: 7 

GIVES(Globe.X, Monster.Y, Monsler2). 

which may be read as: "Monster Y pves Globe X to Monster Z." Notice that Ü is 
operator mvolves one object belongmg to one class (globes), and two objects 
belongmg to another class (monsters). This characteristic allows GIVES to be 
interpreted as an instance of the MOVE operato: which is already stored in 
ong-term memory, along with programs that, when provided with appropriate 

information about the representation, can actually carry out the move 

MOVE (/I.I,Ä 1.5.2) 

The operation of moving ,1.1 from B.\ to B.l consists m deleting the relation in 
the representation of the situation that holds between -4.1 and fl I, and then 
estabhshmg the corresponding relation between ^.1 and B.l. How this is to be 
done depends on the way in which the relation between the An and the fls is 
actually represented in memory. 

The sixth step, then, .s to provide the MOVE operator with the information it 
ne.ds in order to act upon the representation of the situation. This is accom- 

,.   
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plished by constructing a description of the representation (a formalized version 
of the English-language description we provided a few paragraphs earlkr). Using 
this description the MOVE operator can now interpret "Monster Y gives Globe 
X to Monster Z" as meaning that Globe Jf is to be deleted from the value list of 
the attribute Globes Held of Monster. K, and is to be added to the value hs. of 
the attribute Globes Held of MonsterZ. If the situation had been represented 

differently-by storing the list of globis, say, and associating with each the name 
of the monster holding it- then the actual operation of making a move would 
have been altered accordingly. In that case, the move would have been made by 
deleting the donating monster's association with the transferred globe, and 
associating the receiving monster with that globe. In each instance the processes 
of the MOVE operator would be controlled by the description of the particular 
representation in use.1 

In summary, the UNDERSTAND theory asserts that a person understands a 
problem like the Monster Problem if he has constructed a representation for 
problem situations (possible distributions of globes among monsters), and if he 
can consider changes in the problem situation corresponding to legal mcves and 
actually carry out those changes on the stored representation. The reason for 
regarding this as undtstanding is that, equipped with this interpretation of a 
problem, a problem solver can attack it by applying means-ends analysis to it. He 
can determine in what respects the goal situation (all monsters holding globes 
proportionate to their own sizes) differs from the initial situation, and how these 
differences might be removed by applying the MOVE operator. We repeat our 
earlier caution: to say that the problem has been understood does not imply that 
it can be solved either easily, or at all. 

Oral versus Wrinen Instruction 

All of the steps in the understanding process that have been described are 
essential, regardless of whether the task instructions are received orally or in 
writing. We cited earlier some empirical evidence (Sticht, 1972) that for adults 
the difficuit" of understanding instructions is largely independent ot instruction 
modality. However, there are some differences between oral and written com- 
munication that can affect understanding substantially. 

The most important distinction is that oral instructions may exceed the 
capacity limits of short-term memory. For example, it would b i extremely 
difficult to understand the Monster Problem in Table 1 -particul rly the legal 
moves-on a single oral presentation. Subjects who are given the problem in 

' Details of how the UNDERSTAND program carries out these steps are provided in our 
previous paper (Hayes SL Simon. 1974). In that paper, we also discuss how the rule 
corditions (the limitations upon who may give globes to whom) are interpreted. The 
method is very similar to the method of interpreting the move operator. 

mir m ,  
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writing handle the STM capacity limitation amply by ferca.]-"° iw more 
complex tentencei as often as they need to. The sentences stating the lii^stfüni 

on transfers of globes and the sentence describing the initial situation are almost 

always read a number of times by our subjects. The other seritenoes are usually 

read and apparently understood in a single pass. The UNDERSTAND program 

makes a number of successive passes over the problem text, and is allowed as 

much short-term meniory as it requires. Hence, it approximate« more closely the 

condition« of reading tlun of listening. 
Another difference between oral and written instructions is that the former 

contain stress and intonati^nal cues, while the latter contain punctuation. 

Although these differences cou.'d have important effects upon undentandability, 

we believe that in fact, the effects are usually small. The UNDERSTAND 
program, as it now stands, rwkes use of punctuation as a cue to meaning, but 

not italics, nor stress and intonakkmal cues. 

Environmental Feedback 

Knowledge of results is crucial to ar   'taming process, and the understandin; 

process should be no exception. What knowledge of results does the UNDER- 
STAND program obtain in the course of acquiring an understanding of the 

Monster Problem'' How does the program know when it has understood'' 

The program can detect whether it has succeeded in formulating some prob- 

lem, but it cannot guarantee that the formulation is the one intended by the 

problem statement. The program's test that it has performed its task amounts to 

detecting that it has constructed a representation of the problem situation, that 
it has defined a move operator, and that it has interpreted the move operator in 

terms of the repesentation 
In some reaUfe understanding situations, and in many school situations, 

feedback is correspondingly limited. In many inslruction-understandirig situa- 

tions, however, tlk problem solver can seek cues to help him or her interpret the 

problem situation. Subjects solving the Monster Problem ask the experimenter 

such questions as: "Can a monster hold more than one globe''" Does the 

problem have a unique solution9" "May a monster pass a globe to any other 

monster, or only to the monster standing neansl to him1" Answers to these 

questions narrow down the t,<issihlc range of interpretations of the problem. 

In many other cases of real-world problem solving, the task posed by the 

problem instructions is to carry out some external physical actions that have 

observable physical effects. These observable effects become another source of 

feedback that can be used to aid problem interpretation. When someone tries to 

follow the instructions of a do-it-younell kit. the success or failure of his actions 

soon becomes apparent, and this gives him critical information as to the 

adequacy of his understanding of the instructions. If the instructions refer to a 
particular component, and he cannot identify that component from the parts 

irli n 
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lying in front of him. he knows that he does not understand the instructions. If 

the instr jctions require two parts to be assembled that he cannot fit together, he 

knows that he does not understand the instructions. 
In the limiting case there are no verbal instructions at all-only a situation to 

be undr stood and dealt with. A leaking faucet is an instruction: "Fix me." This 

limiling --se remindi us that, in many real-life situations, information tot 
understanding what is to be done is drawn less f'o«. .«phrit instructions than 

from direct perception of the situation (It is >jraw i also, of course, from 

long-term memory, a point that »e shall discuss later.). 
In some cases, explicit instructions are accompanieu by worked-out examples 

Thu is done commonly in mathematics textbooks, computer progiainming 

manuals, and instructions for subjects in psychological expenmenU. In these 
situnions the examples may supply sufficient information about the task and iu 

requirements to r.iak- the explicit task instructions superfluous Thu posnbility 

has been demonstrated by Donald Williams (1972). who constructed an artifi^i 

intelligence system that programs itself to take various kinds of intclUience test 

batteries (e.g., letter series completion, number analog) ) «>n the basis of worked- 

out examples, and without explidt verbal instructions. 
Perhaps the most interesting cases are those in which a subject receives 

feedback from the consequences of his attempts to formulate and wive the 

problem For example, a subject (described by Hayes A Simon. 1974) read a line 

of text and concluded that the problem mviJved two participants. The next hnc. 

however, implied that there were three participants At this point, the subject 

carefully reexammed each of the sentences to resolve the conflict between them 

before proceeding with his solution attempt. This example illustrates a ample 

but powerful heuristic for reduang local ambiguity that is not incorporated in 
the present UNDFRSTAND program inferences drawn from one part of the 

problem text must be made consistent with inferences drawn from other parts of 

the text. 
Another example of the use of this heuristic by the same subject evolved 

interpreting a statement of the form. "A Joes a task for B." In one part cf ih- 

text, the subject interpreted this statcnwnt to mean tha: "A does a task to 
benefit B." while in another, he interpreted it to mean that "A does a task 

instead of B." The subjects recognition and resolution of this conlUt playec an 

important part m his successful f-nmulation of the problem. 
The consistency heurutic is not the «mly one that subjects use in denvmg 

feedback from their attempts to solve a problem. We have also observed a 

"solvability" heuristic being employed. Briefly, it worked as follows the subject 
hypothesized an operator for a problem TTien hi discovered that the problem 

couldn't be solved with this operator. Me then concluded that the operator was 

inappropriate, and hypothesized a new one. 
In summary, the task of understanding instructions when there is environ- 

mental feedback is very different from the understanding task in the absence of 
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such feedback. Feedback may reauit from abiUty to question the intiruction- 
giver. access to the actual problem environment, access «o worked-out examples, 
or the uie of consistency and solvability heuristici. b limiting cases, the 
information available from these sources of feedback may be so complete as to 
permit the task to be understood without any explicit instructions at all. Before 
it can be regarded as a comprehensive theory of the understanding processes, the 
UNDERSTAND program will have to be augmented to handle these possiWÜties 

for feedback. 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

What 4oes the problem iolver have to know already in ordi: to understand a set 
of proHem lnstnlctions, The description above p* the presses used to under- 
stand the Monster Problem imply that the knowled». requir^tsents lor under 
»t»ding are relitively limited. Yhis kind of puzzle may be atypical, however, in 
the slight demands it makes upon stored information 

- 

Ill Structured ProWerm 

In the literature of problem solving, a distinction is often made between 
well-structured probleim. on the one hand, and ill-structured problems, on the 
other. (Newell. 19<W. Reitman. 1964. 1965; Simon. 1973) Not all author» have 
defined the distinction in exactly the same way. but a common theme nmning 
through aU of the definitions is that problems are ill itructured to the extent 
that the probkm solver hmrelf must contnbute toward their definition. Speaf 
ically. we propo« that a problem be regwded as ill structured to the extent «hat 
the sublet must build the representation he uars to solve it from information 
generated during his unsuccessful attempts at solution. 

The dissmction between well-structured md ill-structured problems describes a 
contmuum aid not a dichotomy. Moreover, the ill-structuiedne» of a problem 
may take a variety of forms. The problem instructions may b? couched m 
technical language that cm be understood only by one -skilled in the art " Here 
is an example, from a chermcal engmeenng textbook, of a problem 'Jut appears 
ill structured pnmanly because of its technical vocabulary 

A throxitm» atonrntw u ituch«! to a line coaltmu* »lean. .1 15 p«« «i» « **-* 
of 9«»- Whil doe» iht Uternioiiietet m tbt oJonmelti rtatf* 

A problem may also be ill structured because the instructions do not contain 
enough information to permit a usable problem represematwn to be inferred 
from them. As a matter of far« the chemica! enpneermg ewimple illustrates this 
potentiality for iU-stmcturednex also. There is nothing in tht probiem statement 
that indicates how the temperature of steam can be calculated from its pressure 

__ *.„_ .__ 
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«id quably-no defHutiom of "mow operiior«" ire supplied. They muu come 

from the nadet't knowiedr If t»M Itnowiedft u readily rrwtabk to the readei. 

the pr«r?>lem will appeal well structured to Ism; if acoetttng the knuwledfr itsdf 

calb for extenaw pfaMem-ulvuig efforU. the prohtem will appear IU structured 

to him (See Norman. Centner, k Slcvrm. Chapter 4 of this volume.) 
As one of his pruuipal examples of an ill-structured problem. Keitman (I965. 

fhapiet 6) exanwied the task of wntng a fufue. Here the mstructiom are 
«nplK . itidf -compoae a fufue" Directed it. a profeawnal ampoKr. the 

mstntctians define a poal. for he can reco^wre a fufue when he l«an one. and 
car apply a vinety of tests to evaluate m quabt) as mime The mstructiom aho 

w^gni to tht composer a method of procredmg. foe they evoke from hti 
!onf-term memory a whole orfaraixd mieni at composiUonal irdwiques If the 

loropoaer does not «et hu quahty cntenon too high, comfvsmf a fogae may 
evrw be a rather rouune acanty From his standpoint, the problem does not 

reaBy appear to be ill suuetured at all 

Undvstandrtf Pü/itts 

The examples - tied above *ow that ükstruciuredness it. in * oertam scnae. m 

the eye of the behender Peihap» the best way to put it is to tay that a proMrm is 

ill structured to the eueni thai n puts demands on the knowtedpr and repertory 

of fubkuMolv^ sfcdb of the »obwr In there termv. we would say thai the task 

of con*iosiftf a fi«ue u quite far akmg toward tht ill structured end of M 

contmuum. no« because the profetoonal oompoaer wouid not kno» hrn to 

proceed, but because, m prooecdmg. he would hare lo *aw upon » Itffr 
repertory of knowtedfr md skill stored m hts : -nptttm memory. and much of 

thm na«hi becoiw acsesaMr only on the course of hn soiution efforts l»r tbe 

prtnon imskiled m cnmpauUin. the proMem would he Ul structured m the more 

radial seme that he would umpty lack the knowledge that would pemu. him 

eren to formulate the problem, much less lo tolre it 
Lookup at the matter of structur«dness in thts bfht. we can ask how well 

structured the Monster ProUcm is lor thr UMXRSTAND profram Wtat stored 

knowledge does the prugram draw upon m order to understand the problem" 

The I'NDtRSTAM) program depends prananh upon a knowledge of the 
hnghth Lmguagc md reciuidanty upon a knowledge "i t^ semantics of a few 
bHK operate (in the care at hand, the MOVS .^»eraiorl In additian to thn 

knowledpc il has a general, lask-mdependeni. capabmt> for runstructmg repre- 
sentatiom i \*n rets of objects md relations, md for mterpretmg it» hasic 

opetators m ternr, of these re present at nm txcept for function »otds <e^ 

prepoailKwu cuii|mnlWi. auxilurin», «hieb rervr s\ cues lo ideniif) the 
syntactK structure, the I'SDHLSTAND program does not nerd to know the 
meaning» of Infjnb wmds. bui <inl> the parts ot speech to which the> belong 
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"Mowier" could at well be "Jabbenrack"or"ihin^ i,w- or "bluib"" without 
makMC the ibghtctt difTerence to tbc program's operation. As we have seen 
earlier, gprng a |M>e to another monster ("outfrabing a tow to a blurb") has to 
be rccopuaed as m acuoa that can be matrhed to the MOVt operator. Beyond 
tha. the meanmf of  pwni" or "outgrabmg" u abo inzlevrM. 

It is rather remaHtaUe that «hi» small amount of machinery and knowledge 
enables the profram tr undemmd the mstructiau of the Monster Problem. We 
fencnlly call taski of Mm kmd "yuzikt." It is perhaps their mdependenoe of 
spearic mformation not contained in the problem statement that best charac- 
terun then. However much they are couched in image-inducing language, they 
MC. m fact, h^hlv abatnet. and the procetaes for understanding them are 
proccaws fot identifying and further punfytng the abstraction. Monsten become 
objects of a certain äbatrar dass, globes, objects of another da»; "holding" a 
iciatsan between objects o( the first ci*s and objecu of the second, and so on. 
VmaniK meaning of the« terms is a "cowr." to be stopped off in tlw process 
of understandng the tak. 

The protooob of subjecU attempting to understand the Mons'er Problem 
re»eal the role of abtt-actnn in the understandi^ process. Some subjects, and 
npcculh thoae who proved moat proficient at the task, were quite explidt m 
castmf out senwitK uielevancses One subject reads, "because of the quantur 
mrdwucal peodanUes of their noghborhood.*' and comments at once. "Fotpn 
dttt gart^e " Another subject. after readng the whole text once says 

TWl't mo* ikcioncal. Thty wrrt fi»e- 
io <lo «l* it. I lake it Tlw> endd lu«v 

b*aa — ham Ali mom*™ 1m di I cave 

Two Mbjccts. on the odser hwd. who imported into the problem knowledge 
ataocuted with the meMU^s of terms faskd to understand it. One of these 
tubjects became pre^ccupted with the phy«a of the atuation. He made such 
corments as c*You can't have two energy states at the same time according to 

IWB physics, you're ather at one energy level or another." and "the 
.ant» to drop it's energy k-*\ to unall-negative and positive ahh- 

eTKif> levels. 
The other subject who tailed to understand 0* problem perhaps stimulated 

by the mentson of "monster etiquette." muo&uc^i a waal dimension into the 
atuation. He made wch remarks as. "You know, it teems to me if they all 
jgwd on «i arbstrary staadard |of siae|. I don't m that there would be a 
proMem " The subject saw that such coUuMon among the momien would 
weaken the comhtioas on aikiwaMr moves 

Preotetj btcMte the Momter ProMem was intended as a puz/lr the strategy 
of rmkmg use of the semantics of its frrrms only caaed AfTculty tnd impeded 
undersuntht^i of the problem. In other kmds ot problem atiatiom. the sane 

— 
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itrategy mighl tw helpful, or even essential. In the puzzle environment, however, 
the successful subjects were those who applied abstractkn techniques like the 
ones incorporated in the UNDERSTAND program. 

The distinction between puzzles and problems, like that between structured 
and ill-structured probiems, describes a continuum rather than a dichotomy. 
Some puzzle problems require ttts use both of semantic knowledge and abstrac- 
tion. The Jabberwocky problem discusied by Newell and Simon (1972) is just 
such a problem. In this puzzle a familiar river-crossing problem is coded In 
nonsense words. Thus, "a heavy father and two young sons have to cross a swift 
river..." is coded as "a slithy tove and two mimsy borogroves have to 
out-wiffle a frutnious bandersnatch." Subjects attempting to solve the problem 
frequently interpret the string "to out-wiffle a bandersnatch" to mean that the 
participants have to catch or kill some creature. This interpretation suggests an 
operation that is completed when any one of the participants accomplishes it, 
rather than when all three do so. It is clear then that the semantics of groups 
crossing rivers is important for the correct formulation of the problem. 

Semantics in Algebra Word Problems 

Word problems or story problems in algebra provide an example of a problem 
domain where semantic information may be used, even though the problems can 
be understood with rather little reliance upon semantics. Several years ago, 
Bobrow (1968) constructed an artificial intelligence program for solving such 
problems that relied primarily upon syntactic cues. The program operated in two 
stages: first it translated the story into algebraic equations; then it solved the 
equations. 

Bobrow's program needed to be able to interpret a small number of mathe- 
matical terms: for example, "equals" and its synonyms, "four times as great as," 
"less than," "twice as many," the names of the numerals, and so on. It also had 
some special semantic capabilities for handling age, rate, and distance problems. 
Beyond this, it depended entirely upon syntactic means for its translations. 
Hence, its semantics was not much more elaborate than the semantics currently 
incorporated in the UNDERSTAND program. 

Subsequently, Paige and Simon (1966) examined the protocols of human 
subjects working algebra word problems to see whether the processes they used 
resembled those incorporated in Bobrow's program They constructed a number 
jf problems that represented physically impossible situations. For example: 

The number of quarters a man has is seven times the number of dimes he has. The value 
of the dimes exceeds the value of the quarters by two dollars and fifty cents. How i.iany 

has he of each coin? 

Subjects responded in three distinct ways. Some subject, made a literal (syn- 
tactic) translation of the problems. In the example quoted above, they arrived at 
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lOJT - 250 ♦ 25(7Jir). 

Other subjects, apparently noting that the value of the quarters must be greater 
than the value of the dimes, simply anigned the extra two and a half dollan to 
the other side of the r ,0*1 urn Their solution made «enae of the ongpial 
problem, but did w. («present an accurate tmslation of the problem statement 
A third group of u'sjects objected that they found the problem cuniradictury 
They could not rxondle their (accurau) tramlation of the probt«m stafemeni 
with their interpretation of the physical re. '.m of the situtijon. 

This e -iiment demonstrated a consider bie vanaliop among human subpcti 
in their relative reliance upon syntactic and semantic am» m doing algebra word 
problems. It also shows that, when the subject's semantK knowfcdge u taken 
into account, many problems have considerable redundancy. Different under- 
standing processes may accomplish their task by making use of different puts of 
the redundant information. Henoe. from the fact of ondemandrng. one cannot 
inter a unique prog .m that brought about that understanding 

Styles in Understanding 

In the complex tasks handled by professionals, only a small pert of the task 
information comes from explicit instructions. The vast bulk of this mformation 
is retrieved from the professional's long-term memory. where tranung and 
experience have placed it. A few studies have begun to dudose the nature of this 
professional knowledge, and how it is used in prooicm solving, (latkson (X'tbit 
simulated the professional decision making of a bank trust -ifticei. wtuk the 
decision making or chess masters has been studied by de CKWt (1965, 1%6|. 
Newell and Simon (1972) and Chase and Simon (1973a. bl We will need m») 
more such studies, over a whole range of professions, to explore and chara..-setue 
the variety of understanding processes used by professionals 

Parallel to the differences imong problem domaiiM are differenors in ihr 
strategies, or styles, that problem solvers ma> employ m teelung te undemarJ 
instructions. The success of a particular style may depend MI its appraf»r.i'n<ee 
to the problem domains to which 11 is applied 1 or purpws of discumm. it 
may consider a style that emphasuesabstraction proce«es.on tMenifhasMr ~- 
trieval from semantic memory. and one that emphasues metJ^io» and * a!f 

In the previous »ection. the first two of these styles have ahead, -ecet c-* «OB* 

attention. We saw that success in understanding 1 piuile Hke pi-^4em 'ependi 
on skill in abstracting and in disreprdmg irrelevant Mniunti,- tnterpi*t-»..T« o» 
the problem vocabulary. On the other hand, ve saw that more con^iw« pro*- 
lems are generally insauiabk without «mantic inten.rrwion The (hi-d »ty'f 
that employing analogy and metaphor   needs *>me additHwial dBf.iisK.« 
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requires that there be some redundancy between the two passages. In extolling 
the values of brevity, manuals on good writing do not generally make explicit 
the distinction between eliminating irrelevancy and eliminating redundancy. 

The theory alerts us to the semantic information that is needed to 
interpret jutructions successfully, and suggests an approach toward systematic 
identification of that information by analysis of the problem structure. The 
instructions can then be tested for completeness-to see whether they contain 
the semantic information that the reader cannot be assumed to have already 
available. For example, Bobrow's program for algebra word problems could not, 
if ii were deprived of the formula, D=RX T. solve rate problems. Constructing 
an artificial intelligenoe program to perform the task would provide an iventory 
ol the semantic information required for performance. Similarly, submitting a 
set of task instructions to the UNDERSTAND program would reveal the seman- 
tic information needed for understanding those instructions. 

Thus, not only might theory illuminate the nature of clarity in writing, and 
ways of attaining it, but artificial intelligence programs, through their further 
development, could be used to analyse the structure of particular classes of 
problem environments, and to "debug" instructions by identifying points of 
difficulty in them. 

Teaching the Skills of Understanding 

It is unrealistic to think that we can make more than a dent in the problem of 
functional illiteracy by simplifying and otherwise improving the quality of oral 
and written instructions. At the same time we seek to improve the performance 
of the speaker or writer, we must seek »o increase the ability of the listener or 
reader to comprehend complex prose. On the basis of the theory of understand- 
ing set forth here, we can sketch out some plausible, but untested, ideas as to 
bo« this )ob might be tackled. 

To the extent that understanding problem instructions involves semantic 
knowledge abi ut a problem domain, there is no substitite for having tne 
requaise knowledge. A person cannot interpret algebra word problems unless he 
knows v hat suji phrases as "twice as many'" moan. Training in understanding 
proWen instructions will not teach him this: training in arithmetic or algebra 
might 

Where semantic information is involved, learning to understand problem in- 
structions cannot be separated from learning the subject matter of the problems. 
To the extent that functional illiteracy stems from lack of such knowledge, no 
amount of training in how to read or listen will re novc it. 

But there is no reason to suppose that all inadequacies in interpreting problem 
instructions stem from de Idencies in subject-matter knowledge. In the example 
of the Monster Problem, we saw that some subjects failed to arrive at a suitable 
problem representation, not because they lacked information, but because they 
dragged in irrelevant information instead of abstracting out the essential problem 

 , . 
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elements. Their difficulties might have been reduced by appropriate training in 
the skills of interpreting instructions. 

A first topic of instruction might be styles of interpretation. An awareness 
could be developed of the need to select a style of attack appropriate to the 
problem domain, and practice could be given in changing style in response to 
cues imbedded in the problem instructions. 

A second topic of instruction might be the abstractive style itself. The 
UNDERSTAND program provides a framework for attacking instructions by 
abstraction. Practice could be given in identifying important sets of objects 
mentioned in the problem instructions, identifying relations, constructing a 
representation of the situation, identifying the operators and conditions. 

A third topic of instruction might be training in the style that maximizes the 
use of semantic cues and analogy. At the moment, we have little to suggest 
about the specifies of domg this. 

A fourth topic of instruction might be the skills of obtaining feedback from 
the instruction giver or from the task environment. Practice could be given in 
clarifying task instructions by asking questions, by making solution attempts to 
identify ambiguities, by searching for and exploiting redundancies in the instruc- 
tions themselves. The field of computer programming might be a useful and 
appropriate domain w.thin which to practic .h skills. Programming problems 
can be proposed at any desired level of difficulty and clarity. Programming 
manuals are inexhaustible sources of unclear (and occasionally clear) problem 
instructions. The computer itself provides a real-world environment in which 
understanding can be tested and feedback obtained. The idea of using computer 
programming as a domain for teaching the skills of understanding instructions is 
not unrelated to the proposal and experiments of Papert and Minsky (see Papert, 
1971), who use programming as a domain for teaching general problem-solving 
skills. (See also Norman, Centner, & Stevens, Chapter 9, this volume). 

No doubt these are only a fraction of the possibilities for specific instructional 
plans for raising the skills of understanding instructions. As we acquire more 
adequate theories of the understanding process, our abiUties to construct effec- 
tive training prciedures should increase. In this chapter we have tried only to 
suggest some general lines of attack on the problem; we are under no illusion that 
we have solved it. It is well worth solving, because it is deeply implicated in the 
extent and severity of functional illiteracy in ou' society. 
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Education and Understanding 

Allan Collins 

Bc't Beranek and Newman Inc. / 

Education has typically dealt with the problem of understand«* only in terms o 
Aemlnics of reading, that is in terms of learning which words go wrth wlucu 
orin^d strings of letters The two chapters by Just and Carpenter, Chapter 13. and 
T ^rafd Hayes. Ch.rter 14. deal with the problem of ^^;n 
two quite different ways, both distinct from the mechanics of «^J^T» 
Z Sayes are correct that the difficulties adults have in reading are deeper tiian 
^e mechanical level, then surely it would be worthwhile tote** peop e 
understanding skiUs as well as reading skiUs. So if it is possible to an^yze 
^derstanding in deeper terms than the mechanics of reading, the implications 

for education .aould be important. ■   n   „♦ «u- 
Just and Carpenter deal with the problem of understanding principally at the 

level of the indTvidual sentence. The data they present to support their model of 
.mence processing is very convincing. Underlying their ^J» «^^ 
or matching process, which they treat as a simple, unitary step that can be 
repeated different numbers of times. 1 suspect ^^^.^"^f' 
bScally correct and I have argued elsewhere (Collins & Quilhan. 1972) that 
such a comparison process pervades all of human language processing. 
T„ the tasks Just and Carpenter have used, the comparison process wou d be 

quite simple, and assigning it a fixed duration as they do makes ^se^Uh 
«ader should not be misled into thinking that it is always a "mple pro«s or 
that it has a fixed duration in general. This could be shown even in the fan^ of 
tasks Just and Carpenter have been using. For example consider the Udcwto« 
a sentence such as "The dots are red" is compared agamst a picture of red dot . 
One manipulation that should affect the duration of ^ -rn^so" pro e^ 
the perceptual simimity of the color in the sentence and in the P^tu e.  f the 
dot/are red for example, sentences such as "The dots are purple« or  The dots 

re ^k"luld take Lger to reject than "THe dots are yellow "This lumi of 
example can be extended into the semantic domain. If a picture has red dots. 
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verifying a sentence like "The circles are red" or "The squares are red" involves 
deciding whether dots can be circles or squares. Similarly if the question is 
whether "The dots are crimson," "The dots are maroon," or "The dots are 
colored," this involves deciding whether crimson, or maroon, or colored can be 
the same as red. The point is simply that the comparison process itself can be 
complex, involving subprocesses of different durations. Just and Carpenter's 
fine-grain analysis of processing may be extendable to analysis of the comparison 
process itself. 

There is one other question I might address with respect to Just and Car- 
penter's chapter: that is, are they dealing with the real problems of under- 
standing? The answer is, I think, that they are dealing with some of them. But 
there are other even more difficult problems that they have avoided. The 
assumptions of their verification studies is that the relevant knowledge is directly 
stored as a single entity. In their studies this is so, because they've made it so, 
but in real life it is usually not the case. Often answers must be inferred from 
several pieces of knowledge scattered about in memory. Even when Just and 
Carpenter analyze reading comprehension tjsts, they have not tried to deal with 
how the reader relates the information in a paragraph to his various kinds of 
knowledge about the world. These are probeims that are probably beyond the 
scope of the fine-grained analysis which Just and Carpenter are using. But they 
are susceptible to the kind of analysis that Simon and Hayes are attempting in 
their chapter. Simon and Hayes analyze what it means to understand the 
statement of a problem. Their discussion of ill-structured and well-structured 
problems directly addresses the issue of how much knowle dge a reader brings to 
bear in understanding a problem. It is perhaps one of the most important points 
in the chapter. As Simon and Hayes point out, a problem is ill structured to the 
degree a person needs to use knowledge beyond that which is in the statement of 
the problem, either to understand or solve it. The distinguishing feature of 
problems like the monster problem they have been working with is that relatively 
little special knowledge is needed to understand the problem It is a well- 
structured problem. 

Is life like a monster problem? Again I want to be wishy-washy and say yes 
and no. I think people spend much of their time problem solving, often »t a 
subconscious level. For example, problem solving turns up when people try to 
answer questions to whxh they do not have prestored answers (Collins, War- 
nock, Aiello, & Miller, 1975). Therefore, one of the aims of education should be 
to teach people how to understand aad solve problems as effectively as possible. 
This attitude reflects the views of Simon and Hayes and Papert (1972) of 
education. But there is a difference between the two views. Papert tends to 
discount the teaching of factual knowledge as a legitimate goal of education, 
whereas Simon and Hayes' view stresses the importance of knowledge for dealing 
with ill-structured prooiems. It turns out that most of life's problems are ill 
structured, and so acquiring and using factual knowledge is crucial to under- 
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standing most problems. It is because of this that life is not like a monster 
problem. 

Consider the kinds i.f real-world difficulties in understanding that Simon and 
Hayes cite at the beginning of their chapter. People cannot understand instruc- 
tions on soup cans because they do not have enough knowledge about cooking 
of the kind one acquires from practice, or knowledge about the basic terms in 
cooking like "simmer" or "colander," or knowledge about the structure of 
recipe instructions that one acquires from reading recipes. Alternatively, con- 
sider the problem of understanding traffic tickets. There Lie difficulty in 
understanding may derive from the use of legal language and concepts. In such 
cases understanding may involve knowing what to ignore, as Simon and Hayes 
point out can be important in monster problems. But knowing what to ignore 
here requires a primitive knowledge of law 

These examples emphasize the fact that monster problems pr >bably are a good 
place to approach the problem of understanding, because th semantic knowl- 
edge needed to understand them is relatively limited. But the difficulties in 
understanding soup-can instructions and tvaffic tickets will not be solved by a 
deep analysis of monster problems, because the difficulties arise in having 
enough knowledge about the world and using it appropriately to fill in the 
information that the text assumes. 

The important conclusion from all this is that there is no easy way to educate 
people to understand. Because life is full of ill-structured problems of the kind 
that soup cans and traffic tickets present, we need to have a huge amouitt of 
world knowledge, together with the kind of understanding and problem-solving 
skills that Simon and Hayes or Papert advocate. Papert's viewpoint should 
probably be stressed, because school teachers have only tried to impart world 
knowledge and not these other skills. By deemphasizing the teaching of world 
knowledge, educators may be induced t» strike a more even Malice. But in the 
end there is no way to teach people to understand soup-can instructions without 
teaching them a lot of things about cooking. 
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Instruction in Difficult Contexts: 
Comments on 
Just and Carpenter 
and Simon and Hayes 

Robert Shaw 

University of Minnesota 

I am in essenüal agreement with Collins (Chapter 15, this volume) that Chapter 
3 byVJand cfrpenter is a fine piece of work on a very difficult probier. 

Therefore, having no major criticism to make, 1 address my comments to th. 
Wad r question'of the relevance of research such as theirs to other problem 
Ti of psychology. I would like to describe some of my apphed research 
e^rience ^ aph^a and art instruction in order to demonstrate how a consts- 
tZ underlying theoretical orientation has lead us to apphed instrucrional 

programs in two widely diverse areas. 

TREATMENT OF APHASIA 

The most impressive aspect of the Just and Carpenter work is the fact that a very 
Iptemode? seems account for processing latencies in a vanety of hngutsüc 

tuations. I must admit that 1 smarted * little upon first readmg therr contnbu- 
ton Lause I s.w that they had suc^ded in finding a reasonably s.mpl 

nguistic processing model for various sentential transforms where atcempts at 
Minnesota had met with much less success (Clifton. Kurcz, & Jenkms, 1965, 
Clifton&Odom, 1966; Walls, 1968). 

In 1966 Terry Halwes and I developed a partial transformaUonal grammar .or 
English that produced the structural descriptions for elliptical sentences. In a 
^ our system constituted an early attempt to develop a "quest.on-answer 
mode'l that might ultimately be used as part of natural language or conversa- 
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tional computer program. An explanation is in order since the experimentation 
motivated to test this model was not unlike that done by Just and Carpenter. My 
primary purpose is to suggest some ways in which basic psycholinguistic research 
in general may be fruitfully applied to the study and treatment of communica- 
tion, such disorders as aphasia, in which normal language processes have some- 
how become dysfunctional. 

Even though our success in applying psychoUnguistic techniques to the study 
of aphasia may have been slight, it may encourage such other researchers as Jusi 
and Carpenter to apply their more adequate techniques to the study of such 
language disorders.  My main  point is that the treatment of such disorders 
necessarily involves assumption regarding the nature of instruction, or, more 
precisely, instruction. Speech therapy is a form of reinstruction of people with 
respect to a skill once possessed but now lost, and as such is indeed a problem 
for instructional psychologists. For only to the extent that instruction is under- 
stood can techniques for reinstruction realistically hope to improve. Thus, the 
topic examined in this volume, cognition and instruction, is vitally important to 
nearly all forms of clinical therapy in which restoration of a lost skill is the goal. 

As is so often the case in basic research, Terry Halwes and I did not even 
consider the potential relevance of our work to instruction or reinstruction when 
we were developing our grammar of elliptical sentences. Perhaps we should have 
but we did not. By relating our experience 1 hope that other researchers may be 
made more circumspect regarding the relevant of their work to serious appUed 
problems. 1 believe that volumes such as this one surely help us all take a much 
needed step in that direction. 

Halwes and I borrowed from the transformational grammars that were then 
under development by Chomsky (1965) and Lees (1960). Our grammar differed 
from theirs, however, in that it reputed to capture the relationship of a 
declarative sentence to all the WH questions that might be asked about the 
content of the sentence as well as all the elliptical answers that might be given. 
For instance, consider the sentence. The little zebra nimbly jumped over the 
stream. Restricting ourselves to just the WH questions, some of .he questions 
that might be asked by someone who failed to process the sentence successfully 
when first presented for whatever reasons (distracted, partially deaf, retarded, a 
normative speaker, etc.), may ask: What did? Did what? Which Zebra'' Jumped 
where? Over what? How? etc. TTie corresponding elliptical responses to these 

elhpsizing" questions might be offered: The zebra. Jumped. The little one. Over 
the stream Nimbly. Our grammar showed that the same transformations used to 
derive a whole sentence could tag certain sentential constituents in such a 
manner tha either of two kinds of transformations might be applied to the deep 
structure forms, an ellipsizing question or a correct elliptical answer to that 
question. In other words, an "erasure'" transformation applied in a compli- 
mentary fashion to a given sentence to produce either a desired question or a 
desired answer. Our theory established what we called the transformational 
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relationship of grammatical complimentarity between ellipsizing questions and 
the elliptical answers they evoked. All this was achieved with a minimal modifi- 
cation to Chomsky's (1965) version of the transformational grammar of English 
and without destroying any of the desirable properties that sue. a grammar must 
have if it is to contribute to a theory of language comprehension. 

To initially test our grammar we showed that it could genen te over 98% of all 
the elliptical sentences given by a large number of adult normal subjects when 
asked the total set of possible ellipsizing questions about a wide variety of 
sentences of various lengths and degrees of syntactic complexity. Later, given 
the success of this initial test of our model, we attempted to determine if a 
similar technique might not shed light on the problem of how linguistic knowl- 
edge is represented. More specifically, we wanted to determine the extent to 
which our ki;owledge of sentences was represented in a form possessing some 
degree of abstract similarity to their transformational description. By using the 
ellipsizing question as a probe, we hoped to show that the latency of producing 
an appropriate elliptical answer was proportional to the number of operations 
used in its derivation by the grammar. If this proved to be the case then, 
foUowing a line of argument made popular by Chomsky, our modified transfor- 
mational grammar (mostly Chomsky's and Lee's, that is) would be shown to be a 
valid model of how linguistic knowledge is represented. 

To this end, with Virginia Walls (1968) we developed what we caUed the 
ellipsis production task (EFT), which is carried out in the following way. A 
subject is given a deck of cards with a single sentence on each card. The subject 
memorizes the sentence on a given card turned up in front of her. The subject 
then turns the card face down and the experimenter asks an ellipsizing question 
about the sentence just memorized which she is to answer immediately. A voice 
key is tripped by the offset of the experimenter's voiced question and again by 
the onset of the subject's vocal response. Hence, a measurement is taken of the 
time required for the subject to process the question. 

Our primary assumption was that questions probing more complex answers 
embedded deepest in the sentence would require the most time to process. In 
contrast, elliptical answers whose derivations were simpler should take less 
processing time to retrieve. Roughly, our hypotheses were borne out according 
to a simple count of the number of rules needed to derive the elliptical response 
as predicted by our transformational grammar for elliptical sentences. Unfor- 
tunately, the derivational "distance" metric selected predicted less and less well, 
the more complicated the predicted derivation. It is here that the Just-Carpenter 
model seems superior to our earlier attempt to measure linguistic processing 
times. t 

Later, while working at the Aphasia Clinic at the Minneapolis Veteran s 
Administration Hospital with the great aphasiologjst, Hildred Schuell, William 
Brewer and I attempted with some success to apply the EPT and other psycho- 
linguistic techniques to the study of the aphasic communication disorder. 
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However, owing to the untimely death of Hildrcd Schuell, the research project 
wa« never fully completed. Some tentative results, however, can be culled from 
these efforts. 

As is well known, it is very difficult to get reliable measures of linguistic 
processing latencies from aphasic patients because the time it takes them to 
produce any given utterance at any given time is highly erratic, thus giving an error 
term that renders any statistic virtually useless. However, their pattern of errors 
on linguistic performance does seem quite reliable over tasks. Roughly, we found 
that the errors produced by adult aphasic patients in either producing sentences 
from given woids, repeating sentences presented visually or orally, or in answer- 
ing questions about sentences available in front of them (a modified version of 
the EPT) were correlated with the syntactic complexity of the sentence or the 
deriviational relationships among sentences-questions-answers. This suggests 
that a correlation should exist between the latency measures exhibited by 
normal native speakers in processing sentences and the error measures exhibited 
by aphasic patients on similar tasks (Schuell, Shaw, & Brewer, 1969; Sefer & 
Shaw, 1972). 

The attempt to apply pfycholinguistic and cognitive principles to the study, 
diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of aphasic patients forced us to rethink 
seriously what we believe to be the nature of normal cognition and the role it 
plays in normal communication. In Schuell's Aphasia in Adults (Jenkins, 
Jiminez-Pabon, Shaw, & Sefer, 1975), we present a functional schema fDr 
cognition that organizes the contribution of all the various psychological com- 
ponents we believe necessary to normal communication. Our theory of aphasia 
and other communication disorders provides a characterization of each type of 
communication disorder in terms of the dysfunctional relationships or inter- 
actions among these necessary components as a result of trauma to the system. 
In other words, in this book we have made a serious effort to define the norm 
from which aphasia and other disorders deviate and to precisely characterize that 
deviation. Furthermore, it is with respect to this cognitive approach to com- 
munication and communication disorders that I feel the Just-Carpenter model, 
as well as the models in the chapters by Simon and Hayes and by Shaw and 
Wilson have particular relevance. In isolation one may indeed question their 
relevance to current instructional problems in either the clinical or classroom 
setting. However, when taken together, their potential relevance to the realiza- 
tion of a general cognitive model for communication-something that is obvi- 
ously indispensable to the development of a true science of instructional design- 
becomes obvious to even the most applied psychologist. 

The potential relevance of basic research in cognitive psychology to applied 
problems is illustrated in the case of the generative approach to conceptual 
knowledge and the techniques of stinuJative therapy developed by Schuell. 
Therapy can be considered a form of I ;truction when the latter concept is as 
broadly construed as I feel it should be. The stimulative method of construction 
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whether applied in a classroom program to teach or improve language facility of 
normal speakers, or in a clinical program to treat aphasics, is based upon a sound 
pedagogical pdnciple, namely, the principle that, in general, one should stimu- 
late rather than correct. The idea Schuell repeatedly proved in her clinic is that 
defective responses tend to disappear automatically as language functions in- 
crease. Thus, the time of the clinician, like that of the teacher, is better spent in 
stimulating the proper use of all language modalities rather than in trying to 
force patients to modify erroneous responses made sporadically along the way. 

The success of the stimulative approach depends upon the existence of what 
Wilson and I have termed the "generative cognitive capacity" for the following 
reasons. Language is learned originally in childhood from experience with a set 
of linguistic structures that is much smaller and less systematic than the dynamic 
whole Anally achieved by adulthood. The clinician, no less than the teacher, 
must discover what language functions (vocabulary, syntactic forms, sound 
patterns, etc.) the patient or student has, and use these as the material by which 
to stimulate or restimulate, as the case may be, the :ognitive processes and 
physiological synergisms required for normal language processing. For instance, 
the residual language remaining for most adult aphasic patients will be from that 
area of knowledge most closely related to the patient's job and home environ- 
ments. The words, concepts, and sentential structures that are most salient in 
those subcultural contexts will probably contribute the greatest amount to the 
patient's residual language. If the patient is a farmer, then his residual language is 
most likely to be about fanning; if a doctor, it is about the practice of medicine; 
if a lawyer, it is about the practice of law, and so forth. 

Given both the logical necessity and the empirical tvidence for the existence of 
a generative cognitive capacity as discussed earlier (Shaw &. Wilson, Chapter 10 
of this volume), what could be more natural than stimulative therapy? Here 
simple exemplary sentences constructed from the patient's residual vocabulary 
are given to him for practice. The materials should not be so easy as to require 
no effort nor so difficult as to be frustrating. Rather they should be so suited to 
the patient at a given time as to allow for a moderate degree of success. Thus, in 
this way the patient is allowed to build from success to success at gradually 
increasing levels of linguistic complexity. Obviously, then what is sorely needed, 
if such therapy is to be successful, is as precise a metric as possible for measuring 
the difficulty of the material. It is here that the demand for techniques for 
measMring linguistic processing latencies and linguistic processing errors converge 
with the need for a technique to select the set of exemplars to be practiced. 

The sentences constructed from the residual vocabulary of an aphasic patient 
and given to him for practice must be selected to be both exemplary and of 
adequate difficulty, if they are to stimulate the traumatically deranged cognitive 
system to reequilibrate along the same lines as the functional organization 
existing before the trauma. Since language is itself a generative system built up 
originally from practice with perceiving and producing exemplars, restimulation 
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during the course of therapy presumably succeeds only if the cognitive system 
retains sufficient generative capacity to become functionally restructured by 
generalizing from the exemplars experienced. 

Thus, the generative model for concept learning also provides an explanation 
for why stimulative therapy should work at all. Moreover, this model provides a 
new, more dynamic theory to supplant the traditional, essentially static theory 
offered by stimulus-response psychology for both positive transfer and so-called 
"stimulus generalization." The wedding of this generative model with stimulative 
therapy is testimony to the proposition that a symbiotic relationship can exist 
between pure and applied psychology. 

THE ROLE OF PERCEPTION 
IN GENERATIVE INSTRUCTION 

I believe perception is the epigenetic fount of all knowledge gathering activities. 
By this I mean that all concepts ultimately have their developmental origins in 
the process of perceptual abstraction of invariant information from events-what 
J. J. Gibson has called the pickup of invariant information over time. But since 
this view probably ruis counter to the more constructivistic account of knowl- 
edge championed by most contributors to this volume, perhaps I should explain 
what Wilson and 1, following a Gibsonian line of argument, believe to be the 
nature of the epigenetic process by which abstract concepts are specified by 
perceptual experiences. A^ter doing so, 1 will relate this view to some of those 
discussed in this volume. 

Our basic assumption, what might be called the event perception hypothesis, is 
that all conceptual knowledge ultimately has its origins in the affordmce 
structure of events. By tne affordance structure of events (Shaw, Mclntyre, & 
Mace, 1974) we mean the detectable invariant information determined by events 
that specifies the true properties of its event source that may contribute to an 
animal's or person's adaptative behavior. How this may be will bf explored in a 
moment. 

This hypothesis suggests that all concepts, even the most abstract ones, 
ultimately refer to events when the concept of event is broadly construed. For 
instance, the concepts of running, smiling, or eating may be exemplified by 
events involving running, smiling, and eating. But what of more abstract con- 
cepts such as love, justice, or truth? We also assume that these concepts 
ultimately derive from the perceived affordance structure of events, namely, that 
the concept of love is derived from perceived instances of loving, justice from 
perceived instances where justice has been properly administered, and truth from 
perceived instances where somethi..g believed to be the case was in fact shown to 
be the case. This is not to argue, however, that each concept understood by a 
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pirticultr tadividutl must be leuned by that individuil from experience with 
actual events; for surely we often leam vicariously from verbal descriptions or 
surrogate forms (movies, pictures, etc.). of other people's experience, as well as 
from descriptions or representations of fictitious or inferred entities (e.g., 

stories, plays, models, or proofs). 
In short, much of our conceptual knowledge of the world is socially derived 

from instruction by others or instructional materials. A word of caution: The 
event perception hypothesis should not be confused with the view of radical 
empiricism which asserts that perception is based on elcmentaristic structures 
such as sense impressions, sensations or simple sense data. Under this view 
abstract concepts are built up by a process of association. By contrast, the view 
we are offering does not assume a single sirnpte level of analysis is sufficient to 
characterize the relevant information liberated by events, nor does it assume an 
associative mechanism for compounding complex concepts out of simpler ones. 
The cognitive capacity we believe to be at work is generative, rather than 
associative, possessing considerably more structure (probably resembling that of 
a mathematical group) than that offered by associative principles. Indeed, the 
only premise our generative theory of event conceptualization has in common 
with radical empiricism is affirmation of the postulate of critical realism, 
namely, that there exists a real objective world about which we may have 
veridical knowledge. In addition, our theory of the knowing agent is an active 
one where that of the emp ridst's is quite passive. Now let me relate our 
generative theory of conceptual knowledge to some of the other views presented 

in this volume. 
Norman. Centner, and Stevens (Chapter 9, this volume) suggest a network 

description of the concepts, not necessarily linguistic, involved in money chang- 
ing, say as in the case of making purchases in a grocery store. Here objects, 
bearing specific relations to one another, are being transformed; that is. money 
and goods are being exchanged in accordance with certain economic principles 
and customs governing behavior in the market place. ChUdren. according to 
Norman, eventually leam this process by experiencing those events in which 
grownups exchange money for goods (see Centner. 1975). He begins his 
network analysis of this knowledge by assuming that certain nodes and relations 
exist airong them, but his model does not yet account for how such primitive 
nodes -ad relations are derived from experience. The generative model offered 
by Wilson and me seems to supply the missing cognitive component by which 
such nodes and relations are originally specified by events. 

Such a generative perceptual component is no less necessary to round out 
Creeno's (Chapter 7. this volume) network approach. Moreover. Hyman's (Chap- 
ter 8, this volume) impression format;« task seems to me to imply the existence 
of such a generative cognitive capacity as does our own expfrimentation. 
Moreover, it seems to me that the monster^obe-pamng problem addressed by 
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the Simon-Haye» (Chapter 14, this volume) problem-solving model with the 
"change' operator can be construed as an attempt to study the affordance 
structure of a "monster-globe-passing" event. 

KNOWLEDGE ORIGINS VERSUS 
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATIONS 

Before closing, I would like to emphasize the distinction between the representa- 
tion of knowledge and the origin of knowledge. The two are not the same. The 
origin or epigenesis of knowledge has to do with the primitives that go into the 
representation, the nodes and relations, the schemata. My suggestion is that the 
principles revealed by the study of how event concepts arise from the perceptual 
information specifying the events may provide an inroad into the fundamental 
problem of how knowledge should be represented. For if we attempt to 
represent knowledge in terms of networks or other models by merely selecting a 
priori labels for our concept nodes and relations, then we may end up with a 
logically possible but arbitrary schematic representation of knowledge that has 
little to do with how the concepts actually arose. Our knowledge of the world is 
interfaced by direct perceptual experience of events and, therefore, the percep- 
tual processes involved can only be ignored at our peril. For this reason the role 
of perception seems to me to have been greatly underemphasized at this 
conference. There seems to be a tend ncy toward too much theoretical depen- 
dence on secondary processes such as language. 

Let us recognize the fact that much of our knowledge is either tadt or purely 
nonverbal, neither being able to a^ume a linguistic form. For instance, try to 
give an adequate verbal description of nearly any object {ejg., the face of a friend 
or relative), any act (e.g., tying your shoelace, riding a bicycle) or any other 
nontrivial event. We arc never able to verbalize more than a small tip of the 
iceberg of what we can recognize or recall about a familiar object, act or event. 
Instruction, therefore, should be aimed at this nonverbal aspect of knowledge 
gathering activities as well. Learning to read is of course an indispensable social 
skill but so is learning to "see" in the broadest sense of the term. 

M:0^ 

AN APPLICATION TO ART INSTRUCTION 

A» argued earlier, this view that perception is itself a mode of cognition is in 
no way antagonistic to the purposes of this conference, nor is it as irrelevant as it 
may at first seem. Let me describe a project, on which 1 have been a consultant, 
that uses perceptual principles as an integral part of its instructional design. 

In 1973 the Minneapolis Institute of Art requested help from the Center for 
Rewarch in Human Learning at Minnesota. P. Salapatek, A. Jonas, H. Pick, and 
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I, as perceptual psychologists, were asked to help in the development of an art 
exhibit for children to celebrate the opening of the new art educational center 
attached to the museum. Our task, in cooperation with artists and art historians, 
was to develop a sequence of modular displays aimed at the explanation of how 
paintings incorporate perceptual information that specifies spatial layout, shape 
of objects, color contrast, and so forth. Consequently, we have developed a set 
of portable modular displays in which each is designed to present »chematic but 
working models of situations demonstrating various salient forms of perceptual 
information. For instance, one display allows children to see what happens to 
the apparent size of an objeci when movfcd across a texture gradient toward a 
simulated horizon of vanishing points. By this display we hope to let the 
children learn about the laws of linear perspective through dynamic manipula- 
tions which provide exemplars for the relevant concents. 

Next to the display is a large print of a painting in the museum that clearly 
utilizes the same perceptual principles. In addition, between the picture and the 
display is a schematic drawing presenting in outline just those portions of the 
painting relevant to the principles demonstrated in the display itself. In othei 
words, the relationship between the painting and the display u clarified by a 
simpler, intermediate step that omits confusing or irrelevant detail. In another 
display module we illustrate in a similar fashion how shading on objects or their 
cast shadows provide information for their shape or distance from other sur- 
faces, respectively. Again the abstract principles are illustrated in a high-fidelity 
copy of an actual painting in the museum interfaced conceptually to the visual 
display by a schematic diagram outlining the relevant parti jf the picture. 

After studying the dozen or so visual displays, the children are guided through 
the museum proper to rooms where the pictures used in the displays are actually 
hung. Our ultimate goal is to determine the time that the childien spend looking 
at the pictures represented in the displays and, more importantly, the time spent 
looking at other pictures not seen before that clearly portray the same type of 
perceptual information presented in the display modules We hope that such 
measures indicate that children show more interest in those paintings expressing 
the same information studied in the displays than in those comparable paintings 
not relevant to principles demonstrated in the visual displays. 

In summary, it is our intention to interest children in the perceptual problems 
solved by great painters in their works, to provide them with a kind of problem 
solving orientation to the museum rather than to just turn them loose in the 
galleries to be arbitrarily bombarded by a confusing welter of information. By 
giving them the knowledge of the appropriate perceptual concepts beforehand, it 
is our belief that they will be encouraged to see the paintings rather than just 
look at them. It is interesting to speculate on how a really well-controlled 
experiment of this type might provide challenging data relevant to the evaluation 
of many of the cognitive models presented in this volume. 
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Part IV 
GENERAL COMMENTS 

You have just spoken in piaise of me," 
said Socrates, "and now it is my turn to 
speak in praise of my right-hand neighbor. If 
Agathon sits next to you, it will fall to him 
to speak in praise of me all over again, 
instead of my speaking in praise of him. Let 
it be as 1 propose, my good friend, and 
don't grudge the lad his tribute of praise 
from me, especially as I have strong desire 
to eulogize him.... 

Agathon got up, intending to move to the 
place on the other side of Socrates. But at 
that moment a crowd of revellers came to 
the door, and finding it left open by some- 
body who had just gone out, made their 
way into the dining-room and installed 
themselves there. There was a general up- 
roar, all order was abolished, and deep 
drinking became the rule (Plato: The Sym- 
posium ). 

Preceding page blank 
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17 
Cognitive Psychology 
and Instructional Design 

Robert Glaser 

University of Pittsburgh 

In reacting to this volume, 1 shall address three points: the applicavion of theory 
to practice; the nature of a prescriptive science of instruction and its compo- 
nents; and, in the context of these components, specific remarks based on some 
of the chapters that have been presented. 

THE APPLICATION OF THEORY TO PRACTICE 

Strong applications of science to r'actice gencrrlly are characterized by some 
linking body of knowledge a'.d proct^ure-some sort of a linking science 
between a descriptive explanatory sdence and application by professionals. 
There is rarely a direct relationship between <k scriptivs science and professional 
work. Attempts at direct application without boilding a linking science either 
tend to fade away or are subject to sporadic flash?$ of interest by particular 
scientists who happen to become interested in some applied problems at the 
moment. In cither case, no substantial structure is built up into which rules or 
hypotheses for professional application can be placed. In psychology, an 
example is the field of programmed instruction where professional societies were 
established which were uninhabited, for the most part, by people who main- 
tained a scientific interest in learning theory, and who could nurture the 
development efforts and new attempts in programmed instruction. The field 
spun off by itself with its own body of rules and declined in impact because it 
was not yet ready to stand by itself. The danger is that a body of practice is 
picked up, is deintellectuaUzed in the sense of becoming separated from the 
theory that generated it, and is carried out in a rote, by-the-numbers fashion. 
Some of the chapters in this volume make me wonder about such a danger. We 
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may need to guard against encouraging potential practitioners from immediately 
establishing a Society for Cognitive Research on the Advancement of Pedagogy 
(SCRAP)1 that is not nurtured by the active involvement of people like those 
represented here. Establishment of SCRAP should not happen for some time to 
come. For the present, what is required are sustained attempts at instruction, 
constantly working between science and practical problems. This interaction by 
someone who has both aims in mind, who is both a trained scientist and who 
takes seriously a practical problem, is the way in which a linking science 
generally is developed. Only after the linking science c/obes in some form is it 
possible for a professional field to grow and for people to work only in the 
linking science itself. The game for us at this time is to take an honest interest in 
instructional problems, to continue our interest in a science of cognitive psychol- 
ogy, and to play between the two until this Unking structure develops. S;.mply 
turning exciting findings over to someone with an applied bent or turning some 
interesting procedures over to teachers to use will not do the trick. 

It is of interest to note that in 1899, in a presidential address before the 
American Psychological Association, John Dewey (1900) expressed concern 
about developing a linking science between psychological theory and practical 
work: 

"Do we not lay a spedal linking science everywhere else between the theory and 
practical work? We have engineering between physics and the practical workingmen in 
the mills; we have a scientific medicine between the natural science and the physician." 
The sentences suggest, in an almost startling way, that the real essence of the problem is 
found in an organic connection between the two extreme terms-between the theorist 
and the practical worker-through the medium of the linking science. The decisive 
matter is the extent to which the ideas of the theorist actually project themselves, 
through the kind offices of the middleman, into the consciousness of the practitioner. It 
is the participation by the practical man in the theory, through the agency of the linking 
science, that determines at once the effectiveness of the work done, and the moral 
freedom and personal development of the one engaged in it, 

.. (If not the teacher is compelled] to resort to purely arbitrary measures, to fall back 
upon mere routine traditions of school teaching, or to fly to the latest fad of pedagogi- 
cal theorists-the latest panacea peddled out in school journals or teachers' institutes- 
just as the old physician relied upon his magic formula [pp. 110-113]. 

A linking science is essentially a science of design. It is a prescriptive, norma- 
tive science, and not the kind of enterprise that most of the people in this 
volume, who have been working in explanatory descriptive science, have been up 
to. Tht characteristics of a science of design have been carefully discussed by 
Herbert Simon (1969), and ' need not get into those details here. The distinction 
between a prescriptive science of design and an explanatory descriptive science is 
made clearly by Simon, and v^ork in a prescriptive science mode has been 
exemplified in the special limited case of stochastic models of learning in 

1 We have the editor to thank for this acronym. 
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Atkinson's Chapter 4. In general, a prescriptive science provides a schema for the 
piofe-sional in a field and for de/elopers of applications who provide the 
professional with tools, techniques, and instrumentation for professional work. 
Concepts and ideas are not directly dumped onto the teacher or the college of 
education. A design science leads to the development of instrumentation for the 
teacher and also for the student insofar as the student becomes his or her own 
teacher. Talk about direct application by descriptive scientists can be a lot of 
hand waving unless serious development of a prescriptive linking science takes 
place. It is a very difficult task at the moment because most cognitive psychol- 
ogists are descriptive scientists by training, and very few of them have the 
temperament to work at a prescriptive science while they do their "teal" science. 

COMPONENTS OF A PSYCHOLOGY 
OF INSTRUCTION 

Consider now some possible components of a prescriptive science o" instruc- 
tional psychology, but first let me describe in very general terms the kind of 
individual cognitive competence to which these components refer 

The Development of Competence 

The process of instruction, as distinguished from education in general is, to a 
large extent, concerned with the development of competence in a learner and 
with the behaviors and cognitive structures that differentiate the novice from the 
competent performer in a particular subject matter. In attaining subject-matter 
knowledge and skill, the learner proceeds through a novitiate and then develops 
relative expertise; he or she learns to be a good reader, a competent mather. 
tician, a deep thinker, a quick learner, a creative person, an inquiring indivi- 
dual, and so on. These activities are learned according to criteria of expertise 
established by the school and the community; more specifically, by subject- 
matter requirements, peer-group expectations, and the general social and profes- 
sional criteria for what determines lew, average, and high levels of competence. 
The educational and social community adjusts its expectations to the compe- 
tence level of the learner so that initially awkward and partially correct per- 
formances are acceptable, whereas later they are not; a young child or a novice is 
frequently rewarded for rather uninteresting behavior, but as competence grows, 
his performance is attended to only if it occurs in the presence of an appropriate 
audience or in an appropriate context. 

The gross changes that take place as an individual progresses from ignorance to 
increasing competence are of the following kinds: 

1. Variable, awkward, and crude performance changes to performance that is 
consistent, relatively fast, and precise. Unitary acts change into larger response 
integrations and overall strategies. 
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2. The contexts of performance changes from simple stimulus patterns with a 
great deal of clarity to complex patterns in which relevant information must be 
abstracted from a context of events that are not all relevant. 

3. Performance becomes increasingly symbolic and covert. The learner re- 
sponds increasingly to internal representations of an event, to internalized 
standards, and to internalized strategies for thinking and problem solving. 

4. The behavior of the competent individual becomes increasingly self- 
sustaining in terms of his skillful employment of the rules when they are 
applicable and his subtle bending of the rules in appropriate situations. Increas- 
ing reliance is placed on one's own ability to generate the events by which one 
learns and the criteria by which one's performance is judged and valued. 

It is the understanding and facilitation of this process of change from 
ignorance to competence, from novice to expert, that is a major focus of the 
framework that I shall now describe. 

Description and Analysis of Competent Performance 

First, description and analysis of competent performanoe-the state of knowl- 
edge and skill to be achieved. Since attention to the instructional problem means 
facing the necessity of studying behavior in tasks considerably more complex 
than those typically studied in the psychological laboratory, the development of 
new ways of analyzing tasks and specifying the content of learning is required. 
Tasks in the laboratory have been selected, for the nost part, according to what 
is convenient and manageable for experimental and theoretical analysis. Concen- 
tration on tasks artificially constructed for experimental purposes has meant 
that few psychologists have, until recently, confronted the problem of analyzing 
complex tasks in terms that allow access to psychological theory and data, and 
yet still preserve some fidelity to the real-life character of the tasks themselves. 

For the psychologist concemed with instmctional processes, however, the 
problem of task analysis is a central one. Analytic description of what is to be 
learned facilitates instruction by attempting to define clearly what it is that an 
expert in a subject-matter domain has learned; for example, what it is that 
distinguishes a skilled from an unskilled reader. When this analysis identities 
classes of behaviors whose properties as learning tasks are known or can be 
systematically studied, then inferences concerning optimal instructional pro- 
cesses can be formulated and tested. 

Procedures have been developing for the analysis of tasks-analysis of the 
content of what is learned and the properties and processes involved in c .pe 
tent performance and task analysis is characterized by the description o.' 
performance in terms of the demands placed on basic psychological processes 
such as attention, perception, and linguistic processing, and on knowledge and 
skills assumed to be in the learner's repertoire. Further, since an individual's 
capacities change over time, task analysis reflects current knowledge and assump- 
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tions concerning the processes avdlable at different stages of learning or develop- 
ment (see Resnick. Chapter 3; Wahr A Wallace, 1976). 

As this volume reflects, a mapr ac ivity in this regard I   .eing earned out 
through modeling and simulating (computer simulation or J^^TT 
toTL «produce complex performances like playing chess solvaig algebra 
^d^obtems, series completion problems, certain problem.olvmgskms and 
underLding complex instructions. The process chosen represent a combma- 
Tn of what is observed in the performirS object and of theory concenüng th 
characteristics of the conceptual process, ^ory^oce^^i,^ 
semantic information structures that are built up. The simulation of complex 
^rformance represents a formal technique for establishing the logical suffun n- 
Sand necessity of certitin processes and the way they are assembled fm 
^dn^cular performances. However, for the P"^-^'^^ 
Sesign. Ae next moves required in cognitive simulation work have not been 
maT and we need to investigate furfer. It is possible that *e •nform^on 
ied from this kind of analysis of human competence can allow us to do 
several things with regard to the optimizing of instruction: 

1 Specification of the processes by which highly competent mdhiduals mfcht 
b. performing a task puts us in a position to try to teach these processes to 
timers; for example, knowing that a lar^ "j^.™^. 
of the configuration of pieces on a chess board is a charactensbc of an efficient 
l^r might encourage us to attempt to teach this kind of performance in 

order to develop good chess players. 
2 iSoVmg tirat a task is performed more efficiently in one way rather than 

anoth« »"knowing the procedures involved in the more efficent way may Pu 
r* a position to design instruction so that it approximates the most eft.cient 

method. 

The very interesting question at the moment is the teachability of the 
pr^sseTüut are id^tified through simulation. IT we teach the. nrooesse. 
dien is acquisition of the performance influenced, and will «MM 
Sin competence than have in the past? Or. is it likely tha   . we teac^ to» 
presses we will put the learner in the position of the centiF ay«d 
Sr££ by w'hich he moved his hundred legs, and bee.        ^ab^ 
walkL at all? At any rate, in my own laboratory (Holzman   ^5)we «e 
Gently investigating the teachability of processes that have been derived by 
^dl of Z** -^ion. As a start, the particular task we luve diosen 
I the series completion problem as analyzed by Simon and Kotovsky (1963). 

Alc^k at the current Uterature in experimental psychology shows an increas- 
i„g number of studies devoted to the analysis of complex ^^1«J™* 
^contrast to the study of learning. While this trend is contributing to the 
desSTpS of comoetJce in intellectual tasks, many of the studies can be 
fcS Tom the present point of view, for their lack of explicit instructional 
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orientation. The explicit requirements necessary for the analysis of tasks relevant 
to the development of an instructional psychology are the following: (1) that 
complex real-life tasks be investigated and not tasks designed for laboratory 
convenience; (2) that these realistic tasks be analyzed in terms of current 
theoretical concepts in cognitive psychology; (3) that the processes identified be 
considered with respect to their instructabUity and the conditions that influence 
their acquisition; and (4) that they be related to the cognitive capacities or the 
developmental sUtus of the chUd and ^o the background capabilities of adults. 

Description and Diagnosis of the Initial State 

The second component of instructional design is description and diagnosis of the 
initial state with which an individual begins a course of learning. There is an 
"immediate" and a "long-term" approach to this aspect. The immediate 
approach is to take seriously the fact that effective instruction requires careful 
assessment of the initial state of the learner. For individual learners, we need to 
know their strengths, weaknesses, styles, and background interests and talents. 
What are the details of what a child knows and does not know at particular 
points in his or her teaming? What are the details of the skills that he or she is 
developing? What needs to be improved? What strengths can be capitaUzed on? 
What do various developmental levels and various cultural backgrounds mean for 
what should be taught and how it should be Uught? Educational practices need 
to be designed so that answers to these kin s of questions arc possible for all 
individuals attending school. Teachers and learners need to be in a position to 
obtain and utilize this information; with it, teachers can prescribe the instruction 
required and students can assess their own abilities and select appropriate 
instruction. 

Thfc development and use of procedures for providing this information is 
necessary, but I do not mean at all to imply that learning and schooling should 
be one big series of formal tests and assessments. I would suggest informal 
observation as well as infrequent formal assessment, and adoption of an attitude 
that the information obtained is information for improving instruction and not 
for constant evaluation. My colleagues and I, in our own work in schools, have 
found it desirable to provide primary-grade teachers with hierarchies of increas- 
ing competence in various school subjects. These take the form of "structured 
maps" into which a teacher can place a child and thereby direct attention to 
prerequisite skills that might need to be learned or advanced skills that the child 
might explore. The hierarchical map is only a guide upon which both the teacher 
and the child can impose their own judgment. Procedures for assessing the 
current competence and talents of the learner in a way that provides a basis for 
instruction are generally not available in current educational methods at a level 
of detail necessary for the effective guidance of individual learners. I call the 
implementation of these procedures the "immediate" approach because, to a 
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large extent, it is secondarily a matter of research and primarily a matter of 
administrative change and the design of appropriate materials. 

The long-term approach relates to the fact that while a prevalent method for 
assessing initial state is the assessment of aptitudes that correlate, to some 
extent, with end-of-school achievement, aptitudes so assessed do not provide 
information about instructional processes (see Glaser, 1972; Hunt, Frost, & 
Lunneborg, 1973). They are measures used for purposes of selection and do not 
provide a basis for deciding upon instructional alternatives. Aptitude informa- 
tion does not toll how an individual should be instructed to unprove his 
performance, nor how instruction might be designed to make the attainment of 
successful performance more probable. The significant research requirement in 
this regard is to describe the initial state of the learner in terms of processes 
involved in achieving competent performance. This would then allow us to 
influence learning in two ways-to design instructional alternative $*x adapt to 
these processes, and to attempt to improve an individual's competence in these 
processes so that he or she is more likely to profit from the instructional 
procedures available. 

Conditions that Foster Learning 
and the Acquisition of Competence 

The third component of instructional design comprises the conditions that foster 
learning and the acquisition of competence^ssentiaUy, the procedures by which 
one learns and the nature of the environment in which learning occurs. There are 
at least two directions in this regard that need to be taken for the development 
of an instructional psychology. 

The first .. to recognize that we do know a little about learning. For example, 
we know some things about the effects of reinforcement-the contingencies 
consequent to performance; about the conditions under which discriminations 
generahzation, and concept formation take place; and about conditions of 
practice, interference with memory, the nature of attention, the effects of 
punishment, and how observational learning and modeling can influence new 
learning We know these things in terms of descriptive science, but little investi- 
gation has been made from the point of view required for the utilization of this 
information for designing the conditions of instruction. Exceptions to this are 
the work on behavior modification and the work on optimization models 
described in the chapter by Atkinson. However, neither of these enterprises has 
considered complex cognitive performance in any systematic way. 

What h required is research on what we know about teaming cast into the 
mold ot a design science which attempts to maximize the outcomes of teaming 
for different individuals. A new form of experimentation would be caUed tor 
where the tactic is not to develop models of teaming and performance, but to 
test existing models by using them for maximizing the effects of teaming under 
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various conditions. For this purpose, we need a theory of the acquisition of 
competence. Such a theory would be concerned with how an individual acquires 
increasingly complex performances by assembling the present components of his 
repertoire, manipulating the surrounding conditions and events, and employing 
his knowledge of how he learns. 

Effects of Instructional Implementation 
in the Short and in the Long Run 

The fourth component of instructional design is concerned with the effects of 
instructional implementation in the short and in the Ion*] run-effects that occur 
immediately in the context of instruction and supply relatively immediate 
feedback, and effects that persist in terms of long-term transfer, generalized 
patterns of behavior, ability for further learning, and so on. One requirement for 
this purpose is to break away from the tradition of norm-referenced measure- 
ment to measurement more concerned with identifying the nature of criterion 
performance (see Glaser, 1963; Glaser & Nitko, 1971). For effective instruc- 
tional design, tests will have to be criterion referenced in addition to being norm 
referenced. They will have to assess performance attainments and capabilities 
that can be matched to available educational options in more detailed ways than 
can be carried out with currently used testing and assessment procedures. This 
wiU be an important part of the development of a psychology of instruction. It 
is mandatory that testing not stand out as an extrinsic and external adjunct of 
instruction. Tests need to be interpreted in terms of performance criteria so that 
the learner and the teacher are informed about an individual's progress relative 
to developing competence. In this way, information is provided for deciding 
upon appropriate courses of action for assisting instruction. 

The processes measured by tests designed to facilatate instruction need to be 
related to processes identified as components of competence. For this purpose, 
some interesting endeavors can be envisioned. A good example in this volume is 
the work going on in analyzing the processes involved in the comprehension of 
written language. Stimulated by the work in psycholinguistics and cognitive 
psychology, there is a great deal of excitement about the nature of language 
comprehension processes at this time. This excitement should be juxtaposed 
with the fact that there has, over years, been a great deal of work on the 
development of tests of reading comprehension. The new development is that as 
we begin to analyze comprehension tasks and relate them to theories of semantic 
memory, imagery, and so forth, we can begin to develop tests that provide us 
with diagnostic information about component processes that contribute to 
performance and that can be influenced through instruction. This kind of 
activity should change the nature of assessment procedures and provide the kind 
of infonnation required for maximizing instructional outcomes. 
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS2 

I would like now to comment on specific duipten in this volume in relation »o 
the components that 1 have just described. 

Analysis of Competence 

SSrSMT; - ana3y8iS
I.

0fc0m»,etentPerf0"»«"«. comprises most of this 
titTf' I COmpo"ents *"* ' "^ »W« volume rates high on the exphca- 
to of performance theory and the analysis of states of competence Si 
themes were elaborated on: description of competence in ter^s of c^ 
stmcture. sequentijl ** analysis to show changes brought about by IS 
and proce«, as objectives of instruction. Greeno and Norman stre«ed co^2 

'T^TL***? i*? w«y- ™- h an interesting idea; it makes contac 
iT™ SLJ2S1 n0t^, ^ ^ ,MW " ^^ -" «chnological prob- 
unTJ   H g^t UP ^ P0"4 When he ■,tod how 0^ caches toward Lse 
-obKrved competence maps. Greeno impbes that analyses of oopZ^ 
ture can be gtven directly to tead.ers and students in order toTcüitatc th- 

rszzzzrzLit i^ '^--i-howthisisto^bt; it does present the not.on o^ progressive, increasingly complex theori« of 
«ibject matter that assist learning and are approximaticS to *££££ 
that a competent expert employs. Teaching procedures based on coS 

approve the theories that T^I^^J^^^. 
cated cod.  caüons of a body of knowledge. It is also possible »TZ» 
developmg structures of subject-matter knowledge might sug^, ways o^de^L 
mg new kinds of textbooks. »"«s«i ways of design- 

tioAn T^Tn^^ *• T?**** of «^tive objectives for instruc- 
H«   LZ       descnption, a problem also raised by Carroll. How does one 
d«cnbe these structures? Are they described in the sie terms riTthe detaS 
of yttve proceuing and cogmtive theories are written in? ThcTL no^lr 
to tlus questton forthcoming from this volume. It may be useful hZZ7Z 
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technology. In the cue of teaming foreign langiuge vocabulary. he analyzed the 
subject matter in more rognitive terms. This was part of his imphat descnpt.on 
of Se building up ofr- nory structures that underly the competence he sought 
to teacn. As a general .uiwer to the lcvel-of-analysis problem, it seems that üiere 
should be a difference between science and practice. A petr^eum chenust can 
think about atoms and forces Ln molecular ctructures. but he also can thmk 
about gross quantities of gases and residues in the fractionating tower. His 
theory can work back and forth between the two systems of descnption The 
"linking science" 1 mentioned earlier should enable this to occur if at all 

"Ttptiruzation procedures such *. tlu»e carried out ^ *«■«•"* 
analysis proceeds as teaming occurs. Continunus assesanent .s made of the 
My and structure of the task. This technique of ongomg task analyas 
nnght be a urful way to study the acquiätion of competence, foi^m^ 
"eBASIC instrucuonal Program, the program stores the student's ******* 
his own skills and compares his solution attempts to stored models. In this way. 
information can b= obtained about the changing structure of developmg compe- 
tence that might not be uncovered by more static techniques. 

A recurrent theme of tlie voKme is that a target of instruction is competence 
in process, for example, the constituent comparison exercises to improve reading 
comprehension suggested by Just and Carpenter. Shaw's generative system might 
rSTof asTspedal process skill that is a teachable entity, and no only a 
AeoreS description of what occurs. Simon and Hayes suggest gmng student 
rLe repertoire of probtem^olving styles and detection cues for matching 

styles to situations. 

Diagnosis of Initial State 

In contrast to the analysis of attained competence, this volume had less to say 
about this second component, the diagnosis of the initial state. There were 
several themes: notions about some kind of psychometrics of process for initial 
state assessment, consideration of developmental growth changes, and the notion 
of schema discrepancy between initial state and competence state Calfee in 
Chapter 2 emphasized technique, for the assessment and diagnosis of processes 
in initial state competence. Wallace referred to "process profiles pnor to 
instruction and the desig-. of custom-built training as a function of these 
profiles. Siegler talked ov the developmental aspects of the facihty of older 
children to use analogy information as compared to younger children, and he 
brought to our attention the necessity for taking developmental growth phe- 
nomena into account in assessing initial states. Hyman's notion of discrepancy 
'rom scliema. the extent to which old information influences new information, 
strongly suggests initial competence analysis prior to a course of instruction. 

-i 
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Acquisition 

The third component involve. . theory of .cquüition^f U«f U.MrtW »P« 
m initia. .UteVcompetent perfornunce. Hü ^^Z^JZof 
addressed in most dupten. There was ion« concern «bout the propertie. ol 
tSZr Zt Evolved wh.en .omeone proceed, from novce to expert^ 
STpST- L cogniüve net. increuing abiotic ^T^vol 
geneftuon from .pedf.c event., ^^J^^^^^ZZ 
extern^ cue., bigger ch mking underlying performmce. «d »on. The chir« 
SS of to c^«« ir. compete« .. one move. ^Tde^dlme 
prinmy d.U required for a theory of «cquiation. «d ewher. [******£ 
STMM of the« change.. WalUce di^u^ed change, m J-J^Vj 
fompetence when he described the Ml in "a.tenttonal *™ J™ *^ 
auction to dimen.ional attention. Resnick pre^nted her work w,th Groen that 
dS üHLge in chUdren from one method of addition to a more 

'Tf^rlü however while the contributor, had »me intere.ting idea, about 
JÜTiÄI competence, when they talked about £***_ 

!^ Lv feU tack on .tandard "behaviomtic" training procedure«. WaUace 
Pr^Äm^" STwhich he meant that he obtained information on 
rrir   nc^.An taught to the« denciencie..T*F^*^ 
wTa form of the .ucce«ive approximation, procedure popu^d by Slomie^ 
Zc. tXed about teaching problem »Mng and employed good con^n^en« 
UacSng procedure.. In talking about generator «t.  Shaw ~*** * 
MS» of good exemplar, in the development of concept., dtt* *• • 
fi^MHataM developed in behavioral Studie, of concept formadon. tim.s 
^r^dagogical^matter becau« the experience "^«^ 
not tavery well deägned to provide rich exemplar, of concept«, a..d Shaw 

used Socratic dialogue a«hi.inatructionalprocedure.Norman.^f*TT 
of knowledge. .tre«ed the imporUnce of continuou. -^^^ 
M« .chema and then when preaed about teaching technique, he ««»«tea 
ÄtaS f^back. The point i.. a. CarroU indicated. Utat behayal theory 
Huc««^ becau« it focmeT on ob«rvation of the development of behavior^ 
r^nent. oLitive theory at thi. time i. difficult to exprea in ample 
obSe ter^Tit certlly need, such expreaion to dedde upon appro- 
prir^rn^lormatio'n.. When thi. is done, new will teaching pro- 

"N^TnSde a good point in caUing attention to time spans in attaining 
cornice He J that it takes five to ten year« to become ••^«^ 
r^eresting question in going from ignorance to competence is why difl*eM 
^c^of knowledge and skill require longer and shorter tunes for competence to 

■ 
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be «tUined ln.Uuction has to be thought of in such terms; learning to play the 
^olta weU tie. a bng time, whereas learning to do calculus well does not take 

poiü* SS redesign of instructional material and of the environment m 
It i^tlon occursTuch redesign may be as import«, or more «nportant 

^^ralrrar^Atkinson addresses the acquisition 
pr^Jd^ orc^uou  decision making-decisions for P^bing the cond.- 
ETofbrtl that need to be presented as a function of the data obtained on 
ITalnt «r^ance  The question that comes to mind is whether the kind of 
SÄ^S^ -ploys is a Rood direction tor a -ien« « -true- 
ti« The procedure requires mathematical statement of a learning funct.onthi 
no^pl^e as Atkinson indicates, only for very simple and quite tnm 
£^Vtata*r. 11- question is the following: If one thinks of using diese 
optLzl^np'oced ires with the more complex theories of costive strucures 
ZZudZ L volume, then how are they expressed in a form that might be 
^1 die itimi.aüon procedures available^ Even if m^.nat.cal expres- 
sion is possible. feasibUity of computation may get out of hand. 

Effects of Implömentation 

Tto fourth component of a psychology of instruction is measurement of the 
effects of the conTions provided for acquisition. In this regard, let me m.ke the 
print that the kind of feedback Skinner emphasized in operant ™**T*** 
£rt* information on the topography of a response.   "Skmner-hk   pro- 
ved instruction, it appears that it is the topography of the response *at i 
Z property of performance that is being shaped-suc^ssive ^'Tat °"; 
«^TStei ^ting closer and closer to terminal competence; It 1. the effect 
ÄuS^ nditions on this response aspect for which information is 
reaped  o further conduct the instructional procedure. Atkinson u«s a   eed 
S the ^fficulty of items in a list; he employs response history and update o 
i«m Oferty parameters to obtain measurements of the effects of instruct^na 
coTdit on   Greeno and Norman talk about getting information on the structure 
of ^ rl.t- map of knowledge, and as I said before, they leave us with a 
tmtS* probL. How do we measure "it" to assess instnction ana to 
pro* de \£ Redback required to student and teacher? Can a representat on be 
p oWdedTo a teacher or to a student, and can they be taught instructional skill 
richly can change fto representation? Fletcher reminded us that if we 
uL^comruter for storing mod.ls of individual students to represent their state 
of learning, we woild seriously tax computer memory. 

T 
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I mentioned the notion of a psychometrics of process measurement, and this 
brings up a point about the analysis of SAT competence in the work of Just and 
Carpenter. When they analyze the SAT-type examinations, they may be getting 
something out of their analysis that is not what they are looking for The SAT 
t<;sts are ae:igned, in the usual psychometric way, to yield a spread of s res. A 
dispersion of item difficulty is built into the test in order to maximize tc score 
vananct so that the correlation with criterion variables is maximized. The tests 
are selec ed both for the stimulus situation they provide and for certain psychu- 
metric properties. When Just and Carpenter analyze the perfonnanc processes 
involved in the SAT tests, they may be analyzing also the properties of psycho- 
metric item difficulty. The extra considerations built into the requirements for 
obtaining correlational validity may Introduce extraneous processes that would 
not be present in a test designed to measure criterion performance more directly. 

As a final remark, I must state as strongly as possible that we cannot think in 
terms of standard classrooms as we begin to think about the application of the 
concepts of this volume to toe design of instruction. Fven if we claim to know a 
good deal about the processes involved in word decoding and beginning reading 
the engineering problem of classroom material and environmental design is ever 
present. If we continue to thnk i i terms of the standard classroom rather than 
in terms of how schooling cüii be restructured, then our efforts will be seriously 
attentuated and kept down by the weight of traditional educational raodes. 
Finally, 1 agree with and must reemphasize a general sentiment of this volume 
that work on instructional and educational problems will be a major test of our 
theories of human cognitive performance. 
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18 
Implications for 
Instructional Research1 

Courtney B. Cazden 

Harvard University 

These comments come from a background of elementary school teaching and 
developmental psychology. Recently, I have been concentrating on how children 
learn (or acquire or develop) their native language, and on the environmental 
events which may affect that learning in and out of school (Brown, Cazden & 
Bellugi, 1969; Cazden, 1972). I was an elementary school teacher in the late 
1940s and 1950s. Notv I'm going back to teach children for one year in a 
primary classroom in an inner-city public school. 

In thinking about these plans, I realized that the three topics which Hugh 
Mehan, director of the teacher training program at the University of California, 
San Diego, and I proposed to investigate in my classroom can all be reformulated 
in terms of topics discussed here. (A validation of the sophistication of our plans 
or the real-life relevance of these discussions?) First, what is a "relevant curricu- 
lum"? In Norman's sense, what do children know that's relevant to what we 
want to teach-relevant either because it can help or because it may interfere? 
Second, how do children understand or fail to understand instructions, primarily 
oral instructions because the children will be young and on the edge of literacy I 
mean particularly the kind of instructions that teachers seem to give frequently 
(Mehan, 1972) and that are ill structured in Simon and Hayes' sense because 
they put "demands on the knowledge and repertory of problem-solving skills of 
the solver" (page 279)? Can we help children cope with such questions by 
recognizing their incompleteness and asking for more information? Third, in 
what subtle ways do teacher expectations get produced on the one hand, and 

"Editor's note: In this chapter there are several references to material introduced at the 
Workshops presented during the symposium by Bamberger and Collins. For a brief summary 
of these Workshops, see the Preface to this book. Ban ' ^ger's work is also described in 
Bamberger (1972), and Collins' in Collins. Warnock, Aieli     ,nd MUler (1975). 
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have their effects on the other hand? As one example of Hyman's concern with 
how people make sense out of their world, how does a teacher in a very complex 
environment make sense out of her children? If I refrain from "preparing my 
mind" (to adopt Hyman's phrase) and do not look at the children's cumulative 
records, can we track how cues from the children are used in making decisions 
before or during instruction, and how the categorizations of the children that 
will inevitably be built up affect my interactions with them? 

In spelling out these reformulations of my plans for next year, I don't intend 
to imply that tae deliberatioiks of this conference should be judged by their 
usefulness next September. On the contrary, the more appropriate question is 
about the implications for research on instruction during the next five years. 
From that perspective, the comments below fall under four headings: the 
concept of instruction, cognitive objectives, task analyses, and means of instruc- 
tion. 

THE CONCEPT OF INSTRUCTION 

I am impressed by the broad concept of instruction explicit in some of the 
chapters, and implicit throughout this volume. In its catchiest version (Olson, 
this volume), instruction includes muddling by the learner as well as modeling 
and meddling by the teacher. In Resnick's (Chapter 3) more precise definition, 
instr «ction means "any set of environmental conditions that are deliberately 
arranged to foster increases in con.petence. Instruction thus includes demon- 
strating, telling, and explaining, but it equally includes physical arrangements, 
structure of presented material, sequences of task demands, and responses to the 
learner's actions [page 51]." In Carroll's application to language skills, instruc- 
tion is "defined broadly as any external influences on the development of 
language skills, as represented both by formal teaching actions and by more 
informal social interactions [page 5]." 

There have undoubtedly been many influences on this broadened definition. 
For me, two of the most important have been the writings of more persuasive 
proponents of "open" or "learner-controlled" education, and the research on 
language learning which Carroll has summarized. There is a noncoincidental 
relationship between these two influences, because the ease with which children 
learn their native language without instruction more narrowly conceived has 
been used (e.g. by Holt, 1967; Mori son, 1964) as an argument for more open 
education. Resnick's definition extends this broadened concept to all learning, 
not just language, znd to all settings, not just the one formally designated place 
we call a classroom So, for example, the design of museum displays mentioned 
by Shaw (pages 298-299) is included, and becomes one among many additional 
settings for research. 

: 
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\ 

COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES 

Like the concept of instruction, the concept of cognitive objectives is a signifi- 
cant contribution of this conference. In all discussions, cognitive objectives 
compnse both conceptual and procedural knowlejge, or "semantic networks 
and proWem-solving algorithms" (Greeno, Chapter 7). But the distinction be- 
tween tnese cognitive objectives and the older formulations of behavioral objec- 
tives needs to be strengthened further if it is not to collapse under the pressures 
of evaluation. Evaluation requires judgment about some behavior. How can the 
evaluator be sure that a particular behavior indicates underlying knowledge 
rather than rote and limited procedure? In Wertheimer's terms (Resnick, pages 
58-59). how can we tell the difference between "understanding" and "insight" 
vs. "ugly" problem solving solutions? In the terms now used in the language 
domain (defined by Carroll, Chapter 1), how can we infer underlymg compe- 
tence from any particular performance? 

Greeno .Chapter 7) suggests two criteria for meaningfulness: "goodness of 
structure" and "solving in the problem domain" (pages 147-148). "Goodness of 
structure" is an accurate name for the criterion used in language development 
research. When a chüd says / don't want milk, we decide whether to credit that 
chUd with the knowledge of don't as an anxiliary ly determining wiiether in 
this child's language system, don't is simply a single, unanalysed chunk, an 
alternative negative to no, or whether it coexists with other auxiliaries, positive 
as well as negative-e.g., can and will and doesn't as well as don't. "Goodness of 
structure" in language thus means that a particular element is a connected part 
of a larger system, and is recombinable in multiple patterns More generally this 
is also Norman's concept of understanding (Norman, Centner, and Stevens 
Chapter 9). 

With regard to evaluation, Greeno says, "... evaluation must come from the 
potential users of the product, not fror one who proposes to offer the product 
for use.... Evaluation may be poss.Ue when ve can display a relatively 
complete analysis of the knowledge desired in some subject [p. 158]." Working 
out the details for evaluating cognitive objectives in all domains should become a 
high priority task. 

TASK ANALYSES 

If we accpt, as I think we should, Norman's description of the learning process 
as one of communication, with all participants attempting to form new mental 
structural representations that will account for the infonnation which they 
experience, then two kinds of task analysis are needed. One, usually called by 
that name, is an analysis of what the child has to learn; the other, usually called 
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320      COU RTN EYB.CAZDEN 

by some other name such as diagnosis, is a description ot what the 
teacher has to do as he makes decisions (or forms hypotheses) about what and 
how to teach. The First is discussed by Resnick; the second is discussed by 
Atkinson in his explanation of how computer-assisted instruction can be indi- 
vidualized and optimized, and by Allan Collins in his demonstration of how 
tutors of geography find out about the preinstructional knowledge of their 
pupils. The task of diagnosis is different for computers and human teachers, not 
only because the teacher brings to the task a more richly prepared mind which 
may help or interfere, but also because of the magnitude of the information 
processing task. Of the ten panels assembled by the National Institute of 
Education in July, 1974 to suggest plans for research on teaching, one, chaired 
by Lee Shulman, considered teaching as clinical information processing in this 
sense. 

One of Resnick's four requirements for task analyses of what children have to 
learn is that they must "recognize a distinction between early forms of compe- 
tence and later ones ... [and must] describe performance characteristics of 
novices and attempt to discover or point to key differences between novices and 
experts, suggesting thereby ways of arranging experiences that will help novices 
become experts [page 53]." Certainly in language and in the domains of 
knowledge studied by Piaget, and probably in others as well, the knowledge of 
novices is not simply an incomplete version of the knowledge of the expert or 
mature learner; it is qualitatively different. While some of the differences may, 
upon closer examination of the underlying process, be due to the lack of some 
conceptual or procedural knowledge, other differences seem more a result of 
attention to different features of an event than is characteristic of adult minds 
and/or embodied in culturally transmitted forms of representation. 

In the course of language development, for example, children utter verbs like 
goed and unpeel, and they answer the question What are you doing? in the form 
/ doing dancing. These immature forms car reasonably be considered as the lack 
of knowledge of contextual restrictions on the generality of a particular pattern. 
And the childish question Why I can't gol can reasonably be considered as the 
lack of a particular operation that reverses pronoun and auxiliary. But explana- 
tions of incompleteness d' not so easily fit the categorizations of sounds 
underlying young children's invented spellings (Read, 1971), nor children's 
representations of musical tunes that Jeanne Bamburper described.2 

There are also individual differences in the course of learning, and maybe 
culturally-derived group differences as well. These are only beginning to be 
looked at in research on language learning. It seems to be a general methodologi- 
cal principle that the search for universal patterns precedes the search for 
variations on them. 

I am not suggesting (even if I knew how) to buil such qualitatively different 
novice stages into an instructional program as intermediate objectives. But we 

'See footnote on page 317. 
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need to take them into account, not just to value them as indicators of learning, 
but also to penment with how best to use them as the basis for continued 
growth. Jeauae Hamburger's demonstration of children's learning musical struc- 
ture is a fine example. As she said, children's muddling must gaide teacher's 
meddling. 

Flavell (1972) has made an important attempt to categorize the restructuring 
that takes place between points in cognitive-developmental sequences as not just 
addition, but also substitution, modification, inclusion, and mediation. Nor- 
man's protocols of adults learning to cook and learning a computer programming 
language show that the knowledge of adult learners, as well as children, must 
often be modified and not just added to. 

In advocating this more complex model of the course of learning, I don't mean 
to devalue examples of the best we now know how to do in instructional 
design-such as Resnick's arthmetic hierarchy and Atkinson's sequences in each 
strand of his program for beginning reading. But in the longer range, I hope that 
Norman's model (more adequately described in his text than in his too addi- 
tively drawn diagrams) will guide future research. 

In all task analyses, it is essential to remember that a formal analysis of the 
structure of some knowledge or skill does not necessarily, or even probably, 
reflect the organization in anyone's head, much less how it got there. I'm not 
sure whether Greeno's statement that "a theory specifying cognitive structures 
and processes sufficient to perform those tasks u. a candidate hypothesis about 
what the instruction is trying to produce [p. 124]" clarifies or confuses. The 
recent history of psycholinguistic research reminds us of the importance of this 
distinction, as Carroll and Just and Carpenter point out. And there is no reason to 
believe that the story will be different elsewhere. If we intend only effective 
instruction, then the justifying criterion of effectiveness may be sufficient, as 
Greeno and Resnick suggest. But if a model of cognitive processes is sought, then 
more thorough psychological validation is required. Anyone engaged in such 
^ndeavon should read Holt's satire of task analysis in his tescription of how 
children would be taught, presumably less successfully, how to talk (Holt, 1967, 
pp. 56-57), if only to be sure where and how he is wrong. 

■ 

. 

MEANS OF INSTRUCTION 

As Resnick demonstrates, even with a "good" task analysis, the mapping from 
identified components to instructional strategies remains very much a matter of 
artful trial and error. 

Negatively, I am concerned about the rigidity of instruction embodied in 
Atkinson's second and third optimization levels [pages 93-99]. The first level, 
optimizing the sequence within each strand, is less of a problem just because 
a smaller component of the total program is involved. But when all con- 
trol is taken away from the learner, regardless of what and when he is eager 
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to learn adaptation to individual interests and motivation becomes impossible 
I realize that the effectiveness of second-level optimization is an empincal 

question, but it is not easily investigated. Not if we evaluate the effects of 
instruction in long-range terms and look for side effects along this way. as Olson 

urged in his comments. • „  i„ , 
Atkinson's data on third-level optimization is extremely interesting. In a 

cu.mt controversy about ways to increase equality of educational oPP^tumty 
Sesame Street (which reaches everyone) is pitted against Headstart (which is 
limited to poor children). Atkinson's daU is the first I've seen that specifies 
exactly what has to be done to maximize the group average, or minimize the 
group variances, or increase the average while not increasing the variance. As 
«search data it is very important. But. although I agree with Atkinson s 
selection of the third goal as his optimizing criterion, the question of the effect 
on individual children af the rigidity entailed by any attempt to optimize at this 

level still remains. . 
More positively. I want to emphasize *e importance of questions about the 

form of instruction, its timing, and the value of practice. What are the most 
effective forms in which to communicate to the learner what he needs to know 
to make progress? Some learning takes place through the full participation of the 
learner from the beginninf. regardless of the immature forms that the learner 
uses with subtle and little understood forms of feedback producing successively 
more mature approximations of expert behavior. Oral language is perhaps the 
best example here, but it is not the only one. I have seen three-year-old native 
American boys dancing with older siblings, parents and grandparents, doing an 
incredible job (by our standards of age-appropriate motoric developmen ) ot 
keeping in time. It may re the case that full participation even with childish 
performance is characteristic of those learnings for which special educational 
settings are not required. But we could try out extensions of this model to our 
more formal educational objectives. We could let chUdren learn to write without 
correcting their spelling; and. as Norman suggested in one discussion, we could 
let children learn to read without correcting ev-ry semantic error they make 

Where this more informed model of learning does not apply, what is the best 
level on which to focus the learner's attention? In teaching a motor skill such as 
square dance swinging. I have found it more helpful to use the metaphor of 
making your feet go as if en a scooter than to detail the component motions. In 
teaching subtraction. Resnick suggests that it is more effective not to tiy to 
teach »he mature algorithm directly, but rather to find a more easily instructable 
process from which the children can discover the rest themselves. Clearly, more 
research is needed on effective forms of instruction for varied educational 

objectives. . .    .    j- . 
What is the optimal timing for confronting the learner with tin discrepant 

information he needs to move on? In the kind of informal learning that proceeds 
from full participation in ongoing experience, that discrepant information is 
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always available, and the child makes selective use of it in his own time. But in 
more formal educational settings, out of the contexts where experts are perform- 
ing alongside learners, we face timing decisions that are difficult indeed. 

Finally, what about the value of practice? It was only discussed informally 
here. Yet practice is one variable whose role may vary significantly between 
short-term experimental and long-term educational types of instruction. Carey 
(1974) suggests that the practice of constituent skills necessary for their incorpo- 
ration into more complex structures-"modularization in Bruner's term-applies 
to cognitive achievements as well as to motor skills. Children engage in self- 
generated practice, (see Cazden, 1972, pp. 93-97; Cazden, 1974, for language 
examples). Does the effect of practice on learning vary depending on whether it 
is so self-generated or designed and imposed by someone else? If practice is the 
label we gjve to seemingly valuable behavior, than "bad habit" is the comparable 
label for repetitions of behavior that leave something to be desired. Immature 
language forms, such as those given above, are easily replaced as development 
proceeds, no matter how often repeated they may have been. Can we specify 
more generally the categories of behavior to which the notions of practice and 
bad habit do and do not apply? These questions are admittedly imprecisely 
formulated. Because of their importance for education, 1 hope they can be 
clarified from the perspective of this volume. 

\. 
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Designing a Learner: 
Some Questions 

David Klahr 

Carnegie-Mellon University 

What do we know about what happens to a learner during instruction? One of 
the most exacting criteria for testing our knowledge about any phenomenon is 
the extent to which we can build a model that exhibits the behavior being 
studied. If we can simulate it, then we luve at least a sufficiency model. Of 
course there may be many aspects of the model that lack plausibility, but they 
can then become the focus of further study. (Reitman, 1967, once characterized 
this simulation approach to cognitive psychology as a way to "invent what you 
need to know.") In this chapter I will raise some questions about how one might 
go about building a model of a learner in an instructional mode (MOLIM). 

• 

LEARNING AS PROBLEM SOLVING 

To learn is to solve a problem. In all but the most elementary situations, learning 
is under the learner's strategic control of attention and memory. If this view of 
learning is valid, then the study of complex problem solving-and the orientation 
such study provides to cognitive psychology-has direct relevance for the design 
of a MOLIM. In this section I will mention a few features of problem-solving 
theory that seem to justify the view of learning as problem solving, and that also 
have particular importance for the study of learning. Then, in the next section 1 
will raise some questions about the design of a MOLIM. 

Current information processing approaches to the study of human problem 
solving proceed by postulating a general system architecture, and then construct- 
ing explicit representations for the data structures and the processes that 
generate the observed problem solving behavior. A problem solution consists of 
an internal representation for some knowledge that the system did not have at 
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the outset. Problem solving consists of a series of local transformations of 
knowledge that ultimately reach the desired knowledge stnte. In several of the 
chapters in this volume (e.g., the Greeno's Chapter 7), the "solution" to the 
learning problem is explicitly represented as a data structure (semantic net) and 
a set of procedures for searching that network. But note that these results-these 
solutions to the learning problem-are static with respect to the learning process 
itsdf. That is, with respect to the time grain of the instructional process, the 
results of instruction, even though they may themselves by dynamic processes, 
are structures upon with the learning system must operate. We need a model of 
the system's response to instruction, that is, its functioning in circumstances in 
wlich it must attend to the instructional episode and modify its own per- 
formance structures and processes. 

In our instructional efforts, we try to provide optimal environments for the 
human information processing system to learn something. As it is with the horse 
led to water, so it is with the learner in an instructional situation: we can't make 
it ingest what we offer. The instructional design question is typically "Will the 
learner learn from this instruction?" A further question should be "Why should 
he learn?" The viev/ of learning as problem solving suggests some ways to 
characterize this question. Problem-solving theory (Newell & Simon, 1972) 
includes two features of importance for our purpose. One is a detailed internal 
representation of the task environment. The other is a characterization of how 
the human information processor allocates its limited processing capacity to the 
problem-solving process. A principal method for effecting this allocation is the 
isse of explicit representations for goals. Goals are symbolic expressions that 
direct and control the course of problem solving, representing what the system 
"wants" to do at any moment, and "why" it wants to do it. Thus, the answer to 
whether or why the system will learn becomes, in view of learning as problem 
solving, a matter of stating the circumstances under which learning-related goals 
are generated and manipulated. 

SOME DESIGN QUESTIONS FOR A MOLIM 

In this section, I will raise four questions that must be answered by the designer 
of a MOLIM: 

1. When should learning occur? 
2. How will the system be changed as a result of learning? 
3. How thoroughly assimilated is the thing to be learned? 
4. How distinct is learning from performance? 

These questions, and their answers, are highly interrelated, and it is difficult to 
determine their appropriate order of presentation. Their ordering here is arbi- 
trary, and does not imply any pardcular differential importance in my mind. 
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1, When should teaming occur? A curious problem with most of the learning 
models in both cognitive psychology and artificial intellignece it that they are 
too single-minded in their task: they learn all the time. In designing a plausible 
MOUM, we must be able to account for the fact that most of the time learning 
does not occur. We can do this by explicitly including in our MOUM the precise 
conditions under which an instructional episode causes something to be learned. 
This is where the appropriate use of goals could play a role. Radier than 
construct a system in which the tendency to learn is integrally built in to the 
underlying operating mechanisms, we can design a more general problem solver 
whose problem is to learn, and whose goals include explicit learning efforts. 

By themselves, such goals would still be inadequate for deciding when the 
system should l;am. Additional information would be required about the 
current stafc, of knowledge-that is, about both the current configuration of the 
external environment as well as the internal state of the system Thus, another 
design decision concerns those variables and their critical ranges which would, in 
conjunct on with the learning goals, activate the self-modification processes. 

The mechanisms that determine when learning is to occur must be capable of 
representing differential responsiveness to instruction. As Resnick (Chapter 3, 
this volume) has pointed out, our models must be able to represent both early 
and late forms of task proficiency, and for a MOUM, the task is learning itself. 
Therefore a MOUM must incorporate the capacity to represent both early and 
late learning proficiencies. Siegjer (1975) has noted the importance of experi- 
mental designs in which both older and younger children are given the same 
training sequences, in order to examine the possible interaction of age and 
instructional effecte. Since such interactions have been found (e.g.. Siegler A 
Liebert, 1975), we must be able to represent them in MOUM, through the 
general strategy, suggested by Resnick, of building developmentally tractable 
models. 

2 How will the System be changed as a result of learning? This is, perhaps, a 
more useful way to say "what is learned?" There are several outcomes that can 
result from the learning effort. One result is that nothing happens: the learning 
attempt fails, and no lasting change is made in the system As noted above, this 
is more the rule than the exception in real instructional situations, and we must 
be able to build a system that can handle this fact. 

Another possible result is that the entire system architecture could change. 
That is, the system's components and their interrelationships might be altered. 
However, since by "system architecture" I mean "hardware" rather than the 
"software" of the human information processor, it seems unlikely that this kind 
of change is really the result of instruction. Although it would be required in full 
developmental theory, we need not be too concerned with it for now. 

There are two kinds of software changes that the system can undergo: changes 
in processes and changes in structures. Newell (1972a) has demonstrated the 
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imprecise nature of the process^tructure distinction in systems that are them- 
selves undergoing change. In the case of a self modifying system, the ambiguity 
becomes even greater, since it is linked to the issue of degree of assimüation to 
be described below. Although one often makes an apparently unambiguous 
distinction between imtruction directed to acquisition of facts, and instruction 
directed to the teaching of procedures (or skills), it is clear from the work of 
Greeno. Hyman, and Norman (Chapters 7. 8. and 9 of this volume) that the 
issues are not so simple. One can represent factual knowledge by procedures that 
can generate those facts, and. conversely, one can represent what could be 
procedural outputs by appropriately complex static symbolic networks 

Another type of change that may result from instruction, and which we must 
therefore be prepared to explicitly represent in our MOLIM, is change in the 
learning properties of the system beyond the representation of the specific 
instructional material. For example, in the case of the aggregate models with 
which Atkinson represents the learner, there are a few changes in the acquisition 
parameten that result from the instruction. In more complex models of learning 
such systemic modifications would include the basic rules of self-modification 
themselves. 

3. How thoroughly assimilated is the thing to be learned? In the paper cited 
above Newell (1972) distinguishes between several levels of general versus 
specific knowledge about a task. The more general the knowledge, the more 
transformational rules are necessary to take the system from its entry state at 
performance time to a task-specific state in which it can actually perform the 
task at hand. Conversly. a very task-specific piece of knowledge might be 
represented in "machine code": being fully assimilated it would require no 
interpretation at run time, however it would be of limited generaUty. 

A concrete example of this distinction is provided by the models for children's 
performance on seriation tasks developed by Baylor snd Gascon (1974) In these 
models there are two kinds of representations for "seriation knowledge " One is 
a base strategy, consisting only of series of nested goals, diat describe at the 
most general level a strategy for seriation (e.g., "find max," or "insertion") The 
other representation is a rule set that accounts for each move made by the child 
during a specific seriation task. Behavior during length seriation has one rule set 
and behavior during weight seriation has another. If the system has only the base 
strategy, then it also requires a set of rules that take the base strategy and 
construct a task-specific variant (e.g.. for weight seriation). TTiere are various 
ways to conceptualize this mapping. The two simplist are a complete "compila- 
tion,   in which the base strategy, plus the task-specific mapping rules, create an 
entire talk-specific system that then runs on the task. The other is a collection of 
interpretive rules that never create a task-specific entity, but instead interpret 
the base strategy, "on the run." in terms of the specific task. 

In designing a MOUM. we must decide upon the assimilatedness of the 
information to be acquired. The sematic networks of Norman and Greeno in this 
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volume appear to be far toward the task-specific end of the spectrum, while 
Shaw and Wilson appear to be focusing upon a more general "base strateßy" in 
their representations of group generators. A similar con;rast can be found in 
comparing Atkinson, (Chapter 4) with Resnick (Chapter 3). Atkinson is aiming 
at an instructional procedure that will create a very specific set of data structures 
and processes that will enable the learner to write programs or to acquire a set of 
reading patterns. Resnick has begun to investigate the manner in which the 
learner abandons the task-specific instructions and creates a more efficient and 
general procedure. My strategic bet is that by representing the result of leamir 
as "base plus interpreter," we nuy begin to get a hendle on the mechanisms c 
generalization from, or beyond, the specific instructional sequence. 

4. How distinct is the learning system from the performance system? In 
almost all models of learning, be they psychological models or examples of 
Artificial Intelligence, there is a clear distinction between the learning processes 
and the thing to be learned, that is, the performance system (see for example .he 
models in Feigenbaum & Feldman. 1963, or Simon &. Siklossy, 1972). The 
distinctions are made with respect to the over-all organization of the respective 
systems, the underlying representations, and even the basic system architecture. 
For example, in the letter series completion model of Simon and Kotovksy 
(1963), much attention is paid to the differential short-term memory demands 
made by different representations for different serial concepts, but the demands 
made during the induction of these concepts (i.e., during their learning) are not 
directly addressed. Another example of this distinction can be found in Water- 
man's (1970) learning program in which the result of training was represented as 
a production system, but the learning system itself was not .* production system. 

Although such separation has the benefit of making the modeling task more 
manageable, it lacks both elegance and psychological plausibility. 1 would hazard 
the guess that the same mechanisms that span the gap between general base 
strategy and the task-specific system (sec Question 3, above) are imp'icated in 
the learning process itself. The more homogeneously we design the MOI.IM, the 
more likely we are to be able to solve both problems simultaneously. Such a 
view might be nothing more than idle speculation were it not for the recent 
work of my colleague, Don Waterman. He has constructed a set of adaptive 
production systems for a range of learning tasks (Waterman, 1974a b). These 
models learn simple addition, verbal associations, and complex letter series. Each 
model is written as in initial cere of productions, some of which have the 
capacity to add additional productions to the initial core. The final "learned" 
system operates under the same control structure and system architecture as the 
initial sys em and the learning rules are represented in precisely the same way as 
the new rules that are learned, that is, as productions. 

The instructional environments in which ". •iferman's system do their self- 
modification are relatively simple, but I beli.ve rhat the baue approach is very 
sound, and extendable to richer instructional pioblems. !n a less precise but 
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much more general statement. Wallace and I (Klahr & Wallace, 1976) have 

CONCLUSION 

q^on^hl" ^ V0,lT rePreSen, diVerSe but COnVer8in« M»w" «o ^e quesnon of the relevance of some current research in cognitive psychology to 
mstmcnonal design. I have not attempted to synthesize.Taluate or/evie^e 
prevums chapters because several efforts have already been made in the discus- 
sum chapters by Gregg. Olson. Famham-Diggory. Hayes. CoUins. Shaw. Glaser. 

SiÄ    fr ' T in,ent ^ ^ t0 pr0Vide " orientatio" that migh help the reader to form his own evaluation of the research reported here 
By confmmg attention to learning in intentionally instructional situations I 

have a tempted to reduce the task to manageable proportions. InsteaSo 

Z^ LVTu learnin8 SyS,em' ' haVe considered the desi^ of more 
hm ted models of the effects of specific instructional situations, sfch nTe 
mil u».aUy tend to be largely determined by the task environment, tha^ y 
the mater.iü and Us form of presentation. However, there are some fmiJaZ 
quNtiom that are worth asking, questions which may apply to a wide rnm of 
instruction, even though their answers may be task-specific 

en^ZlPOSed ^de^" issucs- we --mght ask a few questions about the 
entente per se. Why bother with such an effort? There seim to be a few good 
reasons. F.rst. If we could actually build a sensible model, we could d3v 
simulate the results of proposed instructional procedures. The potenS vZof 

csl"^;;^- "pärpiants"is tha, thev COM
 »*** & «t«,Ä d

f 
es mg of mstruc .onal vanatmns that we are presently forced to use. But except 

To^h rrr; ',uatiTs•we are not ye, ab,e to b»M ^ ^ix worth of the enterprise hes m its propaedeutic nature; it may «rive us an 

mtroducüon to the kinds of things we still need to know SeveS o^e 
comments by other discussants in this volume have raised Zls^Ltl 
pc*mty that we may have little here that is really new or useful iZkZ 
u h a „ew .s unjustified, but the issue cannot really be addressedTnt 

second reason for attempting to raise some design issues is that the exercise of 

r^xr ■of ,eamin8 from'— - ^ "'" 
^»J-ltZT^V? ^ •* abOU, thc de^1 of a M0LIM is Who cares.    Who might benefit from such an exercise? It seems to me to be 
premature to claim that either instructors or learners (at least as tradTt onalt 

^Lc^T.:much from ^about ^ ^of "^ models. TTie payoff, at p.^nt. appears to be for the people who fall into the 
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intersection of the categories of instructional designer and cognitive psychol- 
ogists. The contributors to this volume were selected because of just such a 
blend of interests and skills. Their answers to some of the questions I have raised 
are impUcit in the work they have presented in previous chapters. Perhaps other 
"learning engineers" can, in reaching their own answers, begin to apply and 
direct the kinds of basic research that are required tc further our knowledge of 
both cognition and instruction. 
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Abstract concepts, 197-221 
Abstraction, 207, 280, 283 
Acquisition sets, 206-210, see also Genera- 

tive concepts 
Active structural networks, 178-182 
Adaptive instruction, 81-107 

definition, 82 
Addition problems, 71-72, see also 

Mathematics 
Affordance structure, 210, 296 
AID (Algebraic Interpretive Dialogue), 

82-83 
Algebraic operations in geometry problems, 

148 
Algebra word problems, 280-281 
American Sign Language, 14, 19 
Analogy, 185, 281-282, 285, 312 
Aphasia, treatment of, 291-296 
Application of psychological theory to 

practice, 303-305 
Arithmetic, see Mathematics 
Art appreciation, 298-299 
Assessment, see Evaluation 
Assimilation, 237-238, 328-329 

to stereotypes, 170 
Attention in language acquisition, 10,13,16 
Attributive concepts, see Concepts 
Auditory psychophysics, representa,:on of 

knowledge in, 150-158 
Automaton models, 124 
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BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code), 83 

Behavioral objectives, 3, 118, 123, 235, see 
also Instructional objectives 

Behavioristic training procedures, 313 
Behaviorist theories 

of language, 12-15 
as predecessors of task ..nalysis, 53-58 

BIP (BASIC Instructional Program), 83-89, 
312 

CA' (Computer Assisted Instruction), 
82-107,113-114,320 

in computer programming, 82-89 
in foreign language, 99-106 
in initial reading, 89-99 

evaluation of effectiveness, 98-99 
Clinical information processing, 320 
Cognitive objectives, 123-159, 235-238, 

319-323 
Cognitive psychology and instructional 

design, 303-316 
Cognitive skills, indpf-endence of. 111 
Cognitive theory of instruction, 117-120 
Communication in learning and teaching, 

186-190 
Communication skills, see Language skills 
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Competence 
description and analysif, 306-308, 

311-312 
conditions fostering acquisition, 309-310, 

313 
its development during instruction, 

305-306 
stages of, 53,62-63 

Competence and performance, 5-8, 119,230 
competence grammar, 5 
individual differences in, 8 
performance grammar, 5-7 
psychological criteria, 6-7 

Complex subjects, cooking as example, 
185-190 

Comprehension, 156 
as criterion for measuring achievement 

and aptitude, 245 
see also Understanding 

Computer programming 
instruction in, 82-89, 190-192, 321 
development of schemata, 190-192 
see also Subject matter 

Concept of instruction, see Instruction 
Concept learning, 237 
Concepts 

abstract nature, 198-199 
attributive, 200 
events, 210-217 
generative, 199-203 
nominal, 200 
procedural representation, 125-1 35 
recognition of novel instances. 198-199 

Cooking, instruction in, 185-190, 321, jw 
also Subject matter 

Curriculum evaluation, 158-159, »«-a/xo 
Evaluation 

Development of representati'n :or verbs, 
180-183 

Difficulty of processing senten :es, 266 
Differential responsiveness to instruction, 

327 
Discovery, 76 
Discrepancy 

between student's concept and teacher's. 
188 

from stereotype, ltl-176 
Discrepant information, 322-323 
Discrimination nets, ice I PA M 

Drill and practice, see Practice 
Dynamic theoretical models, 228-233, see 

also Generative concepts. Relational 
networks. Semantic networks 

Education and rnderstanding, 287-289, see 
also Undersr.nüing 

Effects of learning in language acquisition. 
10 

Environmental feedback in understanding. 
275-277, 285 

EPAM (Elementary Perceiver and 
Memorizer), III, 139 

Euclidean geometry, see Mathematics 
Evaluation 

of cognitive objectives, 319 
of curriculum materials. 158 
of instruction. 220 
of Stanford CAI reading program. 98-99 
statistical techniques. 23-48 
test construction. 48 

Event concepts as generate t knowledge. 
210-217 

Event perception. 296-298 
Examples as instructions. 276 
Expecutions of teachers. 317-318 
Expert performance. 53. 219-220. 281 
Expert-novice distinction, 112, 313, 

320-322 
different style of tutors, 187-190 

Explanation, 155-156 

Fact retrieval, 155 
falsification lime, see Negation 
feedback, 76, 275-277 

in language acquisition, 13, 17 
in computer assisted instruction, 92-93 
see also Reinforcement 

FIOW. 190-192 
Frames see Schemata 
Functional reasoning. 195-196 

Generalization. 329 
Generative concepts. 199-203. 295-296 

in mathematics. 200-201 
Generative linguistic knowledge. 201-203 
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(.cnnalot «Ms, 201. 204-210. 228. 
237-238 

Geoftraphy. 320. ut alto Subiect matt« 
Geometric rebtiont, 148 
Ciefman, computer assisted instruction in. 

99-106 
Gestalt paychology. 58-61. 145-146 
Geometry, tee Mathematics 
Goal-directed pattern matching, 141 
Goodness of structure. 319 
GPS (General Problem Solver). 271 
Grammars, tee Competence and perfor- 

mance. Languane acquisition 
Grammatical complimenUihty, 293 
Group generator. 204-206. 329 

HAM. 142-144 
Habit. 323 
Heuristics. 276-277 

I 

Illiteracy, functional. 269-270 
Ill-structured problems, tee Problem sotvin; 
Imagery in mathematics. 236 
Imitation in language acquisition. 20 
Implicit negation, tee Negation 
Impression formation. 161-176 

inconsistency during. 163 
Impulsivity-renoictivity. 36 

tee alto Individual differences 
Individual differences 

in language acquisition. 8. 22 
in language competence. 8 
statistical analysis. 3! -33 

Individualization. 32! 
and task analysis. 113-114 

Independence of cognitive processes. 23-48. 
Ill 

sources of dependency. 35 
Information, role in language acquisition. 17 
Information processing 

definition. 64-65 
and task analysis. 63-80 

Information network, of BIP. 85-89 
Initial states of knowledge 

description and diagnosis. 308. 312 
tee alto Expert-novice distinction. 

Knowledge 
Insight. 58. 59. 319. trc alto Meanin fulness 

InstrucUbUity. 52.62. 307 
Instruction 

cognitive theory of. 117-120 
in cognitive skills. 238 
definitions. 3-5.51. 318 
in difficult contexts. 291-299 
in foreign language. 4. 7 
role of generative concepts. 217-220 
theory versus design. 118 
tee alto Adaptive insUcction. Tutorial 

method 
Instructional design and cognitive 

psychology. 303-316 
Instructional examples of nepition, 

260-262 
Instructional goals. 123-159 
Instructional growth. 223-234 
Instructional implementation. 310 
instructional means. 120. 321-323 
Instructional objective». 123-159 
Instructional relevance. 52.61 
Instructional sequence, 224-225 
Instructions 

containing implicit negatives. 255-262 
comprehension in everyday situations, 

268 
oral versui written. 270. 274-275. 322 
simplifying and clarifying. 283-284 
tee alto Comprehension. Understanding 

Internal components of verbs. 178-183 
Invariance. 210-217 
Invention. 76 
Isomorphism. 271. 282 

The juirp problem. 190-192 

Knowledge 
acquisition. 238. 245. 313-314 

of abstract concepts. 197-221 
during impression formation. 161-176 
jnderlying cognitive capacity. 197-221 

diagnosis of initial states, 308. 312 
event concepts, i! 0-217 
generative linguistic. 201-203 
objective. 118 
origins versus representations. 298 
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in Unguase acquiition, 11 
in talk «lalytit, 53. 62-63, 73 

prior 

in language acquisition, 11 
of resulti, 275 

in tadc analym, 55-58 
relation to performance. 119-120 
for solving proMcrm. 136-149 
structure. 321, 325 
(ransnussion, 119 

and understanding. 277-282 

L 

Language acquisition. 4-21 
behavioral theory of. 12-15 
by chimpanzees. 14. 19 
cognitive theory of. 15-18 
by exposure, 4 

of foreign language. 4. 7 
CAI program, 99-106 

generative knowledge, 201-203 
by imiution, 20 

individual differences in. 8. 22 
by mternalization. 4 
models of, 8-21 
naive theory of, 9-12 
of native language. 4 

representation for verbs of posessiun 
180-183 

set alto Compelencc and performance 
Language acquisition devide (LAD), 4, 19 
Unguage learning, see Unguage acquiv ion 
Langlege skills. 4-22 

ilftini.   4 

in foreign language. 4. 7 
in native language. 4 
models of learning. 5-21 
tee also Language acquisition 

Learner-controlled insuuetion. 106 318 
321 

Learning 

cognitive theories. 110-1! 1 
definition, 319 

a« distinct from performance. 329 

facilitating conditions, 309-310 
how will it change the learner, 327 
by modification of schemata. 184-190 
as problem solving. 325-326 
of serial patterns, 115 

^earning (conrd.) 

strategies in. 114-115 
when should it occur, 327 

Learning hierarchies, 55-58 
Learning to learn, 78-80, 194, 287 

Linking science between psychology and 
instruction, 303-305 

Matching to determine isomorphism, 282 
Mathematics 

arithmetic, task analysis, 54-58. 65-70 
fractions, 125-135 
generative concepts, 200-201 
geometry, task analysis. 58-59,   35-150 
task analysis. 51 -80 

Maximal rale contours. 90 
Mayonnaise problem. 185-186 
Meanmgfulness. 145-149. 319 

Measurement. 76. see also Mathematics 
Meddling, 119 
Memory 

external, 265 
recognition. 161-176 
reconstructive aspects, 174 

representation in, 177-194 

restructuring »   in impression formation 
173-176 

tee alto Representation, Semantic 
memory. STM 

Mental computation. 127 
Mental processes in sentence 

comprehension. 245-268 
Metaphor. 281-282. 322 
Modeling. 119 

MOLIM (model of a learner in an 
instructional mode). 325-331 

Monster problems, 272-275. 278-279 
288-289. 297 

Motivation in language acquisition. 9, 16 
Motor skill. 322 

Move »»«rator. 2 /3-274 
Middling. 119 

Negatives 

applied to quantifiers. 255 
denial. 251-252 
implicit. 255-260 
relatwc difficulty. 267 
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PiychoiinituMUc». 3-22. 245-26«. J21 
Piychoiof) >   instruction. 305-311 

Question ans«eimfL 153-158 

I 

Uptimai control theory. 91 
Optimuationof learning. 81-107. 312. 

321-322 
for das performance. 96-98 
in t .crnun vucabuiao learning. 100-106 
for individiul students. 93-96 

Optimal wquenan$. tee Optimualion of 

learning 
Oral communication. 270. 322 

Pattern recognition. I 37-139. 144-145 
IVrcetving afTordance structure, 212-217 

Person perception. 161-162. 238 
PLANNKR. 142-144 

Planning. 236 
Pnctice. 323 

in language acquisition. II. 17. 99-102 
as means of strengthening S-R bonds, 54 

Predication, 246 
Praxis. 119 
Problem solving, 319. 326 

course m. 239-242 
evaluation of effeciivcness. 239-242 

knowledge required. 1 36-149 
well structured versus dl-struclured. 

277-278. 280. 288-289. 317 
Problem-solving ski'Ji. 88 
Problem space. J71 
Procesa-structute dtstinctw   327-328 
Production systems. 22, 142, 144. 329 

for («rformance gramiran, 7 
Productive thmkm-. 58-61 
Professionals, %ee i xpert peifiwmance 
Propositional networks, 1 39-144. tee «/so 

Relational networks 
Propositional representation of sentences. 

246 
Protntypcv 203, 228, See sho Stereotypes 

Rational task analysis, tee Tut analysn 

Reading 
computer assisted instruction in, 89-99 
tfts of mdividual differences, 31-33 
tests ol process independen.e. 30-31 

Reading comprehenaon. Mt . < mprrheiv 
%i»n. Verbal comprehension tests 

Reading comptcheiMon tesa. 265-266 
Recofnition of relations. 1 37-1 39 
Remforcement. 509 

in language ma^i dtiun. '1.13.17 
ReUtional networki  145-149. tee tho 

Propositional networks. Semantic 

memory 
Relevance of   urriculum. 317 
Repnaenution. 272-273. 278. 3U 

of concepu as procedures 125-135 
description of. m I'NRKRSTAND. 274 
of fractional quantity. 126-1 35 
of information extracted from sentences. 

246-251 
via schemata m memory. 177-194 
of ihemalK Jilormation. 265-266 

for verbs. 178-: 83 
Rewardv ter Retn/orccmeni 
Rote learning. 171 
Rote proofs, 146 
Russian, computer ussnted instruction in. 

100 

Schemau. 161-176. 203. 230. 238 
and memory representation. 177-194 

modification of. 184 
selection. 184 
structure. 183-184 

Science of des«n. 304-305 
Scope of a negative, tee Ne|Bit:on 
Second-language learning, tee language 

acquBition 
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Sdf-modiTicaiion. 326, 328-329 
Senantic knowledge, 278-280 
Senmuic memoiy, 111, 125, 272 

Semantic network*, 150-153, 178-182 
229, 31<J, 326, 328 

Semantics tn algebra word problems 
280-281 

Sentence completion tasks, 262-265 
Sentence-picture companion 247-249 

287-288 

Sentence representation 
affirmatives and negatives, 246 
embedded clause». 251-252 

Sentence verification, 246-255 
Sequential processes, 112 
Serial pattern learning, 115 

Set theoretic rtpresentatiun of fractional 
quantity. 130-135 

Similarity to stereotype, 164-174 
Simulation. 325 
Skill, 5-8 
Spatial representation of fractional 

quantity, 126-135 
Stages of competence, 53 
Stereotypes 

assimilation to, I 70, 229 

as schemata in memory, 161-176 
Sternberg's additive-factor paradigm 

description, 24-26 
generalization of, 2t>-36 

Stimulative therapy in aphasia, 294-295 

STM (Shon-Term Memory), 274-275, 329 
Strategies, i'•8-329 

in learning. 114-115 

m understanding, 281-282. 285 
Struciural networks, see Acti.e structural 

networks, Seriautic networks 
Style» of interwetation, 285 
Subject matter 

addition, 71-72 
algebra. 280 

arithmetic. 54-58, 65-72 
art appreciation. 298-299 
calculus, 236 

computer programming, 82-89  190-192 
285 

cooking, 185-190 

foreign languages, 3-8, 99-106 
fractions, 125-135, 237 
geography, 320 

geometry, 58-59, I 35-150 

Subject matter (comd.) 
German. 99-106 
problem solving, 238-242 
psychophysics, 150-157 
reading, 3(>-34, 89-99 
riviting, 224-228 
Russian, 100 

second language vocabulary, 99-106 
subtraction, 69-71 
writing, 283 

Subtiaction problems, 69-71, see also 
mathematics 

Syntactic analysis of instructions. 271 

Task analysis. 311 -312. 319-321 
definition, 51-53 

in additive factor paradigm, 24-25 
empirical analysis, 68-72 
(Jangnt's contribution, 55-58 
history, 5.V-63 
and individualization, 113-114 
information processing approaches, 

63-80,125-159 
in instructional design, 51-60, 109-115 
in mathematics 51-80, 125-149 
Pia^et's contribution, 59-61 
rational task analysis, 65-68 
instructional relevance, 52-53, 61 
satire of, 321 

and subject strategies, 114-1IJ 

Thorndike's contribution, 53-55 
Wertheimer's contribution, 58-59 

Task sequences. 55-58 

Teachability, see Instructability 
Teaching 

routines for, 72-78 

of understanding, 284-285 
see also Instruction 

Testing, itr I valuation 

Time spans in attaining competence, 313 
1 runsformations, perception of 

shape of nonrigid objects, 212-213 
shape of facet, 213-217 
tea-making event, 217 

Transition matrix. 103 

Tutorial dialoRues, 187-190, 320 
Tutorial method 

in comprrtcr assisted instruction, 87-89 
Socratic, 227 
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269-284 

Understanding, 58-59, 118-119, 269-285, 
287-289, 319 

criterion of, 271 
different styles of, 281-282 
nature of, 270-277 
puzzles, 278-280 
theory of, 271-274 
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Verbal comprehension tests, 247, 2(i3-265 
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